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,This volume dontains revised versions of the fifteen 'ptate of the

art papers and seveneommentariesgiven at the inaugural confettnce of

the New'Zealand AssOdiation for ResearCh in Education (NZARE). Each

.'site of the art paper surveys a single field; together, with the
;commentaries, they give'Jeaders a unique insight into much of the con-.

temporary New Zealand research relating to education.

The principal authors ha4p approached their task in varyik ways

but they all list,the scholars active in.eir fields and mention the

agencies and' institutions which support or sponsor theirwRrk. Above

all, they record, analyse and comment_on the Aims, pethods.and signifi-

.pance of tha
.

tudies reviewed. As a result, the 4eader cannot qelp
1

but become sensitive to the issues .and approaches that are central to .

and characteristic of each of the areas. The volume does not cover

all New Zealand research, but.it makes a,good start.

We confidently ex6ect ;he publication of these papers to become a

landmark in:the dOelopment of research in education, in New Zea nd and

we are glad to have -Delta associated with us in this endeavour. Here

then is the state. of pie art at the beginning of the 1980s.

Geraldine McDonald

President

°
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NZARE is grateful to t authors for their work, to NZCER

for its assistance, t*.MiA Carlene Grigg, who typed the

-manuscript, to Date for its decision to join with us in

making this vaIuale set of pager's widely available, and

to Ross St. George (Dejta) for overseeing publication.
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. ) Research on Early ChildhOod Education
in New Zealand

Anne Meade ,

Early Childhood Unit
New Zealand Council for Educational Research

My tasV in preparing this paper was made easier by my decision in 1978

to compile a bibliography of New Zealand early, childhood research bet-

ween 1916 and 1978 in order that I might carry out the conisultancy as-
,-

pect of my work for NZCER effectively. With the groundwork done

by Geraldine McDonald's bibliography (1975) and a suppleMentary list

compiled by the then set editor, Keith Pickens (1978), I searched

libraries and circularised universities and teachers colleges for addi-

tions. Theresult was a 441 item Bibliography (with annotations) pub-

lished this year (Meade, 1979). There has been a large increment in

material during 1979 with 43 papers coming from one source alone - the

Second Early Childhood Care and Development Convention.

When I was gathering material' together in preparation for writing

tjis paper, I did some'content analysis of the New Zealand Early Childhood

Care and Education Bibliography but I decided to go beyond straight facts

and figures and do a little investigation to provide descriptions of issues

and the people in early childhood research as well.

Facts and Figures

The items in the Bibliography are grouped under 15 headings. The' subject
(

headings are those used by the American\Educational Resources Information

Center (ERIC), and each item is listed only once. Table 1 pfovides n

le"analysis of the 441 items. eIt shows how many items are in ach.sect on
a e .

as well as the number and proportion Of items within each section which

have been published or which are theses. The remaining items in each

section are generally ,conferience papers or unpublished research reports.
4

iA paper presented at Research in Educdtion in New Zed and: A Balance.
Sheet, First Natiorial Conference of the New Zealand Association for Re-
search in Education-(NZARE), Victoria University of Wellington, 7-10
December 1979.



.0 Table 1: 'Analysis C;f New Zealand Bibliography of

Early Childhood Core and Education Items

Sections

S/21.1.0.-Development

child Language

, Early Childhood

o 'ilk

Item Total

78

'28

Published.

7.

.,

36 (46)

. 11. WI

Completed Theses

.7.

23 29)

9 (32)

-

Education
,

85 43' (51) 15 (18)

Ethnic Studies '27 19 (70) 5 (19).

Family Life 25 20 (80)
4

Handicapped
Children' 52 ' 33' (63) 6 (12)

t

Infant
Behaviour ' 16 5 (31) 4 (25) ,

A (+ 2 videos)

Media
Research 10 (50) (10)

Parent
Education 13 8 (62) 2 (25)

Parent _.

.Participation ,5 3' (60)
.
_

,

.

Parents 15 8 (53) 1 (7) ,4---

PrelSchool
Teachers 17 11 (65) 4 ** (24)

Programmes. 30, 18 (60) 4 (13)

ReSearch 30 16 (53) ' -/ -'

Training 10 5 (50) (20)

6

Total 441 242 (55) 76 .(17)

-A--

Early childhood education (a 'catch-all' category mostly concerned with

descriptions and analyses of early'childhoo'd institutions) an child develop-

ment are'the areas which are, by far, the mostefrecfuently st led or written

ahout.

It can be seen that child development (23) and early childhood education

(15) are also the most popular areas of study-for theses. However, the area

Of study which attracted the greatest proportioh of thesis students was child

if)
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language - 32 per cent of these -items were thesis studies. Family life,

and parents participation are-the, areas whiVI seem not to attract thesis.

students. In addition to the 76 completed theses, S lecturers reported

theses in prdgress. . Of thesee.! theses : 8were for a PhD; werewere lin

education; .24 were For a diploma (Dip. Ed. or Dip. Ed, Psych.); 7 were

in psrchology; 1 was in English; and 1 in Social science.
sc

Fifty-five per cent of the items had been published. Material .

about family life, or about Maori, and Pacific Islanders and early child-
-

hood education (termed ethnic studies), had the best resord for being

published, whereas infant behaviour studies had the smallest proportion

of studies pUblished. ,7--However, infant behaviour researchers have used'

another form of dissemination, namely,viaeotape, on twp occasions.

A comparison of these statistics with some pertaining to Geraldine

McDonald's...1975 bibliography reveals'that in the mid-1970s early child-
. J , 1

----hood education papers were the most prevalent-with 14 items fitting iRto

this category. However, there was a far higher percentage of papers

being written about Maori and Pacific Islanders' involvement in early

childhood education - there were 10 such paperi of books in the earlier

bibliography (17 per cent) which equalled the items about child develop-

ment. The proportion dropped to
t
6 per cent in the 1979 Bibliography

with J4 authors-contributing 27.items. Considering the amount of dis-

cussion on multi7cultural issues amongst educationists, there is a

paucity of ethnic,studies in the 1970s - it would seem that most of the

A, discussants are only paying lip-service to understanding the issues.
4

None of the 1975 item* could be categorised as parent participation nor

as papers about researchsa-,

Thenuinberofthesesstildieshas grown dramatically. The previous

blbliogtaphy ,listed 27; my'1979- Bibliography includes 81. Sixty-six

per cent of the theses in be 1975 Bibliography were supervised by

university'depirtments -of education, and this proportion rose to 77 pet

cent in the 1979 Bibliography.
. I may have been more conscientious

- about seeking out theses,. but I believe there, has also been a rapid,

growth in thesis studies.

In the1975 Bibliography, 24 per cent) of the items had been
At-- 5

psublished. Fifty-kfive per c t of the items in the 1979' Bibliography

had been published:. More it portantiy, however, more of them are to

be found in widely available books and journals, and researchers are

learniig to use other media,,such as video, to disseminate findings.

This was boosted by two sets of conference,papersi - those
.

from the

-.-
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First Early ldhood Care and Development Convention (Early Chil4cbd in
-

, -

Zealand, O'Rourke and Cloy, 1978) and the Invitational Conference on Early
,

14:

ChildhOod Research in New Zealand (Young-Childrewand Early Childhaod'Services:
. .

Some"New Zealand Research,"McBonald and Dinnlss, 1978) being published in e./

1978 The 1979 Second Early Childhood Cae and Development Convention Papers

(Early Childhood in New Zealand: Their Needs Our Concern, Neale and Renwick,

f979) we're rapidly ayailable they wete printed and out by the last flay of the

convention. Earlier
5
published material was often invisiblOto'researcherS be-

.

cause it was only found in journals issued by-the.early childhood organisation's.

, ;
.

.....,

issues: New Zealand :

.

. k
. i .

I was curious to know Wheth.tre topics being researched arose out of the prag-
..

matic concerns felt ,by ;New Zealand early childhood workers and administLilvs,

so I bad a'quick look through the records of the early 19$0s of the... thred m4in
. . .

movements playcentre, kindergarten and child care centres. I intend now to

give an overview of the issues affecting,the Playcentre'Feddration, the Free

Kindergarten Union, the Kindergarten Teachers Association and"` he Association.

of Child Care Centres; then. comment on any relationships (or lack thereof)

v ,

between the issues and research in early childhood.

Tlie New Zealandylaycentre Federation was concerned, about many 'issues.

Its only case to Goverment was for funds fon training officers' expenses

Other oft-mentioned concerns were: the public's view.vf pre - school educa ion

generally and playcentre education varticularly; the effects of the Changing

role of women on voluntary organisations; maintaining parent invOlvelient and

educatiOn; the allocation and effects of government 6nds; and Matching

provision of service with needs.

In the New Zealand Free Kindergarten Union records of the early 1970s, I

found repeated reference to expansion in the number -of kinaergarten,places,
. .

'provision of training,, and the need for' supervising head teachers.c, . They
7

selOom questioned the effects of,what they did or wanted for the future. eir

8 concerns were at a very pratical level/although they began asking it' recent

years for evaluation of extra gpups'attached to kindergartens.
. .

Salaries and training tended to dominape the Mew Zealand PreeKindergaiten

TeaChers Association meetings'in the early 19,70s. The NZFKTA.has been'concerned

about'the effects -of extra groups of children attending some kindergartens -

groups, of handicapped children and second groups of children attending on two

I
6
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afternoons. They have been pursuing related issues in the late

1970s - group size, and adult : child ratios.

Some of the New Zealand Association for Child, Care Centres' issues

were common to all early'childhood organisations and some were unique.

They. were concerned about the public's view of child care*: their shaky

financial position'and the effects. of Government funding, and training;

as were the other organisations in varying ways. Their own unique

issues were out-of-date Regulations and the ineqUitable provision of

child care with very inadequate facilities 'for after-school and holiday

care.

Did any researchers address themselves to these issues? The ans-

wer appears to be 'only sometimes', although papers have been written

on-t-hem without relying ,on reSeardh findings. Generally speaking,

they are not issues that can be turned into research topics; for

example, the practical question of 'How can we get'more money?' is not

researchable,. d researchable issues seldom became research projects;

for example; to my knowledge my PhD research is the only systematic

study of the effects'of funding decisions on pre-school organisational'
*le

functioning. .

The same study investigated parent views of early childhood ser-

vices. There have been many other studies which, incorporate different

people's viewpoints of various service as a component:. ,Another commonly
AIN

tackled s research into the matching of provision of service 'to

need. Davidharney undertook the largest project; a nationwide study

reported in Who Gets to;Pre-school? (Barney, 1975). .In addition, Maris

O'liourice, Penny Jamieson and myslf have each investigated and writtenk.

about meeting the needs of young families. However, no-one has done an

availability study of child care. I suspect it wold show up inequities'

in pr4sAn, as was found in other services. With increased diversifi-

cation rvi!Os being sought, people are suggesting that community

surveys ill be,necessary;f but the only ones dgdatby researchets to date

are those organised by the Department of Social Work at Victoria University,

and two by the Society for Research on Women. The Town and Country

Planning:Division of the Ministry of Works aiNprelopment is currently

preparing a kitset oftidelines'for community*rveys.
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The provigion of training has engendered some research. Joan Brocket:

did a pilot study towards evaluating kindergarten training; and a training-

related research project on.the aims and tasks of kindergarten teachers was

completed this year by June Kean fromthe North Shore Teachers College.',

Estelle von Sturmer hat, in 1979, taken up a position involving some research

into child care training. bc
Geraldine McDonald has written a good dealabout the changing role of

women and the implicationsrfor'early childhood services, although she has

relied on research results for only a fraction-of the papers. She has 'also,

in conjunction with the Playcentre Federation, conducted a project on parent

helping in playcentres which looks at the involvement and education of parent
Y

helpers. 4

In the mid-1970s the Kindergarten Union joined with the NZFKTA in asking

foran evaluation of the extra groups attached to kindergartens - groups of
let

handicapped children, and extra groupk,ofWhildren attending som&safternoons

In kindergartens with long waiting lisp The Department of Education did

Undertake an 'in-house' evaluation 0f4he extra afternoon groups but the find-
,

.ings never became public information. The NZFKTA has now also become concerned

-with group size an4 ratios. Some data pn group size and on ratios will be

generated by my investigation of adult-child interactions in six early childhoOd

programmes in early 1980. >

To sum up, .it could' be said that's research into the issues concl*ning the

leaders of the three early childhood movements is patchy and often takes place '

several.years after the issue raises its head. Of the researchable issues

which have not been investigated, some have been written aboyt as 'thought

pieces', but others have never been picked up and studied in any way.

However, there has. been research on matters of day to day importance to ,

4
workers and, arents which has struck a chord. The topics have not been burn-

ing issues for national administrators. Research such ss the Going to School

*project,,the Maori Family Education Association pre-schools study and the

Parent Helperb project all done by New Zealand Council, for Educational Research
4

staff have reflected the concens of the folk at the"chalk faCe'. Michael

Parsons; Peter Hallinan, Liz Straton and DaVid Mitchell's studies on handiCapped

children have'similarly been very sensitive to issues for families with handi-

capped children. Practical concerns have been researched, but, often written up

too much in Ole academic mode to be readily useful for staff and'parents.

a

9
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\
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The provision of training has engendered some research. Joan Brockett

did a pilot study towards evalugting kindergarten training; and a training-

related research project on the aims and tasks of kindergarten teachers was

completed thisynkr by June Kean from the North Shore Teachers College.

Estelle von Sturmer has, in 1979, taken up a position-involving some research

into child care training.

Geraldine McDonald has written a good deal about the changing-role- of

women and the implications for early childhood services, although she has

relied'on research results for only a fractionof the papers. She,has also,

in conjunction with the Playcentre Federation, conducted a project on parent

helping --in playcentreeWhich looks at the involvetent and education of parent

helpers.

In the mid-1970s the Kindergarten Union joined with the NZFKTA in asking

for an evaluation of the extra groups attached.to kindergartens - groups of

handicapped children? and extra groups of children attending some afternoons

in kindergartens with long waiting lists. The Department of Education did

- undertake an 'in-house' evaluatio of the extra afternoon groups' but the find-
.

ings never became public information. The NZFKTA has now also become concerned

with group size and ratios. Some data on group sire and on ratios will be I

'generated by my investigation of adult-child interactions in six early childhood
°

,.F programmes in early 19B0.

To sum up, it-could be said that research into the.issues concerning the

leaders of,the three early childhood moveTents is patchy and often takes place

several years after the issue raises its head. \ Of the researchable ssues

which have not been investigated, some have been written aboutas 'thou ht

pieceg!, but others have never been picked up d studied in any way.

However, there has been rasearch on matter of 46 to day importance to

workets and parenta which has struck a chor,. The topics have not been burn-

ing issues for national administrators. Reseatch suel'i as the:Going to School

project, the MaoriFamily Education Association pre-schools study and the

Parent Helpers project all done by New Zealand Council for EducationalResearch

staff have reflected the concerns of the folk at the ichklk Michael

Parsons, Peter Hallinan, Liz Straton and David Mitchell's studies on handicapped

children have similarly been very sensitive to issues far families with handi7

capped chilOren: Practical concerns have been researched, but often written up

too much in the academic mode to be readily useful for staff and patents.
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IsstOs: :Overseas

What are -the issues of current concern to early childhood researchers

oversees'? , Are we concerned witWsimilar matters' in New Zealand?

Administrators and politicians in the United States and in Britain °

have been most 'concerned with provision of early childhood services

for disadvantaged children. Because enormous amounts of money were

poured into providing pre-school programmes in the 1960s, there was

. also money available forexpensive evaluations opf the effects of pre-

school education; for example, for Headstart evaluations. In New

Zealand we have few studies concerned with effects. The exceptions

are Anne Smith's studies on the effects of day-care on children's
4

dependency behaviour and Jane Ritchie's study of the effects' of the

Bereiter and Engelmann programme on-children attendihg the Te Kohanga

expdKimentalyre-school. On the whole,.decision-makers, staff and

parents in New Zeala4d are amazingly accepting of the reputed benefits

of pre-school education. There has been no pressure for researchers

Co produce 'proof' of the positive effects or to check whether there are

any Aetrimental consequences.

When I had preliminary discussions with educators in the three main

movements about the direction I should take in a research project on

early childhood programmes, none of them could specify effects on the

children in which they'werestrongly interested. They Ore rostering

processes, not achielement scores. The playcentre people were\more

interested in my investigating effects on family behavidurs. Barry .

Burdon attempted such a study and found no significant shift in attitudes

resulting from playcentre experience.

Why do we not show interest in'the effects of pre-sChool education

on children? Ibelieve there are two reasons. First, early childhood

education has not been politicized here in the same way as it was in the

United States with the compensatory programmes. And relatedly second,

th41146have been no large sums of money available to carry out expensive

evaluations_ , 1
'Apart froth our lack of evaluative research, do we share research

interests in comMon with research colleagues overseas? -The Organization

for European Co-operation and Development has beenrconcerned with
V

1 :7/ ,

t

4
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integration and co-ordination of services and the transition into school,. . This

,international organisation /affected the research being done for the NZ/OECD

Cofiterence.bn Early Childhbod Care-and Education,'1978, and a cluster of projects

examined co-ordination of/service. Margery Renwick had already 'collected'her

data on the going to schOol process, so New"Zealand was in front of other ....

countries with lesearch/into'the transition into school.,
/

.

The National Foundation for Educational Research in Britain-in the mid-1970s'

.8.. 1

has been most concerned with disadvantaged hildren, reading and books, parent

helping, interaction in the classroom, and ecord keekng and assessment of pre-'%

school education In New Zealand, studies have been done or and in process on
40

all the topics except the questions'of record keeping and assessment.

American researchers show a wide range of interest inchild development
l

issues but the sociological studies have been concerned wtt1 the effects of

'fractured' families, sex role learning, and parenthood training. Researchers

in New Zealand have tackled the latter questions and we have two of them in our

midst it this' symposium. _Elizabeth Connellyhas been interested in sex role
,

.

$

ler4ing for,

;

several-ye s now and Bruce McMillan is writing up a PhD study on

parenthood. training.

It would seem therefore that we do research on similar topics to overseas

early childhood researchers except in the important area of summative evaluations

Nof pre-school programmes.
Vg

People in Early Childhood Research in New Zealand

I bave beeoname-dropping during the earlier part of this paper, but I would like

to turn nowtto a more systematic description of the pe6lei who appear most fre-

quently in the New Zealand atrly Childhood Care qnd'EducationBiblioraphy:

1965-78.

It was no surprise to find whicti-occupational group was the typical group

of early childhood researchers:- university lecturers Part.of their job is tb

carry out research and they get the results into print, The American 'publish

or be damned' ethos has an influence in New Zealand. The. other main group

comprise paid research officers. Table 2-sets out a list of authors who have 5

or more items in the Bibliography and their occupation. .

\.,

1rR

ti
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:Fable 2i. Authors Who Appear Frequently in the

New yd'alond Early Childhood Care and Education Bibliography

Author

, David Barney

Barbara Calvert

Wrie Clay

Penny Jamiegon

Philip Lawrence

DonsticAlpine

Geraldine McDonald

Bruce Mc iltqh K

Anne Me de

David M tchell

Maris O'Rourke

Fay Panckhurst

Michael Parsons

Margery Renwick.

Jane Ritchie

Phil Silva

,Anhe Smith

A
-OccUpation

Professor of Education, Auckland Upiversity

Professor of Education, Otago University

Professor of Education, Auckland University

Research Officer, NZCER

Professor oNEducation. Canterbury University

Lecturer in Education, MasSey University

Assistant Director, NZCER

Lecturer in Education, Otago University

Research Officer, NZCER

%O.

'No. of.

Items

Lecturly in Education, Waikato University

Lecturer fn Early Childhood, Auckland
Teachers College

NZCER, Wellington Teachers College,
National Foundation.for Educational Research

LectUrer, Education.of,rhe Deai, Christchurch
Teachers Co4ege

Research Officer, NZCER

Lecturer in Psychology, Waikato University

15

'5

12

5

12

8

27

->5

12

8

, 8

I.

5 '
A

131

5

.11

Executive Director, Dune4k6:Multi-
disciplinary Child Development Study, Otago
University 20

Lecturer in Education Otago University '6

.11

Volunteer researchers

Developmental psychologist, Department of
Education

Lecturer in Sociology, Waikato University

Lecturer in Education, Canterbury
University 6

Society for Research
--on Women in -NZ

Liz Sraton

David Swain

Keri Wilton
a

6

'5

12..

NB: Total number of authors = 21 (10 male and.10 female)

'
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It was not .possible tolasceftain from the items, just how many papers were

primary aseatch reports. I think it would be'fair to say that most of the

authors in Table 2 have done. only a few pieces of research. The only author

whose- number of silms.matches the number of research projects is the Society

: for Research on. Women. The other authors generally have written a series of

articles based on a lesser number of actual project.. ,1 am not 'knocking' this

procels because I believe in wide dissemination of research results. There

aretther researchers who desseminate their findings wide4y but do not write

formal. papers so often. -They may not record all their talks they give for

bibliographical purposes and yet they may hame as much influence in the field

as thobe who write a lot of formal papers.

The university staff include four profbssors-of education and it is

generally they,whp write for an international audience. However, other lecturers
P

who have an.interest in haridicapped children tend also to have a reputation

within Nerd Zealand and beyond 'our shores. I t is interesting to note that not

all the lecturers are from Education Departments - Jane Rit4hie'is in a

Psychology Department and David ,Swain in a Sociology Departineht.

Geraldine McDonald is the most prolific writer about early childhood topics

and I don't think this is just an artifact of my knowing all she has done whilst

may be unaware of other people's productivity.,, She writes andtalksto groups

frequently; and on a range of early childhood.topics. Geraldine McDonald has

background of study:'and lecturing at teachers colleges and university, and /

wasthe first appointee to the Early Childhood Unit at NZCER. It'could be said,

that she has made the most-of .her research projects- of the 27 Items are 'thought

pieces', using the reseaxch:findings.as illustrative material, or critiques of

other people's research.

'Phil Silva is also a prolific writer with 20 items'in the Bibliography, all

of which relate to one longitudinal cohort study. He is'the .Executive Director

of the Dunedin Multi-disciplinary Child#Development Study. Phil Silva falls

into ah atypical group of early childhood. researchers his research has consider-

able support from medical fundsc

There are a few other authors in,.the table above who do not fit in the norm of

university lecturer or research officer and, who deserve consideration. They are
A

Maris O'Rourke, Michael Parsons, the SOciety for Research on women and Liz Straton.

Maris O'Rourke is part of the university system in that she is Currently studying

Cl,.'.

a

Y.
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0

for her VhD.;irthe University of Kansas. however,: oniy one item in

the Bibliography stems from her thesis study. Her styke of lecturing

at teachers college includes setting an assignment each year asking

students to research, say, participation in story reading groups in

kindergartdns. She goes beyond the normal.assignmentjirocess and

collates the results and writes them l). Michael Parsonsfs also a

teachers college lecturer. His special'fielti-is education of Vie

deaf with a
t.

pamicular'interest in involving parents. Michael Parsods

edits The Journal for the Hearing Handicapped,,has wonawards for a

film. The Deaf Child in the Family and has:An international. reputation

for his work which probably generates more and more requests for arti-

cles. The Societyifor,Research on WoMen is alvoluntary ofga jon

aiming to collect data on matters relatingI .to women. -All of their
,e!

bigger Projects are repor.ted in a research monograph but they seldom
,

,,

write further secondary articles about their work. Liz Straton is a..
.

developmental psychologist who, mostly through her awn initiative, has

been working with very young handicapped children and their parents, and
m4

-writing evaluative reports about the 'Dawnstart' scheme.

What' about the other authors in the BibliOgraphy?. Who are they? *

Two hundred and twenty ,seven authors are cited in this work, and about

one-third of them are thesesdstudents. There are also articles by

practitioners pre-school advisers, teachers, speech therapists, play-

centre personnel and so on who have done a small piece of 'research'.

and written one paper. Some lecturers in the field have or written

one or two articles. It is reveal/Ang t at 82per cent (18.7) of the

authors in the Bibliography have only written One ortwo articles, but

generally each is a primary research report, albeit withyiairly, tentative

findings if it is the authors first attemPtat research.

It is-commonly believed that the early childhood care and education
,

field is a women's area. This is not borne out amongst early.childhood

researchers. Six of the authors were organisationg (3 being women's

groups). Of the remaining 221 authors, 103 were women and 1f8 men!0

The note to Table 2ndicatedthat equal numberstof both sexes were

prolific writers.
,

B
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Conclusion
'

I. 4 0

Six points emerge from all. these analyses Of the New ZealandEarly4Childhood

Care and Education Bibliography and"comparisons with other data.

1: There has been an accelerating increase InA eaterial about early child-

hood care and alleation being written In New Zealand in the lastdecade.
f.

This increase continues with the Iecu rence of conventions on the topic.

t F

2.; More of the mate1 rial is being public ed, and in more accessible pUblicat-

ions.
t

.,-

/ ,.....--...

. ' *
3. Most of the authors' have written only one Ur two ar4dcles0

. . ),
, e ,

4. Whenian author writes frequently she be he is, usually relating, the
a

.mXterial to only a few researchprojeFts .

'fr

5. Although major research projects have releNiance to 'Ordinary' _staff and

parents, only occasiolivly do they match issues facing the leaders of the
-.,

.

main early childhood organisations..
.

s

. 6. Research workers in early childhpod ehre'and education are as 'likely to be

women as men .s
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Cotimentary
t..

u ce McMillan
,-- .;Department of Education

UniveisitY of Otago

c

TO review the work on early childhood ed cation, I intend to do Iwo things:

frkrt, summarise the main thrusts oP the four pa'ders presented; and

second, take from the papers, and the diA 'cussion, as filtered through my

idiosyncratic spect4cles, some of the major issues which emerged-and

which are,relevant to future research in this are a.

Ailne-Meade presented a state-of-the-art paper
1

based almost entirely on

the material collected for the NZCER' bliography entitled EarlL4' Childhoodvs.461

Care and Education 1965 -1978. She -c nted the studies, described in

general terms who was ugdertaking them, and, provided a useful set of re-

ferences and tables. This should make'subsequent reviews of the literAt-
,

ure a lot easier. It will also help to answer any questions interested
.

people may have about the researchin this area. But I must confas's to
J

.
,

some disappointment. While a.listi g of research studies is only 'part of

the purpose for areview, it is-ReVertheless expected to be comprehensive.

Unfortunately Anne has not included the Christchurch Early Childhood Care-
.

and Education conference of August 1979, surely the most recent significant

collection\of New Zealand research on early childhood. Nor does the paper.

'deal clearly with what constitutes research into early childhood education:

of the 85 items indexed in the bibliography, only 25 take an empirical

approach to a particulgr component; ,Iquite.a few of the remainder are ex-

pository articles which cannot be-described as research either empirical,

historical, or other. The paper regrets that we have no summative studies

of the effects of preschool programmes: but avoidsthe issue of whether

we actually have 'programmes' at all: I will not elaborate upon other

disappointments I experienced, but must draw attention to the impor4ance

of one point Anne's bibliography makes: there are many categories of

studies which legitimately fall under the heading of 'early childhood

education': ethnic - studies, family life, handicapped ;

.

1, 'AnheoMeade, Regearch on Early Childhood Education n New Zealand.
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children, parent education, etc., are also important sections, hnd point
. .

to the multidisciplinary aspect of this, as of any other field of education.,

Let me return to the issue of programnies. Allen Ha112 presented an -

excellent review, of some literature on this topic as it concerns New Zealand
.

early childhood education, and made a number of suggestions about future-re-

search areal that will gladden the heart of any thesis supervisor with a

student uncertaSnswhat to tackle: Perhaps his majOr point isikt there

are clear techniques for observing what actuallyhapp-ens, and -that we ,need

enormous younts cf gooddegcriptivesmaterisaljrather than search for as yet

illusory .frogrammes .

Elizabeth Conneily,
3 who has contributed much to our understanding of

sex role differences in young children, also gave a thoughtful paper rich

in suggestions for research. How reasuring it is to hear someone say,-

Orwith the.conviction of much evidence, that you have to measure something

before inu can say whether-it is or is not a feature: even some of tho

who belieed they were,pr,oviding the appropriate wide variety of-play acti-

vities have been surprised by the actual evidence.

Peter Dinniss had a useful approach:
4

hLintroduced himself, his pAper,

.

and the three important pages in'iv; told us to read it; then handed every-

thing back to the chairman. Bust after all, early childhood education has

always been an area where discovery learning rather t4an instruction wwfhe

norm.

Now what are the major issue from all of thigaich shOujd help to

shape future research?
4

q44,

First, the educational component of early childhood education is not synonymous

with education in the school system. The notions of instruction and achieve-

ment in'tpCific subject areas tend to figure prominently in disCussion.s of re--

search into school learning, though not exclusive/11y: Such notions are

' ^a.

2. , Alan Hall, The -- .Future Researctinto New Zecfland Pre-School Programmes:

The Case for a' Descriptive Approach.

3. Elizabeth Connelly, Who Gets to Pt ay Where?.

4. Peter Dinniss, The Future of Early Childhood Research - Two Themes.

a
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scarcely applicable in early childhood. Thus the models used for re-
.

search designs in this area need careful elabqration. I would suggest

that, for early childhood, child developmertt is a mwh more powerful con-

.cept thdh learning.

/

econd, early childhood education stresses atterViron to the family and ,

oclal context of childreq's.experiene as part of their education.

Peter Dinniss argued in part that educational and other community support

fqr parents rearing young children was in fact the best way to provide
.

early education. Many would agree, and would reduce any emphasis on

specific programmes within preschool education. Any researcher unable

to keep these conceptual complexities distinct in his or her mind is

doomed to produce strange conclusions. P,e1haps more than anywh re else
/

in this conference,.the injunction tordspect 'th'e experimental ecology

of education' (Bronfenbrenner) is a categorical imperative.
, /

irk

Third, since development is such a central focus, early childh od educat-

ors are likely to he leisinterested in research which reveals the

. diate effects of specific procedures. That should not mean at changes

in teacher /supervisor /parent behaviours and their consequence for

children's play or behaviour should 6Cignored. But it does mean that
,4

the long-term consequences of carefully described and delinea ed proce-

dures, as part of 551115.n7-on-going stream of development; ne d to,be ink .

vestigatpd, if really import.ant conclusions abou.t early educa

be made. This, by the way, s4anathema to any who'seek evid nce of the

immediate benefits of preschooling.

ion are,to

Fourth, because of what I have been saying about children,'it must,
am

remembered that early childhood educators arp frequently intensively

inVolved with-parents and other community or professional people. Much

of the research is in fact being done by these people, and while much of

e

It will not apQear in internatio nal journals, pone of us can afford to

ignore it. The questions bei asked by these people, and the variables

they attend to, are essential. Their interest and even deep commitment

to what is going on mean a lively interchange of ideas within the group,

and a great deal of collected wisdom. Their very real participation in

'Research' ensures a ready climate of sympathetic and critical reception

for other research, and a rapid, informal network for disseminating re-

sults where itareaily makes a difference.
.,

.;
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. '

-Woe betide any researcher who misunderstands or Ihder-rates these

points. If he is 'not willing to learn from those who are doing the

educational job, he will never undertake research in the, real World of

iarly 4,ildhood education.
7

-
;1I\s, /1.J

A

A
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Research on Child Development in New Zealand\,
Marie M.
Department of Education.
University bf Auckland

Ifchild development were to be interpreted narrowly to mean the sub-

distigine of developmental pSychology my task would be easy. I could
Acc

clarm that there is little of such research in New Zealand and no current

'i state to discuss. There are six members of the= -Society for Research

in Child Development in this country who Presumably receive the excellent

publications Child Development, Child Development Abstracts and the

Monograph series. The'tociety Nejjslettet carries masterly two -page

-reviews on current issues that deserve attention. It would be pointless

to try to Count the contributions of our colleagues to journals like those,

and to Developmental = Psychology, the American Psychological Association

publication; the problem would be that of extremely low incidence be-
. 0

haviour. The questions of developmental psychology are questions abOut

_chant Research aims to identify and repie;ent infra- individual change

and-inter-individual differencds in changes. Tt aims:

1. To describe what occurs..

2.. Or to analyse and explain differences' by contrasting existing

groups, cultures, generations.

3. Or to make a functional analysis of what controls change.

A range of research strategies are needed to:

A paper presented at Research in Education in New Zealand: :A Balance
Sheet, First ktional Conference of the Net,/ Zealand Association for
Research* in Eacation (NZARE), Victoria University of Wellii!gton, 7-10
December 1979.
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Describe and monitor the course of development, providla continuing
elaboration of processet that account for developmental shifts'', and
do so in ways, that are ecologically valid providing, a solid and mean-
ingful base for pUblic policy and intervention.

(Parke, 1976)

"> I

In New Zealand we teach many courses in child development but we do not

.provide incentives or resources for a viable and continuous
A

research pro-
,

gramme studying our children.

If child development were to be interpreted broadly to mean that an

discipline has discovered about children in our country then my task is a ,

difficult one. The research studies are small in number and diverse in

nature. They are weak enough in design to call for extensive,explanations
.

pf why another approach would not have yielded a better payoff for resources

used. .I will take this second and broader interpretation, and I will se-
.

lect for discussion those projects which best enable me to make some com-

ments on the state of things today and the-prospects for tomorrow. I

cannot mention alit the published or ongoing studies. There are three

recent publications which summarize most of what:we know about, children

growing up in New Zealand'. These are Growihg Up tin New Zealand, Growing

Up in Polynesia (Ritchie and Ritchie, 1978, 1979) and Adolescence in Npw.

Zealand, (Stewart, 1976). A critical apprgisal tf these publiatioAs will

reveal the state of the art. We have some small bodies dT knowledge which

pare like solo themes not yet related to the orchestrated whole of young

people in the process of change in our society. We need a massive surge

of developmental research to provide a better information base.

'OThe idea of having a sound information base has caught,on for the'

Household Survey of New Zealand Homes but does not extend to knowing about

children.' It is very significant ,that the New Zealand Pltnning Council
.

and the Commissionifor-the Future do not discuss children
a

and their pre-

paralionfor the roles they will carry in society in recent ports. We

think forward,in agriculture, in f restry, in fishing; we have economic

strategies, international policl.e d plans for Jong:-term futures in

energy resources. Children are not seen as the human resources of the

future. It is as if we do not realise that it is even possible to ask.

future-oriented questions about children. Yet parents are great plann-

ers of their children's futures.
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4'
-Physical Growth and Health Issues

. Thire.has'been an historical link between medicine and child study in
-0

New, Zealand from the days of Doris Gordon and Ttuby King. Probably

the hest set of datawe have is the physical growth datd on school

children collected by the Department of HeAth- at intervals over half.

a century and last reported in 1969. (A supplementary report on pie-
,

school children was published in 1973.) This has allowed New Zealand

-figures to appear in comparative repOrts of worldrends and .we know

where we stand in comparison with other countries. Stewart (1976) was

plainly wrong when he claiked that data on the onset of puberty were

lacking. Much can.be inferred from excellent -data on height and weight

growth spurts, the onset' o/f menstruation and pubic hair development.s

Continuing the physical growth theme I will loOk briefly at three

- progrdmmes of research currently operating in/New Zealand rather tovarn

of the medical dominance in this field than to point to a research model

or to significant gains for developmental psychology. None of the three

programmes qualify as developmental psychology projects, yet all are con-
,

cerned with child developmeMt. The projecti are the Christchurch Child

Development Study (Shannon; 1979), the' Dunedin Multidisciplinary Project'

(Silva, L979), and the programme of co-operative research between

Auckland University's Departments of Education and Paediatrics (MacArthur,

1976).

'The ChristchurCF-6WdY aims to examine inter-relationships beweena

social and medical factors,'and the. problems 'of childhood. The nvesti-

gation is particularly concerned with factorsiin society which y place

the child at risk'in a variety of ways`. Exaiples of such are s'of con-

cern are planned.and unplanned pregnancy, factors'associated ith low

birth weight'and prematurity,, duration and success of breas feeding:,

family separation, patterns, of illness and delivery of medical care.

The methods used are questionnaires to parehts, interviews and medical

examination. Behaviour of children is not observed Or recorded. In-'

dividual dexialopment is not the unit of analysis.. Th conception is

sociological, arid. the modes of achieving changes are eento 'be social.

and political policies on the one hand and medical idance ohithe other;

eject is supported'by the Medical-Research C uncil and the National

Child Health Foundation. It began in 1977 and e pects to-have continuing
.

yoz

S

2'
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support for seven years:" The variables studied will provide important back-
- 1.

ground information for psychologists studying child development.

The Dunedin Multidisciplinary PrOject has beln opeiating.for,seven years.

Support has.come)from ag-Medical Research ouncil, the National Child Health

Foundation, Foudation,41, the Departments of Education and Health, and the

University of Otago. It is a lOngitudinal study,of the long-term growth and
. .

development of Acabort of 1,000 children with the'f011dWing purpOses:

1.1 To study children who experienced early medical problems that required

neonatal intensive care (delivery problems,neonatal'hypoxia,,preterm

delivery, low birth Weight; and neonatal probleMs such As 4

hyperbilirubinaema, apnea and reepiratory,distress syndrome).

2. T4efiPe the contribution of-a variety of-environmental and ex-

-periential factors to child development and to the problems of child

development.

3. To produce data on the incidence of deVelopmental disorders, and

4. on more effective ldeptification; and

6. on intervention techniques.

These -goals place impossible demands on one research design. For a,validd\p-

proach to such different qUestiops a researcher would usually select different

' research designs for incidence studies, for descriptionS of change over time,

and for effective intervention studies.

Eighty-two papers were listed in a recent'reView of the project but develop-

"mental psychology figures only in a very few of them: ,

Attachment objects.

2. Behaviour problems described by mothers, teachers and testers.

3. Reading behaviour of seven year olds.

`4. 'Speech articulation.

4, 5. Sex difference on entry to school.

The iait study, for example, confirmed know -- trends, on a sample of 479 girls and

512 boys. 'Why do boys and girls differ in-thei development and behaviour?'

The answer given was 'It is beyond the scope of thilr,brief paper to even, begieto

outline some of the complex and contro ersial issues, theories and' supplementary

evidence that is accumulating on this topic.' But it was also beyond the scope of

the research design to add new light on this important ppic. To answer 'why'

questions in sdcial science.one must design seVeral studies for that explicit
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1.

purpose systematically attacking the complex variables involved and

handling with care and insight the antecedent and consequ4htissues.

Almost contemporaneousiy.a programme of co-operative research
,

prolec ts has been completed involving the Unirsity of Auckland's

Departments of Education and PaediatricS. The topics covered have

been lost birth weight and prematurity, neonatal meningoencephalitis,

long-term survivors of cardiac surgery using profound hypothermia and

circulatory arrest, gastro-enteritis, children whose mothers had .

steroid treatment at the time.of childbirth because of premature

lab ypoglycimic children, fhesus haeiftolytic,disease of the new-

born, spina bifida children, and cerebral palsied children. The -

research designs used were prediction-type studies in which children

with identified conditions in infancy are located at two points, before

entry to school and after a time in school and psychological,assess-

ments made. Control groups of several kinds have beeh used with meti-

culous attention to sampling, matching and following up children who

move to other centres. There is a flexibility in this set of pro=

cedures not found in a longitudinal cohort approach; they are conside-
.

rably cheaper, and the controls over important variables, are better.

A critical comparative analysis of the research designs' of these three

projects would lie very useful for future designers of studies and for

funding committees.

'Sin in science is to use a poor metho d when there is a better one

available to answer your questions' according to John E. Anderson, a

developmental psychologist and a teacher who influenced. my career. In

', Our small country with limited research resources we must make the most

of our funds by paying att ention to good research designs which specify
.t

the questions to be answered, and describe how, the procedures to be
7

will secure answers to those questions, The longitudinal methodology

of the Dunedin project was the methodology used in Child Developmental

studies from 1920 -,1950 in USA, rediscpered,in Britain in the 1960.'s.

The New Zealand study was set up in the 197O's, by which time. its weak-,

nesses were fully described in the literature of Developmental Psychology.

In Campbell and Stanley's (1966) work there was enough guidance for me'

torefine the longitudinal approach in two projects during the 1960's.

By the 1970's.the first cross-lagged design in New Zealand research was
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rewted (Clay, 1970). Before long Schaie (197764,,Nesselroade and Baltes
1

(1974) were in print Overthe revisions needed in-.. developmental 'research

designs. Straight longitudinal designs are methodolo cally,flawed. They

econfound age with cohort differences, and age'with t sting and instrumenta-

tion effects (Baltes, Reese and Nesselroade, 1977). To ensure thorough pre-

, paration of research projects money will be well spent in paying consultants

to work on research designs.. I doubt.whether we can afford to spend our

meagre resources on projects which virtually say 'We will start this pro-

gramme of testing and see what'cothes out of it.'

The three projects discussed above have been expensive,, drawing large

someamounts'from Foundation grantr. Probably there are some lessons for

psychologists in them. Can we improve our research proposals? We should
,

use our colleagues as critics and shape pp better grant applications.

Visitors'and Expatriates

Many of the authors who have written about Child Development in our country

Some came to New Zealand to study us (Landreth, Smart andlive overseas.
,

Smart, MercurioAusubdi, Havighurst) and others went to,work or study abroad

(Brown, Boshier, Vellekoop, Sutton-Smith). The message is 'If you stay in

New Zealand you will not publish significant work on Child Development' and

the.variables involved in 'that issues are'worth some thought.

I think it would be approprizite to conf y own expatriate inspirations.

ZirtaFrom a New Zealand academic training I ent on an externally provided

scholarship to the USA. 'A series of happy chances saw me enrolledfor post-

graduate study at the historic Institute for Child Study at the University

of Minnesota, one of five such institutes set up with Rockefeller funds to

study children in the mid-1920's. Minnesota produced. Florence Goodenough

an& Dale Harris, John Flavell and John Masters. ,.Toronto trained Mary Ainsworth.

Iowa gave Lewin a home, produced the Barker'/Wright team and issued the first

strong challenge to the constancy of the IQ from Beth Wellman in 1942.

California is probably best known for the work of Harqid and Mary Cover ones,

Jean MacFarlane and Catherine Landreth, the last an expatriate New Zealander

from the Department of Home Science at Otago University. Betweerethese,insti-

tutes and a few other centres like Gesell's Yale research unit there was a

climate of. dedication to describing what young children were like. , When I

arrived at Minnesota in 1951 there had'been 25"years of struggle for recog-

nition "df this work withinithe'discipline Of Psychology. Psychologists had

41
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considered this area of ork periptleral, easy, rather unimportant,
. uninteresting, or no different ifrom human functioning at a general

. 1 a

and lawful level. I.encountered my .finest teacher in the Director.-

of the Institute, John E. Anderson who, because of the clarity of -

. his questioning, must be 70 per,cent Responsible for all the diffe-

rences of opinion I have with my students and colleagues on issues

of theory, methods and the appropriate questions to ask about Child

Development.
.

Minnesota at that time was, ehemently against psychodynamic

approaches to child psychology which made life difficult for my fellow-.
' students trained in Europe. Cyril Franks,,. Englishman, later to be

noted for,,his work in behavioural psychology in Britain and USA, was

more comfortable in that data-gathering,.statistics-conscious research
institute. "I was introduced there to the organismic model, of develop-

mental psychology. Thechild was seen as a complek organism in complex

interaction with its complex environments. At_that time the full im-

pact of criticism of longitudinal studies had not been felt; they were

supposed to be the designs that would reveal to us what childfen were,
like. Limitations were acknowledged in sampling and in the means of

analysing complex data, but not in the research designs.

As early as 1963 Catherine Landreth,published a study of 4 year

-olds'7notions about see appropriateness of parental care and companion-.

ship activities. Collecting New Zealand material while on a return

visit to New d comparing it with her American data she re-
*

ported that chi ns about adult sex roles are obviously cul--;

turalli conditioner. In Wellington. she was able to study children from

-the homes of both professional and manual workers; in Berkeley she only

captured those from professional' homes.. This points to a research ad--

vantage that exists in New ZealandArelativelyeasy access to populations.
The children were asked questions like 'Who helps a boy/girl with his/her

bath?. Who helps -you? Who reads a boy/girl a story? Who reads,to
you ?' 'Girls described mothers as ing care and both parents giving

companionship. Boys from, manual w rkers' homes thought the same way.

This finding is consistent with the description of the New Zealand 'Han
:Fther' of pre-shoal children (Ritchie and Ritchie, 1970). At four

years New Zealand boYa-from professional homes in 1962 said either parent
t

could give both care and. companionship. Has there been any shift i the

\ t.
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Landreth variables since the early 1960:s? It would have been helpful, if,

from her .baseline, we had had a series of studies over time which'plotted

any social changes occurring in tLlimportant area of parenting behaviours

and caring roles.

Such questions point to. one of the problems with the,visitors' studies:

they rarely generate a continuing interest in this country and the topic de-

parts with the visiting researcher. What we can glean from a crop ofdig-

parate studies,by expatriates is the consistency with which certain findings-

of more general relevance recur. . Landreth found that socioeconomic-diffe-

rences were small in New Zealand. If this is a finding in other comparative

studies then perhaps we have located a second major advantage for researchers

in this country. We may be able to carry out research rel'atively free from

the complications of socioeconomic differences.

L.B. Brown is another example of a New Zealander who has returned, re-
,

searched, and gqne again. , After working in social psychology with Osser,

Hammon,4 and Taft is Australia, Brown used the \Day at Home questionnaire with

Form II children iri two New-Zealand studies and compared the results with

similar Australian studies. The children were asked who decides about certain

family activities" and who acts, to carry out the decisions. The answers re-

flect only the children's views of family activities. There are traps in

placing too much weight on these findings because the children may be ignorant

of what is transacted in the family and their repoit may reflect a poor sampling

of..the family's'ranp of activities'. Without reviewing both the initial and

-limited study (1959) and the larger, later study (1970) in detail I want to

point up three major findings. Firstly, parents shared activities me in

New Zealand than in Australia. Secondly, boys and girls had more similar

views of, the family than Australian studies showed. Thirdly, in the 1970 study

of

rural and urban children showed every little difference in their descriptions of

their families. The,autenomy of New Zealand mothers, and the tendeibyfdr

boy/girl differences and urban/ruralfdifferences to be fewer, or to not appear,

shouldbeborne in mind. If they recur-in studies from time to time as they

tend to we, must take note of the consistency.

And lastly among these excerpts from history; I include Sutton - Smith, an

expatriate New Zealander with atlare for the,creative and unusual aspects of
$l$

developmental psychology. 'He completed his study of the games of New Zealand-

children in 1.952 at Victoria University of Wellington, as, our first PhD in

34
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'Education, and I think it is to be republished ig'yeari/ which points

if SUtton-Smith has

. .

both to its quality and to the possibility 'th

often seemed to be out of step, tag may-be ecause he was ahead Of theq :
, -

times. His book Child's Play is dedicate to those who maintain'that

...there is more than one way to play hopsco ch. i 'He discusses develop-`

mental-changes'in children's play, and n particular how thelNhaildle

'and generate rules for play. In a d ate with Plaget on play in
..-

Psychological Review (1966) lie main ined that play is an expressive
.

,. .

-form with its oCvn unique purpose,o the human scene and does nqt occur
------ -

solely to serve cAnition. Pla , he said, is tension-enhancing and

not merely somethin'in the, se ice or equilibriuk If pAy contri-

t butes anything tasintelligen ?Cis probably/novel responses. His '
'..i - °

book with Rosenberg called ,F,r Sibling has ,a major focus on tile effect
.

.

Siblings have on one anot , a'fearsomely complidated area because of

:all the variations on th patterns of siblings that can occur.e That'

bookiajllicated in ft o 'Our older sidings who will undoubtedly

, regard' hi as just another form of.harrassment.' In SuttqA-Smith's
.0. y*- .

1

woik the emphases a e on divergent thinking,,coping with novelty, and

aesthetic develop nt. In Play the child is able toput things togelhar

in novel ways, t achieve a new synthesis, to rehearse strategies in

group play, daydreaming and'saltary play, to learn vast alphabets of

responses, to get ideas going
!c \
in the head, TO playis to generate and ..6.,

to formulat , not merely to project. Play is much more than thepuritanic

dualism Work and Play allows. When one consrder% such avant garde

formulations it is little wonder th t New Zealand's mbst published develop- i

mental,psychologist has spent most fThis academic. career In USA. Think
. ,

of our traditional aversion for the 'play way'l, But the last conwent , .

sho ld be SuitOT-Smith's 'What a culture does'with empty pinds ig.to stick \',,i7C

/////7/1

R d Riding.Hdods in.'
1

I 4Looking at,only three expatriate researchers I have noteetwo'major,

advantages for carry/ng out research'in'hig coUntry: 43

have relatively easy 'access to populations.
7 4

2. We are relativelylree from thfe complications of socioeconomic

differenced found oversee -.
t

o ;',1
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In addition we must recognize some consistencies in past research in_report-
,

0- ,
ing the autonomy of New Zealand mothers, fewer boy/girl differences and fewer

urban /rural differences than studies from other countries report.
/ .

4

Interest in'the Psychblogy'ofthe\Maori

Pearl and Ernest Beagleholewere-psychn4ists witheinternational sanding wh

put their interesting studies of the.J93W into a world IramewA. In

cross-cultural comparisogs of Whiting and,Child of child- rearing across some

39 cultures New Zealand is ;ppresented in terms of the Beagleholdes' ciscriptions
-.0

of Maori child-rearing earlier in this century. The Whiting andChild studies

led onto a more detailed cross - cultural study of Mothers inegix Cultures, the
A

_ essence of such effort being to clarify the critical variables in child-rearing

by compaiing differences in the process of rearing and differences in the outcome

(te
,

.

in national personality. Crosf-cultural:research was, until the last decade,

personality oriented.d It was also psycho-analytically oriented. . Many of the

studies l'ooked at child-rearing telniques like feeding and weaning Practices,
....

_v..
toilet-training, dependency and independence, and-aggression.

Jane Ritchie (the Beagleholes' daughter) has, with:her husband James Ritchie,

,
contributed to the updatingof the study of the Maori in the second part of this

century, There were threCitudies of Maoris in.Rakau, a timber town,ssomewher
M1 0

in the Bay of Plenty area. There were studies of pre-school, primary .schQol and
'Zid

a

adolescent groups, and sit integrating volume by James Ritchie on the Maori p -

sonality, and how it related to the childhood baria8les described in the e her
.

, _studies% This set dof researches .fits well, into the conceptual framewo that

child rearing. variables .contribute to understandingfdle emergence of a It per- '

sonality types. There is a?.so a large measure of psycboanalytid th Ky 'in that

.:-4,re4Ort.
In tie 1950's Sears, Maccoby and Levin made a-study of New E gland mothers

ip USA, published in Patterns of Child Rearing. This study ha- been replicated
5

s
4 in New Zealandty, the Ritchies. There is,no scientific repo 9 To meet pub-

lication needs in New Zealand they produced a popular boOk w ich avoids the detail,

of sample, design, and analysis. As far as can'be ascert filed it was a careful

,
replication of method but the sampling is questibnable o several grounds. So

tOO, the tendency to mix scientific report with interp tatipn, and with guidance-

towards certain practices for the mothers who read t boOk. ,It iscidone in a

light-handed way but done nonetheless. These thre aims - sciantific report,
.

interpretation and guidance - cannot be handled w 1 together, and that will con- r

tinu to be a publication dilemma In this countr .

O
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,

From there my account could go in two directions: one would takeus
through a-fewttudies on families and the kinds of experiences.they proVide

(Smart an14,Smart, 1973, 1976; Webster, 1979; Clay and Robinson, 1978),0

and the other would review a large number of studies comparing Pakeha and
Polynesian. - Turning to this latter topic I will direct your attention to

two colrections of studies and one review. Vaughan collected together00

studies on Racial Iseu in New Zealand (972) and Bray Ad Rill (1974)

edited two volumes of Pakeha and Polynesian. .Last year a chapter appeared

in a book co-authored by an'expatriate New Zealander, Bernard Spolsky (1978),
on bilingualism. ' Benton wrote In excellent 'overview oflthe problems and
prospecenor indigenous languages and bilingual education in New Zealando

and Oceania. Stich coverage makes it a little easier for ehe developmental
psychologist 'to determine's6me Of the variables he needs in his resea ch
designs. The linguistic survey of the New Zealand Council for Educe oval

Research, nearing completiorivepresentslanother tyPe of background data to
be consulted, byethe designeis of studiea. And one of,the most penetrating
analyses of methodological issues in thiis area came from McDonald (1976) dis-
cussing who is a'Maori and questions t' be askedeboutthe selections of
Samples.

Most of this resea ch h een i a cross- ultural comparative mode.

Bowing to the insistence of some M;kor s that t ey should be considered as
and for themselves we may see; in th ,future, studies of change over time q

in the development of,Maori,Childre kgfta non comparative manner, hopefully
by own -grouptesearchers.

,...-krogranuries of Research

. We have. three bodies'of sound, progreative developmental research which I
want to direct attention to. It good uality, aligned to the'methodolo-

gies and questions-of the discipline, puf ued with scientific integrity,
published for whatever rebuttal Is necessary, and sensitive to cultural

4

variables 'that are indigenoui.

,Richdils (1975) studied the childr s understanding oflactors which

determine achievement here in Nw Zeala d. 'Children of five years saw
kit°

difficult tasks simply as tasks where = uccess is,Uniikely. Adults and older
children valued difficult task more h g1y than easy tasks becaUse they saw
success on difficult tasks as rovidi g evidence of ability or effort. As

0'

-
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the child got older effort was increasingly seek as sufficient to

account for success and lack
)
of effort for failure. Luck was in-

..

creasingly discounted. Where effort was not a plausible cause luck

was seen increasingly as a cause of success. Nicholls mapped the

age changes'that occur in these concepts, recording sex and ethnic

411,differences.

I ree studies of 10 to 11 year 'did children comparingfboys

gir s with similar attainment levels Nicholls (1979) found that i

girls tended to be self-derogatory aboufability:

1. They attributed failure to poor-ability rather than lack of

°effort or luck.

2. They were less likely than boys to use a concept of ability

to explain success, but they saw effort as a more likely

cause of success than boys did.

There is an interesting shift with age in the Maori and Pakeha groups.

Both Maori and Pakeha children at the younger ages were influenced by

a stereotype of Maoris a9 less able. They were less inclined to

,attribute success to high ability when the child succeeding as a Maori

than when the child was a Pakeha. In contrast 13 and 14 ye r old

students gave explanations of academic success and failure that did riot

differ for Maori and Pakeha students of similar attainment .levels.

p\

There was, Alo evidence in that group for assuming that Maori pupils were

more likely than Pakehas to have low perceptionsof their academic per-

formance or to be self - derogatory in explaining academic outc6mes.

That body of research conducted over several years has described

the parameters, has sketched the developmental picture. John Nicholls

received positive reinforcemeftt for the qualities, of his work outside

this country and now works in the USA.

Graham Vaughan has also followed a particular theme, ethnic aware-

ness and attitude, through a number orstudies, over a period of years,

and through a possible change in society's attitudes. 'Between 1961

and 1970 twelve hundred Maori and Pakeht children ranging from 5 to la

yearl were tested by Vaughan and his research students for intergrQnp

preferences. Results ehowed an early development of ethnic awareness

at 5 to 6 years with a preference for friends among the majority group

in young children of both ethnic groups but by the upper primary school

ages, 10 to 14-years, the Maori group had shifted to showing an own-
. ,

group preferende. In an analysis of shifts that may have occurred

1
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over the 1961 to 1970 period Vaughan suggests that in recent years Maori

children have been showing an increasing preference for their own ethnic

group and that the blAtant in-group preference of older Pakeha children

aged 9 to 12 years has weakened, probably as a facet of social change.

He considers that the shift in Maoripreferences has been influenced by

increasing urbanization and awareness of minority group assertions in

other countries.

Another bod researchlts accdmuldting from the research activities

of Thomas at the University of Waikato. He has conducted a large number

of studies of ethnic differences in a social or cross - cultural psychology,

mode ratper ihan attending to developmental change. In one of his studies

he reported that urban Maori children in Form II did not directly seek help

from teachers in the way, that Pakeha children did in three different settings -

individual, group and classroom. They showed non-verbal behaviours like

faal expression s of appeal, maioing noises, and head scratching when Pakeha
1--- e

children would ask directly for help or look at the teacher. He relates .

/ ,

this to cultural training which inAlves Maori children in having to wait

until noticed by a parent or other adult (McKessor and Thomas, 1973). Thomas

has also found that urban Maori children showed extremely'competitive be-4

hviour in a study of'co-operation and competition. The Ritchies suggest

that the implications of this are grave since we know a considerable number.4
of these children tend to end up losers. They ask: ''What will happen to a

highly competitive person who finds himself or herself constantly and.un

losing?' (ThaTs, 1975).

Learntng from Reporting
.

.

i

The problems in socifty/tend to attract research lungs. The study of jxqenile

offending should notjie allowed to slip into'history in, the New Zealand re-

search

-.

on child development. It was a prediction study, taking a cohortrof

children as 10 year olds, gathering data .on sthembIocating those who offended,

and tracing the4redictOr variables it) the original observations that were re-
/

lated to,the offending outcomes. Conceptually that was .up -to -date methodology

at the time it was generated though better designs would now be available. The

stafisticai:ptegrity of, the, programme' was never in question, and the report

of the ethical, problems of data-sharing among several government departments and

a Uni versity. provides an impeccable model. Some of the problems which'the'

prOje ted research faced were obvious'at the outset. One was that no develop-
,

mental psychologist was included in theAtam. The study probably bdgan too
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lae,-starting with 10 yea olds. .Offenders at,,thae eke were perhaps

4
lireadytesting the limits of society in small calculated ways.--

Secondly, teachers were to sapply the data on the children, and.thefr-

knowledge while extensive over time, and for,types of children; would

be limited to certain sittings and would give a partial picture of

the child's range of responJes. There were other problems, not the

Least of which were the problems with the main instrument used, the

Bristol Adjustment Guide. There are
A

five-.reports, and in them some

excellent pointers to the future designers of research in this area.

Most of it suggests what not do do., but that is important guitancek

The reports were subjected to a thorough review by Braithwaite

(1977) which Ieconsiderto be the essential reading on this whole pro-

ject. We are polite in our reviewing in a way that to s not to

be progressive in Its profit for further research. Wh e I see little
, 0

point in ,a sabre-swipe type of review for the sake of estabiishihg

one's owp image as a critic, I think we,could contribute more to the
,

...-

ongoing field of child research in this countryby reviewing bodies of-.

research in forwarti=lookNp ways:
A

1. We must have better literature surveys, particularly of local

literature, noticing recurrent emphases in NeA Zealand

findings.

2. We must monitor recent developments from overseas keeping

au'r procedures and statistics-Up-to-date. 1,

3. -We need to improve our reporting habits, mak ng quality

results available locally.
°

49

.4._
9

We need to encourage extehsiye'but constructive reviewing.

, -\\

Adolescent Studies

From the strengthi-oi the foregoing programmes of work I must return

to less satisfactory.ground. 'I have reviewed oneof StdWart's (1976)

two vqlitmes of adoleece4reaearch (Cray, 1976), and wish to reiterate

some points I made in that review.

I would end orse the editor's rationale:

New Zealanders are very interested in their young people but too

often unfortunately they haveiadto rely on discursive andj_m-

pressionisticycomment. Also, much of it has been_based on over-

seas material, which although often illuminating aoes need to be

'tested for applicability in New Zealand. For wise national

0
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and personal decisions to be made such, concrete factual material as

is available in New Zealand must be marshalled and made more access-
ible. Thisjs the goal of these volumeg%

(Stewart, 1976)

One would hope that this publication will startle us,into the realization

that we know very little at the descriptive level and almost nothing at the

explanatory level about the factors influencing our young New Zealanders in

that cultural finishing scho61 of adolescenEexpeiience.

'In a recent survey of adolescent psychology L'Abate (1971) claimed that

the field contained few satisfactory research projects, few publications and

fe speotalists compare with other periods of childhood. In New Zealand we

hay carried that trend to an extreme of neglect.
. -

'A most valuable chapter is, the review of research since 1950 (Broadley,

cMoriand, Stewart) and it will undoubtedly be used as a reference source.

Seveial studies on school influences make a useful contribution. The

comparison of Day Boys and Hotel Boys and their spare ti e activities shows

that the boys' lives%differed in ways that controlled thei opportunities and

interests over four years at sehopl and in the careful repo
0

is easy.-ro-see -ahat is lost upon the roundabouts and what i

swings.' Mercurio's work on corporal punishment is an exa

but effectivd approach to resarch with careful obserxt iqn of the com;31eX

variables operating within one school.

A comparison of the Baldock'and Ballard articles is interesting. From a

sociological framework Baldock concludes that the New Zealand school system is

unable to erase,the social class background of the students with the implioat-
.

ion that we'ought to,'and have therefore failed or that we'are inconsistent if

ting of results it

gained upon the

le ofa different

we claim to believe in equality of eiucational opportunity. Ballard makes a

psycholOgicai.analysis of parent, teacher and peer expectation and their effects

and aspiration which approaches closer to explanatory interpretation of some Of

the 3ariables in Baldock's problem than her research design could hope to do.

The Keeling and Nuthall studYtof values, sound in sample, technique and
4

interpretation, reports age, sex and ability differences among 682 third and

fifth formers drawn from fo high schools. The find

°e. ions ofochange in the personal value structure of ado e cents as they get olden

There is a particular value in such'Careful research because it provides abaser O,

'

fiai Awhich further ,research can be generated.

°suggests some direct-

k
0
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Because there have been so few studies undertaken an editor is

bound to take some leaps of interpretation in cross-relating results

but this should be attempted with all due care. In Stewart's edi-

torial comment it is suggested that single-sex schools bear a causative

relationship to the fact that Youthline has many calls about boy/girl

relationships! Isn't it possible that this emphasis arises because

these are a focal adolescent concern? Stewart claims that qualities

of critical thought, imaginative leadership and willingness to live

with change are not the products of authoritarianism. Firstly they

could be, in reactive adjustment, which adolescents achieve rathee,

easily. It is unwise to underestimate the flexibil d the search

for change that swells in the heart of the young. Secondl hypotheses

in adolescent research must not be generated in pop psychology or sociology

like 'the facile ideas which sweep through a self-conscious culture from

time to time' (Adelson, 1970). Although the family and school may em-.

phasize control in duet, the wider community and the-even of the times

are crucial in shaping the fledgling's identity at 16 2 years.

(Keeling & Nuthall's report suggests this.) For example the morality

and value systems of today's youth will more probably be shaped by and,

sharpened on, the issue's ofthe All plack Tours, the Olympic Games, the

Muldoon image, and the economid climate than by the family-and school

atmospheres which they have learned to live with or 4bo ignore. This is

not a defense of authoritarian ways. It is a plea against false,'over-

simplified hypotheses about young Teople and what effects them. It ex-

presses my preference for the Ballard over the Baldock approach, and for

Havighurst's understanding that the New Zealand family could at the one

time be more authoritarian and yet haye warmer interpersonal relation-
..

v'shipethan the American families he studied. The sensitivity of-adoles-.

cent behaviour to cultural change and contemporary emphases almost de-

feats the psychologist because before he gets his research designed or

his data analyse the adolescent trend has branched off in anew

direction re ng to signals in current events, that are barely de-
1

tectable (Nesselroade and Baltes, 1974)."

With some sense-of desperation I turned in 1978 Us, very compre:

hensive study of 12 year olds. As part of d contract to the Department

of Education for the study of Form II children last yeat we undertook

to review knowledge of New Zealand children who were, at that age level.

We called our chapter 'Islands of Information' and grouped what is

known under these headings :'

'44
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1. Physical growth data

Ethnic factors.

3. Home and sibling f ttora.

4. Sex-tole factors

5. 'eeer relationsh

6. School factor

P

7. Activities a d 6¢5;"?tunitiea.

8. Social sanc ions and minor delinquencies.

9. Studies o' work and vocational interests.

10. Images o self.

Taking. into acco t the. review of literature ,and some of the thinpthat

our twelve year olds told us in the surveys we concluded that there are some
41. ,

'interest-it-1g studies to be done-on peer. group interactions and what they On-,-

tribute to a chili's 'development. The popular image of peers and their/in-
..

r

fluences was sha tered by our clear result that peers ate.seen to be the most

controlling an' disciplining folk around the Child. In the area of self-concepts'

the Self and arents scale yielded the highest ratings for feelings about'self,

while op the Self and Peers scale the ratings were lower. Another interesting

fact was t tboys in one-adult families had lower self-concepts in relati6n to

veers that all other children. Does the peer group give boys without fathers
'

a hard time? It is not thesame for girls in this position according to our

childr- Bronfenbrenner believes that strongly peer-oriented adolescents, are

likel to hold negative views ofrtheMselves and their peer group. He concludes

that the peer-oriented child is more a product of parent disregard than of the

pe group, that he turns to his peer group lesi by choice than by default.
, The

v cuum,left by, the withdrawal of ;arents and by adults from the lives of children.
.

filit4,with an undesired and possibly undesirable age segregated peer gioup.

As thle issuepas particular relevance for some groups in New,Zealand:we would r
,

,J
gaTIWgronddlif we knew more aboutsthe credits and debita;of peer group asso-

ciationsciations and interactions.
.7

*.I

NOwards a Stronger Research Base in New Zealand Child Development ReSearch

From recent reviews of child 4evelopment research overseas we can identify the

gaps and weaknesses, and by searching the new publications we can appreciatefhe.

current,questio and criticisms in the field. Time.arLd=mdalf devotedto the

analyses of lo 1 knowledge, and to.consultation with colleagues within and 4'

beyond one's-4i ipline would be well spent prior to designing research. Cridical
.1,

and constructive reviewing of, research prOposals, and of published reports, will

strengthen'the field. Visitors and expatriates are not the purveyors of solu-
!

, ,

Lions but provide a stimulus to us to ask our own questions about our children id

*--
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our own society. We could give more thought to using these visitors

in ways which will have generative effects oriliesearch activity. And

we must be wise in our choices of projects and methods because our

opportunities to dp research will be limited by the size of the talent

pool and the financial resources.

A supporting body of student research will emerge from coursed

which 'critically examine the theoretical arguments behind developmental

issues. Sa I should turn, finally to some ofthese issues.

At the University of Minnesota I was introduced to an organismic

'model in developmental mchology that predated: later shifts 1) to

antecedent-conseouent-esearch, 2) to behavioural.analysis, and
N

3) more recently to the analysis of environments andicontexts' with.

anthropological-type methOdi. What is the organismicmodelia.status
1

today?
S
The'model stems from Mural science rather than physical

science. The basic metaphor-is that of a living organism, an organized

whole, in continuous transition from one state to another. The organism

'is inherently and spontaneously active; it is a source of acts. Change

is,a given in this'modfl. The organipm is a system and in that system

the parts and the configuration of the partS'change, ,Interactions

occur,,, etween various part$ of -systems of the.organism or between

the organism, its subsystems a d the environment. These interactions

would have wear effects over short periods of time, (for example'in the

learnin exper ment) and-be strong-over long periods of time.

An orgsniSmic view holds to reciprocal causation, one of the many

complexities that chedeveloOmentalist is. reluctant to simplify. The

organismicpsychologidttries'to explain the organized complexity of the
A

organism and the ordered changes.that.occur in systems. Linear change

isinot Something.the organisMic model finds sufficient. Manyctypes Of

multiple progressions can be dketchedsin.cumulative" models (Van Den

Daele, 1969). From one positionchildren who are-the sar6 may take,

.many different'icuteb. 'From different positions they may. reach a
.

, .

similar state. We findsit hard to think of children who have learned

is often
.

slipping Backwards in achievement yet our best eiample of this

.in our owq experlence With learning-A foreign language. .

.

Views such as these lead developmental.psychologists to ask the
.

kinds of oueStions that Statistical analyses cannot handle, relating to

change over time. Qne has e option of tailoringpne's questions to
.. .

. ,
,

the available techniques or ask,ng the;ouestiofis for which'answers are
-0, . ,.

needed andohaving'doubEs expresded about the analysis procedures.
,
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Dev4lopmentalists are interested in the external agent, the antecedent con-

dition or the independent variable which moves or changes the organism (what

Overton and Reese call efficient 'causes) but they are also interested in a

limited range of motivational factors (material causes), in the pattern, or-

ganization or form of the psychological structure's (formal causes)and the

end towards ilhich the organism develops such as hierarchical orders, processes
swo

of differentiation 4nd integration (final" causes). op

This organismic model has been central to my own work on early_reading.

In my firSt study the longitudinal.approach was modified to overcome some of

the tfien-current criticisms by shortening the'time-span between observations

to weekly intervals. On-task behaviour was the basic data; test-IScores were

only a secondary, source of descriptive data. Two cohorts were used, 1963 and

1964 although it was not finally appropriate to analyse their results separately.

It was assumed that children would differ in their response repertoires on

entry to school and would take divergent routes in response to programmes. The

research design, aimed at describing what occurred had to allow for. diverging

developmental sequences, Interpret4tioni were made following the plotting of

diversity, in an attempt to account for what'occurred., oThese have been sub-

jected to further tests in subsequent studies.

The Maori Education Foundation study4(Clay, 1970) reflected my reading of

Campbell and Stanley (1966Yand in particuArtheir discussion of the institu-

tionalticmal cycle design. New cohorts of subjects ehtering a programme4at paced

intervals can provide tests of time and age, variables. I experimented with

this in another type of ltngitudinal design. Data-gathering lasted six months.

However by starting with five age groups, 5:G, 5:6, 6:0, 6:6 and 7:0, and

following each as a separate group over six months I had a cross-sectional aes-
.

cription of 5:0 - 7:0 year oldi and could compare two samples at each of five

ages. I had greater control over my data in this design, although I was not

clg47 aware of the many advantages described ,a few years later by Nesselroade

-', -and Baltes (1974) or Baltes., Reese and Nesselroade (1978) for the cross-lagged

. design.

Some of the-Advantages tha exist for child development researchers4 New
.

Zealand (such as access-,to pop lations, potential for follow -up, and fewer group
.

differences) have particular malue when one attempts to Ludy change over time

in children's responses. Some of 'hole' Lriables are quietened.

According to Blampitd (1978)' a sychologist visiting this.country recently

'remarked that there were more.diediples Of Skinner per capita in New Zealand

than, anywhere else on earth. Psychology' departments' have hadla

cation record in the Journal of Experimental Analysi of Behaviour. Parallel with
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this work there has begn steady rise of influence and effectiveness

of Behaviour Analysis in New Zealand with particular strengths in

Education Departments and much credit to Ted Glynn in Auckland and

John Church at Canterbury. Ovelton,and Reese (1973) maintain that

the mechanistic model used in Behaviour Analysis assumes a reactive

organism. The organism becomes adtive only as a result of external

forces. One searches for material and efficient causes and studies

uni-directional trends and linear causality. 1;Cauies are seen as

external and efficient and occurring perhaps in chain-l4ee-sa4uences.

In principle, complete prediction is possible. This ihodel takes.4

618-se-up focus on what occurs: it pays attention to antecedent re--
.,

lationships and consequent events in such'short time sPlans that a

functional relationship can be assumed., It pays attention to the

human and physical environment as part Of the research ata-collection.

More complex sets of interactions can be studied such as\agent action,

organism response, reinforcement-by the agent, and organAsm reinforce-

ment of the agent.

I do not believe thatt is merely chance that threelplucation

Departments in this country which 11 strong DevelopmentalPsychology

courses in Education have also developed, subsequentiy,, strOng interests

in Applied Behaviour Analysis. According to most discussinsthese two

emphases should be in conflict stemming from different world views or

metaphysical models and being, categorically incompatible, et in

practical day to day research wOrk these approaches are now very close

together. Most featureamI applied behavioylr analysis research are
4

completely compatible with the frameworks of Piganismic psychology,

but for two limiting conditions. It gives pi ity to efficient

causes, and to functional relationships.

O'Rourke (1978) provides an illustration of the closeness, of cur-

rent methodologies.in applied behaviour analysis and developmental
444,

psychology. A detailed,analyils of behaviour in its context is the

starting point of her research. Description precedes manipulation.

She made an analysis of intermediate children's playground behaviour

, over the period of a year. Children's participation iplay and the

'amount of inappropriate behaviour was observed. Then increased

supplies bf loveable equipment, static equipment and adults partici-.

pating in the play were introduced.- The first step in this'research

46
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was to describe'whit occurred in the playground by detailed tallying pro-

cedures. Then a manipulation was introduced and its effects were tallied.

The overall level of participation was studied (it increased) and the level

of inappropriate behaviour (it decreased). The long-term nature of the

'study made ft possible to say that the introduction of moveable equipment

had a temporary effect, and a continuing supply of novel moveable equip-

ment maybe necessary to maintain participation. The provision of static

equipment such.as volley-ball, cricket, hpckey and'padder tennis maintained

high rates of participation and low rates of inappropriate behaviour if the

equipment was, available early in the play period. The introductibn of

more participating adults attracted increased numbers of children, to those

zones, produced high stable rates of participation and maintained °low stable

rates of inappropriate behaviour. There are implications for communities

and schdas wishing to provide recreation facilities for children of this

age. Static equipment will probably be used; new resources should be

added frqm time to time, and adult participation increased child partieip-
4

tion.

This study demonstrates the methodological advances that_have been made

in research design in this country.- Play was the topic, a themein New

Zealand research that runs from Sutton-Smith thzbugh the pre-school research
ao.

-on play to the activities studies of how children spent their leire. Be-

haviour analysis was the data-gathering technique used to discover what Happens

in a natural environment - in a sense
4
describing the parameters of the behaviout

and the environment, and over a long stretch of time. With a beautiful or-
.

chestration of controls over this natural environment O'Rourke then continued,

her observation of the functional effects of 1) experimental manierulationkand

2) natural manipulations.introduced by the educational shifts game6 and
\

spOrts that occurs on rather fixed timetables:
r
,,Tf developmental' research is

interested 14 the study of change over'time, as'I maintain, this must bethe

most controlled Andy of such change that I know. Yet it is not a develop-

mental study. It did not address itself to the question Of change in in- . '

.

diViduals over time as Behavioural Analysis studies usually do, Given the .t

complexity O'Rourke disciplined it must be entirely within'theboundeof

possibility to use this model for a developmental study, monitoring how in=

dividuaIstchange. The one, problem that remains centres around the two laws

of prediction. ,In principle complete prediction is possible in BehaviAral '"
.

. v.

4

e

.c ...'t
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.

Analysis studies, while in the organismic model divergent responses.
Olt

to learning, opportunities are not oply predicted but are also pro-
r--

bably das4rable (for the creative, play and novel responses to

emerge). -If (one is to plot divergent responses to a set of op-

iwriunities it is necessary to study. a fairly large number of sub-

jects. .This has been difficult to achieve in applied behavioural

=analysis designs. O'Rourke may have provided some guidance to the

solution to this problem.

The issue is not one of conflicting world views, but is .a matter

of the.questions we want answered: They must determine our seleopt4

ion of research strategies.
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Research on the_Education of Maori Children

Richard Harker
Department of Education
Massey University 4,

In tackling-the task of reviewing tilt research literature, no attempt

be made to provide'detailed summaries of individual research projects,

rathetifindings will be integrated under topic areas, and used to high-T

light some of the assumptions that -are made about 'Maori Education", and

methodological (state of the art)'issues. The topic areas into which the

review of research has been divided are as follows: Ae

1. Historical Studies.

2. Language Studies

3. Scholastic Achievement Stud3; es:

,

(i) Attitudinal Studies. ,-

(ii) .
Intellectual Development and Assessment.

1

... (iii) Social Factors.

..(iv) School Factors.

Then follows a section highlighting methological issues, and fitfaily.a.

.concluding section in which some general issues are raised. The research

reviec.)ed covers the period 1971 to 79.

1. Historical Studies

There is no, comprehensive history of ethnic" groups and education in New

Zealand, but we do havea good historytOf the relationships between

4 4-

A paper prgsented at Research in Edideation in New Zealand: A Balance'

Sheet, Fiit National Conference of ,the New Zealand Associa%lionfor

Research in Education (NZARE), qictorialiniversity of Wellington, 7-10

December 1979. I um grateful to my colleagues Alison 4. Geo'rge,

Ross St. George and Bruce Wilson for their-helpful %foments on earlier

drafts of this paper.. I

,
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A

the Maori population and the European introdticed institution of schooling.

This work.(Barrington and Beaglehole, 1974) covers the whole span from

eatliest contact to the 1960's, providing a wealth of factual material on 4,

the evoWing, relationship between Maori and Pakeha, particularly as it aft

fected schooling. From a methodological viewpoint the work khai received
of .- .

some critical attention. McKenzie (1975) suggests that the authors stay

too close to the facts, and that the broad sweep of develOpments does not

become obvious. McKenzie attributes this difficulty-to the fact that the

book rs the'result of two independent fesearch theses00..completed some con-

siderable time before its publication (8, and 19 years respectivel5). He

goes on to suggest that theses are better used as source material than as

preliminary drafts for a book. While accepting the criticism in this case

we feel bound to auggest art the whole institutional coptext in which

educational research has been conducted in New Zealand until quite recently

(particularly historical research) is largely responsible for this state of

affairs rather than these specific authors.

4.

A further methodological point is made in.another review of the \

Barrington and Beaglehole book (Bray, 1976) in which It is suggested that,

there is a need for more material from Maori sources, such is autobiographies.
i

This is an important-point, and it suggests that a high priority for histo-

.

iians of education should be theiglection of oral histories'frompeople of

all ethnic groups (including Pakehas) who have passed through the schools.

Fitzgerald
,

(1977), an nthropologist,has collected suchdata as part of his

trfieldwork fnvestigati;g the identity status of Maori graduates, Summaries

of long intervi6ws with 11 graduates are presented 1n1Whapter 4 of.his book

and Provide,Jor Pakehas a perhaps unrecognizable view of the New Zealand

education system - unrecognizable because it is'seen from an unfamiliar pars-

pectiver The,intellview materials also shw

,system taken as ro4tIne ando.unproblematicy
1 °

bairlers from another cultural perspective.

how aspects of the education /'

Pakehas, can be seen as majo

The wider collection of

materiels ahould provide valuable insights into the effectiveness of t

policies and enactments which are, by and large, so well documented.

What we appear to lack in hialarea is kkcompfehensiveaocial

of the relationships between Maori, PAaha and the educational sy
N'

istory

tem.

Various pieces of such a history are available to tis, but the p ture is far
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from complete. Ramsay (1972) in a brief survey indicates way
, f

the beliefs and attitudes of policy makers, togethewith greure 011111e-

from influential groups and, individuals have affected the empbaeis
.'

given td Maori culture and language in the school curraculum.

Fitzgerald (197) devotes a cjiapter to the first generation of

Maori graduates in hIch some of the social pressures that were at

work within Maori society can be perceiv'ed and of which we should

know more to complement the social, political and economic material

we,have onthe Pakeha world. Butterworth (1973) provides some

interesting-material for the period 1930 to 1960, in-

fluences.of Sir Apirana Ngata, the Ratana movement, t1¢e Labour Govern=

went and the rapid urbanization that-took place after 1945. From a

philosophical perspective, Whitehead (1973) has examined the historical

literature in an attempt to, educe the unstated assumptions,upon which

Maori ed,cation has been based. He finds that until veryrecently the

assumption of Europeanization has changed little since the Native Trust

Ordinance of 1844, and that 'the change of policy fromI4ssimilaion' to

to,'integratior was largely rhetorical and did not alter` the 'under-

lying Europeanization.

2. Language Studies

The dominant force in this area of study is the IlaoriResearch Unit of

the New Zealand Council for Educational Reaearth under the direction

of RichardBenton. TRis group have completed Wiat must be one of the
t

largest social surveys ever undertaken in New Zealand,'asocio-- p
`;.

lingutstic census of Maori households in the North Island, .Initial
ets

1

results have been reportedio Benton (1979a, I479d) Where one an find

an answer to the question 'Who speaks Maori?' This answer is,:

1, , Most Maoris over 25 in Northland, Bay of Plent

.)
Coast.

2: Most MaOris over 45 in most parts of the North

3. A few young people andichildren In some places

4. Most children and young p4ople in a very small

.f

y-and, the, vast

e
; and

6.

number of

rural areas.
et

I
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a
Further., nton estimates that,about 70,000 can'speak conversational Maori,a 4

.

..ond-a-further 115,000 t,e able to understand it with ease. But= he watts

that there is likely to be a rapid .decrease in%these numbers as half of the

0.Maori popnlaeion Are under 15,:an only L5 per cent of that age group are

able to speakNeri. -*Conversely, those over 45 account for nearly 40 per

cent of Maori speakers, but are only l2 per cent of the.Maori population:

With these data to fiand,Benton's arguments for bilingual education take on

greater import and urgency. Benton (1979b) reviews the begiusings of bi-

lingual schooling at Ruatoki, where Maori is the major teaching medium for
Ak

the first two or three years, and retains equal statuewith English ai the

upper levels. Bilingual_developments at Fernhill school in the Hawkes Bay

are,also discussed as well as future plans in other schools, and some of the

problems that arise.' jkintegral part of the'se studies is the extensive

conAultation with paients which is seen as an essential Component of such

developments - see forlexamp/e Montgomery (1979), who surveyed the parents

at a private primaiyivchool (90 per cent Pakeha in the:Bastings area and'

4",fouhd .that65 percent,of those 14be responded (108 out of i32) were infavour

of teraing Maori, wbile 44 per cent supported in principle a bilingual pro-t 4
gramme at the school. While the schoal's parentS cannot be considered re.-

presentative-of New Zealand as a whole, this survey may be indicative, of a

'shift in public opinion over a relttively short period of time. It is also

a goodexample of the necessary consultation and groundwork which must be

undertaken ifny kind of innovation is too be introduced in, a school - or

into schools in general.'

The reasons 'advanced for bilingual education (Benton, 1976,.1979b)

depend on the particular circumstances of each school: Bilingual programmes

can be used for:
t

1. Language maintenance (RUatoki).
1

2.' Language revival (Fernhill). k.
. . e

3. The maintenance of diversity'and ag a nationAl symbol (sybtem-

.. wide). '

. . .

,

immenseSP (The policy implications,of takIng the bilingual option seriously are immense -

indeed'they represept 'a major political initiative' (Benton, 1979c i 9).
-

2

4.

0

tt.
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The policy changes'needed to implement genuine bilingual curricula in

New Zealand schools are discussed by Benton {Ibid) in some detail,

He points out that they go beyond the sphere of.education into those

of social attitudes and politics. In fact, NewZealand society must

gd far beyond the rhetoric of multi- culturalism (at which we.have few

peers in the world) andgive substance to our fine words, particularly
I

if it is conceded that what isoapplicable to the Maori language must

also be applicable to Samoan,'Dutch, Greek and so on,.

A history of Maori languageLteachtng in New Zealand secondary

schools is to be foand in Devlin (1974), who also carried nut a survey

of all the secondary schools in 1973 and found that half we're not

offering (or intending to) either Maori language or Madri studies com-

ponents in their programmes.

A further group of studies are concerned with the use of the

English language by MaorislOcDonald (1977a) undertook a componentia

analysis of tie meanings of spatial adjectives imputed by Maori and

Pakeha four year olds:' She found that the order of acquisition was

same for-both groups, and that there was little difference on word

cognition or comprehension. The suggestion is de, none-the-less,

tween Maori and Pakeha

idiffeatillLways

one of her Maori sample

that some word meaninedifferences do exist

(p.338). She found no evidence of 'deficit

of thinking no Sapir-Whorf effect (though

the

were Maori speakers). Age was &critical v e for both groups-,

while SES was critical.only for Pakehas. McDonald's comments bn,

'deficit' theories of 'Maori English' are strongly echoed by Haw ins

(1972) who moan s a vigorous attack on the 'cultural deprivation'

`hypothesis evi t in some Departmental publications of the late 60's.

McCallum-(1/8) also rejects a''deficit' model in her research on the'''. .%

. e

°r

English language-usage of Maori and Pakeha Standard 2 pupils. She

recorded the spoken English of a varietyof children and analyzed

'the verb forms, finding significant differences between Maori and
f.

Pakeha groups ..."(no within:ethnic group diferentes). However, she

points out that both Maori groups (an urban, Eulidh only speaking.

,group and a rural Maori speaking group) were producing betpeekit and
,

90 iqx cent standard English verb foris '... scarcely convincing. .

evidence of the development of a separ.lted potentially staple dialect'. .

(Ibid, p.142).
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Fo a more extensive review of research studies Of the linguistic com-

petencies=of Maori and other Polynesian children in New Zealand see St. George

(1980), who approaches the area not only from the 'point of view of English
.0

language competence, but also from the bilingual, erspec tive, reviewing com-

petencies in Maori and the ipplications for schooling and schools.
=

41,
3. Scholastic Achievement Studies

The ew Zealand Education Department in its annual report toParliament pro-.

vide b fe aata from their annual returnsfrom schools. The far ore in-
.

formative and useful Education Statipics of New Zealand appears. o have been

one of the victihsof financial Constraints as thelast one appeared in 1977

with the data forr.1976. It is a pity that this most useful document does not
' have a hiker priority. However, it is from such annual returns to the

Education Department that the basic parameters of the poorer school performance
4

of Maori pupils relitiv40their Pakeha peeta become evident. Pass rates in

the national public examinations, the figures on scho ol leafing, enrolment ratios,
.

at various levels of the education system and many more are to be found there.

It is the attempt toaccount'for the differences observable in these parameters

that is ,theparticplar concern of q research reported on here.
4 , 0

4

h di hia' i that f'Legrove.

(

.

/
,The S rd.e mot'oten quoted research stuy,n-tarea s tat oov- qf

So
' ,

(1966) who reported that Maori and European Children from almost comparable
.,

honie backgrounds performed similarlyon tests of scholastic achievement'.

However, there are a lumber-of methedological.flaws in. the study which make

such .a-e.ontlusion from his data somewhat insecure (see Harker 1976a, pp..6-12

fora 1etailedcritique). Harker (1978) using a large safilpre drawn mainly

from the Warlganui-BoarLaree4and hence over 7 rural and unbalanced with regard
*

.to SES), found that suctrenvirdnmental var les as SES, family size and rural-, r
SAES),

. urban location are related to boith school achievement and ethnicity,,and further,

that controlling for such variables, while reducing the varian ce accounted for

by ethnicIty,did nQt entirely eliMinate it, Particularly on test. criteria (Pc
fend Ravens). Maori- Pakeha differences on a variety of school achievemerlt

criteria are reported in a number of other studie;, Kerr (19c1), Coed (1972).
%.,Pedge (1974)' presents a good, concise histocal review of achievement studies,

and an infornittive discussion of 'the problems Of.interpreting statistical- And4

census data., Olsen's (1972Nlongitudinal study of early school leavers at two
rural and two urban central districts secondary schools found that Maori pupils

a

I.
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were three times more likely than Pakeha to be early leavers. In
.

terestingly he found fewer.differegces betweedthe Maori leaiers.

and mon-leavers that for Pakehas. For example, there was no dif-
,

fergnce in non-v rbal IQ betwelgthe twd Maori groups, unlike the

Pakeha. Other researchers (McDonald (1975), Harker (1978) in

Education and Kinloth (1979) in Child. Health) have also noted that
.4

some environmental variables (most notably SES) known to be asso-

ciated with achievemeneand health measures for children of European

cultures do not relate in the same way to the achievement scores of ..

Maori and Volynesiad children.
I

The complex of relationships between health, ethnic origin and

school achievement ha e.received increased attention ig,the past de-

cade. /Prior 41974) a d Tonkin (197 outline the main dimensions

of the/problems involve , provide useful statistical material and-

revie a number of otgoi g studies. An ex-post facto study by

tWrig (1978) on 124 Mao i and non-Maori five year olds provided,

some interesting data f om an extensive battery of medical 'an& health

tests as well as cbgnitive and tual tests. Unfortunately how-

ever, the findings are ,resented as' Wo parallel sets of data_(both

df which are very interesting, particularly thg health data4on vision

and hearing) and while it is clear that poor health could well affect

school'performance, it is not demonstrated with the data in Wright's

study which could have been subjected t ti-variate analysis.

Iwsummary then it is clear that here irate a numb f environ-

bentarvariables Which relate to ethnicity4Og the one hand and.to
.

r

school achievement on the other. Iirmost d'ases these environmental V

.. '
r

variables exacerbate the aphievepent differences between Maori.and.
.

.
I

. .

Pakeha -' At the tatisticai level Maoris tetdrto.have more child

healt1 problems, larger families, i more depressed areas

with poorerl sch oling environments and lowe social status in the

copmunity:" Ho ever, in the studieswhere uch factors have been

taken into account (admittedly no.sturbf has taken all of them into

. account simultaneously) there is usually st 11 some variance left to

,) . ethnicity, which points to the probability hat cultural difference

itself (the difference between the.culture of the child's home add

ti

0
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community, and the culture inherent in the curriculum, organizationand

7teaching methods of the school) is an independent causal factor in the lower
r .

achievement of Maori children in New Zealand schools.

,

3(i) Attitudinal Studies . t
y/.

Thi'S is a mixed category including skills, values and some personality

factors as well as atoitudes. .The studies are considered undei two head--;

ings: Pakeha attitudes toward Maoris; and Maori attitudes, skills, values

and personality factors viewed -from the perOective of Pakeha-nor

-Pakeha Attitudes toward oris
r .

, .

Nightingale.(1977) set mit to test Walker's statement 'that teachers are

predominantly monocultuiaf and not sensitize& to'react to biCulturalism or

'the minority group-needs of.Maori pupils'. He studied four-:aspect's:

/-attitudes to biculturalism; seeking( to understand through experience; know-
,

ledge of the ducational problems of Maori pupils; and knowledge of Maori
.1

terms and practices. His sample of teacherslh Taranaki and Hawkes Bay

lends saMe'empirical support to Walker's, contention.

Whatever teachers think an4 ,k4w of Mabriculture, does not necessarily

relate to the way Maori children a5e
f
treated in classrodms. A. St. George

(1978) carried out a naturalistic observational study to explore the way-
. /1

teachers expectations relate to their perceptions of other pupil attrib tes

including ethnic group. Her findings were that teachers held different,

expectations for and perceptions ot'Polyiesian and 120Z"eha pupils which re-
,

flected the achievement dIfferetces. There were no differences between

Maori and Pakeha Children in terms of teacher-pupil interaction and teachers

did not treat pupils for whoT they held low expectation's in what'couldree

judged a negative Way. Thesaack of findings indicative of teacher dis-

crimination is supported by Harker (1978) who-found no bias by teachers

again4t Maori pupils in their annual ratings Of achievement.. The findigs

of Nicholls and-Barnett (1977, Study 2). would also indicate that teachers do

not s'stematically practice racialNdIscrimination or differentiation in New

,Zealand schools.

Bray and Jordan (1976) set out to examine the attitudes of Teachers
.

College students toward the, education of Maoris. The methodology employed
k

however, is rather opaque
i

nd insu ient rationale is given to properly

interpret the findin , from which the a hors draw somewhat banale con-

clusioni (e.g 'a itudes may vary accord g to degree of personal 1 . 4-

/

5
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involirement' p.58). Stewart .(1974), in a well designed study failed
.

to find any effect on the attitudes'of third year teacher trainee of
. ,

a couFa in Maori Studies; However, pre-test attitudes were highly

favourable for all groups, hence little change could be expected. He

noted that the low scorers on the pre-test made the most gains, which

may simply refct the 'regression to the mean' phenomenon, or be a

result ,of. peer pressure.

) Maori Attitudes 0 . .

The research in this section is grouped intofour topics: Ethnic

awareness; Classroom behaviour; Friendship patterns; and Future

time perspective.
low

Ethnic awareness has been studied by Awatere .(1974)'who replicated

Vaughan's well known studies of the early 1960's. Olesults were similar

.with, one exception.:

The striking diff4rence between this study and (thoseof.Vaughn
and Hills) is the muck'. greater preference of the Maori figures by

both races. This more favourable attitude to the Maori figures
pergists across the entire'age range.

(Ibid, p.36)

The Maori children identify with the Pakeha dolls up to age ten when a

changeover occurs which is also reflected in attitudes. In Awatere's

study, these ethnic choices were made at a much younger age th n in

Vaughan's original study.

Quinnell (1974) review.the various general issues undgrlying the

cltural and ethnic differences contained within the social milieu of

classrooms and some of he methodological issues thatlare eetailed.

His observational study foUnd that the children studiedltended to

4 differentially interact with their Peers' according-to racial grduping, ,

. , -

the,Maori children beimismore ethnically gregarious and less separatist

in their classroom peer interactions (p.161). Another finding of
44
Quinnell's was that there was no difference between Maori and Pakeha in

initiating or responding to teacher attention (p.169)1 4 However,
'

McKessar and Thomas (1978) report three studip showing that urban

d Maori children are less likely than Pakeha children to ask the teacher

directly for help, and more likely to give what the authors interpret

GO
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as help-seeking, ion- verbal signals. These findings are not supported by

the observations of A. St. George (1978). Another interesting aspect of

classroom behaviour-is the work of Denee (1972) whose observational studies

in an Auckland play centre led'herto develop models of inclusive and 1

exclusive modes of interaction, finding the former associated with

Polynesians and the latter with Pakehas:. Adding to these findings from

other studies Graves 11974).Jeports the effect the proportion of Polynesians- .

on the school roll had on the modes of interactfon; as the proportion in

creases, the Pakeha children exhibit increasing-exclusive behaviour; while

Polynesian children show an increase in, inclusive behaviour. Graves' draws
- ,

some interesting pedagogical conclusfons based around.the differerik tpaching/ TA

I .

s

learning styles inherent in the two modes of interaction.
\

'S related phenomenon, that of co-operation and,competition has received,".

some attention. Vercoe (1971) used the Prisoners Dilemma Game on a,sample

of 123 childre4Aand found that the.Maori'eight year old.i0leither more nor
..;,

less co-operatively oriented thanpuropsan eight year olds, nor do they per-.

form better than the European child in a co-opeiative social situation as

opposed to a competitive social situation (p.67). .Using Madsen Cp-operation

Boards, Thomas (1975) found little difference between urban Maori and,Pakeh

children, but a considerable difference between-those twb groups and groups of

rural Maori and Gook Island children, who were much mom cq-operatively

oriented-. Unfortunately a.group of rural Pakeha children were not included

in the study which would have allowed a clearer.distinction to be made bet-

ween effects due to rural or urban residence.

More directly related to achievement are studies by Podmore (1978) and

by Nicholls and Barnett (1977). 'Podmore'sobse'rvational study found ethnic,

differences on specific academic survival skills (attending behaviour, cam-

plying behaviour, interacfion with peers and classroom location).
. Nicholls

and Barriett (Study 3) explored t1Mc%fear oesuccess'-hypotfisis, and although

somewhat uncertain of the, validity of their measurement procedure, conclude

that there was no indication of any greater fear of the consequences of

success amongst thd Maori pupils in their sample than amongst the Pakeha

pupils. ,^
.

A most comprehensive, study of the self concept of Maoris is reported in .

Ranby (1979). .Using a very large stratified sample.of North Island secondary
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school pupilh, he found that on average'th Maori self concept was

'lower' than for non-Maoris after controWng for family size, SES,'

(....'age7"\class and academic level. Also he found no evidence of any

relationship between theresence and strength, of Maoritanga courses

in the school and the 'strength' of the'Mari self concept. In his,

diScussion., Hanby- makes some very interesting points about the cross

cultural use of tests (and ehe concepts_they seek to measure) such

as a self concept test. .He asks; rIs a positive Maori serf `concept

me same as a positive Pakeha self;concept?',,,Fitzgerald (1977) exploies

the relatearea of ,Identity.

There have beerkApree studies of friendshippatterns amongst Maori

and Pakeha children., Edgerie(l972) tested 233 pupils at Standard 4,

-77-Form II-and Form III levels and found that Maori and Pa)eha had similar

numbers of close friends and acquaintances. Unlike Pakeha girls,

MaOri girls shdwed a preference for one close friend at theVcrrm III

, level. Generally, Maori children showed a tendency to opt for a

friena of 'own race' as, they moveA up the three age levels. Also -It.,

Pareeis'had a stronger influenc'on choice of friends for the Maori -

group. A good study by Morrison (1978) confirmed some of Edgerley's

findings with a sample of 605 aged 6 to11 at four schools with differ -'

ing'Polynesian enrolment ratios, (the enrolment ratios were used to

-f generate the expected frequencies for'the,chi-squared tests). His data.

strongly supported the folrowing'two hypotheses:

.4 1: The number of own race popularity choices will be,Significantly

,

higher than would be expectet from the distribution of racial

membership of the school; and ,

2.' the number of own race popularity choices will increase sign-

ificantly wittage.

A third hypothesis was strongly rejected:

0

3. As the size of the minority group increases, so will the ratio

of observed to expected cross-racial fkiendship choices.

In fact a significant trend in the oppositeldirection was foundi.e.,

Mn increase in the ethnic polarization of friendship choices as the .

.proportion of Polynesians an the roll increases.

r

1
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Edgerley's first finding has received strong support from Young's

.Rotorua study (Young, 1978) which used 938 Form Ioupils. His basid

hypothesis was that Maori children would have larger and less persistent-
, 1

friendship groups than would Pakeha childtdp% The expected pattern

showed up on first analysis, btit when,the data were re-analyzed using-

multiple regression, semi-partialling out the effects of some enuiron-
,

mental variables (the key ones being family size and whether or not a

child had relatives in the near vicinity) the Maori-Pakeha differences.

disappeared-...,

Another aspect which bears on pupils ay'titudes and to have received

some research attention is thatst, future time perspective. Bray's re.-

ported findings (1970; 101) of Maori -Pal ha differences in both fUture

time perspective and delay of gratification need to be treated cautiousky

as there is no control in,the sampling of such factors at-family size or

socio-economi* status. Havighurst'(1973) did control for socio-economic

status (though'he ended up with a quite unbalanced sample), and tapped

rural and urban fifth ,formers and young people in the work force. He

found that Pakehas (and high SES Maoris) had a clearer image of the future,,

and that in general Pakehas hadia longer time perspective than Maoris, but

that there was no difference between middle class Maoris and middle class

.Pakehas. Havighurst interprets this as evidence of increasing acculturat7,

ion to European patterns by urban, middle class Maoris.-

In summary the research reviewed in this section shows that while

teachers may more often than not be quite ignorant of many,aspects-of

Maori culture, there is little evidence of discritination in classroom .

practices. However, the facts that. Maori culture is clearly of little

interest to,teachers, and the Maori value system of sudh little significance

in the organizatiOn of the school, point to a much more fundamental.form'of
f

discriMination that is revealed inany of the research reports. Bordieu

claims that one of the major functions.of an education system is,, the re-

production of the cultural and social systems of the dominant group, and

the evidence of teacher attitudes 'reported here womld seem to be consistent

with such an assertion. Further support for tordieu's view is to be found

in those'studies of pupils which show teat the results-on various factors

for,MaOri middle-class and urban children are more like theresults of

Pakeha children than those of other Maoris, Thomas (1975),, Havighurst (1973).
.

I think Havighurst is- correct in indicating that 'getting opt for Maoris'

means becoming increasingly like middle class Pakehas, and I also think it

1
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to be one of the fugdaiental

system to make it impossible
% . .

4 point which will be taken up

me that an awareness dthis
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outcomes of:our present schooling

to 2,succea870 in any igther way, a
.

in the.final section. It-seems to
r

state of affairs is reflected in: -

a

1:' The small sizeof the Maori Amiddle class'; and'

2.r the data on friendship which show an increasing

'polarization of friendship - choices along ethnic' c,

lines With-a `,and in increasingly mixed schdols.*

(Edgerly 1972, Morrison 1978)-
o

ii) Intelle.7ctual, Development ;and Assessment.--

The research literature in this, fAhireecttni al fial6hs been

well riViewed.by St. George and St.: 6dcage 7'5) and brought

further up to date !In R. St. George'(1977). iFolloWins a detailed
.

analysis of,studies which utilize cognitive or performance tests 's

St. George con9).uded tflat: ffrs.t, it is an unwarranted assumption
*P&

that Pakehas would outperform MSoris on(c)measpres of intellectual

ability (verbal or-non-verbal); secondly, with young subjects,

Maori-Pakeha'differences are much harder to find the

more recent,the study was carried out. 'This result is due, he

suggests,'tothe much,greatr degree of commonality between the
-

environments of Maori and Pakeha children now than.in the past;-

thirdly he found that-group mdasures of ability have ke,en used in

the majority of studies reported; Afourthly, much of the data re--

ported wasaequivocal due to sampling restrictions in many of the

studies; fifth, and-perhaps most important for.the purposes of

this...conference? St. George reports that far too few studies using

tests of'cognitive and performance ability bother to carry out (let

a).one report) reliability and validity checks within the ethnic

groups they are studying. I do not propose to pUrsue this area

further here, as it-is a-cortIplex area which deserves treatment 9h

a separate paper. Suffice to say t4it there is a.clear need for

comparative surveys with odequate,satples, using instruments whobe,

reliability anti/Validity characteristics are known for the groups

on which they areto be used. St. George's own-study (1977) of ,1

the Queensland Test is a good example.
Atakoi.

r or
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A brief Meption is warranted here by the studies that have e*plbred

the possibility of stylistic differences between Maori and Pakeha in the

cognitive area. Chapman (1973) found'no difference between adolescent

m4les on Witkin's field-dependent-independent dimension. ,Chapman's

Jr findings in this perceptual area;,are echoed in H rker (n.d.) who found

`no difference in preferred Mode of categorization between Maori and

Pakeha Standard'Three pupils.

3(iii) Social Factors

A number of the studies covered in previous sections overlap into/ this

category. - In addition however, there are a number of other studies which

take.up wider issues., and have their affect on educatibn. R. St. George

(1972) 4iewed studies opracial intolerancegin New.Zealand and found that

they consistently reported evidence of racial*prejudice on the part of

/akehas; dir cted toward'Maoris. It is arguable that this situation may

have worsened w th community conflicts over specific land issues.in recent

years, the growing levels of unemployment, 'gangs', and the growing LOU-,

fidttnce of Maori cultural self determination, any or all of which may be

seen as threatening by Pakehas,. However, the last available Report of the

Rape Relations Conciliator, for the year ending in March 1978 (E.17) reports

a decline i4 the number of complaints from the previous year - though pre-

vious years had witnessed steady increases. More directly concerned with

education, Spoonley (1979) has produced an analysis of the,social structural

inequalities and the educational process in'New Zealand. Spoonley advocates

a policy based on affirmative action as the most realistic way of overcoming
IIP. \

the structural inequalities, working against Maoris: He suggests that'al-

t
though there is plenty of4talk about multi-cultvralism: 1

%;
..:. the wider community and the poilticEaps (emphasize') the unity of

'New Z eland society and refuse tb accevt that ethnic pluralism exists,
and hat it needs to be reflected in the organizationof social in-
stitutions:

f .

.
40

(Ibid, p.85)

i

He also suggests that the welfare state tradition of go-(rernment which\has
+

1

,

put its emphasis on equality
.
of access meritocracy and universalism,- has4

l

proved inadequate as a just distributor Lhe social goods and benefits

of education. Further, Spoopley is pessimistic about the climate of public

J

4
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opinion in New which he sees as opposed to affirmative action

involving posit scrimi(nation
4

Social factors within the Maori community have often been ignored

in past research] but a number of recent studies have shown how im-

portant such fact'rs can be. McDonald,(1973)as shown the importance

4
of classifying thecommunity of residence in studies involving Maoris

in terms thll,t, are relevanttd other aspects of Maori culture, rather

than
7

the'traditional' -research Classifications based'on Euro-

American models. Hence it is not the town itself or its size which is

important, but the structural relationsIlip'qf the Maorl community to the

other communitieswho make up the town which crucially affectAzOpects

of Maori life and behaviclar. Kawharu (1975) presents an interesting

udy of a Maori community and devotes a major part of the work to

education. AlthOugh events titIve rather overtaken'the particular

community studied, it remains a useful study which provides analysis

of the complex interactions between social forces acting on a Maori

community, andire operating within it. Both sets of forces have

relevance for:the study of educational performance, and there is a clear.

need for further coMmunity studies of tiltrive in all fOur of the com-

munity types suggested by McDonald - kin-based separate, kin-based en-

gulfed (the type studied by Kawharu), migrant with Maoris exceeding 10

per cent of the population, migrant with Maoris under 10 per cent of

the population.

Some further social and political,factors will be taken'up in the

'concluding section.

i -

3(iv)' School Factors

The Most comprehens0 study of the impact of a school on its M

pupils is that *of Cleave (1976). This excellent anthropological

study of St. Stephen's school reports the members (teachers, pupils
1 -

and parents) 'definitions of the situation' and explores the extent to

which these definitions coincide with official structures. The un-

official life (vnderlife) of the school is also given extensive coverage,

and an interesting theoretical discussion constitutes thefinal part of

the work; The author concludes that the success of"this particular

:sCliool is due to thrfact that the structural features of the institution

are perceived by pupils to be 'Maori' as well as more formal aspects of

the curriculum.

ti
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/ Other aspects'of school life have received Some attention. Kerr (1971)

pointed out "e deleterious affects of long bus journeys to school, and showed

that in the school ha'studied this particularly affected Maori pupils as they

\ere from the most remote areas. Codd and'Stewart)(1975) in their study of a,
. N

%

boarding hostel at a state girls high school suggest tbat the hostel environ-
.

3 ' meat was a more suppoiVe and Congenial one for theMaori pupils, than for

tfie R4eha pupils due tO the predominance of'communal features:

Interesting reports from principals who
.
have succeeded in develop ng

'school environments in which Maori culture is reinforced and treated posi-

tively are tb be found in Gregory (1994), Blahk (1974), Smith (1974) and

Johnson (1974). Also' Ritchie 1978) provides interesting material developed

at Te Kohanga experimental pre-school centre in Hamilton,

Theechool factor to receive the molt attention in recent years has been

the curriculum. Benton's work on language and bilingual schooling=(discussed

above) ha, clear implications in this area. It is clear that these.implicatigns
jr

affect the social and political spheres as well (Benton, P979c).

Ramsay (1972) traces the place of Maori culture and lang age in the school

curriculum and indicates the main social and political influences affecting this t.
place see also Devlin (1970. Attention is also given to.this,question in ,

....;.4the major historical work on-Maori Education, Barrington and Beaglehole (19)4).

. Royal (1975)-looks at some of'the administrative /implications of introducing

Maori language and culture into the curriculum., and also some possible cultural

outcomes. He argues for:.

1. Biculturalism for Maori pupils.

2. Inter-cultural understanding for Pakeha pupils.

3. Maoritanga as a contributor to an emerging New Zealand culture.

In curriculum terms he foresees some conflicts arlsing'among thes.e.aims, but re-.

mmt
solves them'into two thrusts: first, that-bilinguakeed bicultural programmes

be available to all who So choose; and secondly the forgiof 'Kiwitanga' (sic)

from. the two cultural inptifs. Royal goes onto suggest thethods of realizing .

1

these as objectives'in Secondary Schools. This raises a number of fundamental

issues, which need to be examined?'
.

. , 10-
Lawton (1975, p.6) defines the curriculumas 'A selection from the culture

.

of a society'. In this regard the Currie Commission comented that:
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The school,... has a double, task with the Maori,pupil. It

is net, nor can it ever' be, the prime agency in 4onserving

the Maori-cultural heritage; its mach task is undoubtedly

to provide the Maori pupil with the educational equipment
to enable him to play his part in the modern world and to
this end the'Maori:pupil has the same body of lefrAing to

.master as the non-Maoriv But such elements of Iris Maori
bacground must be included in his schooling as will give
hidstill the sense of belonging to a race Of'known and

respected culture. . The.Maoripupil will then have a
surer basii on which to build the scholastic achievement oft

which he'has such,need.

(Currie Commission 1962,°pp.415-4

This quotation probably reflects the opinions of most people concerned

about education in New.Zealand. There are two matters from this pas-
,

sage which deserve comment: first the implication of the penultimate
- . -

sentence; and secondly the empirical testing of the ultimate one.

Whatever the intentions of the Currie Commission, the passage

-"Above can be interpreted'to mean that culture (Maori dultur 'n arti-

cular) is something that can be divided up into' 'packages' or units of

study, labelled 'Maori Language', Maori Studies' and so an, then

slotted into timetables where they .can be utilized within the curriculum

A

like the other subjects. Whether such a programme would give a pupil

a. 'sense of belonging to a race of known and respected culture' is de-
>

bateable since such 'packaging' is done on the basis'of a set of values

and assumptions abaut. the curriculum (and about knowledge, in general)
1;

'which are entirely European in origin: It can be argued that it is,not

only the content of a curriculum which defines its cultural egos, but

the way it is organized, Ad thp relative status given to vari us

'subject' .kreas.- It is these structural aspects'of education I know-

ledgethat Basil Bernstein takes to be the distinctive featul4 of the

Socioloiy of Education (Bernstein/ 1977 : 112). Nrn s.te4rfrS penetrating'

analysis of curriculu m structures and t- heir'relationships with power and

4;., social control should be compulsory reading for thds involved in educat-

ing chiidren of icixed ethnic origin and indicates a. fruitfulrea for
N .-

..

,

. ,
,

New Zealand based research. Briefly, using Bernstein's model, tiEmr
0

# , ,..0 , 0 A

-Zealand secondary' schools would be seen.as operating a 'collection"t10e .

,..
.
, ,

of knowledge code in which. contents stand in a.closed re a Ign to each
. . ,
other, being clearly bounded and ihsulatedo Under colledao codesf

, .

.. . .
.

.

a-knowledge is private property with its own power structure and markii._',
,

L
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situation; subject loyalty is developed in students; studentselearn-to
,

work within a received frame (discipline);t the evaluative system places

emphasis upon attaining states of knowledge rather than ways of,knowing; k

the pedagogical relationship tends to be hierarchical:and ritualized; the

pupil seen as ignorant'with little status and fewrights; and eduCational

knowledge is kepi separate from'evervOgy 'common-senses knowledge (except
410

t' for the less able children. whom we have given up educating).

An alternative modelAiaborated.by Bernstein is called an integrated

code. I; slich a code previously Insulated subjects are subordinated to

some relational idea which blurs the boundaries between the subjects. Thus

integration reduces the authority of subjects and disciplines and has im-

plications for, the other features -.noted above as characteristics of col-

lection'codes. 0.

The point I wish to make here is that these knowledge codes have clear

relationships to cultural and social contexts. The collection code is

Clearly 'suitable' for a hierarchically organized socio-ecdnohmic system

where division of labour i marked. Thus in a modern industralized society

schools featuring an 'iJ gration' type knowledge code are confined to the
.

'periphery of the educ on system as various 'alternatives'. A collection

code also clearly facilitates social control throdgh education especially

when those who fail to attain appropriate 'states .pf knowledge' can be Con-

vinced through the use of 'scientific' legitimating deviCes such as I.Q.

tests, that their failure is their own fault. While it is true that Maoris'

(like Pakehas) have to earn their living in a modern, industrialized labour

market, which 'implies at least a 'common core' curriculum for all, the addi-,

tion of 'elements of... Maori background' involves more than new subjects.

Bernstein suggests-that there 'are ..three message systems through which

Qe convey information about ourk4lowledge code i curriculum (the one given

emphasis by the Currie Commission); pedagogy; and evaluation. If we wish

to incor prate into our schoolsoa &election frcim the Maori knowledge code,

then we m tke prepared to looksseripUsly at pedagogical and evaluative
.

rapects-ias well ,as curriculum content.' I see the development ot the Whanau

hOuse design in,secondary schools as a significant step in the direction of

a.refazgdpedagogy.(at least,it'facilitates such reform - whetheY we end up

with. old wine in a. hew bottle remains to be, seen).. , The work- of Graves (1974)
, ,

discussed _earlier draws pedagogical conclusions from their studies of Madri

and Pakeha learning-stylei. The abolition _of exTtrnally moderated, norm -
P

referenced examigtations as the so legitimatinfi devices to control !what

Atiok.24.
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. counts as educational knowledge" would be a long step in 'freeing.up'
,

1,

the evaluatipwmessage system also. .

.-

The second batter I wanted to raise was the sertion Maori

_.'subjects' in the curriculum would lead to-an enh need self-i filch- -,

in, turn would lead to Improved performance in 're l' subjects. This
u

question is easily subject to empirical verification. Ronslip1971°

study of MaOrt language and pupil characteristics has some major metho-.

dological flaws which make the findings unreliable: First, no attempt

to match the sub - samples, hence no control over other factors which could

be varying along iwith thepresence or absence of Maori language inptruc

and, second, you cannot assume that thq relationships he did find (nam

that those.learning Maori; (i) valued ducation more highly; (ii) con-
mr

sidered themselves peer leaders; (iii) ad greater pride in their Maori

descent; 1v) 4akemore part in Maori ctivities; (1'.;) had a greater sense

of school achievement; and (vi) had higher teacher ratings) are causal in
"

the direction he indicates. Indeed, a good Argument could be put for-

ward in 'favour of a reversed direction. Sample control is crucial.if any

causality is under study. Ranby's study (1979) with a much more satie-
.

factory sample showed no relationship between self joncept and the presence°

and strength.of Maoritinga courses. He did tind,however, that the schools

with Maori' traditions did better than the state schools, and'gueson

suggest that Maoritanga Is something that is lived, not something that:you

teach.

Hence the assertion of the Currie Commissiqn is lacking in empirical

on;-

support. F om my own perspective such a question is unimportant as it

seems to m- to be a complete denial of a multi-Aliltural education system

ifthe'on grounds for acceting 'elements' of Maori culture. into the
o

turricul is that they'lead to improved performance in Creel' (i.e.
ID

Pakeha) ubjetts.

F ally, the problem.confronting both researchers and adhinistrators

for t e,future is well stated by Codd (1972) who states thatthe question

4hou d not be:'How can we -cope with Maori children?' but:

Whatcan betdone,to our formal education process in 'order that it

embrace,-reflect and sustain thewcultural diversity 'which-exists

in our society?

7 (Ibid., p.34) e

? 0
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Me hodp logical Considerations

A n ber of researchers. warn of cthe dangers of using concepts (and test l;

ins ruments) in an unthinkingway, assuming that such conceptg,or tests are

bot relevant and Appropriate to the different groups being studied.

Mc nald (1975), Harker 1976) and Kinlock (1979) warn of the lack of re-

, lev cg ofoccupational status to Maori criteria of social - the two

do not appear 4/be linked and the relationship to behaviour i not nearly

as closely linked for Maoris as for Pakehask Hanby (1179) in his. discussion

of the self concept raises issues that are generally applicable to psychological

concepts, that they cannot be assumed to. have the same meaning within different'

cultural' systems, nor to bear therSame,relationshiP tp behaviour.' Hence, as

St. George (1977) points out, measuring instruments need to be thoroughly

validated for the group being tested if the results are to have any meaning at

all. $

-McDonald (1976) criticises the wide variety Of criterialused to define

Maoris for research puposes. After a detail d outline of the,research pro-

blems associated with'the terms Maori And Pak ha she suggests that researchevs

`must be much more willing tomake use of the atggorizations made by the group.

being studied, as well a.9.accepting'self report' as'the most meaningful measure

of identity. In another paper, McDonald,(1978) takes up,the problem of communi-
.

aa cation in cross-cultural research generally. Trom her own, research experience

0 and.the work-of:'Metgd and Kinloch (1978) she concludes that such communication

is'problematko because: ', p

44 4!

1. of differing beliefs and values;

2. of the status differences that may exist (and of the interpretations
of these differences which may be being made);

3. of different Interpretations of behaviour; and
.

4. of the way each culture prefeis to organize events and encounters.

Many examples are given of misunderstandings which haveoccurred because of a
f,

failure to understand the waicommunication'can break ,rloWn in a cross-cultural
,

1

situation. 80me evidericd of the Aly such cultural'differences in tics 'definition
N%. 4

4 I

1,

ofthe situation' can affect performana
Ais

.

to be fouadin Nicholls :
.

. and Barnett (1937,iStudy 1). They set out to test the hypothesis

1



thatMaori children would show greater wariness in testinesituations.

Their methodology invofved giving the Peabody'Pi ture Vocabulary Test

to matched samples of low SES Maori and Pakeha c
14%

a sample of high SES Pakehas). The test was ad

ildren (together with

inistered under three

conditions: play;. standard;, and cool; to both five year olds and ten

year olds. The main finding wad that at both aes Maori children

* showed a signIficane-drop-in periorthance under tie impersonal 'cool'

testing situation, which was not found in either Paieha,group. This

finding was taken torsupport their hypothesis, and they goon bo argue
- , t

that the 'cool' condition was-'culturally alien' for the Maori

children.(p.8). , In conclusion they suggest that it iS:.particularly

'impottant to establish a supportive testing cliate with Maori children

12 they are to displpy their developed competepce!'.
. %

;also point out that these imaladaptii,e motivational tendencies' might

notin fact be maladaptve at all 'if schools were-villing and able to

'refiect'the positive values of Maori culture' (Ibid). Some caution.

here, however, as the Maori children performed at

the same levk under both the 'play' 'and 'standard' tasting conditions,

and also,.even the 'play' c.onii.tion'isstill a test situation,Jience the

data genaatedby the design,do not frovide a fully rigorous test of the °'

h esiS."

On looking at tile-body of research in this a ea as a'whOle a'numb'er

'of trends become appaAnt. 'First, there is afi,i crease in ,the use of

ethnographic techniques involving observatisniin chools and classrooms.

The classic participant-observattp ethod of ant ropology hap rarely

been utilized, the major exceptio b ing the 'stud by Cleave (1976). It

is'here that the major thrust in /future must come. What actually

happens.in Classrooms, how people actually treat-. ach other, whatkthei,

actually think about each other are best revealed y obseeting themin

rea -classrooms and"in real schools. Hence eherci is a need fbi

studieS'cafried out in naturalistic settings; utilizing the evolving-
-

methods of observation.' There is certain till roorAfor well designed

,

.

-studies of...the experimental or 6urveytype, but hey'cannot by themselves

-provide us with insight and understanding into th

,.the lives Of Maori and Pakeha pupils'. The
,
commen

. .
.

,

. - ,' .

4 \'..-

way schooling affects

ts made in fhOsactien on

A

4
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historical research are generally applicable in all areas, that is, too little
. ,

rega as been taken of Maort viewpoints. Too few researchers trx to step

out ide their own cultural framework (of which social science is a part) and

try to view the situation from the point of view of thoSe being researched,

OT even consulting with members of the 'other:. grouy. fcDonald (1977b) shows

how such consultatioircan be turned to the(01.1tual benefit of:researcher and
,,

researched. Also it should be noted that Maoris do have views about educat-.
. 1

i'n,Colost decided ones according t6 iRoyal' which are not,
.we 1 known or researched.

.

.

_ -.'" I

Let me conclude this sdction with a call fOr liire research which is

meaningful from the.miewpoint of.the culture of theresearched, rather than an

externally applied.measprement process using tests and behavioural concepts

derived from the culture of the .researcher. .

-r

Concluding Remarks

4

..
.Cultural difference implies, amongst other things., different value systems,

...

which include in turn,' different definitions of 'worthwhile activities'..z.._ If
------;----

a minority culture places less emphasig'on achievellent (in the educational ins-. .
.

titutions of the majority culture) as a worthwhile acti'ity than'does some Othe4
c

culture, and furthermdre, if in that minority culture educational achievement
.. ** ...

.

does hotaytomatically ceonfer high social status or prestige on the achiever,

then it is to be expected that children from such a minority culture will not

perfbruOso well at schools oriented to anachievement based set of.values and

status conferring criteria. This, it could be argued, would be the case to

some extent in New Zealand with regard to Maorlpnd Pakeha children.

In the face of stro4NeS7res to equallse educational performance for

Maori and Pakeha children, there woul§ appear to be but two choices .(or some

combination of them); through parent education,and intensive pre-school inter-

vention attemptT to restructure the value system of Maori children inorder to

bring it into line with.the requiremerits for success in the school environment;

or make adjustments to the school environment (such as curriculum reform) in , .

order to provide greater continuity with the Maori value'system. Both of/these

alternatives,have inherent problems.. The first alternative ifsuccessful, would

result in the disappearance'of Maori culture as a distinctive life style -
1...and the history of education lm NEw Zealand has shown that over, a centdn, of

1
rrz

fl
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effort alonsosuch lines has not been particularly fruitful, and has

been perhaps counter- productive. The second alternative may go

some way to achlevfn'i.the deSired objective, but as Glazer (1969)

' Suggests: 'those groups at do well in one, school system will very

likely do well in another'. What heisouggestini is that if the

criteria for success in 'schooll'are changed, those groups with high

cultural motivation to succeed will adapt and continue to succeed

under the,new criteria. Fer Glazer the factors 'causing' ethnic

differences in educational achievement lie in the different .value

lrat,ems of the cultures associated with various ethnic groups and the

. extent to which such value systems motivate children to succeed in a

'school environment... Hence achievement differences cannot he amelior-

atedby changes to --the educational system -.which rules out the second

I-

alternative mentioned above..0114,

But the first alternative is not tenable either in a democratic

pluralistic society such as New-Zealand. As the Advisory Council

on Educational Planning states:

In a society which permits a wide diversity of styles at life and

beliefs, and whiCh is vigorously pursuing with its main' ethnic

sub-group a policy of cultural coexistence, it is obvious that

no consensus on detailed national aims of, education is possible.

-In fact, such consensus would indicate a degree of cultuial con-

', fortuity which is the, very opposite of the present aim of cultural .

diversification. .

(1972, pp.1-3)

4

Is there a solution to'this dilemma? The beginnings of a solution are

perhaps to be found in a queeftioning of the wisdom of insisting on

'equalising performance for all ethnic groups. If NewZealanders are

4, genuine about their society as a multi-cultural one, in which all cul-

tures are accorded equal status, then perhaps We have,to learn to live'.

with some measure of achievement'differences between ethnic groups. if

success in school is in some way related to achievement motivation which,

in turn has its roots in cultural value systems and life styles, and it

is these' vaape syttems and life styles'we wish to retain as Viable alter-

rptives in our society, then it would seem inevitable that%we'hould

expect there to be achievement differences between ethnic groups. Glazer

6
quakes, some importanr:points when he' reflects that: ,
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The question that troubles me most is what attitude we are to take
to these differences. Are we to view them as the consequences of
ill-will - that of teacher, administrator, the society in general?
How elaborate are we to make the efforts to 4pe them out, and how
successful C we hope IcAe no matter how elaborate our efforts
are? Are our measures to equalize to include the restriction of
the opportunities of those groups that seem to find schoo achieve-
ment easy? Or are we to develop a set of values that accepts
within some Measure differences as desirable And expectable and tries
to mitigate the negative consequences that society imposes for them?
These are hard questions, and they are questions to which we do not
have answers. ... We need to press not only our research on these
differences, their origins, their extent, their causes, the measures .

that reduce them, but also develop and strengthen a politiel and
social philosophy that permits a society to accept them, to'live
with them, and be stronger because of them.

(Op.Cit. 1)1,195)

Glazer's sentiments find an echo in the report of The Committee on Secondary
Educatibn, (Towards Partnership, 1976).who state that their recommendations:

oP

... are an attempt to compensate for differences that put Any groups at
a disadvantage, to remove discrimination, and to'provide for the develop-

. pent of sekdiety beyond mere acceptance of cultural complexity... What
we had to work towards was the step beyond recognition of difference,
beyond respect for'diversity, even'beyond tolerance... It is our hope
that the new generations of New Zealanders, as well as coming` to under- I

stand the major cultures,will appreciate also our many cultures. They
will accordingly respect them and; because they value, the diversity that
results, will identify with each and eiry culture and hold their op-
portunity to do as something precious.

(Ibid., pp.20-21).

The point that then becomes pkpblematic.is trying to deteriqne the area where

achievement/differences constitute real disc vantages for individuals in our

society, over and above'the differences th will' inevitably arise between
,

childr n from diverse backgrounds in a uni/form national education system.
.

conclusion just reached seems eminently plausible and provides a nice

sense of "Cisure. However, Glazer's views can be seen as, something of a

'cdp-out' since the school is seen as entdely unproblematic. Earlier I

quoted Lawton who defined curriculum as a, selection from the culture of a

society. In a multi-cultural situation the curriculum can be defined as a

selection from the culturefof the dominant group in that society. Also, the

7

pedagogy and evaluation techniques used (Bernstein, 1977) derive from the

culture of the dominant, group. Hence to say that we must learn to live ith

. 75
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a ae,

1
peyformance differences e ween,Madri and Pakeha (indeed Glazer sqg-

.

gests'that we must expect ;hem), assumes that we have exhausted the'

educational options opento uA. Nothing could'be further from the e':'
R.

truth. As suggested in the section dnthe curriculum, we know
. .

virtually nothing of, the. MAori knowledge colie, nor,what kind-of

knowledge Maoris regard as most worthwhile. Where Maori elements -.

have been added to'the curriculum they have been divorced from their

cultural context ana incorporated in terms' f the pedagogy and

evaluation systems of the dominant group.. A genuirie. multi-cultural
...

education system would not only have various knowledge codes in operat-:

ion and the different subject's that these imply, but there would 'be a

variety of ways of transmitting these knowledgecdcles using cdlturally'

appropriate,peaagogical methods, and with a variety of options available
11

to evaluate whep successful tlransmissionhas taken place Ksee also

Gadd (1970). Most; ar all Of these options would be.available with

English and Maori as the med um of instruction. A§ Benton has pointed

out (see above under Lahguage studies) such a proposal is, quite outside

the realms ,of educationaledecision makilpg as,it.has implications for the

whole of New Zealand's social fabric. The political contentiousness of

such an issue goes without saying, and mc;y'account for the fact that this

is the area of research and policy on.Maori education that has receiyed

,
the least attention., ,

To return to the quotation from the Currie Report (serabove,
.
p.58).

,
.

.

Why can't the educatidn system be a prime agency in.ponierving the

Maori caltural,heritage? ;t performs this function fqr New ZealandsTs
. ,

ol European
^ origin; and if our education system is to be multi-cultural

y

.. ,

it must'do'the ;same for New. Zealanders of Polynesian ortg.ln,

r . '

.,
,

e
4

1

gal
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'Special -educati4 is usually, defined as provisions made-for children on the

basis of particular and atypical physical or behavioural-characteristics

therhave or Manifest. . Most current and videly'u-sed special education.

r textbooks adopt such a definitiOp, and Havill and Mi)chell'4, (1972) book -
.

so Xer the ofilygePeral New Zealand reference book in thig area, is no

exception: .

u

cation in New ,Zealand

e

Special education referd to the facilities, materials, apd
-

teaching g-restorces provided forschilliren who because, of ex-

ceptional physilal',fttellectual, emotional, or social

-characteristics,'can not receive maxiigum benefit ftom a
goy

regular school programme.
. .

There 'is thing wrong with defining special education fn this way.

'Indeed, t h e fact.that a number ofth rep have or show exceptional/ physical

. or beha'vioural character1istis (or c: be reliably bredidsted to do ao) is

the very foundation upon whIch.special tional provisions are planned

and made. What,needs elualrecognitionhdwever -,and is frequently over-

lodked, is thaesqch provisions wll'be ne4essary. to the degree'that re-

gula4r classroomc-provisiOneR4re i dequae to" accommodate children with
.. . ,

-`special-needs.' It iscdssible 'indeee,pZobable, that many children are'

-
..ofr 34

5o.
o

4 :: '-ri? /0.
t

0 .
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receiving special educational provisions mostly because of the inade-
«

quacies-of their particular schoql/classroom situation and not .primarily

°because of any special teaching needs t'hey'may,have. In this sense,, It

spetial educational s'vices can be viewed as a type of

facility - available when regular class provisions.are inadtqnate"for

particular children because of inadequaciesion the par/ of the.teacher\

-

(1...e., in teaching ab lity, understandUigof the special needs'an0

learning/behavioural
hacteristis of the children concerned, etc=.) or

inadequacies .in resou ces available to the teacher Oi.e., equipMent,

time, etc.). The fait that it is very difficulf to ascertain 41 any

p articular,case wbeth r a, child Is receiving speCial'education

because of characteri tics he/she hat or pfimarily because'Af,

characteristics or re - ounces his/her teacher dogs not have, makes it
i.-,....

)

- .

very difficult to spe ify the special educational.needS'of such child-_

. 7
ren, or tO design or -valuate special edpcational provisions visl-A-Ois,

the needs of the chile rani concerned.
---..

. .

The historical a kgrbund to, and development-of Neck Zealand..,

special educational provisions and relevant'special.edUcational re- (

search up until appr xiMately 1970 have been describid and discusse.d in
/

Havill and Mitchell 1972). The present paper is concerned wit' ie-

,

search on New Zialan spegial education fn -the years since 1970.

that date`the New Ze land Department of Educatidh offered a sizable

..

array of special edu ational se mice and provisions, with 11,614 pupils

(2.d7 percent of the tatal state school population) receiving s

eduCational help '(ex luding those -in receipt of visiting teache

/ .

-I

guidance services). In December 1978 the total number and percentage

of- pupild in state p imaryand secondalTschools receiving shcial$
,

,

,
-

1

educatioriarhelp J(aP rt from guidance or visiting teacher services). had

, ..

increased to 15,831 d approximately 2:24 percent,respectively,'buv, ^-

apart from a change f terminology for .blind and partially -sighed .1

.. .

childten,(now Galled isually handicapped children) and the establish-

ment o facilities f a number of small Of preschool education-,

.
t

.> ally handicapped pilil ren and '.children
Withspeciaineedt' the nature

and overall distribut on of services in 19'78 foiems clodely cower ble

I

with that of 1970. cAlp/ ine.and McGrath's (1972) suggesti
res-

Oct t6 provisions for gifted children. in New Zealand, i.e.., that,



`r

4
tnonprovisionstmight well be a more appropriate term s 11 seems cons-

" picuously apt. Similarly., y's (1974p observation that 'the coept

Of learning disorders has not y't made a significant impact on New '

Zealand education', seems appropriate with respect to extant special

e&cational provisions for children with major specific learning diffi-

culties :-: group w comprise approximately 7 percent of the school v

poPulat on according to most overseas estimates.-and a recent New
4 °,'',4,,

Zealand survey by Walsh (1979)..,k
.

. "

As in indst Other Western, countries, special educational provisions

are available in New Zealand public schools for children Who show social-
..,

,

or elpotiopal tmladjustment, mentally retarded children, and children
. ` .

.
,

Iiith spinNlearing, victual or physical handicaps or severe reading
-'

difficulties. Special educational facilities ,tend,to be Concentrated
c '' r . . , . :

.i.n major cities, although through various combinations of hostel ac-
.

.e
commodation and transport

.

arrangements, etc., most New Zealand children
, tc .

whq require special edudation are probably able 6 be accommodated in...,

. %

public schools. Moreover correspondence school and visiting. deacher..
,

services are.availablOor`Children living in' remote areas 'who oan'hot

b transPortOd or=atccimmodatedAn a hostel, or for children, unable for
t

. wy reason to attend a plblic school.
.

. .
..

.

.It is much easier to discuss the range,a'pd types of special edu-
Ar ....._.

ationaPnrovisions availabls (tNit informaticin ig'ebly'citalogued

each year by the New Zealand Departzen; df Edu ation) than it is

. . ,

.1r,

... .

, .skedify-iwhat is 'special' ,about sudi provisi . As long as the
..-.

°'

. , ,
..1

*.t ---,raisqn d'etre for Speial educational,serviCes is plirceived by tt...."... he.

( .

'educational community as excluSivelY the consequence of the specialness -

0 'at , ` . .. m ..I '(='differenctki of: schildren the; to make such specificatibns mAy'nOt
,

be readily plrept. Froi this 'perspective children Who 'do' not fit'
flo ,

. '6
'i

, . A. , , 0,3 i..,' 4 4-.,t/
dthe 30-40 pupilg'per teacher regUlar eduiation'gysem would:Be ilkely

* ';"
1'

4..

° to be viewed hsleing in oT Accoihodationelsewherel.With lOWer'
, 1. . I.

teacherlpupil ratios 'and madificatioris oethe',curricultith Ici teaching : -.- Ilk Tx-4
!IP,., :' .,, t .

A -0 ''
.

:culties. Indeed somethipg.likg...this.vteW haS probably un erpinned the
. . ,.,

.0 -,
. '

deVeloPlimnt of'speCial educatioffel services in mOgrictiuttries including
1 ...

.
.

New.Zealane,'antrtlore importantly 'for present. purposes Such a-view bapr
- - , .. '' f 4.'almost 6ertainly influenced <and perltaps,attgnuated) theidevelFpment pi ..' _

i . .
.
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.
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special educational research. On paper, lists of `special' educational

facilities
and provisions appear toconstitute a 'special' tduvtional4 .

system nd'Tle lit. New Zealand as elsewhere ithaslprobably been prudent
1

for educational adminiqtrators and politicians to adopt the Queen of 4
.

Hearts dictum, viz., 'if we choose to call serVicesispecial, they are
.

.
,

. ..te

special', and not to dwell' li what might be perceillk in some quart6r6
f i

to be academic issues, such as delimiting the 'sPecial' characteristics

%

6.
of special, educational provisions, the question of the

r
effectiveness of

such provisions past ultimately be `addressed. I-

;

Whie evalnationg of traditional special edlational provisions in

overseas countries have silo, noticeabli*xed res4lta, a positive re-.

lationship*is apparent ,between the qualitY of progkamme input and the
1

ed
.

(Kirk & Gallagher; 1979).

asethavery often the quality
.1

(gilofsky, 1975) - a point dOcu-'

extent o progress ofthe children concer
#

At the saffe time it is unfortundtely the

of the programme-Inputhas not been high

menttd
1
in many evaluation studies of special educational provisionS4and a

point,grasped by.manr-parents typically through a 1 case grgrdata )
.

The result that been a dissatisfactiod with traditional special educational

proVisions an the'part of parents and-special educators and pressure (at
6 I

times exetted.via legal and fItcal means) to.abandon many of the tradf-
..,

tional strategiesan favour of. mainstream special educlatiqnal provisions.

When the Band-Aid function of special educational service
,

however, it is patently clear,that mainstream special edu

is acknowledged,

atiOnal facilit- :

-ies can not be considered-in iSidationfrom the quality of extant regular
. .

class provisions and can notbe expected to be any better thantraditional

facilitfesunless such mainstream facilities are in fact'(as'well as name)

special If. the apeci4ness of Mainstream special educational facilities
f

A
is,to be atspred, requisite comPetencies,strategies and ,re ources of

regular class teaehers ill nee& to be identified and dev loped: 13i*eil

,..

_

the prbbaality that ma regUlar class teachers and.cIas room situations
* .

are alreadY. conspicuouslywanting
.
in some or all of:these respects, the

-

$evelolmerit Of effective mainstream Special educational facilities seems"
'4.

I.J.kely.,to'beka deeidedir.long,term venture.

It is difficult to separate teseArch on the education of children

°,:from research into other aspects of their growth and de ;felopment, or 7
4. 0 .
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to.arrive at a sensible basis for distinguishing between research -which

is primarily of educational interest and other research which although

relevant.to education is Primarily of medicaly social work, psychological,

or sociological interest. Thii difflPulty is greatly exacerbated in .>

- 4 fspepial educational research, since medical and/or family/social work

, problems are-practically\a'§iite.qua non- of special educational needs.

a.

PI

It seems appropriate in view of the
:

nature anS objectives ofliZARE to
ir

focus on research(i.e., empirical research) of direct relevance to

New Zealand special education. In the present review, attention will

thub be confined to hose studies which re conce ed specifically with

the behavioural characteristics of children with educational'
4

needs,(and/or, of their parents or their teachers) as these relate to

current'or planned speclal edtcational provisions; or with the classroom

or playground behaviour of preSchool or school-aged children with special

educational needs (ot of'their teachers); or with the-effects of special*,
4,

educational strategies. Such a focus in the present review will preclude

cousidsrationoff, psychological studies which deal with various

learning and behavioural characteristics in'hatdicapped groups (effects

of, operant procedures with mentally retarded,children, studies of verbal

functioning in the mentIlly'retarded,visual-form perception in cerebral
dr-

'palsied children, etc.) or studies of children in hospitals or other

aspects of

. -

instituabns. A large number of theses have been concerned with such

cidittions in the past deCede (Pickens, 1975; 1976a, 1976b, 1979), It

is not that thesesstudies-sre,!considered irrelevant to special educatioA

clearly they are relevant::' Ttosther.,vthe intention is td focus on re,

search directly acid specifically conceited With special edupational
0 A

duct and effectiveness Studies will be grouped in ree Areas: 4preschool,

school years, add postschnol.
401

4
4

4 .*

school Studies .1c.

i

. ./
.

.
.

A

The - lack., of research on atypical preschool children was noted and de-
... ,e

.

plored,by Barney ,(1972) and_while.severaf studiefthave bean conducted *

...

in the pas dedaarthe cuvent suM of knowledge In this area is

noticeably, slim.: The relativeilfiCk of research atten tion to the 'pre-
i .

school'yearA may be related to thact that preschool educatintOs .

.,,



.
. .1

k.

.

........'
A

.

i
e

. . . .

. ,

- .

neither compulsort'.3nor.a direct state responsibility in New Zealand, and
, ...

currently reaches on/y*about half of the nation's pregchoolers (Barney,

1975). Indeed, it seems likely that current educational and social,

policy and the research situation both reflect the predominance of a

view of early childhood as 'something- less than crucial' onIthe part of

the educational-and wider cothmunity. .
* , ) -

I
0

o

The 'current pro &ions Tor handicapped childreh have been discus-...

sed by Barney ( 977 978) and clearly ide range'oy provision& is7 "

li

available 14ith-n ceable-variation in t e-objectives' of programmes

offered,and in the training of teachers/.

t --; A .

little information on the conduct or eff

s etc., and conspicuously

eness of extant provisiohs.

Panckhurst (1977) linderiook a natiOnalsnivey of the special educational

needs of kindergarten pupils. It was found on the basis of,teachers'

atings that approximately,11 percent of the kindltarten population !lad

specil 'educational needs. Considerable variation wisevident,in the

inclIge of particular ndicapping, conditions with speec/language410

difficultieg, behaviours Taladjustment,snd severe developmental lag

beini7the most frequently noted problems. Noticeably more boys than
4 . '

girls, were reported to.have special needs (the rate was almost 2:1).-

.4, I
a characteristic finding in surveys', af special educational heeds

4

allte levels.
,

.
..

111

A survey by Hailinan, (1978) of, agroup of.94 Christchqrch families

withhandicapped children (includineintellgctually handicapped,'phy7, ,

sicartyhandicapped,-multiply handicapped, deaf, asthmatic and autisttc.
,.

children) \indicated that approximately 75 percent of the parents whose

Children haeattended regular preschools were'lreasonably happy with the-- '-'

. . IA .

. 1,. -.c '

Services their children had received'. 4, sialar resU 0lt was obta4n -.=
.. ,

1 * ,
. .

from parentg'of childref:Vho had a4#nded a special' preschool. The - .
f

?author noted Barney's (1974) esti4late that probably lesgthan 1 percent
.

.

,

. .

..

!
..of handidhOped 3 td 4 year-folds...attend xegul:ar_prischbols, and observed

. .0,-
, . , . .-

,:

that ,the generalizability%of the results wo d almOtt certainly be very
, _.

, . .1

' limited -'a imyat- which musI-also be applied Panckhust's (1977).
.

4 1

4 '. :

data. Ivis alsO not, clear from the Christchu ch study what parents
... ,.

, ' '' '' '.1 ' * . - .

Q
A were /satisfied' with, nor what can be,"..,edeud fr40.the obtained results -

possibly that Neweegiand parents .are small
?

re grati4U1, 'for. mercies
t )

rt,
) ,is 't

.
.;..

#
.

would certainly be mast' unwise to interprgt the-tesdats.as,a dication
.
.

. . .,,L, *

i.
,. ..

N
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of extant provi4ions:

educational needs

is happening in current

- .79.

There is a need to determine what_the special

school handicapped children are, to examine what

preschool educational,fadilities, and 'to assess/

the situation in thee terms.
,

Clearly'the,special educational needs of preschool handicapped .,

ren will VA6,4greatly depending onthe type;and extent of theircbil

disab lities and the adequacrof their home and famil situations, etc.,

and such' variability will need to be hdeded in planning and evaluating

PrOvisions. .An ample ofsthe'type

7
-of research. needed in this Area.is

that ofearl (1 73) who the intellectuar-And'AsieAl

characteristicsafueschool,age spina bifida children, and the attitudes
, .

.

,

of their mothers. In geheral the children were of low-average in-

tellectual ability, paralyzed to some degree; and liable'to be incontinent,
,

and the attitudeS of the mothers towards,their children were noticeably

more strongly influenced by their religious beliefs thanrby the severity
.

of their child's handicap. The resplts underline the variability in the

e backgrounds, which must bechildren's abilities and difficulties

a/tommodatau in planning Oreschool se

0 A sinalar survey was undertake

A 5to 10 year-iold'cerebral-palsied

ces' f

by Wile

, .

r this group.

(1975) of:the/mothers of

is of special day-:sahools. The,

. 'mothers were evenly4distributed.across the SES spectrum
.

4nd in' comparison
with mothers in the general'population, were slightly older andshowed a

higher incidence of still7births. The/Oljority of the mothers had very

favourable attitudes.towards disabled persons and.theattitudes ofohe

mothers did,hot seem to`ie related to their religious belkets ar to the

age of their children.' In view of theprobabilitythat family diffi-

culties with7physicallythandicapped children would be'somewhat different

although as great (if not, $ilater).during, the preschOol years, a repli-

cation of this study with preschool%cerebra-palsied 'children would seem

'a useful - endeavour. ' ,

4

s: Aradditional factOr whidh will need to:be considered carefully in

formulating social policy/provisions the possibility ofadditional
/ .

le /: financial stress in families with esc oof (and/or older) handicapped1
children. A study by Brewer'0.973) showed that f4milies with a11, -

o

.handicapped child (eskcially those wit .an.intellectuaily handicapped

a

Or physically handicappAchild).were s ouldering a'greater financial
. .,4

F
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burden than families WifhOut ahandicapped child. The greater burden

derived from additional costs associated with transportation (td school,
. I

hospital, etc.)., medical fees, appliances, and additional food and
'

clothing: The financial difficulties of fan of intellectually

handicapped children (and adults) was also documented in a major :epi-

demiologiCal survey by-Movri'son, Beasley and Williamson (1976). A
.

Significant relationship was found betweeri the indidence of additional
. .

expenses andthe severity of retardation of the intellectiially handi-

capp.ed person. Additional financial support for families of intellect-

-
uatly.halgicapped children, (and adults) thps seems strongly indicated.

A study of social pi-fticipation in current preschool facilities fat

iintelleetually.handicapped children was wade by Wilton and Densem (1977).

t

e

It was found that the levels of social participation-of intellectually
'

handicapped Aildren'in xegular,preschoolswere conspicUously greater

than those'of,intellectually handicapped children in special (segregated)

preschools but were closely comparable with arose of tfieir nonhadicapped

classmates. The resu4S suggested that,segregated preschool attenaance

'.maylcacerbate the social learning difficulties,of,inteliecyually handi-

capped children. % It needs to be noted,asiit was by Barney (1977) that

thg location%of handiCapped children in mainstream preschdol educational

provisions' is- un1 1C J,y -to° be beneficial '(:) hadicapped'children unless

regular. presAOol teachers feef and are competent to accommodate such..

children and.uriless additional resources necessary to Accommodate euch

children are provisled. Ao the same time; the potency of .'setting

effects' on the behaviour'of children (and teachers) needs to be

Understood -and indeed' utilized. The socialdevelopment of handicapped

children is important as is,their acceptance by.nonhandieapped children

(and their parents anOteachers). If these characteristics are easier
*

to foster in mainstream special educational facilities,'as seems likely,

the development (including evaluation) of such facilities needs to.be

given higher priority than is apparently the case at present. .

,Apart Prof the'arguments'and Policy changes arising from main-
.

streaming issues, the whole area of preschool education for han

children is in the throes Of a virtual'revOlution folloWing-the

ment'of a number of effective early intervention programmes.

4.;

I

?
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'early intervention' covers a diverse range If home and/or community- elf

based early childhood programmes. Early intervention programmeS for

handicapped and high-risk children necessarily involve a pedagogical
. ,

aspect; where'an attempt is made through didactic teaching
y
or seque)ces ,

'of,planhed learning experiences to facilitate the child's cognitive

and/or social development. Froequatly, such programmes also involve
cr

he rovision of direct family support services (nutrition supplements,

medi:4 'care, social worker, support., etc.) and in some cases parental

' education/trafning in home-making, child rearing, job reh.abilitation

skills, etc. To date, such(programmes have ,been developed mostly for
,,

intellectually handicapped and mildly retarded children (Tjossem, 1976)
,

and most programmes have been developed in the United States,(Wilton,
' #

1979b)
1

altough-several carefully researched Australian programmes have
.. . -

also emerged.(e.g., Thorley 8, Woods, 1979, 'Clunies-Ross, 1979?: A

number of the programmes developed,thus bar have been sholm to be highly

effective in promoting the jntellectual and social development of the
.

Children,. the,most impressive
,

results. to date being achieved with _

cultural-familia mentally retarded children (Garber 4 He , 1977) and
4 ,

Down's syndroqp
\
ildrenHayden & Haring, 1977).

.

.

It is' clear that the gains from early intervention programmes will
.,,

be a, function of programme quality and appropriateness, asseveral
.

,

14ri"ters have noted (e.g., Bronfenbrenner, 197.4; Caldwell, Bradley & .

Elardo: 1975) and .that.peither of. these characteristics can be asgpred.,o

without thorough background research into the particular developmentalIr
and/or family diffictatiea of the childr:honcerned - and into the

effectiveness of particular teaching strategies and learning activities.

Several eariy'iriterventidnyrbgranmiet for intellectually handicapped

.children hdkre been established in New Zedland viz., The Dawns,sta4rt

Project (Straton, 1977), :PfojectyA711(Kit6,011, 1979) and The

tiangere Early Intervention4*gramme (Pook & Singh, 1978). An evaluat-

on of the'effects of.the MAgere progtamme (Hol4den-Chapman, 1979)
. -

ndicated that,two of the five children included in the progkammeat

hdt timb had made verx substantial intellectual and social gains, and

im-th-idi-Elses the mothers of the children showed significant and

-positiVe changed in their,intiisctioes with their intelfectually .

,handicapped Child It is to be hoped,that'the thorough development'

o
o

:

a

v ,

,
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4
of effective early intervention proisions' for intellectually handicapped

*. children and other handicapped children will continue'and chat early

intervention does not degenerate into.yet anther 'educational fad' which

\\... it surely will if programmes are not carefully implemented, thoroughly

4 evaluated, and where necessary, modified accordingly (Marsh, 1977; Wilton,

1979b).

A seiies of studies in thrisLhurch has been concerned with cultural-
-

familial mentally.retarded .children. These children who come almost ex-
. .

clusively from low SES homes, con'sti'tute approximately 75 percent of all .

meally retarded children and it seems clear that ultural-familial

mental retardation can be dffset:(st least to a,degree),i1 an appropriate
,

early intervention programme is instituted at an early age and continued .

beyohd the preschool years, and that the effectiveness of such programmes'
- a

is enhanced if the programme is also focused on the home and family back-

ground of the child. Such A ocus is necessarily blurred at present

since relatively ittle 1 s known (specifically) about the home and' f

backgrounds of cultural-familial mentally retarded children (Wilton, '1979a),
.

The objective ofithe Christchurch studies has been to aggregatgbasefine

dat,on the home an4 family baCkgrounds of cultural- familial, mentally re-s.

tarried children as a kasis for the development, of an early interventiolii'l

gramme: A study byl Wilton andtBarbour (1978) indicated that children

at 4 0,-risk for cultural-familiai mental reardation Chiblings of special '
1 I

y

Y

t

1 s pUpils)Ar in comparison with other- low 5ESthildren, interacted' less

often with thei'mOthers and spent less time in Activities most likely to

ve development, The mothers of the high -risk children'en-yieldco
d.

4 gaged 1 n in didactic.teaching, showed lgos encouragement of their'

child's tivities, and their attempts to control their child's ectiviti
N.

more often resulted in failure. In general the high-risk children
. . .

_ t

'',appeares1 to experience much poorer Opportunities for behavioural compe- .-

A'

tence development 'than other children of lag' SES. '. 'A second study
,,,.

.. *

.0. . .

(Wilton &,I.rvin4 was concerned with the diets of cultural-familiallre-

.. ', -f \.

..,

.

tarded,ophildren.", The retarded children showed lower intakes of.elmost .

.

. ,

.

all basic nutritivial-substances than ether gtildcen oflow or average

SES, aridthe retarded grOupls intake Of iron, calcium, and ascorbic acid::
.1

.

were below N icinal Academy:Of Science/National Research Council (1973)
. -

. .

.recoMmende daily alloWance'levLsp. :Two related studies arse currently'
q

:

V

1

7
..

9
^.
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ib progress: Th first of these is a comprehensive survey of the family

ciAcumstlandes of cultural-familial mentally-retarde?children (McDdnald

Wilton) and this should yield useful data on extant home and family
. 4

conditions, and on the availability, suitability, and adequacy of cur -

rent community services. The second study (0ensed& Wilton) is concern-
. .

.
.('-'4 .ed withthe problem of identifying'children at high-risk for cultural-

.
'ee. I

. .

r . familial retardatibmatly in life. Fdr a variety ofe reasons such
**". . . ,

4 children are rarely identified before they reach schaol,..and srhce earlyf,

*OP

.

intervention programmes are neither necessary nor desirable (andalmos t

certainly not feasib'le ) for all ldw SES children who are At high-risk
kr'

,v,i,s-a-vis cultural-familial retardation. The intealon is to find a

group af residential and community measure,s_witich will facilitate-the-

identification of this group. Subsequently such Zeasurescould be

used in conjunction with information fiom home observations (e.g., .

Caldwell, 1978) to determine target populations..
t.

The School Years

.Prior to 1970, conspicuously little refi rch'ft New Eealandpecial=

educational provisions. for Handicapped or gifted children of -schbol age

undertaken (Bevil' & Mitchell, 1972). This state of affairs.

d sOmewhat over the past decade, although i is still apparent

that educat'iohal and social policy/provisions are not fbrmulated,from,t

nor greatly influenced by, research findings. Several'studies have

' had been

has dia

.beee''Concerned with the characteristics of s

room conditions., Shuket (1970-described .the. establish

and operation of a secondary chool adjustment class

cial educational class..-_

ent, 'nature'

or children with

behaviour disorders. Mostoethepuprls subsequently, returned to re-
-

'gplar classes, and, questrdnnaire data from teachers dhd former pupils'

of the olass,landlrom-reachers of regular Classes in the same,,school;
t

ilidicated that the LidaS programme hA then effective.

Bray and Wilton (19775) surveyed the classoom behaviour of in-
,

tellectually handicappecPspecial schoolpupils.and their teachers. It

Wls
e\
fotlidehat the pupils spent °a high .proportion of clasp-room time in

behavior deemed apPropriate by their teachers, but that the teachers'

interaction .with the children was relatively infrequent. The results

raised the possibility that most of the obserted pupil behaviour in

1'

*

a
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the classroom consisted' of well learned responses which required very

' infrequent reinforcemett (and interaction) on she part ofthe teacher to .

be maintained at the higiPlevels recorded. Clearly, an examination of

.gains in special school clakbrooms and an analysis of the

CO,

j

characteristics of classroom tasks vis-a-vis the extant behavioural de-

velopmeet.(oognitive, academic, etc.) of the pupils would be-a tisefel

nexv.step.
-

flassr(1977)
examined the

class pupils and teachers, and

d
services used by special class

F

random sample 414.37 'primary and 11 intermediate special class teachers

(approximately 40 percent of the national total) and the result's were

descriptivecharadteriatics of special

the curriculum materials and advisory
4

teachers. Questionnaire's were sent to a

comparedvith New Zealand Yearbook'data on regular classes.- A useful

tabulation of information was obtained and,in general the Asults sug-
.

gest that special classes in4ew Zealand chools flay not be is special.

as they should be., Two additional findings also provide cause for con-,

cern. The of Maori children in siecial;clasias was found 'to

be approximately four times the level in the generallropulation, and less

than 7 pertent'nf the children in the classes,surveyed had been returped

to full-tide rdtular class attendanbe. / Both,of these matters (and'

others raised in the study) certainly war.p..9.nt more-detailed examination.

Cosson (1978) undertook a,seri1es Of three studies of the language
.

development of primary special.' class pupils. A'survey was made of the

gain's over six months in receptive add expresive language on the part

of special class pupils, and;high- ancrlow-§ainieladaes were identified

'on this basis`. Ckservationswere then made of the claSsrbowbehaviour

of pupils and teithers and the amount of'time the children spent in

language-repted classroom activities, and the extent and manner in which

the teacher's monitored the children's activities were'etermined: hark-

.

ed differences were evident between spec ial classes with respect to the.

language gains made by the pupils (Study 1),'and differences in pupil

and teacher behaviour clearly differentiated high- andlow-gein claises.

The chil ren in classes which showed high gains inreceptive language

(Study .) ) spent more time thAn their low -gain counterparts in re4ling
A

.)and writingdi cted writinactivities, atidthe high:-gain telchers devoted,less-

classrbom time to administrative activities than did low-gai teachers.

#1,
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Withrespect to expressive language (Study 3), children in high-gain

classes spent more tame in informal language activities than low-gain,

children, and less time in teacher-directed language activities and in

I.- attending to others, while the high-gain teachers spent less time in

neut 1 class and group inttruction than did low-gain.teachers. In.

1(.. vie ow f the likelihood that most special class pUTAls would be

cultural-familial mentally retarded and would As1,15robably lack &le-
,

quate language learning opportunities at home, a a given the_importance

of adequate spoken language as a'requirement itor successful social and

vocational adjustment, more comprehensive examination, of the reasons

for interclass variability in die language gains of special class pupils

appropriate. to the case oglow-gain classea'at least, the need e

fQr more.vigorous attention to -the development and implementation of

effective special class language programmes seems to be indicated.

A study of Work-experience programmes was undertaken by Wilton:
o

Vincent & Keeling '(1979). It was found that the classes differed

significantly with respect to the Imounts of classroom tiMe'alloilated

to particular areas of the curri culum, but that all classes spent most

classroom time working at basic academic skills or with specialist 4

teachers, and all'spent a conspicuously low proportion of time in either

work - experience related activities, or in'sotial/community studies

activities which would be $Xpect6d to feature,prominently in work-

experience
.

programmes.

Two studies of the education of hearing-impaired children have

been made by VandenBerg. The first (VandenBerg, 1971a) was concerned
.

with the Npitten language of children in New Zealand schools. for the

deaf. A noticeably depressed level of language achievement, distorted

patterns of language, and problems in:the development of abstract

thought were evident in the children (result's which were closely com-

parable with U.S. norms) and the findings raise a number of questions

regarding the appropriateness of Curren teaching strategies and pto-
. t'

visions:for deaf, children. The second'-study (VandenBerg, 1971b, 1972)

was focused on hearing-impaired children who were.attending regular

classes.: It waslfound that the.hearing-impaired children were Al!

making good4academic prOgi'ess, and a noticeably high proportion of the

rhildren'yere 'found to be leading lonely and sodiallrrestrilive'
.

4
4..
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lives, devoi of.close friendships, 1te results indicated that the

(
. 0

children req red more,attention and help than they'haf previously re-
.

ceived.

. Parents' and teachers' evaluations Qf special educational Prpvisions,
v.

for handicapped children provide a further useThl perspective on current

conditions. A. study of Page- (1974) indicated that parents of special

class children, those of regular class children, special class teachers

and teachers of regular classes-in primaYy and intermediate schools werery

supportive of special classes for mildly retarded children. Most of the,

parents of special clasvchildren felt their children had benefited from

special class attendance, and mostithought Oar ngly!) that s'ecial class

teacheys,had received specialized trainirig.
I'

I general, special and
. . .

regular class teachers believed .that mildly retarded children received

more individual help in special classes, apd the need for sPecidl training

of special class teachers'was strprigly advocated. While there was no.
L p 4 J

support'from teachers foi abandoning specialslasses in favour of special

schools or ,completely 'mainstream' provAsiops, many of the ,

'teachers interviewed supported thsvart-time integration of specrs1 class

pupils. Parental Supportfor special classes w s also obtained by Lai

(l977). In, this study the majority`of mothe

were supilortive,of,special claps provisio

believed the special class Programme

It Would be interesting to examine

parents an teachets in these t

of special class ehpirs

for their children and most !

their school hadlen beneficial.:S

bases of decisions made by the \

studies. It is indeed possible that
NL

.-

parental and teacher suppor derived-from an awareness of ahortcomirigs of

- current regular class p isions and doubt with respect to the possibility °- -

e ...

of substantial chap n the short-term. IP i *.

. .,..

Lane and Ohell (1979)surveyed a'group of 67 families, each of e,
, \

L

whom ad or,more ichildren,with special needs' under 7 yeas of age.

Appro tely half of the parents .sourveyed'regarded their contact with

4

rr

school psychologists as being 'of little or no help' as far as the welfare:
!*

of their "special' child/children Was concerned. This result contrasted

with the parents' ratings, of the'assistance they had received from other

non-medical professionA services (Cripa pled Children's Society field --

officers,,vislting,therapists, Society for Intetlectually.Handicappred-46..

se*
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and Hospital Board social workers, and speech therapists. ,These results

seem slightly more encouraging than those of the Morrison et al. (1976)

'study, where it was found that approximately 1/3 of families of (pre-

school and older) intellectually handicapped children/adults made no Use

of advisory or practical services offered by- voluntary agencies or

government departments. A study is currently being undertaken by

Gordon, Nuthall & Wilton of speech therapy provisions for, intellectually

handicapped children. Assessments mare being made-of the pupils' speech

and language development, and parents' and teachers' ratings Of the

di
children's communication skills and.difficulties and of the need for

speciplist services are being obtained. Clearly parents' views on-the

effectiveness'or otherwise of current educational provisions for Nandi-

capped children must be sought, and their involvement in the education

of their children acknowledged, encouraged, and incorporated into ad- ;

ministrative.and teaching strategies:

Another aspect of parent:teacher liaison is the possible involve-
,

ment_of parent volunteers as teacher-aides in regular and special class-

rooms. This issue seems directly relevant to special educational

mainstreaming concerns: The- re are certainly limits to the logistic

capabilities of even the best '4assriSIbm teachers, and it may be_downright

unrealistic to expect one adult to maintain the degree of contact with;

and awareness of the progress, of individual children .in a regular class- s-

room with 30 or even 20 children, which would seem essential for teaching

and learning.effectiveness.l. Certainly, such difficulties are made Tani-
0

A fest when assurances of this nature are made mandatory'as they are in

mainstreaming provisions via Public Law94-142 in the United,States.

There is also tbe possibility whicl seems especially verdant with young.

children, that the presence of a single adult in a classroom directly',

accountabl to the children may not be in the best interests of

either e chiTen br the teacher. Moreover, the involvement of ;.°
e '

parents in the education of their children (aC'school thato,ls) has been a

feature of New, Zealand education (at least in theory) virtually since the

. establishment of state educational pzpvisions in this country. :. While a
411.

number of New'Zealand schools already have considerable'involvement of

parent voluriteers in.theaffatrs of the,school, it seems piobable that

currently the,aggiatanCe of parents in classroo4ctivities is n6t widely

-1
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sought. Such involvement is not_ .w4thourproblems and is certainly not

another example of 4e answer'. The issue raises the question of the

role bf the professional in societal services - a question which is al-
.

. . .

ready to the fore in medical, social work, and community mental health,'

etc.', areas., It'is being increasingly realized that professiorial shills

are in limited supply and should be concentrated where they are needed

ost, and that the use of paraprofessional services and lay help, where

i is appropriate and sufficient (or can be made so), should be maxi-.

mized. Such a realization is ndi a carte blanche for a reduction in the

size or quality"of professional services (it is the writer's view that we

certainly need more and better services!), but rather reflect§ an awareness

of the 'necessity for fuller and better utilization of those professional

services which are available. Fuller use of extant services will almost ..

certainly highlight current training and service inadequacied, and these

.

will clearly need to be rectified. As long as a teacher is seldom if

ever in the position (because of logistic problems) to work on an individual

basis in his/her. classroom with a child having learning or especial' diffi-

culties, the necessity for him/her to acquire the professiona'l competencies,

to worktith individual children will not be apparent and as an apparent

luxury will thus probably not be promoted or. acquired.

An examination of the possibility of maternal involvement in the educat-
,.

ion of mildly retarded ,children was also'undertaken in the Lai (1977) study.

Approximately 504percent of the mothers interviewed said they would like to

help in the education of their children and a similar proportion'of special

clads teachers 'welcomed such help. It is interesting to note that the

mothers' reactions seemed to be independent of the success or otherwise of

their own schooling.

A preliminary study of ,the actual involvement of parents in classroom

provisions is being made by Fillary and Wilton. A total of 30 primary

,'school classes - each of which had a group of 1 to 3 children with serious

reading difficulties, was identified. The classes were assigned at random

to one or two treatment conditions or to a control condition. In 12 of

the classes resource
teachers visited the classroom on a weekly basis to

' 'help the class teachers formulate indiyidual reading programmes for the

children. The progress of the children was monitored each week and pio-

gramme changes were made on the basis'of this data. In another 12 classeS,

9 3.
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(
parent volunteers were introduced. The parents had been trained in

monitoring the children's reading progress and in working as teacher-

aides in the classroom reading programme. Weekly observations were

mad' of teacher and child behaviour during the reading programme in 'the

30Jaclassrooms over a 15 week period and the results are curre5tly being

analyzed. A major objective of the study is to determine whether the
;

presence of parents, in classrooms results in changes in teacher and

child classroom behaviour, and-whether following the provision of addi-

tional teaching resources, class teachers incr6ase the amount of in-

dividual help for the children with.serious reading difficulties.

In general, studies of the characteristics of special educational

classroom conditions provide few grounds for complacency and raiseNa

number of questions which require examination. Despite the findingi4

listed there is relatively little solid information on what is happening

within current special educational classrooms and,in the case of pro-
.,

visions for visually handicapped, physically handicapped, speech handi-

capped, and learning disabled children,- no information at all!

A related issue which needs to be examined is the basis of special

class admissions, and in partiCular the possibility that the characte-

ristNs of the classroom or the teacher a mildly handicapped child has

may determine whether or not he or she receives special educational

facilities. Smart, Wilton & Keeling'(1979) found some support for this

contention in a study of 32 regular class teachers. Half of the

teachers had had a 7 to 8 yeailold child transferred from-their class to

a special class, while the remainder had children of comparable age and

ability in their. classes but had not sought spedial cla'ss placement for

these children. The teachers' ratings Of the child's (in their class)

need for special education4,l help did not differentiate the two groups

of teachers but in comparison with referring teachers, the nonreferring

teachers were significantly more.in favour of mainstream provisions for

slow learning children, they reported a higher percentage of low-
,

achievers in thgir classes,and a higher proportion of them were married.

The results provide some evidence that teacher characteristics, their

perceptions of classroom conditions, and, their beliefs about mainstream-
<

ing differentiate teachers who refer children to special classes and

those who do not make such referrals. The extent to which such
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differences influence special class placement decisions needs to .4e iden-

tified with more precision. Clearly, the special educational needs of

special class pupils and those.of pupils of comparable ability in regular

classes may not4-te as sharply differentiated in terms of the pupils' bet

havioural characteristics as is commonly-supposed - and in view of the

nonprovisions for mildly retarded regular class pupils, acted upon in

special educational policy.

The'social development of handicapped children, and their social ac-

ceptance by nonhandicapped children (an important elemeht of school and

community0,Austment) has been the focus of a number of studies. Smart

kand Wilton (1975) studied the social participation of primary special

class children during unsupervised playground activities. Such children

showed a lower level of social participation than Children of equivalent

age and ability who were awaiting special class placement, and both of

the retarded groups showed lower social participation than nonretarded

children of equivalent chronlological age or mental age. The results

rained the possibility that special class placement may actually inhibit-
,.

.rath4 than facilitate the social development of mildly retarded children.

McLennan (1977) examined the unsupervised playground behaviour of inter-
.

mediate special class pupils, and obtained similar results to thole of

Smart and Wilton (1975).

.A study by Wilson, Wilton and McGeorge (1975) was concerned with the

social Ze4relopment of special class pupils and children of comparable age

and ability who were attending regular classes. In comparison with the

regular-class group, the special class pupils showed significantly higher

maladjustment scores on the AAMD - Adaptive Behaviour Scales and signifi-
,

cantly lower scores on Piagetian measures of intentionality judgements.

The results suggested that the special ,class pupils' relative lack of

ability to take account of others' intentions contributed substantially

to their social maladjustment. The possibility that special class

admission/attendance was largely responsible for the lower performance

and greater maladjustment of the special class group, however, could not

be discounted.

An attempt needs to be made to delineate the reasons for lower, social

09
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participation, greater social maladjustment and less adequate development

of intentionality judgements on the part of special class pupils, and the

possibility that special class placement in New Zealand may often not be

in the best interests of mildly retarded pupils needs to be seriously con-

sidered. The fact that special class pupils typically live a considerable

distance from the school and thus from other pupils, and the physical

ediffernces between special and regular classes (ranges-If-age and abilit-

ies of pupils in the classes, typical class roll number, name of class,

etc. - and especially the fact that all special class pupils by definition

are likely to have adaptive behaviopr problems) and beliefs/attitudes on

the part of regular class pupils and their teachers seem likely candidates

in this respect.

The social development of hearing-impaired children was studied by

Witheford, Wilton and Parsons (1974).. It was found that children who,

for administrative reasons, were returned from deaf-units (speci

classes) in reg lar'schools to a special school (usually becaus

fall in roll mbers below minimum levels necessary for class continuance)

showed a degree of regression in their social adjustment (AB sca es) and

the regression seemed to be more marked in hostel-resident than in home-

resident children. The results suggested that hearing- impaired children,

who for some reason apart from their ability to cope are withdrawn from

unit classes, willibe better off in terms of their social development if

they are transferred to another unit rather than returned to the special

school and that if a return to the special school is administratively

'unavoidable, the children should be returned tO units as-soon as possible.

Studies of the effects of special educational provisions on the

social development of handicapped children'have thus far been confined

in their focus to mildly retarded and hearing-impafred children. The

results, to date indicate that some aspects of current special educational

strategies may not be in the best interests of the children Concerned.

Clearly while a better, understanding of the-natureand effects of current

special educational provisions on the development of mildly-retarded and

hearing-impaired children is required, the need for a similar focus on the

.social development of other handicapped groups seems both indisputable

d urgent. At the same time, modifications of current provisions and

1
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the effectiveness of alternative special educational strategies also need'

to be evaluated. Several studies in this category have been undertaken.

A series of studies was completed by Glynn and his colldagues'(GlYnn

and McNaughin, 1975; McNaughtC;11,,4974; Wotherspoon, 1974), in 'Whin

behaviour analysis techniques were used to develop4criterion-referenced

measures of the reading and writing behaviour of special class pupils,

and specific classes of reading and writing behaviour ufeXe systems callv

reinforced by the teacher/ In both studies, draMatic improvement in the

reading and writing of the children occurred and follow-up measures

(approximately 2 to 3 months later) revealed the'stability of the

changes. The results seem noticeably superior to those characteristically

obtained in special class programmes and indicate the usefulness of such r.\-

,

procedures for assessing and facilitating the progress of'special

pupils as well as' other handicapped and nonhandicapped pupils.

A further study in this group was undertaken by Serjeant ('1974) who

'1found th4t differential social reinforcement techniques were effective in

increasing appropriate classroom attending behaviour in special class

pupils - those receiving differential social rein'tOrCement and, i i erest-
.

'ingly, their classmates as well.

Studies which employed behaviour modifiation principles to red

disruptive classroom behaviour were undertaken by Ellefy, Blampied, and

Black (1975) and by McNaughton (1975). The first study ghowed that both 4

group-contingent and individual-contingent (token) reinforcement conditions

effectively suppressed disruptive classroom behaviour in a special school

for emotionally disturbed children, and simnel resultswere obtained in

the latter study where a single -subject reversal design (individual -

conlingent token-reinforcement) was used with .a,primary Special class

pupil. A.similar study was undertaken by Fry and Thomas (1976). A

token economy was found to be effective in reducing the inappropriate

classroom behaviour of emotionally disturbed children in a special-class

and during the time children were in regular classes on a part-time basis.

The children were subsequently returned to regular classes-full-time,

and conspicuously low levels ofinappropriate behaviour were still

apparent approximately two months after th ir return to regular classes.

Clearly behaviour modification/analysis or precision-teaching techniques

can make a useful contribution to the development of more effective,

special educational provisions'and further research in this area could

and should be undertaken.,

100
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Two btudiet have beeri concerned with the effects of 'mainstreaming'

on the social acceptnce and/.or social .interaction of handicapped

children,' Allen Wilton
,
and Ballard (1978) examined the social deVe-

.

lovmerft of a gfoup of former pupils of a special school for physically

disabled children who had been transferred. to regular primary and in-.

termediate schools e4 part of an integration (mainstreaming) pro-

gramme. The physically handicapped children and their nonhandicapped

classmates showed very similar patterns of social interaction during °

unsupervised playground activities and similar levels of social ac-

ceptance (sociometric data and teacher ratings). The data indicate

that the physically handicapped children had apparently made a suc-

cessful adaptation to the physical, academic, and social demands of the

regular school. The second study was undertaken by Lilly (1973) who

was concerned with the integration of visually-handicapped pupils (most

of whom were totally blind) in a state secondary school. Brief

questionnaires administered to 17 pupils in a mainstream programme in-

dicated that most, pupils believed their integration experiences had
mat

been beneficial and the scholastic achievement (School Certificate

markq, etc.) of the pupils was noticeably good. It should be noted

that.a further 8 pupils (those with additional learning difficulties)

were not in the mainstream programme, but attended a special class in

the same high school - with a limited amount of integration. Data on

the effectiveness of the latter programme would also be very useful.

It would seem, however, from-the limited data available that Mainstream

programmes for physically or visually handicapped children -can be

reasonably successful. The variables responsible for such success can

not be specified at present, but are of considerable interest and im-

portance, and research focus on these should be intensified and

sharpened.

Postschool Studies

Studies of the postschool adjustment of handicapped children are useful

for a variety of reasons. .Quite apart from their usefulness as a

basis for-decisions regarding social policy and provisions, such

studies provide an 'end-product' yardstick for gauging the suitability\
.

and effectiveness of prior special educational and social provisions,

1UJ
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during the developmental period Birth to 18 years). Mott New Zealand

studies to date have been concerned with mentally retarded' children and

have followed in the tradition of Winterbourn's (1944) landmark investi-

gation. _a

A s4ucly of the graduates of a residential school for mildly and
.

moderately retarded boys was made by Keane (1972): A: attempt was made

to locate the total group'(N = 218) of former graduates of the school and
, ._

contact was made with the families of 198 ofthese (6.graduates had died

prior to thestudy). Approximately half of the group were-in open em-

ploypent at the time of the study, less than 25 percenI were in institut-

ions (the majority of these being in either psycliopaedic or psyhiatric

hospitals only one subject was in prison), approximately 3 percent were

unemployed, and the remainder were either attending day schools or

sheltered workshops. The results for-the total group only ye-are presented

and it is not possible (from the report) to examine separately data for

mildly and moderately retarded groups.

Stewart and Wilton (1977) examined the postschool adjustmentfof

graduates of schools for intellectually handicapped children. The total

group of former pupils of the two Christchurch schools who had graduated

during the period 1965 to 1976 were surveyed. Approximately one-fifth

of the graduates had been institutionalized and the parents' preference

fbr thefacilities available in the institutions appeared to be the main

factor in their decisions to institutionalize their children. There

was a suggestion, however, that graduates from highertEShomes were more

likely than their_low SES counterparts to enter an institution. Of the
r

graduates who lived in the comtunity, approximately 75 percent were in -

sheltered employm

an important fac

d the graduate's level of mobility seemed to be

their employme4t status. The graduates in

sheltered employment were noticeably better off in-terms-of community

integration and recreation and their parents made less use of community

support services. It was noticeable that not one graduate was in open

employment (either at full- or under-rate wage levels) - a result which

at least initially would seem to indicate that eitployment opportunities
.

available to Christchurch graduates are somewhat restricted.

1
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Several studies have teen male of mildly 'retarded- special class

graduates. A study, of Otago work-experience graduates was undertaken

by. Wilden (1974). It was'found that while!:84 percent of the graduates'

surveyed (N = 85) were in open employment, integraiion with the com-z

munity for,many of the graduates was noticeably limited and there

seemed to be a. clear need for additional community provisions. Similar

findings were obtained'by Cosson and -Wilton (1977) from a survey of
P

Wellington special class vadpates. The postschool adjustment of per-

sons who had graduated from work-experience programmes was compared

with that of three other groups: 'ersons who had graduated from inter-

mediate special classesi. persons who had graduated from a regular

secondary school (low stream) class after promotion from an intermediate

special class; and a group of 'slow learners' (who had-been referred by

their teachers, for placement id a work-experience,class but had not been

admitted following their assessment by school psychologists (WIS'C IQ

range 78 to 90). Approximately 85 percent of the mildly retarded group

And 90 percent of the slow learners were in open employment, but the

mildly retarded groups were noticeably leasWell off than the slow

learners im terms,of bbth employment (lower job status, shorter job

tenure and lower wages) and social adjustment, and their poorer achieve-

ment appeared to be virtually independent of the types of special educat-

ion they had ekperienced.
7 '

Vincent, Milton and Keeling (1979) found that little more than half

of the graduates in Christchurch ork-experiedce classes were in opn

employment six months after school graduation. Comparisons were made

between the four work-experience p ogrammes opetating,in Christchurch

and the graduates of one school (School X) appeared to have made a

somewfiat more successful employment adjdstment than the graduates of the-

other three schoo1S. It is interesqng to consider these results in
4L,

conjunction with those obtained in the study of work-experience pro-
.

rammes (Wilton, Vincenta.rid Keeling, 1974 It is noticeable that in

S hool X the pupils spent more classroom time in work-experience acti-

vit es than the pupils of the other schools.- Clearly the low pro-,

port ons of time spent in work-experiencesand social activities (which

was fo nd to characterize aZZ work-experience prpgrammes), and the re--

lativel low rate of employment observed in prog5,Amme graduates. may

ti
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questionsThe results at least raise uestions about the appro-
.-

programmes in Christchurch work-experience classes.

The securing of op n emplgymedt by handicapped children is of course very

much dependent upo the adequacy of current economic conditions. Over

the past decade a number of serious difficulties have ben apparent in the

New Zealand economy (Pryde, 1979) and it is probable that the operation of

these factors is reflected to a degree in.the Christchurch fol104-up study.

The need for educationAl provisions for mentally retarded children

.

(arid other handicapped' groups) beyond the school years is a further matter

which will need to be examined. A case study by Codd and Mcllroy (1979)

was concerned with the effects of0a.reading Clinic programme on the

language development of a special class graduate. ,The subject had shown

expressive-aphasic symptoms from anearly age and the programme was fo-

cused on these difficulties. After 18 months in'the programme, the sub-

ject showed sizable gains (approximately. 2 years) in 1,2ading skills, and

A
j.nterestingly, very substantial gains in,expressive language development.

The study indicates that specific language difficulties and mental. re-.

tardation ate sometimes interrelated and that teaching strategies which

take account of such.difficulties can be very efegciive. It would indeed

be 'useful to know the extent to which speckfic language /speech difficulties

characterize mildly retarded and intellectually handicapped children. Given

the limited acces which such children currently appear to have to regular

speech therapy services, some changes in specialist provisions might need

to be considered'. The results of this study also suggest that special

class graduates do not stop being able Ito learn when they. leave school and

if this example is reasonably typical,, as seems likely; postschool educat-

ional,provisions for mildly retarded children should certainly be seriously

considered. ./

The remaining study of postschool adjustment was undertaken by

Thompson (1974) who was concerned with the social aspects of employMetlt of the

deaf. A group of 31 deaf adults and a random sample of 50 Auckland-em-

ployers were interviewed. All of the deaf adults were in open employment

f

and most had graduated from a .special school for the deaf. While a wide

range of j'qbs were apparently-available to deaf pergons, ihe,data suggested

that pupils who graduated from a special school had-not been given

adequate preparation for employment and postschool adjustment. ,An exami-
,

napon.of the nature and characteristics of programmes currently operating

4,
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in schobls and:special (unit.) classes for deaf children seems a logical

next step.

There is a clear need'to examine the employment and social opportu-

nities available to intellectually handicapped and milpy retarded

school leavers, as well as those available to other special educational

graduates. There is also a need to examine the content and conduct of
A

extant special educational and after-care provisions for handi&apped

'children. Studies to date provide no,grounds for cpmplacency regarding

current provisions - espeCially with respect to mildly' retarded child7

ren, and the lack of information on other handidapped groups is both

conspicuous-' and ljamentable.

Current State of the Art

In the past decade research on special education 'in New Zealand has shown

.modest but noticeable growth. It is equally clear, however,. that like

Thursday's child it has far to go, and tWat there is a need for a very

considerable expansion of special educational research activities'at

preschool, Ahool and postschool levels. Perhaps the
1

most urgent need

is to document fully what is currently happening with respect to special

educatiodal and social provisions for exceptional children during the

presthool years, in'schools and other educational institutiops, and in

the post - school period. Such doChmentation would need to include a

specification of who is,currently receiving (and not receiving)'sprrial

educational provisions and on what basks, and a determination of the

effectii/eness or otherwise of extant provisions. Moses- research tedate

in New Zealand special education has been psychological in nature.

Clearly there is also a gr-qat need for sociologiCal and politico-economic

analyses of specie educational conditions, policies and issues.

Several issues which at present occupy centre-stage in overseas

special educational research have already. reached New Zealand in one way

or another and will also need to be addressed more vigorously in the .

*
near future,. The issue of mainstreaming has already been mentioned.

It'needs to be realized that pressure for mainstream special educational

provisions in' the'United States came largely from parents of handicapped

Children who were dissatisfied with traditional special educational pro-

visions for their.children, and frustrated over bureaucratic protection
a

of the status quo. Whether similar presSures will emerge in New Zealand

t
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is unclear.' If current facilities are riot as 'special' as they need to

1,1
be however, and if the just concerns of parents ate not heeded.thr ugh

lack of knowledge of, and/or interest in this situation,a-rapl ationof

theU.S. situation seems a highly probable outcome. There i,s a need to

look carefully and critically at the regal protections for thildren'and

families in current educational and sppcial eduCational legiskation.

A group of solicitors with whom the writer has been associated has

been considering the need for 'changes in the current legislation - at
.

present the rights Of the
.

professionals are very far-reaching, while those

'T. the parents are'noticeably difficult to discern. Aeo the same time,,

he courts are clearly not a suitable place f'or deciding on the appropriat.1-
.

.

ess of particular special educational strategies - a situation whicil has ,

ccurred and is occurring in the United States. If, quality special

tional provisionfor exceptional children cannot_be assured,

p

how

the need for carey legal. 'protection of'children's and parents'

is essential. There is a clear need to develop quality special

e ucat onal provisions in'New Zealand. Such development would Clearly

i ude qua 1 a-11 as the development

appropriate specific special educational curricula, and evaluation of

p ogramme development .(via empirical research) should be ncludedas an ,

e sential component.of the enterprise. All of this is oat meant to Imply

t at mAinstreaming is merely another 'gimmick'. There has been a Wide-
..

s read realization of the-importance of maximizingthe,social contacts

etween exceptional and other children so that the social tlearning diffi-

-lties of exceptional children are not exacerbated at preschool orat

school asa result"of exclusive exposure to,. a d interacion with, other

atypical,children, and so that reciprocal under tanding' between exceptional :

and other children (and.their'parents/teachers)-can be facilitated through-
/

out childhood. As mentioned at the Outset, mainstream special educational-
..

facilities can not be considered in isolation fromthe quality of extant

regular- cfass provisions for All.children,,and can not be-expeCted t\o work

as well as, or better than traditional facilities unless they are in fact'

as well as name) special. A very considerable- expansion of researchThn

the developmgnt and evaluation of, mainstream special edudationAl provisions

is needed.
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The provision of early intervention programmes for handicapped

children has algo been considered, and clearly there is an urgent need

for an expansion of research attention to the developmen -d.exaluat-

ion,of such programmes in New Zealand. A related issue which will

entionalso nLd to be congidered is the interface between early

and school provisions for children with special needs. It seems pro-

bable that to the extent that effective early' intervention provisiots

can be developed for children with special needs, the nature of their

subsequent school special edpcational provisions. will need to be re-

considered and modified if the impetus of,effective early intervention

is to be maintained and consolidated.

It is'clear that research in New Zealand special education is al-

most.exclusively a university enterprise - either theses, dissertations

or staff research. It is equally clear that such a basis is insuffi-

cient for the research needs in this area, and that the involvement of

a wider section of the educational and special educational community 2

in special educationakresearch is-essential. The advocacy of such
4

involvement presupposes a willingness on then part of special educators

to undertake research and an acknowledgement by such persons of the

necessity- for those who wish to. engage in research to acwire the

necessary competency to undertake research, or to obtain the advice and

assistance of those who already have it. While poorly conducted re --

search may.yell be,preferable in general to no reseAch at all, it.will
tx,4`

certain not provide a-useful basis for educational or social decisions

and may well confuse rather than clarify the issues at stake.

One of the problems which may be"..limitini the integration of 're-

search and policXractice in New Zealand special education is the re-

lative non-availability of research-oriented journals to New Zealan

special education teachers and administrators. The major avenNs of

publication of relevant research on New Zealand special education are
f

four New Zealand journals The New Zealand.Journa of Educational

Studies, Mental Handicap in New Zealand, the New Zealand Speech

Therapists Journal, and The New Zealand Journal for Teachers of the

Hearing Handicappedi and three Australian Journals - The Exceptional.

Child (formerly The Slow Learning Child), The Australian Journal of

Special Education, and The Australian Journal of Mental Retardation.
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These joirrnals would seem to provide sufficient space for the current

volume of New Zealand special educational research - though if this

Volume was to increase (as i to be hoped) the need for an expanded -

local avenue of publication would soon become apparent. ',Thought cer-

tainly needs to be given to ways of increasing teachers' and adminis-

trators' access to available research information. At present relevant

journals' are held by most university and Teachers College libraries and

the Department of Education'Library in Wellington. Coits of journals

are certainly increasing but perhap these could be maintained or even

substantially reduced if circulatio could be increased. If suffi-

cient inducement was given to schools and School/Education Boards to
4. o

purchase at least some of- the relevant journals (perhaps some forms of

sharing arrangements could be developed!)- - and to consult them, the

benefits would probably be very widespread.
i

The current state of the art of special educ*tional research is

probably best described as 'distant', i.e., conspicuously removed from
,

, -

the area in which significant educational and ocial decisions are made.

Perhaps the, ord 'esoteric' would characterizelkhe activity of special
.

educational research in the minds of many New Zealand teachers and

special educational administrators. would appear that special

educational researchis not viewed by either of these groups as an

evential basis for programme or policy decigions. If this is the case,

it is certainly not a problem which is exclusive to educational research -

nor should it be viewed as'a peculiarly New Zealand educational problem.

Indeed a gap between educational researchers and practitioners/
.

administrators almost certainly characterizes the status quo of educat-

ional systems in most if not a western countries. The fact is that,
. )

.

relatively fir administrators or teachers have the necessary background

to interpret research stdaies, and even if-a bigger proportion had such
.

a background the current store of knowledge is lamentably inadequate
a . .

as a basis for classroom or policy ftcisions. Clearly the two problems

are linked - there is a limited store of knowledge because relati ly

/Yefew teachers or administrators are equipped to undertake or interpret

educational research. The problem is thus partly cognitive, i.e.,

ihere as a clear need to achie4e a better level of research literacy

on the part of teachers and administrators. At the same time, it is
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.;abundantly'clpar that the problem also has.attitudinal aspects. It is

one thing to be able to.ungertake or interpret' research studies and quite

another to view such activity as an essential basis for classroom and

policy decisions. A question which must be addressed is 'what cur--

rently determines the classroom and poliO decisions of.teachers and

administratars?' It is to be hoped that -sensitivity to consequences

of administrative or teaching strategies is an essential component of ,

the curment modus operandi of special (and regular) education teachers

and administratOrs especially.in the case of changes in particular

teaching and administrative strategies implemented by such persons.

There is perhaps a widtly accepted belief among administrators or

teachers 'that in the last analysis, each of us stands alone', and that

they should evaluate their own actions in the light of their parti-

cular (and Unique) experience. Such a frame of reference would cer-

tainly.lead to a preference for introspective and subjective evaluation

of actions: To some extent, such an attitude is wholly commendable and

it is indeed part of what we usuallynderstand to be a characteristic

of a truly professional teacher or administrator. It is also true,that

nomothetic research can'never tell a particular individual what they should

or shoul,d not do in a particular teaching or administrative situation

with particular children (aladarci, 1956). It is equally true, however,

that teachers or administrators do not stand completely alone, but are a

part of a network Of influences on children and that the effect of,parti-

cular administrative or teaching strategies must be considered in the

'\

light of othelr extant influences. As teachers or administrators we are

thus typically inithe position where we are unable to tell from our ex-
.

periences or'perceptions (leaving aside the problem of their complexity

as data)'what.the consequences of teaching or administrative strategies

are, and to the extent that this is true we need to get outside our own

perspective to find Out what is happening-or What hasehappened. In one
I

sense educational research (including special educational research) is

merely a systematic way of finding out such things.

At present relatively, little educational research is being done in
. ` i

New Zealand (i.e., in comparisdn with agricul ral researc i medical

research, etc.) and undoubtedly New Zealand ecial educat on reflects

this fact. It seems very likely that very little expansion of special

r
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educational research will occur unless teachers and administrators under-

stand the necessity for it and have better access to research information,

and unless more teachers and administrators become actively engaged in

the research enterprise. The New Zealand DepartMent 4 Education has

recently expanded, its research staff, and it is at least possible that

education boards will make similar appointments. Hopefully the acti-

vities of staff appointed will contnibue noticeably to future develop-

ments in policies and provisions.. It would indeed be a tragedy, however,

if Department and Education Board o were led to believe that

'research isn't their line' and ' best left to the boffins'. What

needs to be appreciated by educationalists at all levels is that we all

need what research can yield. We must tertainly be aware of the limi-

tatibns of research, but if is- equally if not more important' thht we are

aware of our oqn gnOstic limitations an awareness which objectivity should

reveal-andtcompel us to heed,in special education,and in education generally.-
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Commentary

David Mitchell
Department of Education
University of Waikato f

The past dec"ade has seen steady growci in research into exceptional

children/special eckation. There is onsiderable research activity

currently under way in most university e ucation departments, some

psycholggy departments, at least one psych paedic hospital, and in

some voluntary organisations,

A sampling of the 50 or so research arti les published in the last

decade and xeviewed by Dr Keri Wilton it his p per
1

includes'Nork on

parents' perceptions of special educational pro sions, speech therapy,

provisions for In children, social participation if special class

children, behaviour modification programme, follo ups of special

class graduates, early intervention with moderately abnormal children,

and the diets of cultural-familial retardates.

Research to date on special education in New Zealand has been pre-

dominantly psychological. ,Given that special education is essentially

a multidisciplinary domain, there is a need for sociological and philo-

sophical perspectives and for political and administrative .nalyses in

the future.
1

Research in this area is largely characterised by small s ale acion

tesearch which deals with existing educational or social units. This

ref101ts two facNrs. First', the large numbeD of questions thro n up

by potential consumers of research, in the areas, for example, ,of nte-

gration ('mainstreaming'), early intervention, .classroom and family

problems, specific learning disabilities, work experience etc. Seco

the long-standing recognition by .researchers of the necessit:ffor/Rn

ecological approach. Workers in this area recognise that contextual

factors influence the way in Which exceptionality is defined and that

exceptional children often have profound effects on their hoMe and

4 school environments.

1. Keri Wilton, Research on Special Education in New Zealand.
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'One consequence of such research is the difficulty of Imposing

a traditional, tight research design in which the influences of ciiff

erent variables are systematically, investigated. ApplJed hehaviopr

analysis paradigms overcome this problem with some, but not all, oft.

the areas.

Two problems were identified in the field of disseminatiqn of

research findings:

1. Problems of producer - initiated research:,of the 43

'pUblished studies with an empliical basis cited by

Dr. Wi\ton, only.12 were readily available i;i the

form of a New'Zealand journal article or book. Qf *

the remainder, 12 had been published in Australian

or American journals, 3 were 'in-house' publications,

aid 16 were unpublished theses-.

Problems`'of consumer-initiated dessiminatiol: concern

was expressed that researchers are not per eived as

being part of the system of special education in this .

country'. For example, university personnel who are

actively engaged in research into the transition of

handicapped people from school to, work were grossly

under-represepted at the invitational OECD seminars

on that topic that were held in this country in 1979.

Concern was also expressed that so few potential

consumers of special education research were pcesent

at this conference. If policy- makers do not take

cognizance of research findings,, there is a real

risk that researchers will direct their efforts into

more rewarding areas - perhaps away from applied research..

Even if policy-makers sometimes do not pay due regard to New

Zealand research into speci'al education, a good deal of it has pdlicy

potential and this is increasingly being recognised by parents of

exceptional children. For example, when the results of Project CHI

are finally published,wrgapizations such as SPELD will almost ertainly

use them to bring pressure on the Department of Education to.provide



services for children with specific learning disabilities.

Similarly, results from research on early intervention and

_ from integration studies, will have considerable political
g."'

implications.

Now that the Department of. Educacian.4.s engaged in

contract funding, one of the major issues whjch will have

to be resolved' will be determining research priorities. A

study presently being undertaken by the writer will provide

guidelines on this theme during 1980.

To conclude, special education research is 'alive and

well', 'close to the action', but 'in need of nurture' from

those who should be using it to make rational decisions about

the future forms of special education in New Zealand.

1
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I
Guidance and Counselling Research in NeW Zealand

J.J. Small
Department of Education
University of Canterbury

An obvious first step in this pape'r is the general one of suggesting .

defrnitiqns,-making stipulations, and setting boundarg These pee-
,

liMittaries'are needed in .order to answer three questi-or What is to 1

count as research? 'What is meant by guidance and counselling? How

is the material to be selected for review?

Considering that this is a review of research on a substantive

topic and not a critique of research itself, it would be inappropriate

to. dwell on the ,first of these questions. But some attention to it .

is necessary, be use if strict criteria were to be applied, the list

of research reports on guidance and counselling in New Zealand would

be shorter than the one coMpiled here.

Answering his .own simple question, 'What is'research?', the simple

and acceptable answer by Tuckman (1978) was that it is a systematic

attempt to provide answers to questions. Less' acceptable, however,

was one-of his f e characterisations of the research process -

empirical - at lest in the strong sense in which he elaborated it.

Empiicism in his sense is not, in my view, a necessity for research

in education.generally or guidance and counselling in particular. In

support of this contention I shall later argue that some of my own work

should countas research, althOugh it would not meet Tuckman's stipu--
N

lation. At this preliminary stage, I should like to #rali support from

a paper by MuthalA (1975).

per preented at Researc -h in:Education.i.n New Zealand: 'A 8dlanop

Pet, First National Conference of'the re17, Zealand Association for

Research ift'EUncation (NZARE), Victoria%University of Wellln-gton, 7-10

December, 079. '
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Advocating variety rather than stereotype in our concepts of edu-

cational research, he proposed five major categories of research

activity informative, evaluative, innovative, explanatory, and analytic.

In fairness, it should be said that Tuckman's own research contributions

and his own 'explanations of research do in a sense encompass all of

Nu l's views. What is attractive About Nuthall's ideas and daunting

out Tuckman's is the possibility that worthwhile educational research

need not involve the management of a complex enterprise involving statis-

tical analyses of hard data. Research needs to be ,connected with

reality: and sensible answers to real questions may well depend upon pains -

taking dataiccalection, but there is also a n or research of other

kinds. 1

The,review that follows ,reflects a broad rather than a narrow viTw

of what constitutes research in guidande and counseling. Indeed it

will be obvious that some of,the material extends beyohd even the gene-
.

rous boundaries set by Nuehall. In this firrt major review of a fast-

growing field it seemed important to take a wide sweep of the literature.

Included therefore are not only reports of tests of hypotheses based on-

hardhard data,, and the tyPiCal behavioural Nalysis designs, but also re-

ports of survey's Ad evaluations based on data of varying degrees of
2 o.

'hardness', as well as comments and recommendations arising from both

reflections on experiance'and suriley findings.

The second preliminary task is to try to define guidance and coup-

selling 'as these terms are, understood in 'education and'related services

in this country. Guidance and counselling are provided in other than

.educational settings, and it is difficult to distinguish them from

social and community work and psychotherapy, and from various other

kinds of helping such_as teaching, remediak"work, advising, supervising,

pastotal care, nursing and paramedical therapies. Although the older

term, guidance, is still widely and appropriately used in education, it

seems in general to be losing popularity compared with the related term,

counselling. Many people in different professions now claim that they

do counselling, and the term is becoming part of more and more job titles

and descriptions.. This makes it difficult to determine exactly what

the terms guidance'and counselling refer to and who Performs those dcti-

vi ties.
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For present purposes some recent statements originating within New

, Zealand may be helpful:

When we speak of guidance we shall have in mind all the
influences in a school that bear on choices and decisions
that pupils make in respect of their own personal,
educational and vocational concerns... 'We see guidance
as a network of influences - some of them formal, others
informal and incidental which, taken together, reflect
a school's awareness of its responsibilities to its pupils

as persons.

(Department of Education, 1971, pp.4-5)

Counselling is both a process and 'a relationship, Itis a
process by which persons evaluate themselves, make choices,
and decide on courses of action that are consistent with

those choices.' This process brings counsellors and)leir
clients Into relationships,requiring trust and understand-

ing.

(Department of Education, 1971, p.5)

Counselling is a dialogue in which one person helps another'
who has some difficulty that is important to him or her.
It may be psychotherapeutic or guiding or problem solving
and may be practised under a counselling agency or,in the
context.of other professional work or by trained volunteers.

(Nuthall, 1978, p.3)

The term counselling is used here to describe the various
techniques and methods by which people can be helped to
understand themselves better and to'be more effective...
counselling techniques have wide appltcability... the ex-
pe4 counsellor is seen to have at his qpposal a range of
methods...,, Each method counts as counAlling when certain
'other conditions of the relationship are met. These con-

ditions are of an ethical nature and include the following:

4/
a higher degree 'f confidentiality than is normally expected

of, say, teacher-; an insistence on the voluntary nature

of the relationsh p; and an emphasis on the personal res-

ponsibility of th- client for her own behaviour.
i

(Munro, 1anthei and Small, 1979, p.1)

..
/

, . .

The thira minary task is to stipulate further the criteria ,--I

applied to the selection of materials. It was decided to limit

these to what ha originated within New Z land from 1970 to 1979 in- ,

elusive. Mater als were to be retrievable in the sense of being
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of theses an research papers eposited in university,libraries or
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departments, articles published in New Zealand and overseas journals, and

monographs published by various organisations. As implied in discussing

the other two preliminary tasks, the selection of articles within those

criteria still posed problems. Both in theory and practic'etbe bounds-
.

ries of guidance and counselling cannot easily be set. It is likely.

therefore that there will be both overlaps with other fieldS surveyed in

this series, and gaps between the fields.

The time limit of 1970 was set partly for the convenience of marking

off the decade ending in 1979, and partly because it was close to an im-,

portant time in the history of guidance and counselling in New Zealand.

In 1968 the Department of Education announced a plan for a more rapid ex-

pansion of guidance and counselling in secondary schools than hitfierto,

and in 1969 the first official policy for such services was released.

These changes seemed to prompt many practical changes and also various

investigations, reflections, and discussions systematic and unsystematic.

The benchmark of 1970 also lies close to the end point of Winterbourn's

history of guidance services. So far as I am aware, of the studies pub-

lished prior to 1970 only four were left unmentioned by Winterbourn. Of

these, two were closely related to guidance and counselling (Shouksmith and

Taylor, 1964; Buxton and Small, 1966), and two were less closely relSted

.(Parkyn, 1959, 1967; Small, 1966).

Historical Studies
,

1a
A number of the reports reviewed referred to early developments in guidance

and counselling before introducing current issues, but threestudies were

almost entirely historical in emphasis'(Dawson, 1972; Sutch, 1972;

Winterbourn, 1974). Of these, the last was clearly the most valuable.

liinterbourn was himself closely connAted with the beginnings of guidance

and in his retirement he had access to important primary gources. This

comprehensive and detailed study is'essential for a-full understanding of

present provisions.

General Surveys, Recommendations, Criticisms

The 24 items in this group divided conveniently into an earlier group of

15 (1974-74) and a later group of 9 (1975 -79): The major document in

the earlier period was the Renwick Report (Cuiciance in Secondary SchooZs

. Report of a Working Party, Department of Education, 1971) often known

as the Morking Party Report. Besides its official sponsorship, it was
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notable in that it'rested its recommendations upon a comprehensive survey

of schools' guidance and administrative arrangements both traditional

and emerging. One result was that the notion of ,a guidance network be-

came popularised. This term seemed preferable to the view of guidance

services emanating solely from a guidance counsellor, as was implicit in

previous official policy. Six items from this early. period were comments

on the Renwick Report (Kelly, 1972; Meates, 1972; Mundy, 1971; Post-

Primary Teachers Association, 1974r Print, 1972; Webster, 1972). These

evaluations were generally favourable, the main criticisms being against

the proposed change of title from 'guidance counsellor' to 'guidance

teacher' and the de-emphasis of personal counselling. Another three

items, all from the Educational Development Conference, strongly recom-

mended the expansion of guidance services at all levels of education

(Educational Development Conference .1974a and 1974b; %Boyd and Panckhurst,

1974). _No obvious consequences followed these activities. Five other

contributions consisted of varied assessments and recommendations which

likewise made little impact (Webster; 1970a; Small, 1970a and 1q70b;

Department of Education,. 1973; Melville:and Hermansson, 1974). Webster's

article deserves special mention, however, because of its remarkably 'pres-

e
cientview of major issues in guidance and counselling in New Zealand

secondary schools.

In the period 1975-79 two Ajor works appeared, the McCombs Report

(Towards Partnership, Department of Education, 1976) and the Johnson

RepOT-Z-TGrowing, Sharing, Learning, Department of Education, 1977), each

recAlmending the expansion and strengthening of guidance services. The

latter was the more controversial, but critics approved of the proposals

about guidance and counselling, while arguing, that they were too gene-

ralised (Devaliant, 19781 Hermansson and Bernstone, 1978; Post-

Primary Teachers' Association, 1979). Of the remaining items, Small

(1976; 1979) contributed two general revi67s, the latter to an-inter-

national survey, Crawford (1976) urged, as did the Johnson Report, more

specific provisions for guidance within intermediate schools, and Glynn

(1976) presented challenging plans fot 'student self -- management in se-

condary schools.
rd.

Descriptions and Evaluations of Services.

At the beginning of the decade three contributors described guidance pro-

visions as they existed in their own schools in the late sixties, and

made a variety of recommeridations (WadswOrth, 1970; Dbnaldson, 1971;
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Print, 1971). Later, two major surveys were organised by the Department

of Education as evaluatiOnS of the;'pilot' schools (later to be called

'network schools')' which were established in 1974 and 1975 with additional

intramural and extramural provisions for guidance and counselling.

Panckhurst (1975) reported on the setting up, organisation, and effects of

the programmes in the first five schools. Following .an examination

through questionnaires and interviews of teachers' and students' involve-

ments and attitudes, it was recommended that the scheme be continued and

extended. The greatest needs, Panckhurst believed, were for improvements

in consultation and communication, more cooperation with support staff,

better use of specialist staff, and increased staff training and involve-

ment. Using similar procedures, Oliver (1976) conducted a second evaluat-

ion of these same schools and added a baseline evaluation of the next five.

Topics included social and vocational education, di?cipline, use of support-

ing services, types of student problems encouitered, and the use of guidanCe

time. His conclusions and recommendations were slmilar4lo Packhurst's,

but with a stronger emphasis on the need for staff training. He concluded

that attitude changes in staff and students could not be attributed alone to

the extra guidance provisions. It is regrettable that neither of these

two reports is readily available.

Two other iVms in this section also gave detailed information about

guidance services in secondary schools. Newport (1977) surveyed five

schools, asking principals,counsellors and students to describe and eva-,

luate various aspects of the services. It was found that most student
114problems were educational and vocational, that female students were more

likely to seek counselling, and that among older students, advice Was more

often sought from friends and parents'than from counsellors. Small (1976)

summarised' work records gathered by three guidaneAssOunsellors - Strang
- 0

(1974) and Wadsworth (1970), referred to elsewhere in this review, and

Munro, whose previously unpublished data constitute perhaps the most de-

tailed records in any literature oh this subject. In fact, it is so de-

tailed'that it is Impossible to interpret concisely. Table 1 gives a

revised and updated account of the material published by Small (1976),

although a heavily edited and misleading version appeared in Small's

1979 article.

aft
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Table 1: An Analysis of One Guidance Counsellor's Activities at Papanui High School 1970-1978

Part, lb: Casework

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
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1976 1977 1978

Total School Roll as at 1st March 1075 1110 1148 1158 1280 1279

,

1341

.

Guidance Personnel

/1 f

1 G.C.

1 Boys C.A.

.

1 Guidance Counsellor
1 Boys Careers Advisor
8 Tutwr

1 G.C.

1 G.T.

1 Boys C.A.

8 Tutors

.

2 Guidance Counsellors
2 Guidance Teachers
4

(Senior Admin. Staff)

Total Number of Cases
Boys % of Total
Girls t of Total ,

% Self` - Referral fir Initial

Interview

177

20:5%
79.5%

t

61.0%

241

40%

81%*

.

67.2%

1

271

,9.6% '''`

90.4%

68.6%

242

15.7%
84.3%

4\6%

212

9%

91%

78%

262
14.5%

85,5%

73.6% -

Full

2,32

18.5%
81.5%

80.6%

Network
..,,

l 209

17.2%
82.8%,

86.1%

.

Counselling Cases (Educational,
Personal)

Boys % of Total
Girls % of Total
Self-Referr,11 Initial Inter-

view %
Se'f- Referral Subsequent 0

Interviews %
% Cases SeniOr School F5-7
% Cases Junior School F3-4

c
Number orinterviews Per Case
One

Two-Four
.

Five or More

[

99

. 36%

64%

,

28%

66%
-

-

37%

39%

24%

118

40%

60%

33% r

49%

25.5%
74.5%

35.5%
44%
20.5%

132

20;
80%

36%

20.5%

79.5%

61%

28.5%
10.5%

118

32%

68%

36%

69%

13.5%

86.5%

54%

34.7%
11.3%

'82

18%

82%

44%

.81%.
16%

84%

58.5%

31.7%
9.8%

102

36%

64%

33%

787

28.5%
71.5%

23.5%
28.5%
48%

94

30%

70%

52%

80%

35%

65%

42.5%
41.5%
16%

105

20%

80%

75%

91%

45.7%
54.3%

54:3%
30.5%
15.2%

Parent Interviews
Home Visits

17'
4

_

23

,--.14

,

22

12

c

24

8

\
/j

-

20

9

31

7

41

9

,

\\

25

. 4

plus family
counselling .1978

only

a

A
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Table 1:

,.

An Ana sis of One Guidance Counsellor's A tivities at Papanui high School 1970-1978'

Part II : Consu tion

15(
.

'970 1971 1972 1 °73 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Consultations with Agencies
(e.g. Psyc. Serv.ice, Social
Welfare, 4c.)

Analysis of Needs '"

e

Implementing Plans
Classification of New Entrants.
Visits: Contributing Schools
F3 Orientation Programme
Reorganisation of Courses
Mother Help, Reading, Groupwork
After School Club F3 Boys
Group Counselling

,Behaviour Modification
Social Education Groupwork

Consultations with Staff
In-Service Training - Staff

. .

- Regional

Dip.Ed. (Guidance) students
Other students

Community Lectures & P.T.A.s
,-

Other Parent Interviews

l

1 11)

4Z. me tings

or pho e°

6 meetings

.

21 hours
12 hours'

4 hours

y
.

no record

-

2 hours

(P.T.A.)

no record

85

4 meetings

20 hours ,

10 hours

3 hours
.4 hours

-'1

.

13 hours

(P.T.A.)
(lectures)

43

.

103

24 hours,

30 hours

13 hours
4 hours

: '31

0 hours

4 hours
(le.tures)(lectures)

101

4 meetings_16

-

4°

20 hoyrs
25 hours
15 hours
4 hours

51

18 hours

(tutors)

,

48 hours

4 hours

29

64

meetings

20 houis

29 hours
15 hours
2 houis
14 hours

52 hours
73 periods

,88

36 hours

7 hours
(P.T.A.)
(lectures)

31

.

'

.

w
'w
w
a
o
(..)

z
o
1-1

z
1-1

g
H
>'F
p.4

v)

LI

p.4

z
0

oc4
-1a
w
g
0
(..)

-(Continuing

92

0
27 meetings

29
)
hours

16 hours
1 hour

3 hours

18 periods
14 hours

130

17 hours

17 'hours.

(tutors)
16 hours
(Social
Ed.)

Edu.)

28 hours
18 hours
4 hours
(lectures)

45

. .
..

63

1

48 meetings

Guidance-
Cte. Liai-
son Cte.
Admin.(Ee.)

10 hrs(shrd)
5 hours

17 hours
9 hours

8 periods
8 hours

38 hours
121

(1eaderthip)
48 hours

29 hours .

19 hours
4 hours
(P.T.A.)

30

(,\

4

9

42

,

61 meetings

a

-7 hours

4 hours

9 hours
1 hour

.

20 periods
5 hours

43 hours
79

2 hours
12 houri
(Counsellor)

's i
,

,

31 14urs°
14 hours
17 hours
(P.T.A.)

(lectures)

27
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Table 1: An Analysis of One Counsellor's Activities at Papanui High School 1970-1978

Part III Teaching

t
1970* 1971 1972 -1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Social Education Form 3 ,

Form 4

Form 5
Liberal Studies - General
Study Skills Form 5

Form 6

Career - Form 4
Form 5
Form 6 & 7 ' .

social Studies Form 3
Remedial English
Liberal Studies Volunteer

Service Within
'Liberal Studies Interpersonal

Skills,

110 periods

. j

1,21 periods

72 periods

2 periods
2.period6

15 periods,

5 periods
/

,

147'periods

* .

. .

,

,

68 periods

.

,.

periods

,

.

27 periods

3 periods

140.periods

.

I

3 periods
,

5 periods

30 periods
17 periods

10 periods

10 periods
31 pericids

38 periods

30 periods

,i

36 periods

-

43 periods

6 periods
..

,

35 periods
30 periods

30 periods

48periods

4

Notes

1. 1 Period = 40-45 minutessi970--!6. Thereafter = 1 hour. \,..,

2. Form 4 Social Education 19171 Classroom-based content-oriented. 1977-78 group work 2 themes: Knowing Myself, ,Getting on with
Others. .., i

V
3. Social Studies teaching undertdken 1974 because of a 'staff shortage slow learner class 8 periods a week. 6 Social Studies,

2 Sodial Ed. 4.- .
t !

4. Form 5 Class Teaching rogramme 1976 low stream only. 1978 9 week unit for all 5th forms begun.
'

,
I

* Term 1 & 2 only

132
,NO
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However, p rhaps the most significant article in this section was

that of Thomas, hl, Presland, and Glynn (1977). They described how

the members of the Mangere Guidance Unit achieved their aim of provid-

ing a behaviour ana ysis approach to handling behaviour and learning

problems, and assist g students, teachers, and parents with the deve-

lopment and maintenanc of adaptive behaviour. The programme assisted

individuals, groups, an. whole classes,and also provideAlin-service

training for class teache s.

Roles and Functions of Personnel

Three contributions to this section consisted of comparisons between

two types of personnel and mad suggestions about their roles and

functions - psychologists and counsellors (Brew, 1970)0 counsellors and

careers advisers (Dawson, 1973), d teachers and psychologists (Bowler,

1979). Small (1978c) gave a theo etical analysis of three possible

views of guidance counsellors, pule (1979) explained his role as a

'careers officer',./and Byrnand (1976) analysed the results of a quest-

ionnaire survey of 27 guidarice teacher

Two masters theses were the most significant works in this section,

each bepglased upon high returns from national surveys. Strang (1974)

analysed the settings, attributes, and role behaviours of 85 percent of

guidance counsellors, and examined relationshipibetween these factors.

McDiarmid (1979) sought to determine the perceptions of'the guidance

counsellor's role by analysing questionnaires from 93 percent of coun-

sellors and their principals. Role overload for counsellors, and lack

of purpose and poor definition of the aim of guidance prOgrammes were

major problems. Other problem areas were conflicts of interests,

differences in role expectations, and differences in evaluation of the

importance of certain activities.

Empirical Studies of Educational Guidance

Four studies in this category focused on fourthland fifth form students.

Webster (1970b) published the results of an experimental study showing

social and intellectual gains following a special intervention with a

fourth form classpfor two terms. However, the statistics and deductions

were strongly criticised by Livingston-(19741). In a correlational

st.udy.of fourth and fifth form secondary school students, Bayard (1972)

134'
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.

showed that their educational aspirations and exPec6tions were closely re-

lated to the expectations they perceived significant others held for them.

An att.i,tude scale used in this study appeared separately (Ballard, 1974).

Testing four months apart, Tuck. (1972) found that fifth formiboys' esti-

mates of their future School Certificate performance Acame more realistic,

although, as hypothesised, ,those with unrealistically high (or Low)

vocational aspirations tended to over - estimate (or under-estimate) their

abilities. According to PrOo4er and Stewart (1972) in their study of

fourth form girls, high vocational aspiration was related to high in-

telligence, superior ssroom performanc, and high socio-economic status.
\

LoW aspiration was relate to membership o a family with more than four

children, and, with low ability girls, thei mother's occupat anal status.

Reviving earlier studies by Parkyn (1959 and 1967) and all (1966),

biit using computerised multivariate analyses, Cooper (1971) onfirmed

Small's findings: the most important ingredients in-tniversity ftudent

performance were prior academic success, general scholastic aptitude, and
.

reading skills. Palmer (1972) surveyed 429 university students to dis-

cove information related to the transition ffom school, and concluded

cri

that ore information and guidance were needed for students, schools,

and parents. The sample tended to guplAorta year in Form VII as a prepare-

ttry period.

Howell (1974) -investigated suspension and expulsion as a means of

dealing with behaviour problems, gathering information by means of inter-

views with school principals. She concluded that these were undesirable

measures and recommended that guidance and counselling.facilitie be ex-
,

panded.

Three research projects sought\to evaluate guidance and counselling

by questioning students. O'Connor (1978)' compared student perceptions

and use of guidance services at two schools. Using pre- and post -tests

of three classes of fourth form boys, Turnbull (1978):evaluated the

social education programme at his schooL. In a 'blind' study, Wilson

(1976) evaluated counselling sessions by comparing',prior expectations

and subsequent evaluations with guidance counsellors' views of their own,

performance.,
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Two contributions were published overseas. As a means of aiding

the inter4retation of differences between scores that an individual

might get on two standardised tests, TuCk(1974) devised a relatively

simple statisticalprOcedure. Sepie and Keeling (1978) found that,

among Form I students, underachievement in mathematics was more closely

associated with mathematics anxiety than with either test or general

anxiety. They suggested that desensitisation could help these under-

'achieyers.

Principles and Elements of Counselling

In this section three contributions were general descri tilons 6f coun-

selling*and its values (Bryant, 1972; Flower, 1974; S'mpsoh, 1976).

Two writers made substantial contributions to the lite ature by focus-:

ing on the problems that arise when middle -class Paketfas try to help

institutionalised delinquent adolescents (Hermansson 1971) and people

from various Polynesian cultures (Hermansson, 1974; Metge and Kinloch,

1978)'. Their work ahowed an acute awareness of the difficulties of

influencing or even understanding people from other cultures in coun-

selling settings.

Another three items had in common the aim of specifying the ele-

ments-of counsellin g r training purposes. Prom the counsellor

training programme at the University of Canterbury, Munro,Manthei, and

Small (1979) took a broad view o ounselling, but in three central

chapters they also followed a micro ounselling, format using ;31es.

and exercises. The manual from Massey University 'by HearHe nson and

Bernstone (since deceS ased) (197'7), wassgtronglylin the Carkhuff tradi-

tion of counsellor training, supplemented by techniqqeg-derived from

, behavioural, transactional analysis, and gestalt approaches. These
. .

-two manuals were developed from the experience of their respective

authors and from informal evaluations of school' guidance counsellors

and vocational-guidance counsellors. Prom the 'field of social woyk

at Victoria University of Wellington, Jory (19.78)..went further n

the Viler two in providing a formal evaluation of the effectiveness

of a microcounselling programme in training probation officers, and

social welfare instittit,ional staff.

dr,
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Theories and Principles of Vocatiorial Guidance

In suppOrtof the Working Party's Report, Small (1973) held that the

principles of_vo4tional guidance provide the most satisfactory rationale
4

for secondary school guidance programmes. He attempted to -fute argu-
N

men ainst vocational gui. . I anc ng positive reasons. 4.11

view of the he rdklid"developments in the ield since then; the need for such
r

an argument ndw.seems odd. Webster (1976) defined caree education com-

prehensiyely as preparation not merely for occupation but r life. He

discussed key factors in vocational development and argued for an educat-

ional rather than a counselling perspective and for the development of a

career education programme.

Descriptions of Careers Programmes

The eight items in this category show clearly the shift in emphasis from

a few general concerns about preparation for employMent (three items

before 1975) to specific mention of unemployment and consequences for

schools (five items. in 1979). Golightly (1973) evaluated the career

guidance systems of three schools, categorised as 'traditional',

'guidance conscious', and 'vertical form'. Greensill (1970 described

a pre-vocational course for third-year secondary students who were not

see in& School Certificate, and concludedthat they were as a result more

eas y able to find permanent employment. Montanjees (1974) described

and

tha4i self-knowledge had increased among the students, but that fewbgained

any vocational knowledge.
.

valuated a careers programme-organise in two schools and concluded

The most general of the later reports was that of Baker (L979) who

discussed criticism that schools, were not preparing their pupils for em-

, ployment. Three other contributors described particular programmes of

work explorationsand pre-employment designed to help in gaining employment

or adjusting ta unemployment. Petersen (1979) described a course that

began in,the.third-form and became more specific in senior classes.

Bedfdrd (1979) showed how lower-ability fifth formers could be helped to

cope with a period of unemployment that would be expected for them. An

older age-group (15-19 year olds) was catered for in a six,weeks pre-

employment course described by Devaliant (1979). It was regarded as

successful in terms of both students' finding employment and community
. s

support for the venture.
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Empirical Studies in YocatiOnal Guidance-

In this category were a number of stN-ies which showed considerable re-

search skill. Early in the period Baldock .1971) published her)analy-

sis and interpretation of the factors which influence the vocational

t
choice of adolescents, based on 773 14 year old boys and a random

sample of 780 of their parents. , Considefable discrepancy was found

between the national ideology of
1

equal opportunity and objective reality:

social background was the most i
I

ortat f _tor in vocational choice.

A group of five. reports were essentially empirical tests of typo-

logies and theories of vocational choice. Longley (1972) questioned

third and fifth form students twice, 104 days apart, in an attempt to

assess the usefulness of Supers concept of vocational maturity. He

found some warrant for it, but raised many questions. In an experimental

study with two groups of fifth form students, Newbold (1975) measured -

changes in vocational maturity attributable to two terms experience in a

work explordtion class. Tests and interviews suggested that changes had

occurred but a questionnaire did not confirm this. In a longitudinaL

study following fifth form boys until one year after leaving school, Tuck

(1976) tested Super'd theory that entry into a-career is part of a deve-

lopmental process. the found'the proposed indices of vocational maturity

much less useful than the boys' educational attainments and aspirations,

and then analysed the nature of developmental theories in the social

sciences.

Near the end of the Acade Keeling and TucIJ (108and 1979) began

publishing a series of studies of the usefulness ofjiolland's occupational

typology, focusing on scoring procedures and sex differences. Theses-4re-

/ searchers were then engaged in developing a version'of Holland's Self-

Directed Search procedure which would encourage more client and coun-

sellor activity and interaction in the process of vocational choice. 0

Another group of studies focused on vocational guidance interviews. .

'S arrow, cDonald, and Hesketh (1978) found that in'terms of expectations,

motivation, and self-evaluation, most clients.at lone centre were helped.

Similar conclusions were reached by Garton (1979) following an evaluation

at another centre: most clients found the service satisfactory,if not

entirely corresponding with their expectations of it. Brook (1977) used -

-o
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a repertory grid tai determine the perceptions tht 15 to 16 year old

students had of vocational counsellors, and concluded that to be effect-

ive the latter needed skill, knowledge, prestige, warmth; and under-

standing.

Three reports examined the transition from school to work.

Crawford (1972) studied relationships between vocational guidance,

leavers' choices, and labour force participation rates in a large city,

and concluded that vocational guidance.was needed to counteract the

movement of potential employees away from the city. Sass and Sass

(1978) described the first-year work adjustments of the leavers from a

large school. McEwan (1972) and McEwan and Tuck (1933) carried out a

more precise study of work attitudes, job satisfactions and attitudes to

school of a large group of first -year, trade apprentices and technical

trainees. Notable differences were apparent between the two groups:

technicians found school more interesting and relevant to their career

than did apprentices, but the latter found their' work more interesting

and satisfactory than did the technicians. Most school leavers expect-

ed more vocational guidance than was given, and those who stayed longer

at school were the more critical.

Empirical Studies of the Vocational and Social

Adjustment of.Exceptional Children and Youth

The results of two theses were reported in this category. Thompson

(1973) .surveyed 80 slow learners aged 16, their parents and their em-
,

ployers, and found that most had a haphazard method of occupational

choice and no work experience before leaving school. Major changes

were recommended. Wilden (1974) interviewed 85 former experience class

students, their parents, and their employees, and also consulted school

and Psychological Service records. It was concluded that-most students

had made satisfactory vocational and social adjustments, and that ex-

perience class programmes were satisfacto ;y.

Four studies, all connected with work by Wilton, were published

overseas. In the first of these Wilton and Cosson (1977) compared the

employment and adjustment of three groups of mildly retarded adults with

a group of adults classified at secondary school as slow learners. The
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mildly i'iard groups had made po6rer vocational and social adjustments,

and it wls cone uded that special education and after-care provisions

were inadequate. Stewart and Wilton (1978) surveyed the post-school ad-

justments of intellectually handicapped school leavers, focusing on ins-
.

titutionalisation, sheltered employment and community adjustment, and

related these variables to sex,. parental choice, and mobility factors.

In two reldted studies Vincent, Wilton, and Keeling (1979a and 1979b)

examined the content of current work experience programmes in four se-

condary schools and compared their outcomes in terms of open employment,

sheltered employment, employment, status, job search skills, job changes,

and wage levels.

Recommendations on Behavioural Approaches to Guidance

Perhaps the outstanding feature of the period under review was the enor-

mous and deserved popularity of behaviourigm as an intervention model.

As a result those faced with problem behaviour and educational failure

in children and adolescents were encouraged io.look for new ways of deal-

ing with such difficulties - often with dramatic improvements a con-

sequence. In the professional literature and iri educational and welfare

institutions, behavioural principles became almost commonplace. Much

credit for this must go to Glynn at Auckland: directly or indirectly he

.was responsible for a large amount of varied, imaginaqme and useful work

of a very high standard. In turn, Glynn has generously acknowledged

(Glynn and McNaughton, 1978, p.161) the contribution'of Church's stimulus

to student projects pl Canterbury's Educational Research Newsletter, now

virtually a behavioural publication.

Most studied in this category were grouped together because they

.strongly commended-the use of behaviour analysis procedures in guidance,

counselling, and Class'room colul of disruptive behaviour. Research

data were cited in support of recommendations, and mast authors express-

ed hopes that teachers, counsellors, and psychologists would have closer

acquainSance with and commitment to these procedures. (Thomas and

'Adams, 1971; Thomas, 1971';, Fry, 1974; *Cashmore, 1974; New Zealand

Educational 'Institute, 1975;, Throll and Ryan, 1976; Glynn and

McNaughton, 1978; Sanders, 1978).
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Behaviourists often encounter resistance, but seldom do objectors express

themselves in writing. Only one item was critical of the behavioural model.

Small (1978b) contended that there ha8 been insufficient conceptual analysis

of the tenets of behaviourism, especially in explaining precisely hat happened

when changes occurred, Using two similar case studies as illustrations, he

critically examined two main approaches to explaining human behavIour, and sug-
.

gestefways of encouraging fuller explanations of changes.

Recommendations on Special Needs

The nine items in this section were classif into two groups. The first

group (Maurer and Dawson, 1971; Barney, 1972; Post-Primary Teachers' Asso-

ciation, 1973; Weblin, 1978; .Codd, 1979).made a wide variety of recommenda-

tions that would help students with special difficulties early intervention,

parent counselling, the use of special services, better staffing of schools,

meeting needs for recognition and self-esteem, remedial educatiop, individual -

and group counselling, the use of resource rooms, and peer tutoring.

In the second group (Church, 1975, 1978; Glynn, Thomas and Wotherspoon,

1978; Codd, 1978)01ere was a more explicit adherence to behavioural principles.

For example, Church(1978) listed apd explained seven teaching skills for meet-

ing the needs of disturbed students, while the other three items likewise show-

ed he,behavioural programmes could assist in providing better guidance.

Empirical Studies of Behavioural Technology in'Classrooms

'Even apart from the many reports o projects in the Canterbury Educational

Research Newsletter since 1975, the number of items in this category was im-

pressive. Since Glynn's article (1970) was done in Canada, it does not

strictly.qualify for citation, but because it was so often referred to in

research reports, itwas included here. Besides this, there were 32 items,

including theses, some of which were later converted into journal articles.

Since thereiis a separate review of behavioural analygis research, no attempt

will bemade to analyse these contributions further. Those included were:

Ashe (1971); Ballard 4and Glynn (1975); ColeMan (1975); Coleman and Blampied

(1977); Ellery (.974); Ellery, Blampied and Black (1975); Fry '(1973);

Fry and Thomas (1976); Glynn and Qu'innell (1971); Glynn and Thomas (1974);

Glynn,' Thomas and Shee (1973); Glynn, Wotherspoon and Harbridge (1976);
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Jackson (1973); Jackson and Glynn (1974); JohnsOn (1977); Lewis

(1973); McNaughton (1974); McNaughton (1975); M4rsh, C.R. (1976);

Marsh, J. (1975); Nepe (1976); Palmer (1975); Ringer (1973);

Roche (1974); Sanders (1976); Serjeant (1974); Shee (1971);

Singh (1978); Streat, Page and Werry (1972); /ThomaS Presland,

Grant and Glynn (1978); Wilson (1976); Wotherspoon (1974).

The inclusion of behaviour analysis reports under guidance and

counselling was justified because of the high Probability that uch

programmes would be implemented'by guidance veriarit4; especially

`guidance counsellors and educational psychologists.

Teaching So'cial Skills

Out of the two fields of behaviour. analysis and microcounselling, ,

A interest is rising, in attempts' to teach social skills. Kean (1975)

described a successf4 programme undertaken at a kindergarten with

six year old autistic twin boys. who were subsequently accepted at

their local primary school. Wadswo;th (1979) gave an account of

an attempt to teach' interpersonal relationship skills to young in-

mates of a prison, and gave evidence of the Programme's helpfulness.

The widespread enthusiasm kr assertiveness training also issued in--

a publication (Manthei, 1979). This handbook distinguished between

assertiveness and. aggression, and provided a commentary, discussion

5

topics, and exerci es on assertive skills., dealing -with criticism,

and communicating effectively. Manthei (1978) also constructed and

analysed a measure of assertiveness 'developed from the literature and

1=',1from her own expe'rience:In training adult volunteers; By showing,
...-",1,

in a sample of 300 males and females,,. the presence'of a general factor

loadirig on 48 items in a 60-item scale, she proyided evidence of a

. ynitary trait, contrary to a conclusion in a comprehensive review

(Rich and Schroeder, 1976): ,

i ..

Counselling with Parents

The nine items in this group all showed. how parent,.p could be helped

to overcome severe behaviour problems of children within the home.

In three cases the problem was elimination: in four months Cashmorefl

(1976) corrected severe soiling; Harvey.(1976) reinstated defecation

in 48 days; and Singh (1976) 'cured soiling in 18 days. Five studies
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were essentially reports of successfully controlling aggression, temper

tarlikums, and autism (Bruce, 1970;, Fry and Barrer, 1974; Saunders,

1973; Singh, 1978; Small, 1978a). In the ninth instance?y (1977.)

taught parents how to use token reinforcement to teach reading at home

to 30 primary school children retarded in reading. There was conside-'

rable improvement in the children's performance and strong parental in-

terest and cooperation. Behavaleanalyqs procedures Were common to

all nine studies.

Counselling in the Community

TWo items in this section described the use of counsellors and social

workers in medical practices, and the special contributions they made

(Lowe and Rainey, 1974; 'ilarray, 1975). ) Another four contributions

described the aims and functions of Youthline telephone counselling

services and some of the needs and problems presented by callers (Henle9,

1972; Simpson, 1974; Donnelly, 1974; Hattie, 1975). In each case it -

was concluded that a useful service was either needed or being given.

Two other items' consisted of collections of papers on the welfare needs

of two large cities, with frequent references to guidance and counselling

services (Piesse and Lardner, 1974; Wellington City Council, 1977).

Raeburn (1973) argued for the use of behaviour therapy methods by social

workers in the community, and discussed appropriate cases and suitable

programmes.

The outstanding contribution in this section, and indeed a notable
,.

contribution to the recent literature, was the report of Nuthall's re-
,

,search (1978) into the counselling resources, training programmes, and

needs of a large city. Besides defining counsellorS carefully, she

provided a census of counsellors Working in 68 voluntary agencies and an

estimate of their weekly hours of service.

\

)Directories of Communi y Resources ,

Finally, the following directories were identified and they are presented
. .

without comment: Australia and New Zealand Student Services Association

(1978); Community Forum (1978); New Zealand,Department of Education (1978);
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Fry (1977); Lake (1477); Pacific Islanders' Educational Resource

Centre (1978); Rotary Club of St Kilda (1976); Society for Research on

Women in New Zealand Inc. (1975).

J
Measurement

Attention is dil8n to the contributiop to 'reearch in guidance and coun-

selling from-skills An measurement and design. As a result knowledge0
in the mbecame more complex andecisoo: The skil were of two

ye-

types.

Ong was traditional, coming from sta4s.tics courses, enhanced by-
.

experience and training, and encouraged by the literature and by elec-

tronics. A number of studies reviewed above were analysed by more.com-

plicated mekllods than was common before 1970.- various types of corre-

lations, egre sion analyses, factor analyses, analyses of variance.

Notab'e examplesWere Ballard (1972), Cooper (1971), Tuck (1976), and

Sepie and Keeling (1978).

The other kind of skill was that diaracteristic,of behaviour analy-

sis` research which requires a limited bUt very rigid range of formats

and procedures. All empirical S'tiidies of behavioural technology listed

above could be regarded as exemplary. The criteria have been stated as

behaviou'ial, technological, and analytic' (Glynn and McNaugliton,

1978, p.ix). Apart from precisely defining and measuring behaviours,

the'skill lies inthe patterning of- baseline conditions with one of more

forms of treatment, and thin shoi:ling resultS in simple statistics and

. graphs.

;

Consultation

AnothertopiC cutting-across several of those li sea-tt consultation.

This is to be contrasted with casework in which d rect help is given to

clients, and may be defined as follows: an intery ntion within a volun-

tary.professional relationship in which a work-rela ed problem is solved

by helping clients to deal mere effectively with oth r persons ortother

aspects of their jobs.
I

6
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The application of behaviour analysis by researchers depended heavily

upon involving other people, notably teacheis and parents, in change pro-

cesses. Most of the reports of,behaviour analysis could therefore be

read as examples of consultation, as also could those classified as 9oun-

Selling with parents. Further research and development work needs to be"

done on thefopic, and it may be, as Glynn, Thomas and Wotherspoon (1978)

suggested, that consultation will more obviously become the model for

guidance services in future.

Evaluation

What is the relationship between research activities and practical develop-
,

''

A

ments in.guidance and counselling? Few actual connections are observable,

at least in the sense that researchers would probably like to see, namely,

that practice would be influenced by research. If the two activities are
,,

not entirely separate, then at best the most common fegtdre seems to be

that research is an analysis of practice in a 'post-hoc'fasbial. It has a

critic l rather than a formative function.

uidance and counselling, like education, are practical activities in

which most changes are brought about by the pressures of events and the

views of practitionefs, and seldom as a result of research. This is pro-,

bably as true of other countries as it is in New Zealand. As Stdfflre

wryly. remarked, 'If we'did in the name of counselling only those things

whichresearCir has proved to be worth doing, we should have a good deal of

free time on qur hands'. (Stef re, 1972, p.297). Many of the changes

which occur are almost mysterious, d researchers seem unable to suggest

or forecast them, or even to monitor and evaluate them while they are

happening. Usually all that is poss ble is subsequent recording that

they have happened, andperhaps an eval ation at that point.

good, example is the development o idance networks. As secondary

Schools began to get larger in the late sixtie , it became necessary for

management and administrative reasons to organi schools differently. By

the time the Working Party Report had appeared, here were enough informal

signs of the value of these new organisations to ustify confidence in

them, and then to capitalise upon hem forIguidan e purposes. The term

'guidance network' was virtually invented, Certainly confirmed, by the

Working Patty, and the role of 'researchers was then to catch up with the

new 'practices by descriptive and evaluative studies.

'f
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Another example comes from the Psychological Service. At the fe-,

ginning' of the seventies there began to emerge a mode of providing ser7

vices which was later called 'consultation'. Essentidlly this meant

that psychologists began assessing problems in the environments where

they were occurring. The move was a good one, and-researchers and

teachers of counsellors and psydhologists subsequently took. it up. Per-

haps

.'

it hardly matters that it began partly as economic measure and

partly as a means of reducing resistance to the medical model of being

interviewed in a clinic. But it does illustrate the conservative nature

of research in education.

A third example of change which seems to occur independently of re-

search is the way in which descriptions of student's have come into fashion,

increasingly with clinical connotations. 'Culturally deprived',

'underachieving', and 'emotionally disturbed' did not go very far in this

direction, but 'school phobia' did. Not long ago., it would have been a

bold psychologist who would have used this term,, but very quickly it

gained currency among teachers as well as counsellors. The job of the

researcher then watto try to distinguish between truants and school

phobics, and to suggest different treatment end control strategies for .

each group.

A counter - example of cours'e is theterminoloif of behaviour modifi-

cation which was introduced to practitionerS by researchers end others

from outside the-school. At least, some of the resistance to behaviour

modification can be interpreted in terms of theforced use 4f a foreign

language.

The boundaries set at the beginning of, thipaver meant that there

was included a hetefegeneous mass. of material, ranging from general reT

flections on gui.a41,1ce and counselling in education and the community,

to rigorous work published in refereed journals. Inithis varied

material three main areas of weakness can be discerned, with the out-

standing exception of Baldock's work (1971), there were no sociological

/researches into the guidance functions of education of a scale or\

quality that would permit reasoned debate., In politics and 7nomics

the weakness was ever more apparent: 1, despite the obvious scop Nfor such

work:, there was no si i of anyaresearch fi,oM\these perspectives.\ It

C.
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may be that, by default: studies in this field will become the domain of

Marxian political economists. The final weakness, elaborated briefly

below, was less dent than in the case of the two previous fields:

there were signs of highly effective contributions from trained philo-

sophers (Bassett, 1976; Snook and McGeorge, 1978).

These weaknesses directly reflect the extent to which university de-

partments of education, at least since 1945, have been dominated by the

psycho gical foundations of education. The tradition of educational

psycholo y nd measurement has been, sound in itself but some imbalance

has result d. In defence of departments, it can be said that,this im-

balance reflected the state of the educational market (or art) inter-

nationally. Even in the literature, the moderh revival of philosophy

of education did not begin until 1955. Sound applications of sociology

to ,education are more recent still, while the contributions of political

and economic studies have barely begun.

The wide scope of the literature reviewed may be questioned.''ftMe

of the Materials were weak by the standard of providing systematic ans-

wers to real questions arising from either research or practice. Some

amounted to little more than informed comment, and thus fell far shott of

what is meant by educational research. They were nevertheless worth in-

cluding as examples of the fact that changes in practice seem to be re-

latively independent of substantive research. It appears that change

results from what may be termed 'developments' decisions taken as a

result of meetings in which balances are struck between deadlines, econo-

mic constraints, recent precedents, and general appraisals of the situat-

ion. Without approvieg of actual decisions or of these types of pro-

cedure, it is worth t nembering that,researchets enjoy the luxury of not

ressures, and that some of the writing was byhaving to work under s

p ople close to such '
pments' who wished to record their observat-

io .i ani, evaluations. \
.,

Oth r examples OI writing which did not qualify as research, but

never he ess as records of 'development work' Awed worth inclusion were
.e'

\
I

the training manuals (Hermansse.n and Bernstone, 1977; Manthei,-1979;

Munro,.Manthei, and Small, 1979). As noted above, these works rested
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upon informal assessments of what proved most useful in training proce-

dures, as a result of experience. Other descripqve studies of ser-

vices and programmes could also be termed records of developments rather

than research. Such work too is not to be disparaged, for it doe's des1

cribe reality reasqnably well an*therefore contributes something to an

understanding of the 'state of the art'. This is not of course to

suggest that more rigorous standards'should not be applied in future

reviews of this kind.

There were a number' of soundly based urveys of services and per-

8onnel which yielded high response rates. It is understandable that

people should respond willingly to inquiries from the goveonment

Department of Educffrion, but returns from individual researchers of 80

and 90 percent suggest other motivations, such as the perceived rele-

vance of the survey to the work of practitione This is cause for

congratulations. Information flows of this ki d are important, even if

to experts in statistics the activities'Ieem ele entary. It is re-

grettable neverthelq0's that the most solid data.b se.of,all the

Baseline Survey of a few years ago was inaccessi,,le to researchers'

outside the Department., Admittedly, there are problems in dealing with

-such information,ftt the restrictions, as they 'were nce spelled out to
. -,

me, were indicative of a lack of trust in researchers . Perhaps the

Danks'Committee on Official Information will suggest .ys round this

kind of problem.

In future, surVeyssmay need to be conducted on a m re mutual and

interactive basis than in the traditional 'way of questio naires arriving

from the Department or a university, and the information .11 them being

sent off to be crunched by a computer and dige.lted into a esearch re-
.

port. There is more`' at stake here than the feelings and d gnity -of

practitioners. Unless there isointeraction, researchers pr bably do

not get to grijs with real problems as perceived .kly practitio ers. An

actual example of a research of this type invo,lves a question ire about

certain categories of students which is first completed by all class

teachers in a school, followed by a meeting of senior staff which assess-
.

es the teachers' responses, followed in turn by,a meeting betwee thg

researcher and the senior staff. The onsensus achieved at this final

stage forms the data base from which further research and activiti

will ensue, with ack ...te-the staff.

143
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. .

This is not necessarily the model for the future, but if this kind of

procedure were followed there would be 'distinct advantages. Although the

data would sometimes be 'softer', they would be more 'real'
\

for tily would

rest on a stronger consensus having been scrutinised by colleagues. The

rocedure would also involve the staff more intimately; and through its

intermediate

_vestigations.

require more

steps it would quickly show up ill-cOnceived,ione-shot in-
;

Compared with more conventional methods, such procedures

time, more money, more people, and more organisation and

therefore-better justification by researchers.

Proposals for research from practitioners could also be treated in

somewhat the same way. In the research affiliate scheme at Canterbury,

teachers' research proposals are scanned by university staff and in-
,

spectorsbefore assistance and allowances are given, and a staff member and

a teacher are paired up. If the proposals were fed back to teachers, a

team effort might be stimulated and organised, instead of one teacher and

one staff member carrying out one piece of small-scale research. More

involvement of more'practitioners would lead also to bdtter dissemination

.,of research findings. My informal inquiries suggest that very few

teachers read the research findings in such readily available outlets as

the set series, Education, or the Canterbury Educational R Newsletter:

Two areas of °research stood out as containing examples o high grade

research,- vocational guidance and behaviour analysis. I should like row

to comment upon these developments briefly.

The main researchers in the former area were Keeling,and uck, who

are now embarked upon a series of studies based upon Holland's typology,

some of which are now in preg's. Their work is planned to culminate in a

version of the Self-Directed Search suitable for New Zealand use, and one
,

that will represent an improvement on-the original, calling for more'acti-

vity by and interaction between- clients and-counsellors.

Is it possible to acCount for the qiiality and quantity of this re-

search? The backgrounds of.the researchers may"0.ve some clues. Both

"'were once vocational guidance officers, both had done masters' le'Vel theses

in vocational guidance, and both had strong prior qualifications in.measure-i

ment and then subsequent teaching responsibilities in the same field. ,Asi

colleagues they were thus enabled and encouraged to develop statistical

skills ,in the Neyman-Pearson tradition and to apply them to vocational

guidance. Holland's typologj nd associated research findings proved. Co.

1
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be ri her In possibilities for both research and practice than the ear-
.

lier developmental theories.\ Both men, mdireover, were connected with

thp training of school and vo\.cational counsellors, thus gaining further

stimulus to their work. More recently the rapid expansion of vocational

guidance service's has also acted as an encouragement. These factors

probabl' go some way towards\eXplaining the standards achieved.,

As noted earlier, in behaviour analysis the outstanding figtre is

Glynn. In. his case the kinds of factors citeciabout Keeling and Tuck

were less in evidence. It is surmised that from a -thorough post.-

graduate training, Glynn developed' the.motivation and leadership which °

has been associated with so much excellent research. Without mini-

mising his achievemeqt, I should, like to suggest, however, that other

factors have also been important in the sheer volume of behaviour

analysis research in New Zealand.

In the first place, the procedures of behaviour analysis, although

exacting; are'essentially simple applications when compared with con-

13entional correlational or experimental research. Furthermore, by

assuming the operation of the most elementary'causal mechanisms, and in-

deed by ruling out other possibilities, the drieory too is simple, almost

to the point of being simplistic. Thirdly, many practical example's are
to

available in the literature giving conclusive proof of quick and drathatic

changes in persistent patterns of behaviour.
,

In light opthese attractions, why is the promise of behaviour

. analysis not being delivered o schools? Glynn referred to 'a large

range of political, administrative, and communication problems to be

solved'. (.Glynn and lidNaugbton, 1978, p.10). An example of the

1 ind is that the tuical procedures and reports used in behaviour

analysis often do not speak to the needs and experience of practitioners.

\

What the consumers want is usually no more than a behaviour change that

\satisfies them, whereas the researchers want proof positive, via the

*er-Risely-Wolf criteria, that it was the principles of reinforcement .°°

alone that effected the change. My reservations about behaviour analy-. .

sis are partial, not complete, and are explained elsewher' (Small, 1978a

anci 1978b). But these reservations are symptomatic of fhe tension that

exists - perhaps must exist between researchers and practitioners.
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Thus'the earlier point is raise again: there is a nee for more mutual

and interactive relationships researtb.

Two itemsJBassett, 1976( Snook and McGeorge, 1978) were not in7 '

- eluded in the review because they dealt with bro er ssues than guidance

andcounselling. However, they deserve noti for two reasons. First,

the top4xs they dealt with were close to the duties and responsibilities .1r.

of guidance counsellors, and Secondjy, better than any other items cited,

they showed how philosophical analyses can make direct contributions ro

research and practice in guidance and counselling. They exemplified to

empiricists in the psychological tradition how far and how usefully re-

levant arguments can be developed from what are mainly conceptual rather
. -

than empirical bases. There is a need for more work of this kind, per-

haps eventually issuing in books like that of Elliott and Pring (1975).

Except for research of the 'development' sort, studies of counsell-

ing were meagre. This was due partly to ethical problems, partly to

experimental difficulties,. and partly to rapid changes in foci of in-
-

terest. There has been a move away from pretest posttest studies of

the effects of counselling, such as that of Shouksmith.and Taylor (1964).

The problems are now seen to lie in how to meet the apparent needs of
.

clients rather than how to measure the effects of counselling generally,

or even to compare different counselling theories.

Fo4 example, there is now more interest in clarifying the effects

on clients of certain non-verbal variables, of Hermansson is doing in a

doctoral thesis. A major overseas survey of recent research likewise

shows the attention being given to such factors in impression formation

and influence (Krumboltz, Becker-Haven., and Burnett, 1979). Two un-

published studies at Canterbury are worth mentioning. Over several

years R.J. Manthei has shown that distinct changes in counsellors' per-
,

ceptions apeattitlides are associated with the couneefror training

coarse and that these changes perslst and. increase one year later. Also

fbr several years, I have been using various method of trying to relate

linguistic indicators of client reactions, to those of counsellors'. My

si

next project is a study of the Nsonal qualities of natural helpers

those parents, teachers, and students whose interpersonal skills are re-

liably identified by theil.. peers. Unil recently the research literature

151
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has provided few examples of studies using low-inference methods, but

changes are now evident.
0

Three topics - consultation, social skills training, and family

counselling - seem to be developing fast and to require research. Con-

sultationVas eaA.ier contrasted with casework as a method of providing

guidance and counselling services. There is a need for a consciousness

about consultation so that it is built into training courses and built

upon skills in the casework mode of counselling. Behaviour analysis

and parent counselling both use consultation, but there is no evidence

of research directly on the topic. The teaching of social skills is

also capturing interest, especially within set packages or workshops.

The production by M. Manthei (1978) of a scale for measuring assertive-
.

ness.was an Important step forward, but more work is needed. The

overseas literature on family counselling is expanding rapidly, and

handbooks and theses are being produced in this country, but exFept for

Everts' doctoral thesis (unsighted), ther.e has been little formal re-

search. The topic is of some significance because of the number of

education service personnel engaging in the work, despite a good deal

of official caution about its being beyond the boundaries 61 schools'

responsibilities.

It is appropriate to add a note on sources of Iiid`outlets for re-

search. The main sources of the most rigorous research on guidance

and counselling were clearly the education departments of the univer-.

sitiets. In view of students' thesis requirements and the job specifi-

cations of staff, this is not surprising. There were signs of acti-,

vity by the government Department of Education, but none at all by

teachers' colleges. The proposed in-service courses on guidance at

teachers' colleges may alter thiS pattern, although it is relevant to

note'pat university-based research into secondary school guidance and

counselling antedated the allocation of counsellor training to univer-

sities. University staff have long been expected to do research,

whereas this expectation has only recently been proposed for teachers'

colleges.
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0
Outlets for research were varied. Some excellent work originating

within New Zealand was published in Australia and in the United States

of America (but none in Britain), suggesting that local outlets do not

meet the, requirements of'researchers. Without close knowle4gerof edi-

torial policies, I.believe that there are in New Zealand only three

strongly refereed journAls suitable for guidance and counselling re-

search New Zealand Journal of Educational Studies, New Zealand Medical

Journal, and New Zealand Ps ,ychologist. Others with less rigorous.'

standards are Ne Zealihnd Social Work, Delta, Post-Primary Teachers'

Association Journal, k'ducation, and New Zealand Counselling and Guidance

Association Jounal. '
An upgrading of the standards of the last might,

create an alternative outlet for rigorous research, but would have the

disadvantage of inhibiting thetworehwhile contributions of practitioners.

In conclusion I undertake the risk of selecting from the large

. number of contributions surveyed a short list of the most distinctive

and useful items. In alphabgtical order they are as follows: Baldock

(1971);" Ballard (1972); Department of Education (1971); Educational

Research NewsZetter (1968-); E;.y (1977); Glynn (1970); Keeling and

Tuck (1978, 1979); McDiarmid (1979); Manthei (1979); Muni-O, Manthei

and Small (1979); Nuthall (19784; Oliver (1976); Panckhurst (1975);

Sinn (1978b); Snook and McGeorge (1978); Thomas, Pohl, Presland and

Glynn (1977); Webster (1970a); and Winterbourn (1974).

Q
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Research o the Sociology of Education in
New Zealan

Richard J. Bates
SChool of Education
Deakin University

Although certain intellectual achievements rely upon the individual and

relatively isolated efforts of scholars, most researchers are heavily

dependent upon participation in a commnity of scholars for support,

challenge and encouragement. Such communities are important in shaping

the boundaries of debate, giving legitimacy to various enquiries and

methodologies and in providing political support in the allocation of

resources to research and continuing enquiry,. Any assessment of the

state of a particular community of scholars is likely, therefore, to

consider such matters as indicators of the health of that community.

I am sorry to report.that, by my assessment, the health of the sociology

. of education in New Zealand is, at best, uncertain.

The Research Community in the Sociology of Education

It is reasonable to suppose, given the need for membership of a com-

munity of scho lars that a certain 'critical mass: is necessary be-

fore a sufficient varietvoof debate, capable of articulating alternative

views 56d supporting new initiatives can occur. .While estimates of the

size of the community of sociologists interested in education in New

Zealand are difficult to form, it. is Clear that the group is small and

scattered. If, for instance, the membership of the New.Zealarid Asso-

ciation for Research in Education is taken as' n indicator, those

members,listing sociology of education as a major research interest num-

ber 23, some 10 percent of the total membership at October 1979.

A paper presented at Research in Education in New Zealand: A Balance

Sheet,, First National Conference of the New Zealand Association for

Research fin Education (NZARE), Victoria University of Wellington,

7-10ADecember 1979. .
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Healthy enough, perhaps, though only 17 are members of institutions devoted

to supporting research as part of their responsibilities. If, alternatively,

the 1978 Ministerial Conference on Education Research background document,

A Eirectoriy, of Educational Research Workers is taken as an index, some 23 out
lb.

of 186 research workers, or some 12 percent, list a topic in the sociology.of

education as a major interest. They are, by the way, not completely identical

with tYlf group belonging to NZARE.
4>1

When actual conduct of, rather than interest in, research is taken as an

index, the number falls to 17 projects out of some 400, or 4 percent of'active

e.4.\research, including higher d ree studentS (Pickens and Boswell, 1978a). It

is hard on the basis of these f gurel- to conclude otherwise than that the

sociology of education holds a distinctly minor place within the educational

research community in New Zealand. 'Moreover, when actual research activity

is taken as the criterion, then substantially less educational research in

New Zealand is informed by a sociological perspective than research based on

either psychological, historical, curricular, linguistic, or philosophical
f

analysis. This is especially true for research undertaken by graduate

students as part of their M.A. or Ph.D. dissertations. Surely an ominous com-

ment on the abiLity of thii particular group.of scholars to reproduce itself.

If membership of the Sociological Association of Australia and NeW Zealand

is taken as an alternative index of active participation in a wider sociological

community, some nine New Zealand members are listed as having interests in the

sociology of education. three atten'de4-the Annual Conference in 1979 and two

presented papers, hardly a bold shdsing. Figures for the New Zealand Conference

in 1979 are unavailable but jt'can be'noted that the 1978 Conference 'collapsed

for want of support, a situation unthinkable, for instance, for the New Zealand

Psychological Society. The epistemological community of scholars involved in

the sociology-of education can be said, then, to consist of some two dozen

people, roughly half of whom claim to.be engaged in actual research,-and,a

pitifully few graduate *students swellingtthe body to slightly larger proportions.

Of those actively engaged in research, over half are concentrated at two centres,

Massey and Waikato Universities, with whom half of the remaining list also have

close ties. One might expect, therefore, that these two universities would be

centres of development of research in thetsociology of education. The work at

Waikato relies on four researchers, Ramsay, Mason, Sneddon and Battersby, while

Massey has had, albeit for a brief tinge, a substantial,group of sociologists;

Adams, Bates, Chesson, Clark, Harker/ Nash, Nolan and Wilson, who might just

Nave achieved some kind of breakthrOugh but for the defections of Chesson, Bates

16S
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and Wilson, and the periodic absence of Adams. Other resear hers are

scattered in ones and twos, throughout New Zealand in universities,

teachers' colleges, overnment departments and schools. With no re-

gular research confe ences in either sociology or education, contact

between researchers has been spasmodic and the opportunity to deve op
,

as a community rather than as individuals has been limited. The result

has been a definite lack of conversation and debate between scholars who

might have been expected to work towards the establishment of a sociology

of New Zealand education.

Publication a tebate in the Sociology of Education

It is possible course, that New Zealand sociologists of education,

are sufficiently urdy and independent to feel little need for intel-

lectual companionship. It may be, for instance, 'that even without the

benefit of community, they are able to research and publish prolifically.

Let us consider the evidence.

The most immediately relevant avenue of publication is surely the

New Zealand Journal of Educational StudieS. An analysis of the 200 or
f

so articles published by the Journal in the 13 years since its inception

ind4atis some,9 or 10 papers informed by a.sociological perspective,

some 4 to 5 percent. Put another way, the sociologists have ;managed to

produce, between them, roughly one scholarly paper every 17 months. In

ter4stingly enough, ehe authors of four of the published papers are now

.siorking.overseas.

4

ti kn the 'alternative' journal coDelta, over 12 years and some 160

articles, some 40'or 25 percent have been of a sociological bias. Many

of them reflect. the coursework content of sociology units at Massey

University, and also, presumably, the bias of the editor.

Another index of information and support for sociological debate

is the incidence of book reviews reporting and evaluating contributions

to the field. In this - respect, sociologists of educatiOn make little

contribution to the New Zealand Jaarnal of Educational Studies. In 13

years, and some 150 reviews, the Journal has reviewed four books that

might be considered of direct relevance to sociologists of New Zealand

education: Watson's (1964) book, on intermediate schools, the Adams/Biddle

(4970) sttd41 of classrooms, Mercurio's (1972) ,book on caning and the
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Sydney group's book on adolescence (Connell et al., 197). Other more

general volumes such as Webb and Collette's collection (1.973), Forster's

collection. (1969), Pitts' volumes on class and ethnicity '(1974, 1977)

swell the number to eight and republication of Somerset's Littledene (1974).

to nine. Important volumes such as Ramsay's Family aria SC'hooling in

New Zealand (1975) have been ignored, as has Calvert's Role of the Pupil

(1975). In a wider context, not one of the books which have contributed

to a revolution in the sociology of education in the past decade have been

reviewed. Bernstein, Young, Whitty, Bernbaum, Bowles and Gintis,

Braverman, Apple, Bourdieu are as completely absent from the pages of re-

views as they are from the papers. One may perhaps be tempted to argue

that this absence is because the editorial board of the Journal is composed

of psychologists and philosophers and lacks the presence of a sociologist

who could help inform editorial policy of what is going on in the sociology

of education. On the other hand, it is an indictment of sociologists that

they have done so little to ensure that the new sociology of education, and

the radical theory and critical social analysis that has emerged so strongly

in the northern hemisphere over the past decade is present in scholarly

debate over education in New Zealand.

What Has -Been Goi,rig On? . .

,

If the frequency of publication is low, what of the_ content? The diversity
.,,

of preoccupation arid the variety of theoretical allegiance are considerable.
i

As far as the New Zealand.Journal-of Educational Studies articles are con-

cerned, Braithwaite (1967) was interestO in,education and the economy;

Vellekoop (1968) in the migration plans and vocational aqpirations of adoles-
(

cents; Adams (1970) in teacher role; Elley and,Irving (1972) in education

and socio-economic status; Mercurio (1972) in educational rituals; McEwan

and Tuck (1973) in the school/work transition; ampbell (1977) in.achool
.

a?,

climate; Bate's (1978) in general issues in the New Sociojogy of Education;

and Ram ay ay (1979) in teacher socialisation. Several of these papers re-

f ed or elaborated on work appearing in qther forms. Vellekoop's (1970),

'w rk, for instance, was published by Canterbury University as Vocational
. ,

Choice-in New Zealand. Adams' work was part of a larger international pro-

lect leported more fully in international journals such as the Symposium in

Comparative Education Review (1970). Mercurio:s work was published more

fully as Caning, Educational Rite and Tradition (1972).
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Outside the Journal a number of volumes were published such as

Calvert's Role of the Pupil (1975), which, like the work of Biddle,

Adams, Fraser et al., (1970) coincided with a .collapse of interest

in role theory as a productive perspective in the sociology of

education. Somerset'91LLittiedene Revisited (1974) was republished

as'a genuflection towards the past and simply reinforced the point

that little of equal value was contemporarily available. Robinson

and O'Rourke (1974) usefully pulled together a collection of source

documents and were roundly castigated for contributing so little to

the development of a sociological theory of New Zealand education

(Braithwaite, 1974).

Clearly, by the mid-seventies some sociologists were looking

for a sustained sociological analysis of New Zealand education, the

time was ripe. The only problem was, who was to do it? Ramsay

(1975) made a beginning. His volume, which was initially intended

as a sociology of New Zealand education, foundered on the same rocks

as Robinson and O'Rourke In that it eventually became a collection

of individualised studies. Nonetheless, it was much more original

than anything previously prOduced and fairly represented most of

what was available in New Zealand in mid-decade. In keeping with

the sociology of educatiori in New Zealand at that time, the book

was a somewhat myopic volume struggling to escape its entrapment in

the form of institutional sociology mappei out previously by Musgrave

(1965), a decade before. It concentrated on three related Institut- .

ions; family, school and class. In hindsight, it seems curious

that there was so little reflection of the impact of Young's

Knowledge and Control, published four years earlier and, at that

time, creating a storm of controversy in English sociology of educat-

ion, nor of the revisionary materials emerging froethe Open

University. Indeed, the Introduction to this sociology of New

Zealand education was hardly sociological at all, relying more on

the work of Peters, O'Connor, Dearden and White, than on Bernstein,

Bourdieu, Young, WhLtty, Esland, Ahier, andthe emerging proponents

of$the New Sociology of Education. In this respect, it is an

accurate reflection of the state of New Zealand sociology of education

in the middle of the seventies. Ramsay's brook has been used for the

second half of the decade as a text in most Schools of Education. It
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is the'best we have. Unfortunately,. it presents little, intellectual

challenge in thinking about education, and sits uncomfortably beside such

texts as Young (1971), Bowles and Gintis (1976), Bernstein (1975), and

Bourdieu and Passeron (1977), which are now camping into advanced courses.

Part of the problem iso course that an adequate sociology of New

Zealand. education needs to be based upon a wider literature - both analytic

and 'research based - than is currently available.

Why the Dearth of Research and Analysis?

the frequency and content of publication and review leads us to believe

that interest in, and debate over issues in the sociology of education is

at a fairly low level, we are entitled to ask what those two dozen or so

sociologists have been doing for the past decade. There are several ans-

wers to thk's question. Firstly, they have been teaching. The small

numbers of sow to univetsitres-ha-s meant that very few individuals

have been carrying responsibility for unreasonably large number's of students.

Over the span of a decade, Braithwaite, Ramsay, Barrington and Cal'Vert have
lb.

been carrying"almost sole responsibility for teaching courses, from Intro-

ductory to Advanced,' in their respecties. utions. , Canterbury has until

'1-1-recently lacked a convincing program in the ociology of education, Massey.

alone has had a number of sociologists (on and off), but the variety of

courses offered and the heavy and increasing demands of off campus teaching

have prevented a great deal of attention being paid to research and publicat-

ion. Secondly, and cynically, several of the sociologists have been pre-

occupied with the need to complete their own Ph.Ds. There is an apparent0
paradox here, for it could reasonably be expected that such research

oriented activity would produce a subAantial body of useful literature.

Tbatit has not done so is in part due to the absence of senior academics

familiar with the contempoAry revolutions in sociological thought occurring

in Europe and North America, and also to ,the absence of any real.argument

over the implications of these debates f9r the New Zealand situation.
05

In m/ mind, it is this lack of theoretical debate, the curious (and

unnecessary') isolatiOn of New Zealand from an extensive and public debate

in Europe and the United States, which is the primary cause ofsthe weakness

of sociology of education in New Zealand. This debate is complex and ex-

tensive and its subtle ramifications could probably not be examined in Coto

in New Zealand. However, the questions being raised about education as.a

1 72



means of social control (Young), of cultu al reproduction (Bourdieu),

of capitalist hegemony (Bowles and Gintis), of technical production

(Apple) are major social as well as eddcation 1 issues, which speal\

directly to the current condition of New Zealan The ways in which

such questions penetrate into educationpl systems schools and class-
%,

room, are important in New Zealand as elsewhere. They demand re-
.

seaichers' attention. Until such attention is given to the theoretical

structure of the issues and problems, thei little meani gful research

is possible.

There has, of course, been some research which has no, seen the

light of day. In 1969/1974 Bates and Adams undertook, in

operation with a number of students throughout New Zealand, a tudy

of teache role'on a matched, though haphazard, sample of pupils\

parents and teachers. Unfortunately for thp chief researchers, he

data collection was inconsistent, the problems of training and control

over dittance too great, and the computer capacity available at that

time too small to accommodate the analyses required. A number of sma4

studies resulted from a prdject in the form of M.A. and Diplo in

I

t

Education theses (see.P(ickens, 1975, 1976a, 1976b)0 but the gran design

of the pfoject withered. The fate of the Role Set Project is instruct-

tve in that the scale of research which was demanded by the researchers,

was not adequately supported in terms of either personnel, finance or

facilities. 'Regearch on anything other than a small scale seems diffi-

cult to ount in New Zealand. Similar, thought not'insoluble probleTs

'seem to beset the School Effects Project, also based at Massey.

The problem HO less,in the accumulation of data than irithe sus-

tained aention needed to provide adequate arglysis. This is a con-
,

drilling story in New Zealand research. For instance, databanks "are

available for Watson's coliprt analysis of 1958 teacher training en-
-

trants. Little analysis has been undertaken. Similarly, the Role

Set data are still available, 'The data resulting from the 1970 IEA )

study ard'available on tape to researchers, as is the huge mass of data

resulting from the department's Baseline Survey. As any ofrthe custo-

dians ofsthee materials will admit, their existence is as much of an

embarrtssment as'an achievement, for there is in practical terms no-
.

one aVAlable to work on them.
<11

4
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This situation is the-result of several interacting factors. Firstly,

there is the previously noted preOceupation of academics with teaching.

Secondly, partly ,as a result of the -lack of research, (or theoretical) tradi-

tions in the sociology of education, there.is only a tiny cumber; of M.A. and

Ph.D students currently receiving training. Thirdly, there is no adequate
.4

career path for research graduates ei her in universities or in the Department

of Educati!on (which unlike the Depart nt of Scientific and Industrial R4earch

is apparently unable tce appoint researc graduates on any scale other than

clerical, unless they are members of the Inspectorate). Compared, say, withi.

the situation for ppycliologists, neither pnortunity nor.incentive exists for

talented undergraduates to undertake gradu te studies in the sociology of
. .

per
o ' .

education. Fothly, and perhaps most disa\ppoin-ting:there is the failure of 4

i
\

organisatons such' the Brew. Council' or Educational Research to

develop a. sufficient soCiologigal imaginatio 6k,sponsor or conduct studies/

\--icomparab lfor instal-lee, with Halsey's study of education, occupation and
t...

ri , mobility, or to develop a tradition flowing frott, for instance, Leicester Webb's°

.) CVmtrol of Education in Zealand (1937)i. N
\

0 .

. .

, New, Directions
. .--, ..

,...

There are- growing indications, however, of interest in a new \range of.pro-i
.1.

'blema at'ticulated'by the newsociology of education. -Clark (1,79) has, for
.

,
instance, grOducedsone of the most coherent analyses of YoUnes.work yet.

apilable.. ../Bates (1978) has attempted to ou'aine" some of the majo issues

,

involved n-d indicate 'how they might be'tackle ):d- in New Zealand (1979 'wilson .

. o \

, .

,(1979) has begun-an analysis of the relation_between a stinted workforce and
°

a segmenting education s/siem. Shdker (1979) has begun a re-int rprekati6n\ b

of New Zealans educational history in,the.light of emerglng,soci
4

()sloe'

,' issues. Freeman-Moir- (1979) and Davies and Freeman-Moir,(197"9) havegul$1.:

' an analysis of New' Zealand education from a perspectiy of a radical, political
. .

.

4 ,economy. This is ail very encouraging from a theoretical poind of:view and
. . ..

.

may well presage a new era in the sociology of education In New Zealand; '''.,

li I' . ,

a

.

So What About Research? : 1

Atking the right (or simply interesting) questions does noe.ot'inself produce

research results which might substantiate ii,d0ny hypothesised conclusions.

ertainly,,mueh of the radical critique of education, epntained.in, the new,
.3

,-.
, ,..

-10 -. - . ....

'
...
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wave pcponents approach is a matter of re- interpretation of data and

relations from an alternative ideological point of View: In this

sense, much publicly available datl can form a basis for research

activity. There is, however, alimit to what can be achieved using

conventional leaouTces. MuCh of 'the analysis required by the new

,sociology cannot be conducted on he basis simply of official

statistics /NW even if it might, the Department of, Edneation's dis-

continuing of th4 edutaational414istics volumes, would make this.

difficult).

4a! j.s needed 4s research of a-different kind_that will fill out

and illumingte.the
#
quantit tive analysis which provides the 'framework

for explanation anediscussio We'dould do with work of an ethno-

graphic and phenomenological kind, suchas.that provided in the work

of Paul Willis (1977, and being developed in the United States by,

for instance, Lou Smith (197.9). We could also do with Some attempt

/ to relate such accodilts to macro structures within the wider society,

.although creferablymore hophisticated than hat provided by'Sharp and

Lp'Green (19/5). ,' Such attempts would need to race an alternative

definition of class,. for instance, seeing it as a set of relations
. , .

.

rather theft. simpl as a categorisition of individuals' aggregated

statisticalbi on the'basis pf income, education and prestige. Again;- S.

the relationship between institutions of school and work needs exami-
,

natlon, not simply in terms of the vocattional aspirations of adolescents:

but also' as,an account of how these aspirations4are formed, and con-

firmed or confronted within the context of local cultures Which givl

meani,7g to suckaspirations. ,Yet again, the-lmpad't of technological

innovatiotf on the structure and meaning of work as a dual labour -

market Lievelops under tfie pressure of deskilling has profound implicat-

ions.for the functions education, and demands sociological analyses

of the'confrontatioh an iculation of ideologies in the political
*.

contexteof educational a istration.

Thelie are individuals in New Zealand inter4sted in each of these-

areas. Mostly they'are young scholars, mostly they are in unive'rsit=
-,

,

ies, mostly they are concerned with the development of a critical

social theory concerned with educational processes as pari of the

general processes of c.ltural reproduction in the context of political

economy.

a
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Problems and Possibilities

The..criticalhaturc of the theory beinglideveloped by younger academics, and the

revisionist historical perspectives a ociateewith it, are in the best tradi-

tions ief independent intellectual d academic thought. They ask fundamental

qouestiOns. about .a number of ,long -heldeland cherished beliefs about education,

equality and justice. The."search!or ti re adequate answers to what now appear

/
to be problems and solutions too easily taken for granted in the past, offers

exciting; challenges of an intellectual, moral and political kind.

However, It seems likely that the research needed ro sustain and validate

the new hypotheses is going to be difficult to do in New Zealand. Firstly,

the universities have very limited funds available fOr educational research.
.26\

Secondly, the lack of sufficient numbers f researchers makes the burden on

individuals very heavy. Thirdly, the refusal of the University Grants Council

Research Committee fo fund personnel rather than equipment makes social science

research difficult to fund from that source. Fourthly, the heavy teaching de-

niands on sociologists of education prevent.any sustained involvement in research.

My own judgement is that the universities are; nonetheless, the only places

in which such research 14 likely l be done. This is because of several factors.
se.

. Firstly, the theory on which, significant new developments in research is likely

to he based is a critical social theory. This makes it difficult for the De-

partment of Educatipn or the Ne9ealand Council for Educational Research (both

of whom are politically vulnerable institutions) to sponsor; let alone conduct .

such research. SeCondly, universities may be short of appropriate staff, and

students, but they nonetheless have virtually a monopoly on what talent there

ist, Moreover, personnel in universities can be sustained intellectually by an

international community less susceptible to local pressures.

There are,'of course, a number of researchers more interested in descriptive

research related to issues identified as prob/ematic by official sources. The

perennial issue is, of course, that of Maori education. Because research into

Maciri education has been for so long a politically necessary involvement for

government,-department, the New Zealand Council for Educational. Research and

Universities alike, the bulk of 'sociological' research has been confined to

studies ofeMaori,'or more often Maori/European comparisons. Much of,such re-

searchits be4 claimed as sociological on the basis that race is a sociological
ftv

category.° The preoccupation of researchers with research into Maori issues has,

I 0-'1 r
1. o
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however, bee a,prime cause of the failure to attend to fundamental

issues of cla s, class formation, and educational and occupational

segmentation a d cultural reproduction in New Zealand society as a

whole.

That is not o say that Iesearch into such issues in the sociology

of edUcation is un ecessary, only that an undue emphasis may well pre-'

vent the emergence f research of a more fundamental kind which would

allow a sense of bala.ce and a perspective within which ethnic issues
,,

can be understood as t ey are affected by other social, economic,

cultural and educationa gtocesses. Wilson (1979) indicates pre-.

cisely the-ways in which he'correspondencebetween Maori education

and employment might be be ter appreciated within the context of a

'better understanding of the development of the capitalist production

process',(1979: 24). His coi ent on previous researches which 'as a

general rule... report in meti ulous detail the passing of important

events (but) leave out any compr hensive explanation of the social and

economic forcesAich influence t em' is a fair characterisation of the

traditions of sociology in educatio in New Zealand. Moreover, his

Call fOr 'an expanded qualitative un erstanding' within the general

structural rramework of quantitative research should also be heeded.

Maybe we can take some small hope rom a number of projects cur-
,, .

rently on the drawing boards. The first is a study of schools with

special needs proposed by Waikato which in lees both attempts at quali-

tative and quantitativ,e analysis, and an att mpt to situate the reeearch

within a structural study of transitional urba, communities. The
,

second is a study of school'climate proposed by assey, which attempts

an integration of analyses of classroom, school a d community, based

on ideas of the importance of schooling as a focus or cultural re-
,

production in a provincial community. Third, at Ca terbury John

Freeman-Moir is about to embark upon an ethnographic s udY of the

school/work transition, patterned to same extent on Willis's example.

Fourth, Viviane Robinson at Auckland has begun a small scale study
\

.

of the impact of vocational guidance procedures on clients,' Fifthly,

Roy Nash at Massey is
.4,

developing a, sociological account of the develop-

ment and struggle over rural aducation,in New Zealand. At Waikato,

Battersby and Ramsay, continue their studies of teacher education and

socialisation.

17?i
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Two things, however, are crucial to the success of th se projects.

Firstly, commitment on the part of the universities concer ed to the pro-

vision of resources to sustain the research teams involved both in terms

of the retention of key researchers through promotion and a reduction of

teaching duties, and terms of giving priority to the development of

graduate research facilities in these areas, and Secondly,.commitment on

-the part of the funding agencies of sufficient funds to sustain the re-

search effort over mor/ than''a° brief time span. Neither of these com-

mitments is easy to achieve. These are essential,- however, if the
. .

sociology of ,education is to be allowed to make,anything like its

potential contribution to the analysis of education and society in

New Zealand.

Future Prospects

Though I have argued that the tradition of sociology of education in New

---s---7-jghTtd is undeveloped, that the c.ommunity of scholar's is scattered and

'divided, that too little effort has gone into the deveTopmeilt of graduate

research or occupational opportunities,that even the strongest groups of

scholars in universities are unstable and poorly supported, I nonetheless

believe that there is sufficient talent in the younggr generation of

scholars in New Zealand for a significant contribu n t6 be made to the

development of a sociology of New Zealand education'. What is needed is a

commitment on the part of universities to sponsor and promote this talent

A order to retain it; a commitment on the part of sociologists Lo talk'

and, if possible, work with each o-ther .to develop a community of scholar-

ship; a degree of political insulation to allow the development of a

critical social theory, which will speak directly, though possibly-contro-
.

o

versially, to current issues, and a sufficient and continuous basis of

financial support to allow more than brief attention to be paid to pressing

problems. I believe these things are achievable even within the current

context of New Zealj society. I believe that without tbem certain

crucial perspectives, analyses and documentat4ons will be abtlkt,from a

growing social, political and ideological debate over'the function of

education in a capitalist state during a major crisis, New.Zealand would

be the poorer for such an absence.

1 QI
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A Review of Research on Women and
Education in' New Zealand

Jenny Bunce
Department of Education
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k

Men are people,. women are women. This view can certainly be inferred

by looking at research on women and girls and education in New Zealand.

For instance, in a bibliography, an article entitled Education and

vocational aspirations of New Zealand adolescent air's... was followed... s-

by another entitled pelf evaluation and realism of vocational aspirat-

ions. The latter was aditudy on fifth. form boys.

If it is true that women in education in New Zealand are often ac-

corded minority group status within an education system in which males

occupy the vast majority of high status positions, it. is hardly sur-

,prising that research on women and educatiOn tends to be done mainly by

women themselves, and in particular, by women committed to change. In

this review it will be suggested that research on women And education

in New Zealand is no,t the preserve of detached, neuter,.ivory tower.

academics, remote from the real world, and interested in knowledge for

its own sake./ .Rather, reearch'has been stimulated and undertaken away

from the laboratory by women with convictions who'axe frequently striv-
...,

ingbto prove a point and to work for change'. For instance, Bunkle,

Levine and Wainwright (1976) introduce a collection of essays and re-

search studies on women with the following comment:

IL

A papervpres'ented at- Rest.arch in Education in gew Zealand: A Balance
,712W-t; First Nati nal conference of the New Zealand Association for
Research in Education (NZARE),Wictorl.a University of Wellington, 7-10
De'cember, 1979. ..
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Most of us do n t believe in 'knowledge for its own sake'. By pub-
:

lishing these essays we seek to use our understanding for a social
purpose, to add our voices to the feminist movement... These essays

are not neutral. A conscious effort has been made to describe-

. sexism"the way I see it', not according to an abstract academic
formula which take's the guts out of the experience.

Some would even go so ,far as to reject the traditional models,-of research

as 'internalising a'male academic perspective' (Levine, 1974, p. 81).

Thus, research tends to be intertwined with ideology, commitment and

action. Material on women in New.Zealand is often hard tolocate

(Bunkle, 1976, and Dell, 1978). Findings are frequently handed round in

unpublished papers or reported at various gatherings, rather thorn Publish-

ed in academic journals or reported to academic conferences. Ma rial

lieis gathered to s bstantiate submissions, rather than to testa t eotesta ry,

and much of Chef research is small-scale, and local, rather than national

' or definitiv All of these factors make an academic-type review of the

cc

* research a difficult' proposition. However an attempt will be made, fir't

by describing available sources and looking at the quantity of research

done, then by briefly looking at influences on research onrwomen and ,

education, and finally by reviewing some of the research results an'd in- ),

-cheating some gaps in the research thus far.

Sources of Research Surveyed
Ot

Incanry'ing out this suiVey, eduCation was defined very broad0' to 'include
)

both formal,and informal education and socialization. However, there-
,

view was limited to studies directly focused on education and thu's omitted

such topics as child care, politics, employment, and the status and role

of women, although all of these do of coursea'cle implic'atiOns for the

educptilon ofrzwomen and girls.

It was also decided to focds on published material. This unfortu-

nately.fules out a considerable amount orresearch, but it is possibly a

morerealistic indication of the material readily available the moment.

No bibliographies specifically related to women and education in New
.

Zeg were available in,Dunedin.glthough others have'found bibliographies

such as those prepared by students'of the New, Zealand Library Sdhool and .

C the New Zealand Council for Educational Research helpful.

1 c I
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its
Fortunately, thesis studies. relevant to women and education are

covered in-various publications. Roth's Bibliography of New Zealand

Education (1964) covers the period up to 1961, while Pickens (1975,

1976 and 1979) lists more recent studies. An analysis of thesis

' titles shows a marked increase in research on women and education since

the mid sixties (see Table 1). Indeed, only two theses .nn women or

girls were found in Roth's index under Women or Girls and no separate

section on women was included in the text. A further search ofthe

entire list revealed several further theses possibly relevant to the

topic which are inc'l'uded in the table. But overall very few4heses

. were undertaken on women and education in the first 50 years of this

century.

Table 1: Theses on Education and Women or
Girls in New Zealand 1930 1970s

e)

1930 - 1934 1 1955 1959 - 4

1935 - 1939 1960 - 1964 5

1940 - 1944 1965 1969 11

1945 - 1949 2 1970 1974 16

1950 - 1954 - / 1975 + 13

J

.While the lists may not,,,be complete and the

0

classificagon sub-

jective, the trend is clear.

It is difficult to carry out a similar analysis of publisbed re-

search since a c6nsiderabre proportion of published material is comment

and opinion rather .than research, and titles do not necessarily indi-
_.

cate whether or not an article is describing research activity.
"4.N.

However, the same pattern is evident with a big incr.e,\ase in published

material since theJate sixties . 3--i

The two major bibliographic sources used to locate material.pub-
.

lished since 1961 give a very different of the amount of

research undertaken. The Index to Nel iZealand Perq,iL
----

ls has a

heading for Women and Educaticon only for the years 1968 and 1976, aqd

although references aria included under other headings, the overall

number is relatively small. Similarly, an analysis of the contents.

of the No'..; :ealani .'.-)Lirna7. of Educaiional Studies since its beginning

in 1966 reveals only seven articles focused on women or girls, and two

of these are only indirectly relevant to education. Jn contrast, r

.e
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Seymour's bibliographies on Women's Studies in New Zealand (1978 and

1979) covering the(period since-1974 have a large number of entries.

For instance, 21 -s are listed under Education in 1978, although

this number is m h smaller than the number for some other topic such

as abortion on ich there were 35 entries in 1978. Seymour's biblio-

graphi s include student papers and other unpublished material, well

as wide variety of material published outside the usual academic

hannels. Furthermore, much of the material is comment rather than

research reporting, so it is not surprising that different impressions oF

are gained from the two bibliographic sources.

It appears that much of the research undertaken on women and educat-

ion is not published in academic journals. Possibly, this reflects a

111/ desire to reach a wider audience in an endeavour to influence public

opinion and practice. However, one consequence is that interesting

research results are sometimes published without a full presentation of

the data and design details necessary for informed evaluation.

Similarly there seems to. be a desire to make the proceedings of

conferences.widq,y available. For instance, the feport on, the important

4, conference on Education and the 'quality of the Sexes has been widely dis-

tributed. Unfortunately the report is in summary form and does not in-

clude actual papers presented at the conference, many of which were

valuable contributions, frequently referred to in the Literature. It is

pleasing to note that, papers from the Womens' Studies Association Con-

ference in Hamilton last year have been published in

Possibly there is a trend towards more publication of research on

women and education. If so this should greatly help ,researthers.,in

the area. Certainly there,:. an increasing trend toc)ards the publicat-

ion of non-thesis student studies through such outlets as Delta and the

Psyciza,logical Research Series from Waikato University. While uneven

in quality and often necessarily restLctei in scope, sampling and con-

trol procedures, these studies are adding to the fund of research find-

ings, suggesting new avenues ror research, and demonstrating considerable

research interest in women and edecatiOn.

*

ti
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It is difficult to document, but it appears that most of the re-

search on this topic is being done by women. Where authorS'

°Christian names are given (as in Seymour's bibliographies), these

seem to be predominantly female. Several of the articles in the

New Zealand Journal pf Educational Studies have been contributed by ,

e -
males, but the total nbmbei 9f articles in the journal is so small

that it would be unwise 1 generalise from this. In addition, there

are far more male than female lecturers in university Departments of

Education from which many articles for this journal Are obtained.

(Only about 10 pgrcent of the permanent staff of Education Departments

in 1979 were female.Y

Overall, a review of research on women and education in New

Zealand suggests that since the mid sixties there has been an in-
to 1.

creasing research interest shown in this topic, especially amoIg

t

women, and that reports of some of the research are availablq' -Forms

of publication are diverse and often intended for the general_public

6a.

ther than an academic audienc, but there is a fairly rapidly in-

creasing body of previous research available to those interested in

the topic.

Influences on Research

In most areas of research, it would be appropriate to examine major

landmark studies and theoretical developments which have provided the

stimulus for research. But in research on women and education in New

4ealand, it seems to me that the stimulus -has often Come from outside

`academia, and indeed from outside the Education establishment - from

the women's-movement, from conferences, from International WoMen's

Year, from the rapidly multiplying women's studies courses, and froM

idle Society for Research on Women in New Zealand.

The Women's Movement

It is surely not coincidental that the rise of the women's movement in

New Zealand has pApcided with, ,the increase in research on women and

educatiag, and that some of the same people are involved in both.

Certainly the United Women's Conventions have provided a great persona).

stimulus to a large number of women in this country. (For a report of ,

4
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one - sUCh recent convention, see Changes, Chances, Choices,-Btowu et al.

1977.) In addition, the movement has been dubbed 'the 'versity with-

out walls' which is, however, 'not initiated by or confi ed to 'academic

ordering or academic values' (Seymour, 1978, p.,.xxii). According to

Tough (1974), the movement has reached more peoRle_and achieved More

changes in both men and women than any other educative organization in

the last ten years.- A careful analysis of the influences of the

Women's Movement in New Zealand on both research and education, could

well p ove very worthwiaile.

)
International Women's Y ar

Although widely criticised by raAA cal feminists and others (see Ray, 1975),

IVY did have the effect in New Zealand of stirring officialdom to some ,

modest coursesof action, including the-convening of the confetence on

Education and the ..'quality of the Sexes. In preparation for this con-,

ference, 26 projects were undertaken, some details of whicheare available

in the report (Department of Education, 1976). Although the.studies

were mainly limited in scope, they provided clear evidence on issues such

as sex-role stereotyping dn curriculum materials and educational environ-

ments, and'the absence of women from higher levels of the educational

establishment in New Zealand. Unfortunately, as has been noted, the re-
. .

port of the conference does not include the actual papers pented, most

of which were highly relevant to the topic of this review. However, the

format of the conference was designed to achieve more than just talk*, and

through thevstudiesbefOrehand, the stimulus to the 100 invited partici-

pants and the report prepared in a format suitable for widespread dis-

' tribUtion, this conference seemed to me a landmark in the development of

research on-women and girls in education in New Zealand. It no doubt

also served as a..consciousness-raising exercise 'for those in the education

system Who had assumed that we already enjoyed complete equality between

the sexes in education in New Zealand, andhthus that'research on this

topic was unnecessary or even discriminatory.

"NY also 'resulted in a great deal of writing about women, an both .

the journal EAcation (No. 9, 1975) and the.New Zealand Post Pri ary

Teachers' Association urmal (April and May, 1975) deled Con able

4
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attention to thsopic of women and education, particularly to the 11.1.ae,

of women- in the teaching profession..

It has been suggested that 'WY_ was yet another plot engineered by

men. to maie us all- so heartily.' sick df the subject that come December 31

e

I
443,

we'd be clamouring for the word woman to be erased from the En' g *sh -- ..

,, ,

.

,
language forever' (Wright, 1975;'-p:2). However, both in the volume Of ' ik**

....

,,t ,

-,
,

.

research generated and a raising of the'level of awareness about problems -
;

. . , ';::..
of women and education, it seems that IWY made a.positive.contributron '-, J,,t

' -to- research on men and education in New Zealand.
.

, .,

. v 4--),
, A 41,--- .Society foY Research on Women tn..New Zealand (SROW)

.- . .,

'i ./ st

,

This unique organization was formed in May, 1966, at which time it was

claimed that 'little, other than the most basic facts of births, mar-

riages, deaths, medical and unemployment statistics are recorded abottt r

women' (S OW% F9-68). Its prime aim was to undertake research on .the
, V

4.

education of girls and women, their subsequent employment, and in general,
4

.

on the needs of girls.and womeh in New Zealand. Findings were to be

publicised and efforts made to bring about desirable changes. Since

1966, ,the fist of studies undertaken by groups within this society has,

been impressive, and many of th.studies have been published. Sur-
:<).

prisingly, in view of the aims, very little of the research has focused
,

directly on education; more attention being given to employment, the

family, and general needs of women. However,- many of the studies have

'rftlevance to education, and the studies on women on school committees

(SROW, 1977 (b)) and women in further education (SROW, 1977 (a)) are

particularly relevant in this review. In addition, theelsociety has
,

acted as a training.ground for research in the social sciences, and

skas have been developed among'a wider group of people than rypically

involved in such research. However, the society's work has not been,

without its critics such as Levine (1974) who maintains that it conforms

to the rigorous technical guidelines laid down by the (male) academic

and political structures. Reaults are fed to policy makers and social

researchers, two male-dominated groups. And furthermore, interviewers
X

Ware typically 'trained to find information rather than to open up-a

therapeutic situation involving encounter and personal growth' (p. 80).

.
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.

.
Inter stingly: Oese comments. were included* an atadem,ic journal article.

t.IE
.

..

,

v.

V

...,The so 'tx itself is LAIdergoing a continuing debate about the most a
i

, . , \ . 1

, prop'riate ways of publishing findings and their ro?e ilybringing about

..

,s....,.....t.
: r

'i. change in soc x (Lever atd Shields, 19;5), atever the d4rectiqg

. in the f4tire, SROW has 8eenl;esponsible f greatdeal of useful re-
..,-

.

.

v t
' search in ttle'rqt.ten year and even Levine maintains that 'their ex-

periende Is.a remark;,01e lArtatce of highly motivated'training in survey

" techniques onized and channelled into a salf-directbd programme of
.... ,.; .

, N4
--- --..\

,

empirsical'- resehrch' (p., 792. A s mewhat similar kind. of. research was
/4. '--_,,/ ,

zni...

-also undertAke% by-a erholder orga ization, the National'Council of
., .

Women, which dates back'to 1896. They carried out, a national survey in

0: . _ . \.
.

N.73 focuge.A 21.10416ym?nt-telated issueS,:concerning Women, which in-

cluded some data on.attitudes to ducation: The in ruction to they
YN *,

\ '..

$

40!-.
...v.

repoil.;Aat pr:* Equai-i:ty? (1974) aintains that their research 'is-not
. . .

,..

the work of exl1b5,ts. It is rather cooperatiVe effort by the ordinary
4 -

members of NCW,Withkexpert help' (p. 7) This help came from several,

,. university departlents, but the impetus and

done by Saciety.:niembers, and once again we see u ftil'esearch being

undertakenTly a group describing themselves as concer asamateurs.

Women's Studies ourses

,e ,
The first Women s Studies Association conference was held in H

year (1978) and has resulted in the puklication of the conferenc\ papers

in body of the work was

milton last

(S:Ymour, 197 Aa)). While many of the papers are more relevan

content of wAen's studies courses than to research on women and educ tion,

it seems'.probable that the increasing interest in 1Jomen's studies has

a the

ready stimulated more research onyomen. ,Benseman (1978) reports that \

46 courses of women's studies run by 35 organizations have been offered

and that 82 percent of these have been established since 1975 (NY), Some

of_the courses are run for women, such as assertiveness training, but

there are also increasing numbers of courses about women, seeking to re-
,

dress the male bias seet in the selection and interpretation f curri-

culum material in many traditional academic disciplines. Some such

courses have recently been introduced in university and other formal

se'ttings, and are available for credit towards various, qualifications.

,

...

ft(
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(This distinction is important since it seems that the few male parti-

cipants in such courses were almost all involved in this kind of formal

course.) Twenty of the 21-contributors to the conference and all but

two of the organizers of courses on women's studies were female, so,

it would appear that this organization is still predominantly female at

present.

Taken together, it seems that research on'women and education in

New Zealand has been greatlninflunced by groups of concerned women.

Some female academics such as Bunkle, McDonald, Malcolm, Ritchie,

Seymour and Robinson have been. involved in the process, tut their work

has often been a personal statement, not necessarily automatically

attracting institutional recognition or support (e.g., Jones, 1978).

Furthermore, enquiries made earlier this year to University Departments

of Education revealed little evidence of current research on women and

education. Thus it would appear that, as has been claimed'by Seymour

(1978, p. xxii) about women's studis, much of the impetus for-'research

on women and education has come from outside the ivory towers.

Research Topics and Resul

The aim of this sectio is to provide a brief review of published re-

search on women and e ucation in New Zealand and to suggest some areas

inyhiChd.there are,sti 1 gaps. The review is not intended to be com-

pletely comprehensive3 r ther the aim is to select research typical of

that so far carried out. It shoulpe also noted that several im-

portant referenceswere found to have'disa4eared from the University

of Otago library and thus could not be included in this review.

Child Rearing

A good summary of research on parental influehces on sex roles can be

found in Smith (in press). Overall, the Ritchies' further analysis

of their 1970 data (Ritchie and Ritchie, 1977) is the major available

resource, although little detailed data has so far been presented to

support the conclusions drawn. A number of interesting student

,studies have been undertiken, but these are generally,small-scale and

unpublished.' Thus there is need for further research in this area,

41.
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preferably based on direct observation of mothers', fathers' and children's

behaviour rather than relying entirely on mothers' reports. Considerable

overseas research is available, butt is by no means certain that findings

would have cross-cultural applicability. Studies su h as those of

Barney (1975), Bell (1975), and Macaskill (1976), have shown clearly that

sex-role stereotyping has occurred in New Zealand children by the time

they get to preschool, but more information is needed on the processes

involved in this development.

sr
Analysis of Children's Books

Compelling evidence of stereotyping of sex roles in children's books in New

Zealand is freely available. For instance, the Dunedin Collective for

Women's study: Fii,st Sex, Second Sex ('1973) provides a collection of

examples from infant readers. This was followed by Run John Run: Look

j2net :::();,:, by the Council for Equal Pay an Opportunity (1976) which pro-

vides more empirical anatysis including checks of interrater reliAbility.

Both studies s ow that infant readers have more stories and pict4res of

iell

4 , -
boys, and th t far more boys are shown in the hero role. Parent,,i are very

stereotyped_ nd women are portrayed in a very narrow, range of roles (less

than a third of those of the men). Girls, are frequently shown as timid,

good, reproa'chful, having few definite interests, and taking few initiatives.

Boysron the other hand are more often lively, adventurous, and mischievous.

Although some of the findings are less dramatic than overseas studies, and

Run John Run lists some books which the authors felt deserved praise for

both text and pictures the is clear evidence of both subtle and not-so-
,

subtle sex-role stereotyping running through the,early readers. And some

. very sexist examples are still around. Cullen (1978) analyged the Little

Golden Books which showed similar results Co the'other studies, and quotes

with horror a poem from Aren t you Glad:

Little girls have soft'hair
and necklaces and lace,
daintiness and
4nd sweetness in their face.

Little libys are r ugher
with bikes and ba is and blocks.
Little boys are tougher
with corduroys and socks.
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One student paper (Taylor) abstracted in Seymour (1U8) suggests
0

N.

that reading material used in secondary schools may also seldom Nor-

tray a girl or women as the, main character. And Allum (1977) has

found evidence of bias in home economics texts, while Bell (1975)

examined the songs in junior song books. All the available res rch

gives clear evidence of some sex-role stereotyping in curric um

materials, but so far the majority of attention has been given to in-

fent readers, and it seems desirable th-wider selection of material

'_used in schools be analysed.

Media
0

Two studeA studies (Hooker, 1976, and Ingram, 1976) have'found strong

stereotyping of sex roles in television advertisements and women's

magazines, and it would be expected that other studi5, of the media

would Oroduce similar findings, but as yet, little attention has been

given to this source of sex-typing modelling.

Coeducation

Irving (1976) has summarized research on coeducation but concluded that'

'it is extremely difficult to draw wholly reliable conclusions about

which type of school is better'. It seems probable that the choice of

single-sex or coeducational schools .(where such a choice is available)

and the experience of education in the two settings, may well be diffe-

rent for males andfemales (e.g., Wales,19748, ail Young, 1978) but

further careful study would be needed to establish this point. In

addition, while important differences between the do kinds of school

population have not been ruled out, it-would be very difficult to attri-

bute any differences found between such schools to the processes of

education involved, rather than to differences in the subject groups.

Again, it seems questionable whether overseas research orOthil topic

(mainly from England) would necessarily be val-id' in the New, Zealand

context.

ho

-
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Subject
choice

Sex differences in subject choices of secondary school pupils,,even within
4

"coeducational schools, have been cleanly documented (Bunce, 1970, and the

National Advisory Council on the Employment of Women, 1.968). Girl more,
0

often chose languages, social sciences and biology, while boys more often

took mathematics and the physical sciences. Since these studios, the

pattern has changed a little with fewer pupils of either sex taking lan-

guages and a, lot more girls taking.mathematids. However, differences ie-

main with implications for occupational choice and further odikation. My

own q,tudi suggested that Sex differences in subject chOice cannot simply

'be attributed to differences in ability'or interest singe boys an4 girls

agreed closly about which subjects were interesting,, easy and important.

Nor had the majority ofrpupils chosen a career at the time that subject

choices were made. However, beliefs about the importance of careers, for

males seemed to underlie some male cSoices of subjects seen as difficult

ior uninteresting, bUI possibly ifiportant for careers.. Interestingly,

girls'.choices of subjects varied greatly between, schools. ,For example,

in one school, 22 percent df sixth form girls took mathematics, while'in

another, the proportion was 62 pefcent. Clearly further research is

needed to examine the effect of sc4dol t.olicies and trabitions on the sub-

ject choice of girls.
t

Not surprisingl, similar differetices in subject choice are also evi-

k dent in tertiary education, Romanovsky (1975) found a similar pattern of

subject choiCe and also demonstrated that, women students select from among

a much more restricted group of subjetts than mein. No female students

' were found in 1970 in 62 of the 155 mafor subject groups.

Interesting differences in the proportions of vomenlin different sub-

ject areas categorized as 'masculine', :feminine', 'androgynous', and

'undifferentiated' (on the Bem test) were obtained.in a student study

(Adlai nd O'Brien, 1978) at Waikato. Further research in this area would

A probably support some of the sexFrole ekplanations of sex differences in

subject choice. Ritchie, Villiger afid Duignan (1977) have produced a sex

role inventory for. New Zealand children which they believe will.be a useful

tool in this kind of research.

I
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Achievement

Some information on sex differences in abilities among New Zealand school

children is outlined by Smith (in press). Norms from PAT tests suggest

girls tend to be superior in reading and mathematics.in the early years,

but that by Form 1 any differences, have disappeared. Interestingly, she
r"-

comments that the superiority of girls over boys in learning to read is

reversed in countries such as Germany and Nigeria where pr. ary teachers

are male. This could be a profitable line of enquiry in N w Zealand.
. c

An.unpublished study by Clark (19.75) investigated attitudes of FOrm 2
...t

children towards matheTatifs and found similarly positive attitudes for

,, both sexes.

It is very difficult to examine sex differences in achievement at

higher levels in secondary school or university since as a number of

studies (e.g., Romanovsky, 1975) show, ffom the sixth form on through

university, girls form a diminishing proportion of those remaining in

formal eddcation. In 1971,.only 31 percent of university students were

female. Overall, there is no New Zealand evidence of sex differences .

in academic achievement which could explain differences in subject or

Consequent
occupational choice.

Little research has been done on the 'fear-of-success' motive so
o

widely reported among girls and women in the United States. However,

one student study (Yeoman, 1977) suggests that although such ,a motive

was evident among her small sample of fifth form and university students,

it apparently affected only aboUt half as many females in New Zealand as

has been found in America. More evidence on this point would be very

interesting:

Vocational,

Predictably, the small amount of research done in this area shows a great

deal of sec -role stereolyping. For example, Rans,tead (1977) found sexist-

. language and illustrations typical of State Services Commission leaflett,

althou0 some of these are beihg modified. But little is known of what

actually goes on in school vocational guidance programmes, or individual

'counselling in schools and in the Vocational Guidanbe 'Service. Possibly

the 'recent introduction of expanded guidance networks and trained school

ti

if
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counsell9rsis producing a rather different approach to vocational

guidance than the somewhat passive approach employed and frequently criti-

cised in the past (e.g., Robinson and Aitken, 1975).

Women in the teaching profession

A considerable amount of research, mainly descriptive, has been done re-

cently on the posit of women in teaching. Bunkle (1975), Malcolm

(1978), Mayo (1970), Webster (1975) have clearly demonstrated that women

are dramatically under-represented in higher -level positions in teaching,

and that the position may have,worsened rather than improved since earlier

this century. It has been frequently noted that proportionately, slig ly

more'women than men attend holiday in-service courses at their own ex-
,

pense, while women are grossly underrepresented at term-time invited

courses. Cou,s.e planners are almost entirely male, as are high-level

Education Department officials, school principals, and those holding posi-

tions of responsibility, with the diminishing exception of women teachers

in girls' schools. This underrepreSentation of women in high places af-

fects not only women in the aching'profesAion, but also girls in the

schools Who are not exposed.tb models of women in positions of power.

Similarly, astriking graph pre red by tiiright for the Education and

the Equality of the Seea conference (Department, of Education, 1975, p. 10)

shows that women occupy very few positions of responsibility in, teachers

colleges in spite of the predominance of female students in these institu-

tions. And, Lodge's analysis (1976) of women academics in New Zealand

universities shows'a similar pattern. Women were found on the average

to have comparable qualifications, more publications and more administrat-

ive experience than their male counterparts, and yet 'they took longer on

average to receive promotion. Such findings are supported by evidence .

from the Inter-University Committee for Sex Equality in Education

(Thompson,,1974).

Malcolm (1978) attempts to provide some evidence about the reasons

underlying the absence of.women in higher positions in teaching Case

studies and ;questionnaire results indicated that the most influential

reason was the priority given by women,to,, marriage.and family which meant

) an althost universal bteak in service. Other factors included women's

preference for teaching rather than administration and women's lack of
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self-esteem leading to fewer applicativaQ for promotion. Ftqther invest-

igation into the processes involved in promotion would seem to be worth-

while, and it is pleasingto learn that the Department of Education.is

currently 66rrying out such a research project in collaboraeion with the

teachers' associations (McDonald, iripress).

As well as examining the status of women in teaching, a few studies

have been undertaken into female membership of decision-making bodies in

education. The SROW survey of men and women on school committees (1977)
ot.

.is described by Julian (1978) who was involvedin the study. It was

found that only one in five members of school committees were women, and

that this proportion was even lower in rural areas. Half the women sur-°

Nveyed said they would not consider being chairman, even if they had held

similar offices in other (more female) organizations. Sex-role stereo-

types were clearly evident among committee members who frequently justi-

fied the inclusion of women on school committees by referring to teamaking

and helping with sociaunctions, but felt that there should not be too

many women'since they are not interested.in business. Nor, according to

Nile correspondent, are they any good at chopping down gorse bushes: '

McDonald (1975) has examined the role of women in decision-making

bodies in education in an unpublished,papr entitled Let Us.Now Praise

Famo4cs Men. She suggests that there is a principle of appOinting approx-
.

imately two women onto advisory committees, regardless of the size of the

committee. Currently some moves, are underway to increase!, the.influence

of women in educational decision-making, but clearly continuing monitoring

of the process is-required.
.

Tab more general studies into the characteristics of married women

teachers have been undertaken. -Watson (1966) presentedstatistics on

the marriage of women teachers and the occupations ,of their husbands,

but his findings would probably now be a litEle outdated, and his con-
.

elusions somewhat controversial. For instare:

Most women enter the occupational world only as a short adventure
between school and marriage, or else as a means of'4pplementing
the family income... As many headmasters know, the woman teacher
who is interested mainly in her HOme and marriage is not likely
tohave a strong interest in raising profegsional standards or in
improving her teaching skill. Indegd, such women are sometimes.

1(1C'
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opposed to raising teaching standards since this may run contrary
to their personal long term interests. (pp, 159-160).

These suggestions are refuted by a study by McDonald (1976) in which

readers of Education who were married women teachers were invited to

respond to some questions. These women reported deriving considerable

personal satisfaction from teaching, and while the salary was welcome;

the 'satisfaction was primary. In addition, many were seeking pro-
J

fessional careers and some mentioned as a problem their, difficulty in

getting (male) inspectors and principals to accept that they were

serious about their careers. While these results are very interesting,

the respondents in this survey were volunteers who took the initiative

in participating and they were disproportionately from the primary

sector, so the findings may not necessarily be representative of all

married women teachers.

Intervention studies

Somewhat surprisingly, only onepublished study was found in Which

there was an attempt to reduce sex-role stereotyping. Kelderman,

Potts, Wade and Gudsell (1978) in a small-scale student study, ob-

tained information on attitudes to sex roles etc., from sixth form

boys and girls, prior to a brief presentation including talk, discus-

slot'', song, and drama, designed to change attitudes in this area..

Significant Changes were obtained on 11 of the 29 attitudinal State-
.

ments on a retest a week later. Larger scale, controlled, intervention

studies could well prove very worthwhile.

Historical research

Among published historical research on wo4n'and education in New Zealand
,

are a number of studies of girls' schools (e.g., Cuming and Cumming,

1971). In addition, there have been historical analyses of available

statistics relating co women and education. Gardner (1976) describes

the early women graduates in New Zealand and shows thap the proportion

of women in higher education has not'ificreased since the early part of

this century. Similarly Romanovsky (1975) and Bunkle (1975b) exa-

mine*trefids in the statistics. All these studies suggest' a decline in

the relative,position of women, Lather than the improvement which is

commonly believed to have occurred. Overall, considering the innovat-

ions in the edpcation of women in earlier years in New Zealand, there

197



is comparatively little historicgl research published on this topic so

far.

ConcPusion

It appears that a considerable amount of descriptive data on girls and

women in education in New Zealand is now 'available. For instance it

is clear that even very young New Zealand childre share the attitudes

to sex roles found'among adults in our society. Many books for young

children, including those used for teaching reading, are shown to be

stereotyped. The effects of 'Single-sex education and coeducation in

secondary schools are not clear, but there are clear sex differencein

,subject choice in both kinds of school and at university, even,though

differences in achievement are not found. Fewer girls than boy's stay

on at school past the fifth form or progregs to higher education. Al-
.

though many women teachers claim to be interested in a career, women

ate underrepttsented in higher places within the teaching profession and

on educational decision-making bodies.

But there are'also gaps in the research thus far. P ably due to

the particula interests and abilities of those carrying out he re-
,

search, more attention has been givento young children and wo en teac-

hers, than to older children or women in higher education. FaAtors as-

sociated with sex roles, in particular, marriage and child rearing, are

believed to underlie many of the findings, but comparatively few studies

have attempted to examine process-variables. Research has tended.tolbe

deScriptive, with analyses of available statistics and surveys by far

the most popular approach.

Thus it is suggested that the folloVing lines of further research

might sprove particularly fruit14:

1. Observational studies of students and teachers at all levels

of education.

2. Investigations of the powerful 'hidden curriculum', of

attitudes, models, rules and traditions. found in our

schools.

3. Experiments to assess the effectiveness of procedures and

. curriculum materials (such as those being produced by the

1 93
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A

Curriculum Unit in the Department of Education) designed to

widen the horizon of boys and girls beyond traditional sex

roles.

Studies of men,and boys in education. Our. present models
0

of education are' claimed to be designed by men for'Lmales,

but such' claims need verification. Also, it is often neces-

sary to look At sex role data. of both

the two Are interrelated.

5. Replication of overseas studies such as those on fear

success.

sexes together since

6. ResearCh on women and fprther education and the more informal

kinds of adult education in which so many Women are involved.

7. (Research on women in tertiary education. The relative lacki)

of research here is sutprising in view of the widespread use

of university sEudents as subjects in so much psychological

and-other researsh.

A good start has.been made in researching womeniand education in New

Zealand, but much interesting work remains to be done.

Conclusion

It has been argued in this paper that much of the stimulus for research on

women and education in New Zealand has come from the grass roots level from

'women with a cause'. Descriptive evidence was necessary to back up sub-

missions 'and claims for chinges in society (although some feministssrejected

altogether the value of objective research in pursuing their aims). It

seems to me that there is a major and continuing role for groups of womep

and individuals operating far from traditional research environments in

monitoring media materials, carrying out case studies and surveys, raising

questions and challenging the complacent or defensive attitudes still fre-

quently found in many parts of the male-dominated educational establishment

to wards issues involved with women and education. HoFever, I have sug-
.

gested that'there is also a need for moving from documentation and des-

cription to, analysis, explanation, and experimentation with action. Such

kinds Of study need.all the research skill available. While such sk411 \

1,99
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C
is by no means limited to the academic world, I believe that academics

(including males) could contribute much more to research on women and

education than has so -far been the case. It also seems to me that

there would be. considerable value in involving more,men in this re-

'search, partly as a consciousness raising exercise, and partly because

there are still relatively few women to be found in academia even

in Departments of Education!

Once upon a time, an aim of,education was .to prepare boys and

girls for their future sex roles. More recently, we seem'to be look-

ing for ways to educate people to overcome their sex roles. In my

more optimistic moments,.I look forward to a time when sex becomes a

less important society classification and research variable. Then
#

maybe research in education could be focused on dimensions of in-

dividual differences which are surely more basic to most educational 0

processes than that of sex.

a
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Commentary

PennFenwick
Department of Education
Wellington

Jenny Bunce's paper' located the,contemporary enthusiasm for studies of
, -

j" women and education in the feminist movement of the 1960s and 70s. One

could infer from her, analysis that this has been 4 mutually reinforcing

process, for not only has the growth of feminism sparked interest in

studies of women's educat on, but the feeding back of that information

to he feminist moyemen itself has had an important'educative function

for the participants, What, stands out from any review of this topic is

thus the political flavour deeply embeddedin its discussions.

Secondly, not only has the growing body of research on women and

education been conducted by women with a political and action commitment,

but also by women with few resources. As a result of this, perhaps,

studies havebeen small-scale and ofte-off; often rather superficial

analyses-of sex-role'pfereotyping in student behaviour, textbooks or sub-

ject choice. Clearly, the detailed studies, using more.sophis^ticated

range of methods4which Bunce identifies as the way ahead for research on

women'and.education. will require more resources.

While we have studied women students, littl' attention so far has

been given to women as education profes'sional. Judy Whitcombe's paper

was in Rally ways the beginning of a response to Bunce's calls for studies
7

of women tetters. Judy reported to u `from the second phase (in-depth

interviews) of a two-year project, initiated by the Committee AL Women

and Education, which-she is conducting within the Department of Education

to investigate why women don't Achieve proportional representalion in

senior positions. The superficial, nswer to this question has always

been that women don't want and therefore don't apply fpr promotion, but

A
1. Bunce, J., Far f2 Ivory Tower. A Review bf Research on Women

and Education in New Zealand. -

2. Whitcombe, J. Career and'Pomotion Patterns of Women Primary and

Secondary Teachers in New Zealand.
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a few examples of the findings from Judy's study show that the situation is

much More.coMplex than this. Fewer eligible women than men apply for'pro-
_

lmotron, but ttrose who do apply have a higher succ'ess rate. While men apply

on a virtual marketplace basis, and seemed surprised when Judy asked them if

they'd received encourageMent frog anyone,to apply, women on the other hand

almost always mentioned encouragement before their decision to apply. Another

argument advanced for women's under-representation has been the-hampering of

women's careers by family commitments. While Judy's study,certainly sup-
-

ports this assumption, that argument is complicated by the discovered pheno-

menon of the 'male milestone' - the\mortgage repayments. One is reminded of

Bunce's call for.studies,,,of male sex role restrictions to be made.

Wale it is true that Judy's study will- go a long way further into this

complex area of women's edUcation than,any previous research in New Zealand,

thereyill still, be many unanswered questions at the end of her project -

questions related, for instance, to the'extent of4women's fear of success;

the origins and mature,bf support for their promotional aspirations and the

way -this intersec win their own personalitm,and social situation; women's

reaction to the hierarchical nature of the teaching service; and the effects
-7'

of policy A,ecisions and economic forces on women's teaching careers.

Any investigations of these questions in the future will take us into the

alIpT social psychology on the one hand and political economy on the other,

with the associated need for sophisticated m &thodologies. They will also

require many more resources than women have so far had access to A very

tempting response .to this problem of resources, given the urgency of obtaining

the information, is to advocate that men with higher status and therefore more

resources at their command be encouraged to undertake the research. Unfortu-

nately, men and women tend to approach similar problems from quite different

perspectives. Thus any work done by men on women's education may well be

quite erroneous for it ma5, not ask the questions that need to<be asked in the

way they should be asked. So one concludes that the next task for women re-

searchers is to win the resources they need to carry on their work.
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. The History of New Zealand Education

David McKenzie
Department of Education
University of Otago

4

In this paper I intend to 'review the place of history of educatipn in

university, courses in New Zealandto describe in geT4ral terms the

current state of research in New Zealand educational history, to set the

latter in the context of overseas trends, and finally to draw some ten-

tative conclusions with an eye to the future. I do not aim to provide

a' detailed comparative coverage of the various courses in New Zealand

universities which are taught under tie title of Sew Zealand History of

Education or some similar label. lTor do I intend to list and classify

researches which have been completed in the history of education within

say the last fifteen yews. This kind of information is readily found

by consulting the Union List of Theses, Roth'sBibliography (although
,

this needs to be updated) and professional journals. Practitioners of

the art will be aware that many-kinds of interest and enthusiasms can be

encapsulated under the general label of 'HiStory' and I hope I will be

forgiven for also deciding not to chase and categorise all individual

'researches thus described. 'I wish to confine my critique'to the general

'state of the art'.

There was a time when 'History of Education' (Sometimes it was linked

with other material 'and called 'Theory') formed the staple diet of founda-
----

tions courses for all university students studyirig Education. This

followed the precedent established in nineteenth-century Britain where

A paper ,presented at Research in Education in New Zealand. A Balance

Sheet, First National Conference of the New Zealand Association for
Research in Education (NZARE), Victoria Untversiby of Wellington, 7-10
December, 1979.
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history was required to carry a major part of,ple content and also provide

for the expected behavioural outcomes of the study of Education itself.

Thus in his inaugural lecture in 1876 for the newly-established Chair of

Education at the University of Edinburgh, S. Laurie argued:

The process of historical evolution will furnish A continual
illustration of the Philosophy of Education, and while guard-
ing us against the errors of other times, recall to us great
ideas which we are apt to push rudely aside with the vulgar
self-assurance that distinguishes a mechanical age oblivious
of the debts it owes to-the st, and ignoring its moral in-
heritance.

(1901, p.39)

Needless to say, all of this-now has a quaintly dated air.althoughtheE, 4
general role of history as a means of initiating students into the study

of Education is deserving of further comment. What has happened over

the years-is not that the importance and value of history has declihed.

It is rather that as the study of Education has become more specialised,

history has had to compete with psychology, sociology, philosophy, and

other academic specialisms for a place on tie student menu. More recently

still in this country, all academic studies in Education Departments have

had torise to the further challenge of the muchiareased demand for pro-

fessionally-oriented courses which in an earlier era would have been cate-

orised unambiguously as 'training'. In this 1atte'f context history has

not fared especially well as a broad preparation for professional training.

Young people who are anxious to be kitted-out with applied skills often

find the problematic emphasis of scholarship to be either disappointing or

frustrating or both. History also appears in'the minds of many to be

burdened with the problems and quarrels of yesteryear; not a attractive

prospect for persons whose sights are fixed firmly upon future-r arding ,

utility.

Yet the fact of the matter is'that history of education has always

possessed some major advantages as a foundational study as well as being

a subject that can provide fOi a sequence of courses which lead up to

research experience.. I make no apology for claiming that the narrative

component in history is a real strength in foundational tykhing. While

'it is true, of course, that narrative per se does not constitute scholarly

teaching and learning, a built-in temporal seuence is a valuable aid to

ing,tructional strategies with beginning students. Educational psychology

2u13
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sharesithis advantage in child development courses but ] suspect that

teachers in some other foundational areas (e.g., philosophy of education,

rciology
of education) have to work much harder to gain the same ground.

Most students initially find that history is not too difficult. There

is a minimal use ot .tdchnical vocabulary, familiar school learning ex-

perience and knowledge is used, and new information is introduced.
.

In

summary, there are good practical reasons, as well as more important aca-

demic justifications, f r supporting the maintenance of history of educa-

tion aS a foundational study in Education Departments.

This- will only be the case, however, if histo -ry genuinely serves to

throw light upon the study of Education itself. Students need, in fact,

to be...placed inano doubt that histary of education as a Mode of academic
,

inquiry is intimately concerned with the problematic enterprise of

Education. And if this is to be done effectively the role of research

becomes crucial. .What is required is a literature which is adequate and

ongoing, which highlights worthwhile issues and which adds to the stone

of educationit'ts' insights. That is why I have commenced this paper by

talking aboilt the teaching of the subject. The point is that'in the

final analysis the teaching will be only,as strong as the research liter-
,

ature with which it is underpinned. Accordingly, when we talk about the

'state of the art' in terms of research we are substantively talking about

the state.of the discipline (teaching and research) as whole.

Comprehensive publications concerned with New Zealand educational

history remain few and far between. In some respects the pioneering

work, of A.G. Butchers has not yet been surpassed and we must therefore

continue to expect to find old shibboleths being laid to rest by new

research. What is significant to note is the time that it apparently

takes for old legends to die. McGeorge, Breward and others have, for

example, convincingly shown in published work that the traditional claim

that the secular provisions of the 1877 Act were ingeniously undermined

by the skill of a Nelson clergyman is false. But this belief, enshrined

in Butchers' work, lingers on. This fells us something about the paucity

of major literature in the 'state of ,the art'. Other landmrks in tthe

literature include Leicester Webb's Control of Education in New Zealay?'

an elegantly advanced thesis but,one that is light on substantial re-

search, and A.E. Campbell's masterly Educating New Zealand. Of all the

1
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books that have served as texts in educational history I would,still rate.

Campbell's as being the most judiciously written for students of Education.

However, it is again the case that Campbell relied heavily upon Butchers'

research and accordingly his writing could not be expected to break sub-
&

stan/ially new ground. In more recent years several useful texts have

become avail'ble. Barrington and Beaglehole have opened up the field of

Maori education and more importantly, their work is based upon updated

research, Ian Haaren's Education in Small Democracy is another good

introductory text based upon the concept of topics rather than that of

narrative through times My own experience in using this book, however,

has been that the absence of narrative is something of a.drawback. Ian

and Alan
4
Cumming's major work History of State Education in New Zealand

1840-1975 is yet to be tested in the marketplace. This book marks a re-

turn to narrative comprehensive history as a means of introducing students

to the general field. It includes revised findings in the research,

literature-and places developments more in keeping with their respective

social settings than was the case in earlier comprehensive texts. What

we can fairly conclude from.this admittedly cursory review of the major

literature, I think, is that things are moving but moving too slowly for

comfort or complacency.

There are also in existence -a number of texts uPod morespecialised

topics. Most of these works, which can be Categorised under the heading

of history, are not now easily accessible but they constitute a valuable

source for teachers and, students. Nicol's work od the technical schools,

Thom's work on the district high schools, and. Watson's ctbrk on the inter-

mediate schools are examples of what I have in mind. Their number is

added to sporadically, the most recent example being Hugh Parton's study

of the University of New Zealand. The book in this category to which I

wish to draw particular attention, however, is John Ewil&'s The Development

of the New Zealand Primary School Curriculum 1877-1970. This is not so

much because of the book peruse (although it is a fine,piece of work 'in my

view) but rather because of what it portends for future publishing ventures.

What Ewing has done is to take a topic of central concern to teachers, ad-

ministrators and critics and work through it,in a narrative developmental

manner from the point of view of those whose task it ism, 1.9 organise and
.

appraise the work in the schools. It is this approach, I belielie, which
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makes hits book the most distinctive contribution to New Zealand educational

history in recent years. Be it noted that it is a problem-posing approach.

No sooner is one kind of solution tried than its weaknesses start to appear

and a new problematic situation is in the making.. In my opinion we ur-

gently need more scholarship of th' Ind. And we need to take it in to

such areas as teacher training, publi examinations, and the provision and

developmdtt of special education to name but three.

The body of research which has been completed in New Zealakd univer-'

sities in recent years is much more heartening than the state of the

literature might indicate. If you go back to the years before 1950, for

example, you will find very little research work in history of education

that is of an worth at all. It seems clear that this says something to

the *edit of teachers of the art and it is noteworthy too that some of

the best of this research is finding its way into professional journals
-4,,

here and overseas. This is always to be preferred to the fate of g her -

ing dust in library stackrooms. It would be better still if more of t e

material found its way into published books. Some people in seeking out

research findings make the aistake of concentrating only upon theses pre-

sented at an advanced level of qualification. But it is worth noting that

some of the finest material is to be found in dissertations presented for

diplomas. This comes about I think because many students are assisted to

do well when they embark upon carefully restricted topics. On the other

hand, all university teachers are painfully aware of what happens when

major theses get out of control.

Over the years much energy has beenKut into reworking the ground

pioneered by Butchers and others. This has been an immensely profitable

exercise but I believe that it is now completed in large part, especially

$ t

so for the years before the turn of the century. In irwtitutidnut terms

we have a'pretty good grasp of our material. The question is then, what

should be or what-01.s likely to be our research thrust from here? Do we

as historians move our tests to new ground (e.g., the last decade)? Or

do we send students.back over the old territory to see if they can find

anything else? Or do we set ourselves new sorts of questions that ,nobody

has asked before? I guess that we may do several or all of these things

but before going on to speculate about future developments I want to in-

dicate clearly why it is the case that historiography is never dead and

that research endeavg is always in the most basic sense, revisionist.

211
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The point is that we begin our historical research by looking for some-
.

thing, by determining what it 1..; that is problematic. This construction which

we place upon our material belongs to us; it is not something that resides in

the facts independently of us. As E.H. Carr puts it,' 'Ipe belief iA a 1;ard

core of historical.facts existing objectively and independently of the historian

is a preposterous fallacy...' (1964, p.12). Of course it is the case that we

cannot simply choose to report facts that confirm our prior prejudice or to ig-

nore concrete evidence that would otherwise lead us to modify our initial for-

mulation of a problem. If we do we will correctly be accused of writing bad

history. But this still leaves us with ample room to manoeuvre as we
(
engage

in changing emphases in historical research. Indeed, change we must because

we write in the present time and not in some time past or some time future. Ouir

concept of what is important or what is worth exploring is therefore very much

determined by-the kind of people we are, by the social cIim to in which we live,

by the insights and interests we' have gained L-om educationists generally, by the

challenges confronting the educational enterprise, and above all by our esti-

mation of the extent or otherwise to which past historical interpretations satisfy

current questioning. Thus we cannot and should not expect histotical research

ever to be complete, or as some people say, to be 'definitive'. As W.H. Walsh

concludes, 'It is not just a regrettable fact that.., a student tends to read

past happenings in terms of present-day experience; the truth is that he has to

do so'. (1967, p:75) 4

What this means from the point of view of this paper is that there will al-

ways be room for 'reworking old ground' not simply to correct some earlier fac-

nal mistakes but rather to raise new or modified quest5ons which now
.

seem to be

more valuable points to pursue. It may also mean that new material is sought

out and appraised or that material which earlier received scant attention now

becomes the object of close study. So the answer to my initial questions about

the thrust of future research on gew Zealand edgeatiOnal history is properly

that research workers may well be pursuing011 of these options, We can, how-

ever, advance some intelligent guesses about future developments, I think, by

estimating why it is that the pioneering research Butchers et,aZ. no longer
1

medts present needs, and by reviewing significant research trends overseas and

noting their counterparts here in New Zealand.
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If you look at the work of Butchers upon which so much of our history

o.f education literature depends; you will find that it is priMarily con=

cerned with describing the political construction and legislative develop

ment of an education ,system that is 'free, secular and compulsory'. What

it concentrates upon is a few heroes, a goodly number of villains, finan-

. cial catastrophes and stagnant years offset by periods of dramatic

development.. What comes through is the prime point that despite-difki-'

culties New Zealand created .a worthy and distinctive system of public_

education, an achievement worth defending against the misguided zeal of

'state=aie. parti1 es, the gradgrinds of this world, and the supineness of

the indifferent. This is not to suggest that Butchers' scholarship was

fundamentally flawed, it is rather to make the obvious i.oint that this

was the-perspective which attracted a researcher writing in the 1930's as

he saw his world, a-world too which:provided 'rise andt*i.UMph' ethicational

histories in many countries. But here are but a few of the many points

which utcherS' Work does not raise adequately. What about. the effect of

education upon significant minori y groups? What were the problems facing

those who designed the curricula and evaluation practItes in the schools?

Hpw did these problems change over the years and how did significant groups'

(e.g., the teachers, employers') respond to these changes? How did the

public really react to the rhetoric of equality of opportunit4 in education

and how did teachers and administrators respond, to that reaction? Over

theyears, how have teachers converted ideolOgy into tasks That can be

successfully completed with the resources at their command? What is it
P

that causes education systems to grow and what role do pressure groupg-play

in that growth? Is the Johnson Committee's concern tp translate the

moral imperative 'educate the whole'child' into an anti-intellectual

standpoint, an aberrationin terms of dur educational"thinking and practice

or is it Consistent with an older tradition? If the Committee's recom-

mendations do have roots in the past, what (if anything) is distinctive

about them? What is the nature of the relationship between the changing

compulsory school-age requirement and the country's changing labour laws,

its yiews about4011.1dhood, its views about the role of work? A disparate

list a questrOns-indeed, but all of the above havethiJfact in common.

They are-questions which people ask with some urgency now, they are quest-

ion's upon whiCh historians can throw some light, and they are questions

which 'scholars from earlier generations would not have framed In the way

that we wish to--frame diem today. This is what revisionism is all about:

.2.1 3 to
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. In the past decade three wr ters as trend setters in internat-.

ional history of education rese rch. Bi-ian Simon, Paul Nash and

Michael* Katz. I do not in endto suggest that these three scholar& aTe the

only or even the -1AsZt3e&t of.our historians, bdt rather that significant trends
.

can be associated with their published work. Simon, an English academic, has

alerted us to the way that the development of mass education systems can af-

fect significant minority cultures; in this case cohesively organised working

class groups in nineteenth and early twentieth century Britain. By drawing
.

upon Material not. previously used by historians of education he has been able'.

to show convincingly how the growth of state schooling was not regarded in a

neutral fashion by these groups, how enlightened alternatives to state-.

provided schools were pioneered by som these groups, how Variou&Sklitical
/

attempts Were made to steer state education elopments closer to working

Nh.lass aspirations, and how working class families were often caught in the

dilemma which fascinates Marxist historians of, seeing the school used by their

successful sons and daughters as a means of escaping from their class. In the

light ofthis material Simon reviews many of the well-known landmavks of edu-

cational development in Britain, thus' prOviding a new dimension to our under-
,

standing"of the events which occurred and th6 pOlicy options which were exer-

cised by the schools. .

Katz in his book The Irony of Early School Reform. develops his theme by

subjecting the participants in educational reform in mid-nineteenth century

Massachusetts to close inspection from the point of view of their role in the

V

power structure of the community. What.he concludes,ts that under the'rheto-
.

'sic of beneficence those who were most colicernedwithschool reform wished to

use education to consolidate their own political power And to train up a

workforce with domesticated attitudes and skills that were appropriate for

capitali t industrialism. Many historians, for example, Ian Davey, are now

busy' app ying Katz' perspective to populations with which they.are familiar

and which possess census data that allows them'a fair chance to plot schooling

-careers. What is being sought here is clearer knowledge about how identi-

fiable groups have used the schools (you can name yodr own group e.g., the

education of girls) and the identifiable effect which this use has had upon

school policies. It is an approach
/
which requires a .fair grasp of social

theory, some familiarity with sociologigal constructs and a great, deal of per-

sistence assuming that you ca% find good stores of quantitative data.

21 1
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To date, little of Simon's and Katz' approaches has seeped into New

Zealand research. It is not difficult to find exam.pleS of educational

administrators and politicians 'gentling the masses' but our relatively

undifferentiated and small-town economy has simply not thrown up the co-

herent nonconformity that Simon has been able Co mine:, Nor indeed are

New Zealand historians blessed with the access to good data that is the

lot of some of thell more fortunate colleagues in other parts of the

world. Nevertheless I think `that we are likely to,see a steady develop-
-

ment of work in.these fields in thd-next few years. The questions

raised are the ones -Ihat many people feel are Worth aping,and once the

quest has begun I am confident that we will find more khan we' miglit now

suspect"? For example, did you .know that the state schools in New

Zealand were the subject of one of the first instances of organised

working class industrial action in this country when a boycott was

placed on 'the purchase of school xexts from a prom\nentprilAing firm

which refused to negotiate with the newly-formed Printers'. Union? Did

you know that the boycott was successful and that furthermore it led

directly to the Department of Education deciding to enter the text pub

lishing field itself? You won't find any reference to these things in

Butchers et al., but it is all part of our educational history.

The most interesting work which we have on these lilies right now

is that which has been completed by Rollo Arnold (1973).. Arnold be-
.

/ieves that we cannot make much sense 6f why our system of education

developed in the way that it did, of how people viewed education and

educational opportunity, unless we understand a lot more,about the en-

vironment from which the settlers came and the kinds of communities

which they established in New Zealand. In one sense it seems to me

that what Arnold has done is to carry out extended research projects

heupon the theme of the opening chapter of Campbell's

Educating New Zealand, but in another and more important sense, he

shows through exhaustive statistical analysis the likely effect of

traumatic events in the English' village upon the settlers' cAewf
schooling. What research Can unravel from generalised assertion is

what is so important about Arnold's work. I Aoubt whether Arnold's

research will take him as far on as he would like to go in explaining

events simply because people's ideas are themselves moulded by the



environment within Which they live, and rhetoric apart, these ideas will be

modified over time. For example Arnold (1975) wishes to explain the opening

up of the New Zealand secondary schools to a wider public after 1900 by re-
.

ference t events which had occurred in rural England thirty or more.y rs

previously. I don:t think that this will do at:all as a sufficient explana-

tion but I don't think that current explanations fOr this important development

will suffice either. We need to study a lot more about 1.11-tat was happening in

the primary schools and the secondary.schbols of the time. We ntedto know

'more about what was happening in the economy, what was taking place with res-

pect to work entry policies, and what was 'taking place in other parts of the

.world (especial Britain). We must, of course, avoid attributing secondary

school development to the, genius of one man, .George Hogben. .-The real question

in this example is why-the time was right for an able administrator to make the

rtoves that he did and I am not satisfied that Arnold's social history takes us

)4t sufficiently far along that particular path. But the major point is that

we can hopes that much moreis to come. The questions raised, most certainly

seem to be worth their asking..
ti

1

The important argume t highlighted in Paul Nash's book 11:Iston. ..ol,i Ejuction

is that research in history of educatiqp should be concerned to keep abreast of

current issues of'interest to educationists in general and not simply to edu-

cational historians. Included in his book, for example, is a research article

(by Simon, in fact) of streaming practices in British schools from 1860-196.0.
4

,, -e
...,-.1----This is no 'rise and triumph' explanation. Rather it is the story of Op

4r... 4

working out of particular practices at a particular time, which practices sub-
!

sequently fall into disfavour for social or pedagogical reasons and'are thus
, .

modified. Apart from Ewing's work, earlier mentioned, we are desperately short-
,

4gof this kind of research in New Zealand education. The result is that we fall

into that awful stage one university trap of proclaiming with certitude that our
...

new practices are perfect and that the problematic nature of our enterprise is

banished for ever. I am confident thatas long as the study of Eddcation. itself

remains in a healthy state there will be ample possibilities and need for people

to pursue valuable research upon what .1 suppose some would want tc:Acall the

historical development of 'professional' topics.

And so it is that in a paper of the 'state of the art' in histor

search I return finally to the question of teaching the subject. For reasons

which I hope will now be clear, I believe that i is absolutely imperative-that.

;
! history of education be taught in a problematic ashion and I conclude that

I")

- -
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this can only be done if the teachers of educatZOnal history are them-

selves Lilly part of a university department of education where they

are in touch with and'contributingto general developments. The 'great

disaster would be to become lost in some in-house fog pursuing one's

own hobbies and complaining that no-one wanted to listen to one's dis-

coveries. In that kind Of scenario the chances-sadly would be that the

discoveries weren't worth the effort and that the teaching would also

attest to that fact.

0 4'
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Commentary

John Ewing
Wellington

,

The'six papers
1

presented raised topics that have 'been ven an edge to

over recent yea'rs, I'd like to refer briefly.to three of these topics,

and to mention an addistionarmatter.

The first was raised by David McKenzie in his lead paper. He said:

research endeavour'is always 'in the most basic sense revisionist;'

dra

L..

A and he went on to develop this theme very cogently, pointing out that we

should not expect historical research ever to be complete or 'definitive'.
o

Rby Shuker in a pape;, entitled A Revisionist Perspective? took up this

point and moved it a,step further by asking on what principles should

revision research be undertaken. He contrasted the liberalprogressive

view accepted fn the past by researchers in New Zealand educational

history, inclUdirit myself, with a revisionist perspective which asks such

questions as: ''Did schools act as agents of social control in New

Zealand?' 'If they did', how was such influence exercised?' I believe

'these two points of view,.1f not taken to extremes, could to a fair extent

be reconciled through discussion. .There are, however: .some implications

in Shuker's thesis about the relationship,of the state's schools and the

community on which agreement could be difficult; and the possibility of

alternative perspectives must of course be recognised.

The second topic emphasised the effer'S-on research of the broadening

of resources available. There are three reasons for improved sources:

the gradual reorganisation of official archives which has brought to light

much material, previously hidden; the patftnt work'of Rollo Arnold, Jim

1. McKenzie, D. The History ofiNew Zealand Education; Dakin, J.C.

The Social and Educational Background of the Earliest British Emigrants;

Bridgeman, N. Taranaki. Its Teachers and-Education System, 1870-1890;

Arnold, R.D. Using the School Dispute to Explore the Social Content, of

Schooling: A Case Study; Shuker, R. New Zealand's Educational Historfj.

A Revisionist Perspective? and Nash, R. Secondary Education in Uural New

Zealand 1877-1979.
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Dakin and others who have unearthed rich data on the social and educational

background and occupations of early immigrants to New Zealand and hence on

colonial schooling; and the use of oral history, diaries, school logbooks

and the like in building up a picture df our educational past. Some archi-

val disasters in the past have blocked, research,` but ways can now be found

of-getting round them. For researchers the educational perspective is deeper

and broader, and re-assessments or revisions can be made with more confidence.

Though we have a much better historical perspective today'than A.G. Butchers

had when he Wrote Education in New Zealand published in 1930, I still feel

much admiration for his Work and acknowledge my debt to it. He ploughed

the first furrow, using such resources as were available to him, organised

his material and wrote it up. It was an achievement that to my mind shouldn't

be dimmed by re-assessments.

The third topic was introduced in some form or other in nearly every

Tapgr and was a kind of continuing theme. It was the desire for a closer

intermeshing
;

of educational history with the social context of the times;

Roy Nash in a review of secondary education in Yural New Zealand, for example,

urged further study of the educational needs of rural communities. Rollo

Arliold in a case study showed how reports of a dispute between a school com-

mittee and the Marlborough Education Board in 1896 which ended up in the

Supreme Court opened a window on the strong social influences at work. I

believe the stage ir.sriow set for wider social content in historical research.

A.comprehensive social history of New Zealand would, of course, be a great

help ta'educational historians.

My last comment is about gaps in our educational history, that is, gaps

awaiting researchers. David McKenzie listed some of them in his paper.

Teacher-training in New Zealand", for example, has never been looked at in

complete perspective from provincial( days to the present. Yet there are

dramatic changes envisaged In a report published during 1979. A full history
-

of the training of teachers 4n New Zealand is well justified. Thd.American

philosopher, George Santayana, Argued that 'those who cannot remember the

past are condemned to repeat it'. . New Zealand's educational history has

more than once borne witness to the truth of this statement. I refer also

to a large area of our education system, one heavy with social elements,

that so far, as I am aware has never been touched by independent research.

This is the area best known as child welfare which grew out of the industrial

(...,1)
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schools established in provincial times. For some ninety years it was

part of the eduCation System and a few years ago came under theaing of

the Sociall4elfare Department. I am in no doubt that historical re-

search.into New Zealand education has plenty of room to woleln.

1.
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Research on Educational Measurement and Testing
in New Zealand

'Neil A. Reid
Test Development Division
New Zealand Council for Educational Research

To provide a coherent, comprehensive and approximately truthful account of

research activity on educational measurement and testi in this country

over the past 30 years is by no means easy, especially so little appears

to have been recorded for posterity. Tracking, down the elusive facts I

have found to be a major obstacle. T do not have all of them by any means
,

so that the picture of research.r project may have blank spots; it may be

distorted because of my particular viewpoint, and possibly out of focus too,

depending on your own interpretation of what should be highlighted.
o

I have begun by limiting the topic to educational measurement and

testing. I want to'further define the field by making a distinction

between research which simply uses tests and other forms of measurement

which would embrace much educational research of an empirical nature)

arid-Ite.search which addresses problems of educational measurement, by

,teveloping, 'modifying or adapting tests and measures, evaluating appro-

priate uses of easurement techniques. (bothold and new) or illuminating

aspects of the a ministration and interpretation of tests. Hence, to

take two recent p eces of research, I.would not consider the survey,

Educational Standards in State Schools (Depaitment of Education, 1978)

within the ambit of my'definition whereas the development of more

appropriate measures of mathematical competence in the Canterbury-

Westlapd scheme (Kay, 1978) is included. Administering a questionnaire,.

A paper presented at Research in Education,in-T Zealand : A Balance
Sheet, First National Conference 15f the New Zea and Association for
Research in Education (NZAREWVictoria University of Wellington,
7-10 December 1979.
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ratipg scales and achievement tests devised by somebody else and using a

sampling design,, administration procedures, and data analyses provided by

some other institution gas in the IEA studies (the current Mathematics study

excepted) is not; in my book,New Zealand research on educational measurement

and testing (Phillipps, 1976). But taking the Otis Tes?r; of Mental. Ability

and checking on the gradient of item difficulties for a sample of intermediate

school pupils quite definitely is (Arvidson, 1974). I trust my distinction

is clear because I have applied it rigorously in analysing the few reports

and lists of research studies available in this country.

In preparing thidtreview I have used the institutional setting of the

research in an endeavour to provide a suitable framework. While this

approach works tolerably well, there are limitations and inevitable overlaps

t)i.th collaborative and interdisciplinary research. No attempt is made to

provide detail of studies; the prime objective has been to present a broad

perspective.

Historical Overview 4
.

Despite their, fiOlaticn and remoteness from the centres of test development

and research, educators in New Zealand were experimenting with various kinds
N. .

of tests and measures, notably those of Binet, Ballard and Terman, during-

the early part of this century. The name of Norman McKenZie is associated

\
with this pioneer work. In 1921'McKenzie went to Canada for tralp.ing in

research and test development. Later, as senior inspectoefor Taranaki
,

Province, he conducted surveys in 1927 arid again in 1929,using such measures

as the Haggerty Reading Examination and Test of Educable Capacity, Ayre's

Scales and the Courtis General Test; tests which he revised for tfse in New

Zealand. The published findings of these Taranaki school surveys, released
ft

in 1930, may be regarded as this country's first research monograph. Con-

currently, D.G. Ball, Inspector of Native SchogZ.sy employed McKenzie's 1929

test battery with 1000 Maori pupils in 92 native schools and reported his

findings in the New Zealand Gazette, December, 1930.

In this same decade the universities took the 'initiative, introducing

the country to new ways of assessing or diagnosing aptitude and achievemen t.

Although it is difficult to tease out the educational from the more clinically

A .
.

o

* This section draws heavily on Fifty Years of Test Supply The New ZeaZand

Experience, (Watson, 1979), a paper presented at the 50th Jubilee Conference,
New Zealand Psychological Society, Massey University.

0 0 z
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oriented work,.,men such as Hunter, Gould and Shelley (N.Z.'s first

professor of eduNtion) were experimenting with tests like'those
,--.

from the NIP and the Army Beta in a variety of settings:/ schools,

prisons and industry. Shelley, at Canterbury, established a

clinic in 1923, with one of its functions being to undertake educat-

ional and vocational testing of children and he appointed a young man

`fresh fro teachers' college, C.E. Beeby, as his assistant. Beeby

later became the'University's first director ofIltucational and psy-

chological laboratories.

Another name from that.er is that of Winifred Valentine, who,

after two years abroad studying the mentally retarded, took
.0

up an

appointment in 1925 to assess children for special cla4es throughout

New Zealand. She worked mainly with the Binet but also with other

achievement and performance measures.

Contemporaneously, a number of'New 'Zealand schools, such as Kowhai

junior High ylOol in Auckland, had developed relatively elaborate

testing programmes using measures like the Akarana Test, the Pom&re
-..
Croup Test of Intelligence, both home-grown tests, and other aptitude

z. r

sand achievement tests for guidance and classification purposes.
,..--

Extensive studies were also being undertaken in the mid-20s by the

Department of Education in preparing the Terman Intelligence Tests for
a .

use in New ZealSnd.

/G lie been Ria MacAlister's One Minute Reading Test for c ldren'aged

The first test to be standardized (or use in New Zealand appears to

..

./
6 -11; the work being undertaken'in 1928 or 1929.

Into the 1930s and bthe New Zealand Council for EducationalOgesearch

became involved in research on educational measurement and testing with

the standardization of two measures of intelligence:* the 11-known

Otis Self-Administering Tests of' Mental Ability and an kER on-verbal
,,,

Test. It is interesting to note that the New Zealand standardizations
,

1
.

were planned to be conducted simultaneously with comparable standardiza-

tions across the Tasman (McIntyre, 1938; Redmond and'Davies, .1940).

Regrettably, NZCER's plans for comprehensive test development and vali-t

dation programmes were disrupted by war and the energies of its small

staff were directed elsewhere.

r) 4
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Six months before the war ended, NZCER sporisored a national conferenCe

devoted exclusively to questions of testing; the first and only conference

of its kind to date. The report of the conference and the developments which

followed confirm that this meeting was a key event providing guidelines for
1 .

New Zealand educators and researchers for the following 20 years.
t

It is interesting to note also, the calibre,of the university personnel
\

teaching at this time in the field of educational psychology, tests and

measurement - Winterbourn, Parkyn, Tizard, Betty Bernadelli, Beagltole and

others who went on to distinguished'academic c reers.

During-the 1940s a group -of graduate st ents at the University of

Auckland, under the leadership of Professor A.B. Fitt, assembled data in a

series of theses to modify the Stanford-Binet Scale (Form L) for New Zealand

(Fitt, 1952). Their work was supplemented by related research projects at

Canterbury under Ralp Winterbourn and at Victoria under Colin Bailey and

Arthur Fieldhouse. This exercise represents one of the few examples of

collaboration among universities in reviewing the suitability of a widely.:-

used test (NZCER, 1948).

Fieldhouse, at Victoria University, also began work in 1946 to adapt a
,

number of achievement measures for use in New Zealand schools. After apprais-

ing the reading tests of Burt, Ballard and Schonell he opted instead to pre-

pare the Oral Word Reading Test (Fieldhouse, 1952). Under NZCER's sponsorship,

Fieldhouse continued his work into the fifties and standardized the ACER

reading battery : Work Knowledge, Speed of Reading and Reading for Meaning
0 t

(NZCER, 1956) and the ACE, : 4rithmetic Test - Form C' ( NZCER, 1956). These

testa, incidentally, were not adapted in any way but were straightforward

standardization exercises.

Apart fromE.W. Sevillets development of a series of diagnostic arithmetic
alto.

tests, which proved very popular with teachers, the work in the area of educat-

ional measurement and testing-,confinued to be almost exclusively concerne d with.,
a.

the allaptation and/or norming of overseas tests for New Zealand conditions.

In the early 1950s, for example, Cyril Rogers, with assistance froMstudents

engaged on theses for the University of ALickland, set'out to standardize

Thurste's Primary Mental Abilities Test 9n a sample of 11 to 17- year -olds in

the province of Auckland (Ro ers,_1956); Dick Seddon at Otago University pre-

pared
-

Otago norms for the Sch alDiagnostic Arithmetic Tests in 1952; and

Peter Freybrg assembled norms for a Manawatu sample for Schqnell's Silent

-Reading Test A in 1957.
0
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.

In the early sixties the Commission on EducatiOn (Currie

Commission) made a number of recommendations which had a profound
s

impact on work in the testing field. Most notably the Commission

recommended the development,.pf standardiltd tests of attainment in

the Osic subjects to be administered at regular intervals du -ring

a child's school career. (These 'checkpoint' proposals were

subsequently modified; see Education, October, 196j). As events

transpired, the Government formally requested in 1965' that NZCER

set up a separate division to undertake the task. Theworksf this

division is discussed below.

University Research - Staff

One could reasonably expect that investigations in the area of edu-

cational measurement and testing might be conducted by university

staff involved with the teaching of educational measurement courses

or the training of students in the administration and interpretation

of tests. A, search Of the university calendars and d,epartmental

annual reports from 1970 on, reveals that this is indeed the case,

but that the output is somewhat meagre. Staff of our various uni-

versities,: so far as one can tell from the titles of articles and the

type of journal which publishes this kind of research, together

averaged fewer than two articles per year and, as far as can be as-
,

certained, in some years nothing at all in the area of tests and

measurement was published by a New Zealand university staff member.
.1

Only.ten or so people have published research during the Nvear period

surveyed and three lecturers from three different( universities have

been responsible for the majority of the publications. The diversity

of research completed by university staff is illustrated by the follow-

ing examples.of published findings: An Objective Method of Defining 'e

the Regi,on of the Passi1'ai1 Cutting Point in University Examinations

(Marsh, 1969), Some Effects of Testing Procedure on Divergent Thinking

(Nicholls, 1971), The WISC-R : A New Zealand'Study of Norms and

V Zidity.(Tuck, Hanson and Zitmeiman, 1975),-The Stability of Scores

crtd Difference Scores on the Progressive Achievement Tests of Listening,

and Rejainl. Comprehension.(Hughes'and Tuck 1978).

With so few published studies Over a wide tinge of topics within

the broad field, it is obviously impossible to detect an trends;

fi



aspects of the field of particular interest at a given point in, time have

been researched by an individual and in some cases the researcher has moved
.

fr8m one topic to another over the years; in others several studies explore

one aspect; or it may be that one study spawns several articles.
rt

But again, this reporting of available 'facts', largely pflbliOtions,

does not disclose the full extent of experimentation and research in this

area. Undoubtedly, university staff have conducted small-scale studies

on a wide variety of problem's. These have never been published; very

often they have not even been written up in report form, so that unless one
4 e

happens to learn by way of personal communication of some kind in the course

of one's own investigations, the scope and frequency of thisskind of research

is not discliased.,

Major, test construction exercises have been conducted in recent years in

at least two universities, Auckland and Canterbury. At Auckland, Marie Clay

4Ciay, 1972., Clay et al.,1976) has produced two measures in the language

area and Tony McNaughton (McNaughton, 1974) has been responsible for the

development'of a best of social studies.

. Some years ago less successful efforts were made at Canterbury.; The

ill=fated Canterbury Reasoning Test and the Tasman Tests were developed and

Published (Shooksmith; 1960; 1964) but failed, for a variety of reasons, to

capture a large test-user audience; Keeling and Seddon worked for sonic time

. on a test battery for Form III entrants (Keeling and Seddon, 1969) but the
*.>

pxojecteC1 full battery has never been completed. Perhaps also worthy of,

...mention is Jeanne Perry's abortive attempt to construct a performance test

for Cook Islands children) (NZCER, 1972).

Over 20 years ago, Gordon Arvidson (Arvidson, 1959) developed an entrance

test known as the GeneraZ Ability Test while on the staff of Victoria University,
4

a measure which is still used with %atisfaction by a number of secondary schools

in the southern part of the North Island and elsewhere.

As an example of interdisciplinary research involving a sizeableeducat-

ional measurement and testing component, Otago University's Dunedin Multi-
440.

disciplinary Child Devopment Study is the obvious project upon which to focus.

Ppil Silva, Jennifer Bradshaw and others have developed several measures, most

notably,The Dunedin Reading Test, and inyestigated other, tests such as the

Reynell Developmental fignguage Seale, in the course of their longitudinal

search of children 'at risk' (Silva, 1978; Bradshaw, 1978).

O
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Presently, several New Zealand universities have small specialist

units, and while each has a slightly different orientation, all have

as one of theirstated functions the improvement of teachang,and

assessment techniques of university staff. John Jones, Higher Educat-

ion Reaearch,.Auckland University, John Clift., University Teaching and

Research Centre at Victoria, Tuan Emery at the Educational Research and

Advisory Unit, Canterbury University, and Terry Crooks, Higher Education

Research Advisory Centre, OtAgo University,have all been involved in

evaluation exercises which could legitimately be considered a form of

research in the tests and measurement field. Publications for general

consumption are not numerous, as yet, but it should beremembered that

staff of these units have a rather special relationship with their

clients which must be considered.

iniversity Research Students

Unpublished degree and diploma studies.categorized under the heading of

Tests and Testing in listings whicb have ap)5eared irregularly in the ,

New Zealand Journ,z7, of Erati,onal Studies (Pickens, 1976; 1979) pro-

vide some indication5\of the popularity and interest in research in this

area over the past 30 years.

Investigations tinderkthis heading conducted by students at university

since 1950 numb,,r'74. However, in keeping with my d finition of re-
.

search into 'educational measurement and testing',ouce the theses

easurementwhich are clearly 'psychological' (e.g., concerned with the

orpersonality via tests like the Rorschach, Rosenweig Or 16 F) are

deleted, then the total number of student studies-falls to ,something

like .68. Of these, the majority are Diplomkin Education Studies (44r;

only tt,o have been done.by Diploma in Educational PsycholOgy students.

Twenty-one Masters studies have been completed: ten by Psychology

students, ten by Education students and one by a student froXm a Depart-

ment of usic! Some six theses on aspects of tests or testing have

been presented at the University of Waikato for the B. Phil or M. Phil.

degree.' Only one study at doctoral level, that of Geoff Ord at

Waikato, is listed under the heading Tests antl Testing. Just one in

30 years! And it is qu stionable whether Dr Ord's work should be ,

called'New Zealand resea ch.

2 2 (3
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Over the three decades the number of studies per decade has steadily

increased from 20 in the 1950s to just over ring the 1970s. With in-

creasing student numbers in Education departments tlis probably does not

represent an increase in the popularity of aspcts of testing as topics for

theses, rather the, reverse.

Interestingly, the majority of the studies in each decade have been

conducted in the first five years with only a trickle of theses during the

latter half. This was particularly so in the '50s and '70s.

It is.tempting to speculate as to the reasons for the current paucity

of student research in the area. 'Might it be reasonable to suggest that

the contemporary disillqdionment with certain kinds of testing and the many

controversial issues surrounding the whole testing movement, particularly in

the United States, might have something to do with the apparent lack of

popularity? Only three theses have been completed since 1975 and presently

only four studies are under Way; two Dip. Eds., an M.Sc. inTPsychology and

an Educatidn M.A. We can hardly argue that the topics for research in the
-

field of educational measurement and testing are exhausted; rather it would

appeafthat the 'climate' both within and without the universities is decidedly

chilly towards testing at present.

Vague patterns emerge from analyses of what has been researched by students

over the years 1950 to the present day. A cluster of ten Diploma studies, all

done in the early '5.0sit th

standardization of Thurstone

University of Auckland, are concerned with the

PMA. These studies were all undertaken by

students of Cyril Rogers and it appears that some kind of 'direction' was ob-

viously operating at the time - or perhaps the students had caught the enthu-

siasm of their teacher?

Achievement testing has been the topic eff a number of studies (approximately

one-third) with mathematics a clear favourite. Somewhat surprisingly in a

country obsessed with reading performance, only three studies over the whole

time span have researched aspects of the measurement of reading skills; there

have been more studies of music tests! Test construction or adaptation exer-

cises are also fairly common, with standardization and validation studies rather

less so,'

None of the studies listed appear to investigate, problems of educational

measurement techniques.' Indeed, no heading' is provided for Educational

"Measurement in the New Zealand Journal of Educational Studit's listings, nor is

',/220
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there any other descriptor under which such research might be cate-

gorized. It is reasonable to state then, that this aspect of,re-

search has been virtually ignored by students for the 30 years under

review. Perhaps it reflects a distaste for things mathematical or

statistical in the typical Education and Psychology student? Or

maybe there are more complex reasons? It is also evident that the

majority, perhaps 99 percent, of the research conductefhas been in

cognitive aspects of the field. Yet I feel certain that a great

many theses include as assessment tools, checklists, questionnaires,

rating scales'and'similar measures which have been especially devised

or adapted from existing measures. I also suspect that most are not
N. pretested and are of unknown reliability. Nonetheless, this activity

with instruments of this kind represents an unidentzified facet of the,

research in educationalmeasurement and testing.

As with the analysis of publications- of university staff, I

strongly suspect that the indications of the scope and the frequency

of research into aspects of educational measurement and testing are

not accurately represented by the 'listings of theses. Unless the

descriptors 'test(s)' or 'testing' are identified in the thesis title,

it will be categorized elsewhere. ,My own Masters thesi* provides an

excellent example. Listedunder 'creativity', the study was much more

the development of a series of valid and reliable measures to investi-

gate creative thinking and"the use of factor analysis to attempt to

identify underlying abilities and provide evidence of construct vali-

dity. There must be many theses misclassifi:ed similarly. What is

obviously required is multiple classification using a variety of des-

criptors, or better still, some New Zealand publication like

Dissertation Abstracts. This is not to denigrate Keith Pickens'

very useful work. I am certain that he would agree with me that de-

tailtail o elaboration is warranted to allow for greater accessibility

an use of research publishecf in thesis form.

Department of Eddcation Research

The most obvious source of information on research undertaken by offi-

cers of the Department of in educational measurement and

testing is the entries under Educational Development/Research Activities

in'the Annual Reports presented to Parliament by the Department each

year. An analysis of these reports from 1970 to the present indicates

230
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that very little work has apparently beep done in this area by Departmental

officers. Hbwever, the reports of projects are abb\eviated to the extent

that it "it- difficult to ascertain whether the 'surveys', 'evaluations',

'pilot schemes', 'studies" and 'trials' actually contained a research com-

ponent which could legitimately be termed 'educational measurement and

testing'. There are tantalizing hints that experimentation and investigation

have taken place; the difficulty is to identi fy the publication or report

which may contain details. I have spent hours perusing Departmental publicat-

ions such as the Curriculum Development Directorate bulletins and Notps on

.Developments, ,Educational Development Conference documents, Research and

Statistics Diwision bulletins, School Certificate Examination Board reports,

in-service course reports and the like. My best efforts have been frustrated;
4

I have located few accounts of research that might fit my definition.

Since the early 1970s the Curriculum Development Directorate (formerly

Unit) appears to have\-limited its activities in the e'Id of testing and 41

measurement.to the 'construction and accompanying research of item banks,

in mathematics and more recently in Sci4ue and foreign languages (Departthent

of Education, 1978). There are indications that new assessment techniques for

NESE English may also have been devised or investigated (Department df Educat-

ion, 1976), but no reports of this- projected research appear to have been pub-
\

lis4ed. Studies Such aS\LARIC(Department of Edujkr 1978)198) and the Com-

putation Survey Department of Education, 1978), a longitudinal study, have

elements of research into assessment methods and the development of measures,

specifically for the studies, but many of the evaluations of curriculum use

established tests or non-test techniques,

The Department of Education's Examinations and Testing Unit, headed by

Bruce Ramage, has, since the yid-70s,Nbeen activly developing and researching

a reference test, known,as thefifth.Form Inter-school Moderating Test, and

to be used in gmoderatin internally assessed School Certificate. A nationwide
.

standardization of je n asure has recently beef completed and follow-up

studies are in T.76-ttss. A further moderatinvtest for School Cer if

Workshop Technolov-is being developed currently (Gavin, 1978; Ramag , 1979).

Another specialist group of Departmental officers in the IEA Unit has

been extremely busy in, preparing trial test materials, sampling designs and

irst

generally, coordinating activity internationally for the massive second IEA

Mathematics Study. Unlike previous IEA surveys, thli......stutp has a sizeable

New Zealand input, and to my mind, particularly because of the research asso-

ciated with the development of measures in both the cognitive and affective
. ,

age
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domains, meets the criteria for inclusion iu the-definition of edu,

cations' f measurement being employed (Department of Education,

1979).

Departmental officers have, engaged increasingly in collaborative

research with staff from other" educational institutions antit is

hoped that some of this research might involve experimentation and

innovations, in thAeducational measurement and testing field., For

example, an account of the Forms -1-4 Science : Learning in Sciuge.:

[Related to Age /Developmental Levels] (Waikato University), indicates

that' assessment instruments and'procedures are to be developed to-
.

gether with resource materials (Department of Education, 1978).

It is, also probable, of course, that some Departmental research

would be of a confidential nature and that reports of such work would

110t.,be,amailahle'="'.-I,have it on good authority that this is so.

Presumably then, we-might expect that some of the Department Of

Education's findings'or enquiries into aspects of educational meaSure-
,

ment and testing have not beeiife-les d for geneval consumption. There

is nothing sinister or unethical in this; my po' -is simply that some

research may have been undertaken of which researchers/outside the Del

partment are uninformed.

Research by Teachers in the hools

If research in educational measu ment and testing has been undertaken

by teachers in the school setting it would seem appropriate for the

magazines of the two major teachers' organizations to report accounts

of such research from time to time. Yet, an analysis of National

Education over.nearly twenty years (1960-1978) and the New Zealand

PPTA,Journal--over the same period reveals an astonishing lack of re-

.ports of research of any kind, let alone,in the particular area'of

-.-interest to us.

Using even the broadest of definitions of 'research' I could find

/ no more than four in National Education, three of them on spelling

(SMIth and Pearce: 1966; Bodkin ,and Duncan, 1966; Croft, 1976) and

another on the Pacific*Infant Perforinance Scale written by a univer-

\ sity researcher (A. St'. George, 1973),. Another, albeit Satirical

article, Intelligenrce and the Pakeha Child, by Archer et al., (1971 -)

is research based and should peobably be considered as fitting my

definition.

0 t )
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Five accounts appeared in the New Zealand PPTA journal; one written by

an Otago University staff member (Boyd, 1969), another by a psyChologist

(Silva, 1971), two were contributed by the same researcher (McCaw, 1974;

1976) on the same subject, the Napier. Internal Assessment Scheme, and the

other, an analysis pf a multiple-choice test.; .a brief study that came about

almost!"accidentaIly (Spence, 1966).. On the other hand, there are numerous
4kt:,

articlepof a descriptive nature, or pieces expressing opinions about examina-

tions, tests, evaluatidn, assessment schemes, testing and he like;

thousands of words written about the' pros and cons of various kinds of test-

ing or examining, in some cases quoting '(and sometimes misquoting!) overseas

research studies - but precious little in the way of accounts of New Zealand

research on aspects of educatiOnal measurement and,tes ng.

I understand that the Department of Education's gazine, Education

maintained a policy Which enabled accounts of research, -particularly applied

research conducted by Ilaachers, to be published. Indeed, tie current

volumes have a special section towards the back of each number entitled

'Exchange', which seems to be admirably suited for just this purpose. A

ti survey of articles and reports published in,Eduqation over the past decade

which provide information, or accounts of research on topics of educational

measurement or testing reveals that only two would fit the definition of

research I am employing, both written by university staff members (McNaughton,

19 hes, 1977). One other piece on the setting up of the Mathematics

item banks contributed by an anonymous member of the Curriculum beve'lopment

Unit might just warrant inclusion (1971).

Another line of el,iquiry, into whatresear0 has been undertaken in this

area leads' to the publications.: Innovations, Experiments and.Projects in

Primary Education 1971 and Innavatij,ns, 1Xperiments and Projects in Schools

and Colleges, 1974, which are based on the reports received annually from

the DSIs. But,again, the entries/accountsh-eports are few. One, possibly

two, of some 45 entries in 1971 would fit my definition of research and of

the six in the 4974 list of 92 entries, five are contributed by CurriCulum

Development Division personnel and one by a teachers' college lecturer

none by teachers.

However, as the introduction to each of these publications points out

the projects described here are ... only a selection of those-

conducted..i' or words to thgt effect, so we cannot know precisely how many

studies or projects might have been undertaken by .practitioners in the school

.
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A
setting. Many of these informal school,baged experiments or en-

quiriel I am certain, would fail\to meet the stringent require-
,

ments of the professional or academic researcher. But, what we

might call 'a tion research', grass-roots studies conducted to

try tb p e information that will help in making a decision

about an immediate problem areundoubtedly done. Frequently,

the findings will, be confined to the particular school or at best

to a group of local schools; they will seldA reach a wider

audience, especially if there were no significant differences or

the results were inconclusive, or, dare we say it, if they.did not

turn out in quite the way the researcher had hoped.

I thought originally that perhaps it was not that research is

not being undertaken but that there was no vehicle, no way for

teachers or others involved in the schbols to have their studies

and'findings published. I am sure now that this is not the case;

undoubtedly the outlets exist. Another possibility is that teachers

are, for some reason, reluctant to use their professional magazines

to publicize their work, But I cannot think why this would be so,

unless, of course; they were submitting their articles to overseas
.

journals, .a cqure of action I believe to be unlikely.'

From the published evidence available there would appear to be

a dearth of teacher-conducted research. Buthe list of NZARE

Personal Members gives at leist.four of the handful of teacher mem-
/

bers as interestedn the field of.educational measurement and

testing. I knbw personally that two of then have been activelY,

engaged in Investigating the suitability oftests of scholastic

aptitude for the pupils in their school district.and -that written

reports have been prepared (Forsyth, 1975). There are undoubtedly

others, How do we find out about these'people and' what they have

been doing?

Research in Teachers' Colleges

Staff of teachers' colleges have traditionally not been prolific

contributors to 'the research in the area of tests and measurNent.

From my enquiries the names of only two researchers come to light:

David Doake at Christchurch Teachers' College and his work on a

2J
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standardized acadAlic aptitude test for college students in the early '70s

and Murray Hulbert at Hamilton for his recent 'developmental work on fifth

and sixth form moderating tests. One would hope that more research has

been done in our teachers' colleges, but again it is extraordinarily diffi-

cult to locate the information even when apPropriate sources have been

identified. Happily, I understand that Dunedin Teachers College is to

act as a clearinghouse for all teacher college research in the future.

l
Research In the Armed Services 0

The Services have long used measures of aptitude and achievemek for select-

ion purposes. Almost without exception the approaches and tests employed

would have been inherited from, the British, at least .up until the Second

World War, and the majority of these would be categorized as 'psychological'

rather than 'educational'.

With the beginning of Worl,d War II', personnel research came of age be-

cause of the pressures of selection, most notably for aircrew, but also for

other specialists in the Arnied Forces. Methods and measures from overseas -
e

Canada, the UK and USA, were employed to assess requisite aptitudes, tempera-

ment and other personality variables. PSychqlogists shouldered the bulk of

the load and names like Wrigley, Hearnshaw and Waite, are associated with the

work of this time.

After the war, programmes of testing for selection ,purposes were further
F. 'N6

developed and validated with psych&ogists working with educationalists such

as Harry McQueen and Jir,(Caughley. during the late 1940s. From that time,

with many ups and downs, asiministrative shuffles and re-shuffles within the
: .

Services, a strong, coordinated Defence Psychology Unit has emerged whose

work embraces occupational and, to a lesser extant, educational fields. Much

of the research of the people employed in this Oit is oriented towards im-
T

.proved selection procedures in which tests and testing play p substantial role.

Reports of development, validation and similar studies are naturally confidential

so that we may not know the true extent of the research undertaken but I am

given to understand that it is relatively extensive and sophisticated. (See

Tou1son and Williams, 1979, for a detailed history of the work of the New

Zealand Armed Forces psychologists),.
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Research in Technical Institutes

Some difficulty was experienced in identifying staff of technical ins-

titutes who had contributed to research in the field under scrutiny.

I managed to locate only two studies by tutors : an interesting article

by Pat Bruce (1974) on test difficulty in the New Zealand Journal of

Educational Studies and another in Technical Education by Monty Mead

(1977) an an analysis of student' examination marks and internally

assessed performance. Undoubtedly, these studies represent only the

tip of the iceberg. But where do polytechnic people publish their

findings?

Research.by Other Ag4ncies

Vocational Guidance Service

Thloough the fift and sixties a large number of Research and Testing

Notes, s 89 in all, were produced by an extremely energetic Research

VA Testing Officer, Jack Jennings. These notes covered a wide range

of.tests and occupations. Many of them provide norms for occupational

samples, others report test results and include interpretative comments,
,

whilst others are comparative studies. Despite their brevity, these

notes represent a very useful account of small-scale, applied, research

in a specialized corner of the field of educational measurement and

testing. Regrettably, when Jennings left the Serv'ce in 1969 the re-

search activity declined abruptly. Lack of staff, vacant se for posi-

tions and the pressdres for o.ther kinds of work meant that o ly a handfUl

of investigationd%ete conducted over.-t.he next nine years. -

In Apri1.1978, the Vocational Gpidance Service was transferred offi-
.

cially fromithe Department of Education to the Department of Labour and

a new appointment to the position of Research and Testing Officer was

made in Ilty. That appoinlree was Joe Williams, a psychologist with vast

experience. Already Mr Williams has initiated programmes which will

lead to the provision of updated norms for several of the tests which
lt

are still used by officers of the Service in their day-to-day work al-

though f,opr many the emphasis has shifted dway from testing for the

present.

k
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Psychological Sevice

One branch of the Department of Education vitally concerned with testing is

the School Psychological Service. While much of the work of the school

psychologists is of a clinical nature, the assessment of scholt1 achievement

and the measurement of scholastic aptitude are also part and parcel of many .

case studies.

In the 1960s two'major research programmes in the field of testing were

undertaken. In 1963, Rogers tackled a New Zealand standardization of

Raven's Coloured Progressive Matrices (Rogers, 1963) and the Revised

Tomlinson Junior School Test was standardized nationally in 1964 (Callander

et al. 1967). Currently, preparatory work is underway for,4nother national

standardization; this time of the WISE' -R. Two other major enquiries in

progress: one by Coleman on criterion-referenced assessment and another under

the leadership of Eddy Eggers, at Palmerston North, on the Burt Word Reading

Test. #

Many small-scale studies on aspects of testing, predominantly investigat-

ions of the suitability of new tests for local conditions, are conducted by %

Tchological Service personnel. Examples of studies of this nature would

be Peter du Chateau's work with.the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, Craig

Jackson's investigation of the Aston Index, Dawson's work with

Thurstonet,s PMA in the Hutt Valley - Wellington region and the Christchurch
414

Psychologlcal Services' development of the C-R Word Recognition Test. In the

main these studies are, not funded centrallY, or at all, and rely on the energy

and enthusias the individual psychologist for their conduct and completion:

Findingswould be known to local colleagues and may be disseminated more

widely, depending on their perceived importance and impagt. Again, it is

difficult to specify just how numerous studies of this type are, but from my

own personal knowledge some psychologists 4re quite actively involved in en-

qui,ries of this nature.

New Zealand Council for Educational Re'search

Since its inceptiorOin 1934 the Council has had an association with research in

educational measurement and testing. In the early years this was largely

through sponsorship or support of honorary research workers investigating as-

pe'ts of the field and the publication of research monographs, e.g.,

Standardizing Shorthand Tests (James, 1944); The Stanford-Binet Scale : its

SuitabiliAy for New Zealand (Fitt, 1952).

e,
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The exception to this. pattern would be Redmond and Davies'

standardization, of the Otis Self-Administering Tests of Mental

Ability - Intermediate Form and the ACER : Non-verbal Test and

the anonymous standardization of The Metropolitan Readiness Tests

in 1942 conducted by members of the CeuncilPS staff. Some

adaptation of of overseas'*tests has also been undertaken by staff

working on particular projects, e.g., the New Zealand revision

of the Minnesota Teacher Attitude inventory-and several achieve-
,

ment tests of overseas' origin (Watson, 1958). Certainly,

NZCEi. was the principal focus of the small amount of test

development, as opposed to norming activity that had gone on.

Explaining the lack of involvement in this sphere, Parkv (NZCER,

1965), in a reiteration Campbell's view of 20 years before,

stated 'NZCER has been inte ested in tests mainly as an adjunct

to its wider resetch activi les. This is the main reason why

it has avoided committing a as'ge part of its slender resources

to a more comprehensive developmenX of educational or psychological

tests.' The Council at'thl.s 'time showed a distinct disinclination

to have tests and testing dominate its activities.

With the establishAnt of the.Test Development Division in

1965 (following the recommendations of,the Currie Commission

quoted earlierand still- further recommendations made to the

Minister of Educaiion by a special three-man committee) and the

appointment late in 1965 of Warwick Elley as its energetic and

talented head, test construction activities and related research

studies mbv.edlinto ha gear. The Division had as its brief: 'The

main function of th ivisidn would be to develop tests and keep

the't under continuous review. Much of s early work would be

directly related to the construction of those tests of attainment.

recommended by the Commi sion for primary schools, pt it would not

\\, be limited to such work' (NZCER, 1965). Some preparatory work had,

din fact, already been done by NZCER in commissioning technical

briefs in subject areas (Fieldhouse, Freyberg asid Lenz) and in

general intellectual ability (Arvidson) prior to its acceptance of

the Government'h proposal.

Since the mfd-sixties, NZCER's small Test Development Division

has produced achievement tests for primary and secondary pupils in

Reding Vocabulary (1969), Reading Comprehension (1969), Listening

r.)
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Comprehension (1971), Mathematics (1974) and Study Skills (1978) in its
.

irogressive Achievement Test series and re-normed the Otis Tests of Mental
,

,

Ability (Intermediate Formiconcurrently with the tests of reading (Elley,

1969). The development of these tests is fully documented in Chapter 6

of each of the teacher's manuals which accompany the tests.

The construction of each new test presents different problems which

are researched by. staff. undane matters as print size, column

width, Rage format, use of answer sheets vs answ/ ing in the booklet,, speed

6of reading, methods of answering, content of irections, placement of

stimulus material, use of colour and the like are ted and mentioned

or briefly outlined under Concurrent Research in the manu s for the tests.
\

In some cases the studies are documented or written up in report form for,

limited dissemination. and a few warrant publication, e.g., he Effects of'

Coloured Stimulus Material on Study Skills Achievement (keid, Croft and c,

Jackson, 1977); Answer Changing on Objective Tests (Jackson, 1978).4 ,

The validation exercises undertaken as part of the construction phase ,

are also published in the teacher's manuals as are all the details of the

actual development and standardization of the measures. Occasionally some

of these studies may also be written up as research articles, e.g.,

A Factorial Analysis of the PAT : Reading Comprehension, Reading Vocabulary

and Listening Comprehension Tests (Reid and Hughes, 1974); A Rasch Analysis

of a Test from the Progressive Achievement Test Series (Jackson, 1979)..

In line with the recommendation that the 'tests be kept under continuous

review', investigations with a view to re-norming are conducted at regular

intervals and the findings reported (Reid, 1975; Reid, 1978). Curfently

an interim report for a re-norming study of the PAT : Mathematics Tests, is

tin preparation.

it As Parkyn stated in 1965, 'the work of ehe Division will go on to the

development of tests which will be used for a variety of purposes in the

educational services and industry and commerce'I' . This has been the case

increasingly over r cent years with several major test development projects

being undertaken at one time in addition to the 'bread and butter' work

associated with the development and. maintenance of the Progressive Achievement

0 40

a.

Test series.'

Quite apart from tbeassistance given to NZCER honorary research workers,

other NZCER staff, Government agencies, schools and other teaching institutions

and commercial enterprises in developing their own education

measures and/or using them to better purpose, officers of the ilest Development* 0'

tests. and

<-0:1
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Division have been responsible fo"r constructing and validating the

Language Achievement Test for Overseas Studies - (LATOS) for the

Universities Grants Committee, and the Police Entrance Test or

thejNew Zealand Police Department. The ,construction of two other

tests of a similar type for possible development in 1980. are being
.4

discussed at present. 1

Othet measures have also been developed,1 most notably, the
/N

Study Habi.ts Evaluation and Instruction Kit (SHEIK), ( ckson, Reid

d Croft, 1979), and EOSSIC, 4 rating'scale for teach is to use in

orvin g pupili' study behaviour (Jackson; Reid, Crof and Cowie,- 19'79).

Both measures were deSigned to complement the PAT : Study SkiZZs Tests,

and were thoroughly researched.

Presantly in the pipeline are several other tests or standardiza-

tions of ov rseas measures. A scholastic aptitude .test for children

aghd 9 to 14 years, the first of two (the second a multi-factorial

model), is to be standardized in 4ril. 1980. A spelling test of theI .
proof-reading kind will he standardied concurrently. Plans are also

afoot for New°Zealand standardfzations of Raven's Standard Progressive -

Matrices, the But Word Reading Test, and several advanced tests of

general ability - 'WET Higher Tests AL-A(2,1 BL -BQ; 840/?8, and the
ey

construction of a measure of study attitudes to round out the SHEIK

is also being investigated.

' As with other institutionai.research of "less -than -major impor-

tance, a good deal Of What is investigated by Test Development Division

staff remains unpublished and known only to.a small coterie of re-

searchers who have been involved usually In a consultaAve role,, at

some stage during the research projeCt.

Oversee Influences

In my historical overview I remarked that despite this country's'

remoteness and isolation from.world centres of test developint and

research we have"managed eo'remain tolerably well informed of oVer-

sea developments.

Today this informatiori reaches us largely-through articles in

scholarly journals, reports disseminated by large research organiza-

tions (gTS, OISE, NFER, etc.) and through active participation or

observation by New Zealpld researchers on study or draining leave
^

. or on exchange with other ,institutions.

240
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To Some degree we are always a little behind the play, particularly in

psychometrics and to a lesser extent in test evelopment work. The 'trickle

theory' is clearly in operation; research appearing in journals is often

irears -old if the time from the submissiOn of the manuscript to the arrival of

the journal on the library shelves is calculated. Sometimeit it is also

necess ry 16 wait for sophisticated technology, and for trained personnel X°

handle he hardware to become available. Hence, we have come rather late to

'new' developments such as item banks, mastery learning and testing, criterion-

referenced assessment, minimal competency tests, Rasch analysis% multiple-

matrix sampling and the like. In some respects this is by no meant a bad

thing. The Americans, Australians, Canadians and sometimes the British en-
A

counter.all the inevitable teething troubles and we occasionally learn from

their mistakes and excesses. I would like to believe that our belated

arrival on the scene sometimes permits us to do the job better. A good

example of this is Warwick Elley's development of content- referenced norms

for the PAT : Reading Tests; a breakthrough of sorts.

t'resently,0e major influences are from North Americas and in some
/

specific areas of research from ACER in Australia and NFER in England. Such

leadership is to be antitipated given the resources in terms of personnel and

money that these countries are able to command and the opportunity they have

to specialize. Whether they do a better job, dollar for dollar,'is another

matter. In this country we are severely limited in a number of ways and for

.the moment rtoeSt of us must remain part-time researchers and in true New

Zealand sty/tp supreme generali4s able to turn a hand to most things.

. Research Trends and Emphases

One fLet of research from the 'evaluation of suitability' mould, and one

which cuts across institutional boundaries, has been the relatively numerous

studies of the validity of tests, notably scholastic aptitude and achieve-
es.

tent measures, for Maori children. Living, as we do, in a multi-cultural

society, this concern for the appropriateness of these tests can be expected.

Although many of the studies are essentially comparative exercises, a

proportion also contain an investigationof the suitability of the tests.

St. George (1977) provides an excelleniand informative summary of these re-

. search studies. spanning 50 years or so in his doctoral dissertation. He notes

(i) the exclusion of Maori children from most of the early standardizations and

(ii) the lack of separate Maori and European-analyses. St. George recommends

2 4
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that, in line with APA standards, future resear hers should investigate

matters of test reliability, test validity and est item characteristics

separately for minority popul tions.

Historically it is pos ble, despite the meagre number of studies

and,the fragmented nature .f the field, to detect several phases in the

research on educational easprement,and testing. The earliest was an

experimental phase erseas tests were tx-ied and their suitability

for New Zealand conditions was evaluated. Lbtal norms were developed

for those judged to be satisfactory. To some extent, this trend has

plersisted to the present and will no doubt continue in the futtAe. FQ
1

1-ie moment it is left to the enthusiasm of a handful of researchers to

investigate tests and measures released recently by overseas publishers

and institutions (e.g., British Ability Scales, WISC-R, Tests of .>

Children's Learning Ability, Tests of English for Migrant Students).

Then came a period of national standardizations in, the areas of

general mental ability, reading and arithmetic. With one exception,
, -

these were unadapted overseas measures for which New %land norms

were derived*

C.

With the growth-ofA.greatet-resea5ch capability within the De:-

partment of Education togther with the estab ishment of specialist

divisions and the setting up of the Test Dev opment Diidsion at NZCER,

tests or assessment devices designed to fulfil particular functi6ns have'

been developed specifically fOr New Zealand condi'tiSv. ,While the

range and variety of these measures is bino means extgnsive, teachers

and others are, I believe, better served than .they have ever been in the

past.
.

The vast ority of the research has focussed on cognitive aspects

within the field; the affective and psychomotor domains remain virtually

untouched. So, too, the area of psychometrics &ere those few investi-

gations that have been mokinted have been initiated by 'professional'

researchers or university staff specializing in statistics /psychometrics.
ti

Conclusion .

A'
From the fragmented and obviously incomplete picture I have presented it

is difficult to resell any other'Conclusion, pedestrian and ujiimaginative

as it may be, hat morl and better research is necessary in /every facet

of the field. There is no lack of pressing problems,loth for the

,..) -I

1 xs
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practitioner and for the policy-maker. 'It is not within the scope of

this paper to state what these problems are or who is to research them

that is quite a different story.

I have been rather optimistic in reviewing the research on educational

measurement and testing; I want desperately to believe that what is pub-

lished in journals and reports represents only a fraction of what is

actually being undertaken in this countryi. Perhaps I am deluding my-
//

__sel but there are faint signs and intimations as I have indicated,

and informants in.a variety of institutions approached as part of this

exercise in presenting the state of the art seem to share my impression.

What is abundantly cigar, I think, is the lack of documentation,

publication and ,communication among the reseaiClters working in and around

the field of educational measurement andtesting. It transpires-that few

of us know what others are doing now, or have done recently. Obviously,

too, what research activity there is can be of little Value unless available

information can be put into the hands of those practitioners and administrators

to whom our findings might be of use. Therein lies the challenge; perhaps

the fledgling NZARE may be able to provide the forum and the dissemination
\t

network'whereby we achieve a free, fast flow of information to those who_,seek

it or need it.

I
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Commentary

. Peter Freyberg
Department of Education
.University of Waikato

Neil Reid has provided us wit4 a very useful state of the art paper re-
I

viewing research specifically,ddrected to the field of educational

measurement and testing in New Zealand in the last few years. He de-

liberately restricted its scope to the development and/or investigation

of the characteristics of measuring instruments, rather than their use

and therefore he excluded any consideration of once-off measures specific

to particular research projects. As he popted out, there are no doubt

some 'potentially useful instruments described in such studies - as start-

ing points, if not as polished instruments. One of the tasks which

NZARE might set, itself would be the maintenance of a regis-ter of such

instruments as an aid to other research workers. This could be a less

elaborate equivalent of the Handbook of Tests in Child Development.

Neil also pointed out the extreme paucity of research in New Zealand

dealing with basic considerations in educational measurement. There

have been some,qmall but indicatilie studies comparing, for example, diffe-

rent test formats, the use of colour and type faces etc. ,We make many

assumptions in constructing ours and we need more investigations of

this kind on a continuing basis. 4 4

As one reads Neil's review, several other points, emerge which I think

we will need to consider further in the years ahead:

1. Our reluctance in the Social Sciences in general and in Education

in particular to direct students on to specific projects. Progress

in the Physical Sciences, for example, is-accelerated by the practice

of 'requiring' ,senior students to work on specific projects in which

their supervisOr is engaged,

1. Neil Reid, Research on Educational Measurement and Testing in New

Zealand.
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2. The resulting diversity of projects leads to very scattered research :

it involves a shotgun type of approach'to very complex problems,

3. Senior students have obviously been unwilling in this country over the

past few years to undertake theoretical studies in the measurement

area. There is little doubt that this is partly the result of an anti-

measurement-outloik which has developed in some quarters,4but also re-
.

flects the lack of mathematical an4 statistical background which is

usually necessary. Unless we can counteract'the situation it is likely,

in my view, that future research will be hamstrung through lack of qualir

fied measurement constructors and measurement instruments.

4. During the discussion of the papers, questions of dissemination of in-

formation about current potentially significant research projects arose

several times. There would seem to be a case for some kind of clearing-

\house for information about (a) people currently working in the measure-

ment field (with perhaps a little more detail than is available in the

register of NZARE members); and (b) brief information about tests being

developed at the present time no matter how embryonic they might be.
J

The papers presented in the measurement series at the conference bore out

the analysis that Neil had made of past research. There was only one theore-

tical paper.
2

There were two papers dealing with specific test construction
/'

problems : one on the validity of three types of spelling tests 3
and the other

on context effects in essay mlrking.
4

There were two papers dealing with

national exaMinations
5

and only one paper which described the development of a
.//

new'test
6

- an attempt to explore children's scienc concepts in a very speci-

fic area.

2. Peter Jackson, Latent Trait Analysis.

3. Cedric-Croft, An Investigation Into the Validity of Three Types of Spelling
Tests.

4. David Hughes, Brian Keeling and Brian Tuck, Context Effects in Essay Marking.

5. Bruce Ramageo,Inter-School Moderating Tests; B.A.M. ,Moon, Are 'Pass' and
'Fail' i,z School Certificate and University Entrance Obsolete Concepts?

6. Beverley Stead and Roger Osborne, Exploring Science Students' Concepts of
Light.
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Professor Lawrence in criticising (fairly enough) some of the re-

search which has been conducted in the measurement field over the past

few years referred to the use of inruments with little or no check on

their raqi.onale or efficiency. If we are honest we must recognise that

most assessments of validity involve some circularity of argument : the

new test is compared with an older test which was compared with an earlier

test, and so on. There are however some current improvements on this

procedure. For example, NZCER has taken particular trouble to involve

teachers in the construction of items and checking of item validity in

tests in the PAT series. Lawrence himself evaluated the OTIS test in

.1955 by examining the reasons for children giving wrong answers to specific

items. Ten years later I attempted to demonstrate the validity of a

multiple-choice test by checking it against a clinical type of administrat-

ion of the same items and in the Learning in Science Project currently

under way at the University of Waikato, we are reversing the usual validity

checks by starting with instances of behaviour and devising items to cate'-,

gorize these rather than starting with categories of responses (answer

choiees).

As I see it, the current situation in'the field of educational measure-

ment is one of pessimism : that what we are doing is really not adding much

to our knowledge of people or of the educational.procest. We are well

aware of the defects in many procedures-that have been employed in the

past - lack of validity, spurious precision, inappropriate analysis

(analysing the noise rather than the message). Nevertheless, research

in most fields can proceed only a limited distance without precision of

observation. Qualitative observation alone may obscure the relationships

in which we are interested : to take an earthy analogy, some plants grow

better in an acid soil, but the degree of acidity is vital. It is.often

noV just a matter of what, but of how much. Our problem, in education as

in many other areas of human concern, is to determine'the degree of pre-

cision required to answer the questions we !sk.



Classroom StudieS in New Zealand:
Whence and Whither?

Eric Archer
'Bruce Wilson
Department of Education
Massey University

This paper is an attempt to review the research carried out in New

Zealand classrooms over the laSt decade. The coverage includes theses',

published articles
2

, conference papers and unpublished reports. As

might be expected the majorliity of these investigations are the products

of university-based research. However, we did actively seek information ,.

on research undertaken by Teachers College staff, government agencies and

other parties: But in spite'of all our efforts there are probably some

kbtudies we will have missed. As well, we had difficultxgetting access

to some of the studies we did locate. So the coverage, ineviihbly, is

incomplete but, we think, fairly representative,,

' Before we begin the-actual review, it is important to indicate the

parameters for the field of research with which we will be dealing. There

is no clearcut definition of what is and what,is not classroom search.

American social psychologists were amongst the first to approach studies

in classrooms in a systematic way
3

. They soon bftcame largely concerned

with establishing systematic coding procedures for groping observed be-

haviour in predetermined categories
4

. The initial category' bases were

related either to teaching technique (Barr, 1948) or to general typologies

refledting ideological commitments to democratic leadership or climate,

to indirect approaches to instruction and to supportive and pupil oriented

procedures. A further feature of many of,the American category systems

was the pervasive, often subtle influence of the stithulus-response learn-

ing paradigm
5

.

A paper. resented at Research in Education.in New Zealand: A Balance
Sheet, First National Conference of the New Zealand Association for
psearch in Education (NZARE), Victoria University of Wellington, 7-10
'December, 1979.
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This systematic obsvation approach is commonly referred to as inter-

action analysis,.a term which is frequently used interchangeably with

'classroom research'. British researchers initially used similar category

schemes in defining classroom interaction but have recently developed a whole

series of recording systems (Galton, 1979). As a consequence of the in-

, creased participation of sociologists, anthropologists and linguists class-
.

Toom research systems have broadened dramatically from the initially a priori

observer's approach. Although much of the American Work remains segregated

within individual disciplines, and littlt dialogue exists between them, the

British tradition is characterised by a much more interdisciplinary union,

even though it has not always been an amicable one. New Zealand research

has been influenced by both the American
6
and British traditions. Educat-

ional researchers in New Zealand appear to have been more influenced by the

latter when it came to identifying with or communicating across disciplines
7

.

However, it was often the American systematic procedures which became the

preferred methodology and research style.

The foregoing provides a partial explanation of why we shall be using

a broad-brush approach to the field of classroom research. ae are inte-

rested in any work, irrespective df disciplinary affiliation, which looks at

the classroom process. By that, we mean any work which has been concerned

with the actual day-to-day operation of classroom life. We are not inte-

rested in input-output studies which treat the classroom as an unkhown black

box. On the contrary, it is the daily life of the classroom (Jackson, 1968)

Which gives social meaning to the participants. Such an emphasis means that

most pf the work we review Will be of the kind where researchers have actually

spent time in classrooms observing what is happening. However, we will not
4

limit dzr review to observation studies only. It is also possible, although

somewhat more difficult, to obtain an understanding of classroom operations

through questionnaires and interviews.

This paper will first present a discussion of a substantial corpus of

the research which has been completed in New Zealand since 1967
8

. The stud-

ies will be divided into six main topic areas: teacher/parent/student ex-

pectations; teacher location, classroom structure and participation; be-

haviour modification; achievement studies; teaching strategies and student

thinking; and recent developments
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Following the discussion is a review of trends in both America and Britain

and some suggestions about t'he direction New Zealand research might take.

4 New Zealand Teacher/Student/Parent Expg"ctation Studies

Ever since the landmark and controversial-piece of research by Rosenthal

and Jacobson (1968) researchers have taken an active interest in the ex-

pectations teachers have of their pupils (and vice versa)'and the effects

such expectations may have on subsequent interaction and achievemtnt.

St. George (1978) and Haigh (1973, 1974) both made this a central concern

in their research. They observed teachers interacting with their pupils

in regular classrooms. The interaxtion for Haigh was confined to dis-

cussion time. immediately following a story which was read by 'the teacher,

while St. George ob§erved a variety of curriculum activities. In each

case, trained observers recorded the interaction patterns between the

teacher and those individual students whose potential the teacher had

been previously asked to evaluate. The two studies proicled data which"

at first glance appeared to conflict. Haigh reported that.students who

were regarded by the teacher as high performers received more primary

question contacts and response opportunities than did those regakrded as

low performers. St. George found no significant differences between

high and low expectation groups in'the.quantity of public or private res-

.ponse opportunities. However, when type and complexity of questions

were taken into consideration, it was found that high expectation students

received the more complex questions.

Ashcroft (1972) investigated the relationship between parent/teacher

,belief systems (i.e.r about the treatment of children and the purposes of

education) and interaction patterns between the teacher and student. In

an attempt to understand the intricacies of a school situation where some

,students were re rded as problems by some teachers and not by others,

he hypothesized hat diverging parent-teacher beliefs about schooling

could act to hinder t acher-pupil rapport. He found that where there

was.dissensus between 'the teacher a rent, even though neither knew

the other's belief system, there was a higher incidence of negative sanc-

tioning and positive directing by the teacher towards that student.

1

a
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.

Wright (1969) and Pennell (100) evaluated the nexus between pupil and

Teacher expectations. :Through the use of questionnaires Wright evaluated

teacher and student beliefs about the stimulation and.motivation of pupils

in a single high school. He found that students think teachers are gene-

rally more positive than negative'and that they work harder for those teac-

hers perceived as the most positive. Nonacademic students 'regarded teachers

as-being more negative. Pennell interviewed and surveyed teachers and

students to compare their views on school life. He found the perceptions

of teachers about student likes/dislikes to be accurate and observed that

activities considered valuable by teachers were nevertheless infrequently

offered. The one disparity between teacher and student perception was

about which classrobm problems might be considered the wrst.problems.

Smart (1977) was a]so concerned with teacher expectatioAs and their

effect on placeMent of low IQ students in special classrooms. She found

that low IQ students are more likely to be transferred to special classrooms
4r,

if teachers hold low expectations about their own ability to cope with such

students.

Summary reviews of oversew studies (Elashoff and Snow, 1971) conclude

that, generally speaking, teachers are accurate over time in their assess-

ment of the academic abilities of their own students. Where inaccuracies

are reported, they are more common in contrived situations (i.e., where

false information about relatively unknown students is supplied). Further-

more it seems that there are expec,tations which are subtly conveyed and

which can act as self-fulfilling prophecies.' The New Zealand 1nNestigations

tend to confirm such conclusions although it is noteworthy that the trend

here has been to observe in naturalistic, on-going classrooms with little

intervention. While the construct of 'expecta ion' gives some Coherence to

these report , different explanatory theories re suggested. These. tend to

originate within social and educational psychology and in sociology. The

interpretation made here, is that there is a growing trend towards an inter-

disciplinary approach to expectation. Bates' (1977) argument that a role-
/

theory view of expeptation presupposes a static and hierarchical society and

that some dynamic self-image (or attribution) view is needed to account for

change is seen as relevant here.

4 c.) ,)
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Two further questions are e oked by a survey of the indigenous lite-

rature. What are 5emeans by w ich expectations are communicated in

classrooms? Has too much reliance en placed upon the study of inter- :v..

action patterns,in classrooms as the preferred way of attempting to under-,-

stand expectations and their conseqUences?

New Zeal*nd Teacher Location, Classroom Structure and Participation Studies

This field of study has been markedly influenced"by the pioneering,work of

Adams and Biddle (1970), amongst the :irst researchers to introduce the use

of videotape in the classroom. They postulated that the seating position

of a student in the classroom relative to the location of the teacher had

an important influence on the frequency of participation by that student.

They further proposed that participation frequency woliy be positively

correlated with achievement. McGregor (1974) used direct observation in

four classrooms and found that teachers do, indeed, spend more time near

the front rows of,the classroom but that student participation was not af-

fected by 1.iation. Bates (1973) videotaped two classrooms and found

little evidence to support the argument that there is any relationship

between location and participation, participation and achievement, or

location and achievement.

Codyre (1973) compared a number of classrooms across two types of

lessons, mathematics.arid social studies. He found that there were im-
.

portant differences between lesson types in the location of teachers,

thd content and level of verbal interaction. Gill (1977a, 1977b) in-

vestigated the effects of classroom architecture (various seating

arrangements in self-cormpined classrooms aneopen plan vs conventional

classrooms). He'reported no significant difference between open plan

,and conventional schools in their interaction patterns. Although

there was some effect coneguent upon type of,desk seating arrangement,

this environmental effect was further,,compounded by class interactions

i.e., the effect of.change was.dependen6opon individual teacher's

reactions.
ti

The reports on teacher location have increased in complexity from

descriptive accounts of teacher position and movement and associated

partiCipation patterns to thOse in which such other factors as socio-

metric group patterns, architectural and organizational features and

curriculum have been, added. The original' investigations were under-

taken during a period when teaching had been conceptually disentangled 0
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from learning (Smith, 1960) and couldlegitimately be observed as the role-

relevant activities of the Members of a profession. rt of the increased

complexity may be related to the difficulty of exclu ing intention and pur,

pose from accounts of teaching. The construct of teacher location is

clearly appropriate fora .descriptive nayping of classroom events and where

explanation is not the goal. Where explanatory theory is the goal other

concepts (e.g., political power and territoriality) may be more useful.

New Zealand Research On Behaviour Modification

Since the New Zealand research on behaviour modification, to use the original

term, is reported in a separate paper and since it also has a strong,within-
,

group similarity, it is expedient here simply to summarise the general trends,

pointing out commonalities and incongruities. Nevertheless, it is important

to include a sampling of ese studies, for they are numericallypredominant

amongst the types of class oom research under consideration. For instance,

5 of 15' reports of classroom research to be found in the New Zealand Journal

of Educational StudiesAclong to this genre. Furthermore, these reports

demonstrate the impact which some individuals have in stimulating further re-

search. Church at Canterbury and Glynn at Auckland are two, amongst others,

who have provided leadership in this field.

In eight of the nine studies discussed in this section the researchers

observed classroom behaviour and noted any changes which resulted from experi-
,.

mentally introduced reinforcement. The one study which was not concerned

withobserved behaviour (Ashe, 1971) focussed on test performance. Five of

the eight observation schemes were interested in :on-taskt/behaviour (Jackson,

1973; Roche, 1974; Glynn and Quinnell, 1971; Thomas and Adams, 1971;

McNaughton, 1975). Two researchers observed a similar )apptopyiate' be-

haviour pattern (Fry and Thomas, 1976; Adams, 1974) while the final re-

O searcher recorded rates of 'disruptive' b4aviour (Ellery, Blampied and

Black, d975). Most researchers observed target students for a number of 10

second intervals and recorded whether they were on-task or off-task. Ellery,

Blampied and Black divided the lesson into one minute intervals and observed

whether any disruptive behaviourby students occurred during that time inter-.

val..

0:- -1
to 40

I
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In most cases the research was designed so that students acted as

their own control. In other 4Ords, a baseline period of behaviour ,.

was observed, a form of treatment was administered during'whidh

haviour continued to be,monitored, and finally a reversal period was

observed where st dents were exposed to the original baseline conditions.

In all cases in the research reported here the students were obseryed

in their regular classroom settings
10

. The treatment usually consisted

of positive reinforcement/praise by the teacher for appropriate or on-

task,behaviour. Off-task behaviour was usually ignored., In addition

to praise, Thomas and Adams (1971) built in a system of class rewards,

Fry and Thomas (1976) introduced a wken.econbmy and Adams (1974)
44, ,

. offered peer reinforsement'and praise by the principal. Roche (1974)

compared the effects of individual versus group dontingenc,, while Ashe

(1971) and JackAon (1973) were concerned with the differential effects

of self-reinforcement as opposed to teacher-reinforcement.

In another, Siepkes (1973) reported that improved conduct with one

class of 'difficult pupils was s.ustained with the teacher who initiated

the treatment, but did not appear to generalise. to other teachers.

In several instances resaarichers reported that improved behaviour stabi-

lized even after reinforcement'
7
was withdrawn. Fry and Thomas (1976)

-,,_ .

-g suggested that token reinforcement waa effective for extended periods

after it was removed and even after the students were mainstreamed from,

their special classinto a regular clash. vOne research rePortl(Thomas
.-:

, ,

and Adaths, 197 suggested that behaviou' improved for the control grouR

as well as the ex erimental one, while yet another researcher (Jackson,
_.,

1973) reportgd that behaviour for his control group remained the same.

Glynn and quinnell (1971) found that praise of on-task behaviour worked

equally well for well-behaved and poorly-behaved students. On the

other hand, Roche (1974) noted that pra"lse worke$1 d best for better

. ,students. .

The behaviour modification studies initially revealed a concern.

with control in the 'good conduct' and 'on-task' senses. We note the .

emergence of a focus on the learning task itself. For example, a5ng

the recent reports one finds references to such learning tasks as read-

ing performance (McNaughton, et al., 1979) and cognitive skill (Sass,

1977). Another characteristic.has been the movement from other-

:"provided to self-provided reinforcement, from the control of,behaviour

25,3
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by the jeacher to pupil self- control. Parallel to this latter trend has
.

been a move from a rather strict.application of a technology to a less

constrained view of the technology itself. This latter state may be

better termed the applied analysis of bahlikour than behaviour modification.

It may well be that these trends which are away/kom the earlier

rather doctrinaire approaches, have been instrumental in, furthering the

classroom acceptability of the applied analysis oebehaviour. Certainly

the work of Glynn and his colleagues at Auckland and of Church and his

students at Canterbury has made a major contribution in this direction.

The developmed( of notions of self control, self evaluation, and self

reinforcement and of modelling (Bandura, 197i) point to the possibility

of rapprochement between cognitive and self theories and applied behaviour

analysis. But perhaps the,moves to self-control and to 'liberalising'

of the technology have contributed less to the burgeoning of such studies

and to application of the procedures than has the pragmatic observation

that behaviour modification 'works'. Given the near unanimous verification

of the effectiveness of the procedures, as they are recorded in the litera- '

ture, it is interesting to note that they are not used universally by

teachers. There may be a need to look at the structural, ideological or

other factors which make it diffiLlt for classroom teachers to adopt such

innovative methods or techniques.
,

/ t,410f

New Zealand Achievement Studies

This group of investigations differed in the kinds of independent variables

they employed, but'all had-the common goal of predicting achievement out-
/

comes. Hughes (19-72, 1973) -,was interested in the relationship of stu&nt

response patterns and student Participation on residual achievement scores.

He experimentally created three types of teacher, questioning patterns:

random, systematic, and where students decided whether or not to offer a

response. He found there were no tifferences in achievement as a conse-

quence of questioning patterns. However, i:n=observing student/teacher

interaction he found that there was a significant difference in achievement

between those who received positive feedback from the teacher and those who

;Lehi _p P

r
4- 3 ,)
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As a linguistic psychologist, Daniels (1975) researched the effects

of teacher language patterns on student achievement. He tape-recordecl
,

social studies lesson's in 14 different 'classrooms ,aria analysed the trans-

cripts of7teacher monologues. He found that student perforMance was
*

not affected by teacher questioning behaviour. i did report that

content-relevant discou

\\

se prduced better achievement and indicated

that shorter units of "course tend to be associated.with higher levels

of achievement. On the other hand, short sentences had anegativeApffect
t.

on achievement while moderately long ones had'a positive impact. N-.

Wright (1975),investigated the effect on student achievement of
...

teacher experie e and type of interaction within the classrooms. He
. _

observed three groups of teachers: experienced, student teachers with

micro-teaching experienCe, and first time student teachers, and recorded)).

their inte \ctions with student : uring three pre-kplanned science lessons.

erence in student achievement amongst the
%

. .

d previous knowledge were controlled.

egories of.teacher talk which had a sign-

solicitation patterns, praise/thanks, .

rections.

He found that there was no dif

three teacher groups when 19e

' However, he did report four ca

ificant impact on achievement

revision, and solicitation d

Both,McGee (1978) and nkin (1969)' used inservice techniques in an,

attempt to alter ibleveme patterns. McGee introduced an inservice

training programme to cha ge teacher questioning behaviourand associated

,erbal interaction. He found that-teacher questioning. behaviour was

altered by the programme and that there was some improvement in achieve-

ment, r)articularly with evaluative and divergent thinking. Hunkin

evaluated the difference between a structured sequential teaching method

and 'the more.traditignal familiarization approach, both of which were

introduced in a six hour in-service training course. He reported that

between inservice Malnirig courses there were no significant differences

,on student achiAement. Nor did he find in analysing the videotapes of

the teachers using these techniques that comments of particular kinds had

the anticipated facilitating effect dh achievement.
L.-

Archer (1970) investigated the relationship of qturhanta'!_cagr

styles and teachers' instructional methods on learning outcomes: 4 .
selected three cognitive styles (descriptive, categorical and reiatijral)

by a pencil and paper test and exposed two classes each to two different

2 0
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instructional methods, rule - explained and rule-derived. An observation

system revealed that rule-explained instruction produced more teacher-

lecturing, less teacher-questioning and less pupil talk than rule-derived

instruction. He found that,gtudenis introduced to rule-explained ins-

truction had higher initial learning and higher retention, but there was

no difference in transfer.. He reported no interaction effects with cog-

nitive style and,instructional methOd.

The cluster of achievement studies (sometimes classified as process-

product studies) continues a long search in eduCation; one branch of this

research has been named 'aptitilde-treatment-interaction' (ATI) research

and owes much to .the impetus of Cronbach (Cronbach and Snow, 1969). This

group of studies, like the applied analysis section, is concerned with

'improving' rather than just 'describing', often uses experimental or

quasi-experimental approaches, and often involves a measure of interven-

tion rather than the less intrusive observational style of,research. w Al-

though, in general ATI studies have produced no clearly established set of

individual difference variables that interact with defined treatments to

. produce certain achievement or other outcomes, they have underlined both

interaction and complexity as characteristic of:classroom learning:

Linearity in the statistical models, unidirectionality'in treatments and

simple association as a basis for explanation are all found wanting in

comparison.

At the same time some commentators, for example, Hamilton (1977)

question the assumptions and appropriateness of the experimental model

which underlines much of the research. They suggest each classroom-is

a unique combination of actors and social constructions, Church (1976)

remarked on the difficult-to-define but nevertheless powerful^effect of

each class of pupilg as a unique social group. What is manipulable' and

to what extent that manipulation accounts for a significant proportion of
;

variance,is both a theoretical and an ethical question, which is yet to be

resolved. 0

New Zealand Teaching StrategieS and Student Thinking Studies

This selection of research documents is influenced by the work of Nuthall

and his associates at Canterbury (Nuthall, 1962; Nuthall and Lawrence,

1965). :Their work has, in turn, been influenced by SMith and hig collea-

gues at the University of Illinois (1960, 1962, 1967). The researchers
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in this group were interested in the logical structure of the teaching

process and its effect on student thinking.

Pearson (1969) irstigated the relationship beb4en- evaluative

discussion as a teaching strategy and its effects on cognitive inter-

actbOn between teacher and ils. He dichotomised the classrooms

into direct and indirect and looked ate influence of the two on

cognitive interaction. He reported that direct teaching methods,were

' connected with 'restrictive' content and that indirect teachers use

more evaluative terms and covered a greater range of evaluative content.

The implication was that the restriction of evaluativ ('discussion by

direct teachers provides, ... impoverished oppottdhities within sociali-

Nation and logical processes.' (1962.1.161).

Francis (1971) expe9imentally manipulated the teaching strategies

for two nature study lessons; the first emphasized the content of the

topic pupil learning), while the second focussed on thinking about

the topic (i.e., pupil thinking). He observed behaviour in eight class-

rooms across both conditions. He found that teachers were able to pro-

duce more thinking in the lessons when this was their intention. How-

ever, this emphasis in thinking did not have any impact on short term

.learning.O1 transfer of information. 'He did, however, find a marked

difference in the teacher's behaviour between the two levels observed,.
4

Standard 3 and Form II. Form II teachers lectured more and summarized

the ideas of their pupils more frequently. Standard 3 teachers were

much less consistent in their teaching behaviour.

Brooker (1977) was concerned with uncovering the strategies used

by students in the learning process and with testing their .relationship

to retention of the learned material. He used in-depth interviews with

44 students and uncovered three major strategies: selectivity (note-
\

taking), self-questioning repetition, and pictorial imagery. He found-
-.

that antecedent,variables (IQ and reading comprehension) had more of an

impact on retention than did any of the learning strategies:

Rogers (1975) probed the question'of whether the introduction of

new teaching strategies would alter teacher performance and, in turn,

whether, changes in teacher strategies would have an impac on students'

'responses and levels of thinking. He observed and recorded interactions

262
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during the discussion of a reading lesson. An inservice training course

was designed to alter teacher strategies. He evaluated student thought

processes on a seven point scale and found there was a significant difference

between classes for both low and high level thought categories.

MacLean's (1977) research question differed fromthe others in this

section. He asked what were some, of the factors influencing the attending

behaviour of teachers. From a sample of thirtyfive teachers, eight were

studied more intensively using direct observation in addition to paper and

pencil tests of attending style, an attitude scale, and biographical data.

The Gestalt Completion Test, used as an inditator Of a holistic attending ,

style was related positively to observed teacher behaviour and to a number

of teacher biographical variables. The index of attending.behaviour was

based on observed teacher responses. Holistic rather than analytic attend-
.

ing, and responsive rather than initiating beiraviour seemed typical of this

teacher group. a
.

The'work of Katterns (1979) and Church (1976) is noteworthy for both

compass and thoroughness. Church manipulated specific teaching moves (e.g.',

question type and sequence, teacher response and reaction) while controlling

other moves in a standardized set ctf lessons. The use of only one specially

trained teacher across classes and lessons allowed for rather precisely

specified variations and the evaluation of quite detailed consequences in

lessori'analyses and learning outcomes. Katterns, too, employed a relatively

sophisticated experimental design with different forms of micro-teaching (in-

cluding the use of diffeyent media, different 'pupil' groups, different

question types and various treatment combinations), observation analyses of

teaching and the regular pre-service principles of teaching courses. The

multi-coding\.of observations, the goal of flexible and sensitive teacher use

of questioning, and the manyffaceted approach td variables and combinations

of variables demonstrated in both studies is a measure of the extent to

which recent research attempts.tto recognise the subtlety and rich variability

'of classroom life.

The strategy /thinking studies are particularly process oriented. Process

studies raise the problem of degree of inference, be it,high or low'

(Rosenshine, 1971) and the related question of validity. The reports review-

ed here all addressed this issue, often through reference to the consistency

with Which observations matched the theoretical models employed. In contrast

low inference studies present fewer validity and reliability problems; they.

u 3 4
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also tend to have restricted Mpass and generalizability. The issues

of generalizability and validity are highlighted by the growth of the case

study as a preferred method. Implicit in each of the five sections re-
..

ported here are assumptions about criteria e4het of outcome or effective-
*

ness. The strategy /thinking form of classrodk research emphasi4es cog-

nitive/processes or criteria. The research surveyed here re-emphasises

the complexity of classroom relationships. While the studies have, in

the main, been conceened with the effects of teacher strategies on student

thinking, it is likely to be equally important that consideration be given

to the effects of student thinking on teacher strategies, of student strat-
.

egies on teacher thinking, and of teacher thinking on student strategies.

Recent New Zealand Developments

The work,of Munro (1976, 1977a", 1977b, 1977c; 1978) offered a refreshing

change from the largely psychological, quasi-experimental, empirical work

which characterized most research reviewed in this paper. Munro is a

social anthropologist whose theoretical opientation is derived from a

social construction of reality perspective (Berger and Luckman, 1966).

He argues: , 'That which someone consistently thinks. of his(her) life in

a given context is tckhim(her) the reality of that life'. (1977b:1).

He has recently been involved with two projects, Enquiry -Based Teaching

(Munro, 1976) and its successor, Classroom Monitoring.(Munro, 1977c).

Both projects have sought to help teachers 19arn more about student per-
. . .

ceptions through theuse of a classroom visitor who talks with the

students about their classrodm lives and feeds the informatiOn baCk to

.the teachets. The baSic ratOnsle behind such an'approach .is-'that to

make improvements teachers nWed to know the consequences of their teach-

ins patterns. Student opinion is regarded as the best source of in-

formation
11

Data collection for Munro is usually in the form of audio-and,

videotape recordings. He edits'tanscripts of classroom conversations

with both students and teachers as a basis for case study analyses
12

.

These edited excerpts provide the basis for'drawing conclusions about

life in this particular classrooms. Munro is hesitant to make any

generalizations from his 'data' since he argued that the structure of

teaching and learning is so idiosyncratic. Nevertheless, his work

does reveal a number of interesting pois.

fo.
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In his first project on enquiry-based teaching, Munro documented three

basic aspects of classroom life: teacher aspirations, classroom activities

and pulbcomment on those activities. His 16 teachers defined enquiry-

based teaching as upils carrying out independent study of a topic indivi-

dually or in small groups. He found six pupil requirements for effective

enquiry -based programmes:

1. An expectation that enquiry -based activity is legitimate and

worthwhile.

2. They have the necessary skills to obtain and process informat-

ion related to the question' being asked.

3. There is access to necessary sources of information.

4. The teacher trusts that the.pupil will carry through an invest-

igation independently.

5. There is sufficient security in the Classroom to use it as a

base for initiating enquiry.

61 There are.sufficiently long periods of time to establish con-

tinuitY,in projects.

11The most difficult stumbling block was the first .condition; students

and pardnts,felt that school work and learning were about facts and that

the students' own enquiries were just a form of play.

The goal of the latter project on Classroom Monitoring has been to.ex-

..Rlore ways of hetAing teatheramake use of'their s tudents' knowledge about

classroom life. Munro devised a monitoring system so that teachers could

cooperate with one another in training information about students' percep-

tions of their.classrooms. He has developed an inservice training manual

(Munro, 1978) which outlines how teachers can implement monitoring procedures

and what results to expect. He suggests that such an evaluation system has

the positive effect,of breaking down the sense of professional loneliness,and

improving teachers' awareness of the consequences-of their teaching.

The one major qualification one might make of this otherwise excellent

work is that it fails to make any' yeference to what teachers can do with the

information afterit ins collected. ConS'Cientization is useful in its own

right, as Middleton (1979) suggests in her phenomenological interpretation

of the teaching role, but is it enough to change behaviour?

Apother promising new tangent in classroom research has been taken by

Freyberg (1979) and Haigh (1979) in ;their preliminary discussions about the

relationship between teacher intentions and actual decision-making during

the .course of a lesson. They were interested in knowing to what extent

I")
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teachers change their intentions and just what factors seemed to provoke

'these changes: Freyberg raised some of the theoretical and methodological

issues concerning purposes, intentions, and plans of teachers. Haigh

suggested four basic data collection procedures for gathering such in-

formation and discussles some of the problems associated with them. No
0

data from teachers has yet been reported.

A further classroom-based research project recently initiated is the

LLrning and Science Project.(Osborne, Freyberg and Tasker, 1979)', which

is concerned with the teaching and learning of Form I to IV science. In

its exploratory phase the project is undertakirkg an evaluation of the

philosophy of the curriculdm, a content analysis of the curriculum, and a

survey and observation of the learning environments.. Both methodologi-

cally and substantively, this research programme promises to be important

to practitioner, curriculum designer and educational researcher alike.

An evaluation of year one teachers has also been started at Dunedin

Teachers College (Harper and Maxwell, 1979). Their preliminary paper

reported the findings of a baseline year of recent graduates in the teach-

ing profession. They evaluated their performance by observing teacher

behaviour in four basic categories:

1. The level of student activity and participation.

2. The questioning style of the teacher.

3. The degree to which interest is being stimulated.

4. The flexibility and, clarity of organization.

This baseline will be used to compare results with the first year

BEd. students who will begin teaching next year. We see evaluation

studies of different kinds occupying a more central place in Teachers

College.research.

Teachers and Classroom Research : The Etern roblem

Nuthall (1978), has offered several reasons for the communication gap bet-

ween teachers and researchers. He suggested three aspects of'the problem:

Teacherg do not see how the information provided by the research can'
guide their work, they do not find the information they do under-
stand either credible or more convincing than their -own common sense,
and they do not see why they should spare any effort to do ,something
about it.

<3.
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The four reasons he offered in justifying the reactions of teachers to the

research findings are cogent. First, the research procedures and statis-

tical models are regarded as inadequate or inappropriate (Hamilton, 1977).

Second,-the knowledge gained from ,Conventional research is rarely of the

kind that can be used by teachers (Elliott, 1976). Third, researchers as

a, group are not seriously committed to the problems of day by day classroom

teaching. Four1th, it is diffiCuit for teachers to overcome the conservative

pressures which oppose change of any kind.

We suggest that there are still other factors limiting the free flow of

research information. A specific language problem is manifest with the

operational definitions employed in conventional 'normal' research. The gap

between the participant and the observer frames of reference is not bridged

with ease. A further positivistic trend in research has been to assume that

the teacher or the teaching method is the independent variable and that student

behaviour is the dependent variable. Such an assumption may not be consistent

with a teacher's perception of classroom life. The symbolic interactionist

position places teacher and pupil more equally in balance. Teachers, them-

selves, often talk as though they are more responsive than initiating or

directing.
110

A second major group of factors relates to the theory-practice distinction

which has become part of the folk-loreof teaching. It is as if teachers are

pointing out that the researcher's reality of abstracted concepts and categor-

ies, placed as a template over the on-going life of the classroom, is of a

different order from their reality of experience and engagement. For instance,

Elliott (1976) has tried.to identify the practical constructs of teachers and to

conider them as hypotheses for classroom research. Such an approach seems to

. make sense to the pra itioner.

.41kose who wis to undertake research in
4classrooms are more aware than ever

of the complexity and pace of classroom life, of the interdependence of variables,

of the ethical and practical problems of intrusion, and of the multi-level nature

of the teacher's tasks. .
One senses a genuine desire to share data, procedures

and tentative conclusions with teachers.. At'the same time, there art for the

researcher some pointe'is which raise questions about-the kinds of advice often

given teachers and the kinds of comment made about classrooms. For example,
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the research on questioning indiCates.that the simple winded exhortation

for teachers to ask more 'high-level' questions is.often not helpful,

because so much depends on cognitive context and purpose. Church (1976)

found that asking questions in random sequence made little difference to

learning outcomes. Codyre (1973) reports that while an average of three.

questions a minute could be recorded, there was great variability, both

between teachers and with the same teacher across time.

The classroom interaction patterns, are both more varied and subtle.

than Flanders' system could indicate. St. George (1978) and Katterns

(1979) demontrate that expectations, purposes and communication networks

influence interaction patterns in ways which cannot be captured by fre-
;

quency counts or simple sequences based on a one-level view.

It is noted that the content-matter providing the cognitive setting

for classroom studies has, almost wit out exception, been confined to

certain curriculudi ticads mathemat cs, science, reading and social

studies. It is rare to find studies of the less structured fields of

art, drama, literature and aesthetic activity generally. If certain

models a teaching are implicitly linked with certain subjects, then one

must wonder whether the researcher's
s s ection of subject is also an in-

dication of his(her) model of tea
eng.

How might the hiatus between practitioners and researchers be over-

come? There are many possibilities: translation'S as in the set publi-

cation produced by NZCER, changes in methodology from the conventional

agricultural models to anthropological ones, changes in-focus'to learn-

ing as experienced rather than teaching as observed -wand so one could

go on. One trend 'which is emerging both here and overseas is for a

cooperative development in which the teacher is seen as a research collea-

gue and where the participant's reality is acknowledged and where theory

and practice are seen as-a faLse dichotomy. This is one likely direction

for future research in New Zealand.

Perspectives and Directions

Classroom research in New Zealand has been primarily the,domain of thOse

.with a psychological perspective; sociologists have, in comparison, been
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much less visible. The situation was similar in the earlier work in Britain

and America but more recently sociologists have taken an active and stimulat-

ing part in research in cla ssrooms (Delamont, 1976; Boocock, 1978). Changes

in the orientation of each discipline have been evident during the last ten

years.'

The sociological perspective has been influenced by, the recent work of

symbolic interactionists and exchange theorists who underline the complexity

of classroom events. The social systeg of the classroom is an intricate web

of inter-relationships, linked at many levels and in many directions, with

each member influencing and being influenced by each other member
13

.

Educational psychology has been released from the positivism of Watsonian

behaviourism, from the shackles of a misused system of psychometrics and from

the constraints of 'a particular experimental methodology. The growing interest

in. ecological psychology, in attribution theory, the rediscovery of cognition

in learning, of meaning and understanding, and of unobtrusive observation as a._

poWerful procedure, have all provided a new impetus.

Cohen (1972) suggested four facets of_sociological inquiry which are of

direct relevance to educational researchers.

.the scho

First, there a the studies of

an organisation, studies which report wide variab lity in ins-
,

tru ional activities and which consequently and necessarily minimise the

ances of systematic relationships with student behaviour and learning.

Second, there are the studies emphasising the inequality of the impact of

teaches on student, Third, there are the studies of important status systems

affecting pupil behaviour. Rosenholtz and Wilson (1979),suggest that academic

status is important, having its roots in the structural features of the class-

room. Sociometric status, as Wilson (1979) documents, interacts with othet

status tegories. Finally, sociological studies have explored the teachef's
4

role as a bureaucratic figure in the school with authority'to control and

evaluate student behaviour. This control function often, takes precedence

40
over other goals.

Cdhen's observations suggest. that there may at present be no point in)

pursuing a goal of a grand theory of teaching, or indeed of learning. It

may be more profitab e to break the intricacies of classroom life into smaller,

more manageable unit
. _

4.

f)0,
.

.
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Educational-psychologists have also found it more realistic to cons-
,

truct limited theories such as mastery learning exemplifies. .Beca

the research has been 8o diverse, however,'no,cqherent body of conclusions

can be found to organise the field,. The difficult pathis.avoiding the

trap of reductionism and the seduction of grand theory.

Some of the'work through the sixties and into the seventies reflects

an enchantment with observational category systems which then multiplied

as though generating a life of their own. There was, too, a tendency for

some to charge off into a research arena armed with pragmatiC tools and

enthusiasm. 4. consequence was a multiplicity Of studies using freshly

devised instruments which thereby,led to a lick of commonality and general-*
izability aross studies. While Much of-the work Was descriptive, a more .

or less hiddell curriculum,of ideological commitment did at times substitute

for conceptualclarity,and,theoretical cetrence.
. .

*ere were also a,number of strengths in the growth of appreciation of
.

classroom complexities, in a_recognition that correlation provides no ex-
.. .

.

planation and in an increasing questioning of'procedures and insrumentS.

One valuable'Zteome of the research fn
.

hehaviou; mOdification'was the
. e.

,'realization that a research method and a technology could,be,demonstrably
..,

useful and that statistical sophistication was not a necessary coppomikant

A of kood research addressed to significant questions.
.,.

.

Amohgst anticipated developments we would suggest'dve,following:
a'

first; ajcontinuation of the emerging rapkoctiement between disciplines

and oretigal otientations is likely to lead to interdisciplinarynd ,

.. multilevel research; perhaps using teams, A critica ember of many
..

such teams may be dree'participating teacher colleague. SOci 1,p§echo1ogy,"

individual_psy,cho/ogy, sociology and anthropology arse snow, it s emsjess

bounded by dogma and academic proectionisM. The possihrlities con-'
.

vergence and cooperation have,been increased markly as has, the possi-

bility!' of a breakthrough from,current conventions, to new pabadigms.4 ' ' .
Second, there are likely'to be more studies which attempt to get in- . ''', ,

1.
, 4.sIde the.leacher's frame of reference. Such studies.woUld be concfrned . .

, .
,with teachers' beliefs', perceptions decision-makingprocesses and con- '.). -...

-..?..

ceptlons of-various subjects. (Clark and Yinger, 191tIl

1111

'' 0

. ,,

.

,
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Thixd, methodological developments are likely to lead to an increase

in symbolic interactionfst", case study And similar anthropological procedures.
. , .-- ,k

The educational ychologist's*interest in perception, cognitive processes1
and human learn' may be reosiented to greater account of social,

situational and ecological cohdltions. This'third area in which the Social

construction of reality may become an important theoretical stance (even a new

orthod y?) rs questions of relativism, generalizability and validity.

Language and conte)it will be cr4iC41 components in any reporting of such

work.
\'\

'Fourtit,.a gradualdrelease from narrow views of accountability is likely

to encourage a mdre flexible look at the problem of .thecriterion of effect-
.

'iveness. Certainly one may anticipate more open and confident dialogues

between teacher§ and researchers, wongst,proponents of different disciplines,

across supporters of different methodologies arid theoretical perspectives, and

amongst the participants in the processes of educationiand 'of inquiry.
0

Fifth, therekare Already signs, both 'overseas and in New Zealand, of a

growing in rest in anumber of the variables which have been somewhat neg-
4

lected in classrbom research.- The science Lacalning Project-is exploring the

student's understanding of certain salient concepts which may affect the learn-
.

ing of equivelent..sfrientific constricts.. Student perceptions, students as

teachers, and students as analysts of teaching have also recently receivedl.

increased attention. Time, as a variable, has received more 'Sophisticated

analysis as 'academic learning time'14 or ,:opportunity time' in comparison'

with r'obsgrved trine -on- task'.

Seen re-examined.. Doyle's view of classroom activities encapsulatinf teach-

ing ob4ectives,.klaser'S focus an the psychologyof,eubjeCts (c.f., the socio-
5

logy of knos$ledge) as 'well as the distinction between the choice and-degand:

simpliStic view of
P , -^

fer research presupposed,

-going research 'questions of criteria, of alter-
.

The nature of the learning task has similarly

characteristics .of learning tasks a4 contribute to a less

life in'schools than the

Finally, there are

natives add of coherence. e critetion problems of evaluation and accounta-

bility tend.to be based on assumptions of predictability of outcome, and in

turn of a measure of determinism. But is education so predictabl 'The

alternative perspRctives, for instance within the discipline of sociology,

are exemplified by the debate about what functionalists would call 'the sociali-

sation process'4and whaticonfZict theorists would call. 'the allocation function',

4

fP-1.I
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itself related to thd concept of legitimation. Different disciplinary

orientat.ions', different ideologica*comMitments and different research

paradigms make-for a livei dialogue and diversity. At the same time
. -

Ole search continues for stme way of providing coherence and integfat-

ion to the.,wide range of discrete pieces of research. The search is

illiated by debates about the forms theories and models of teaching

might take, about the value of meta- analysis (GlaSs' 1978) as a statis-

tical method of coordin'ating research findings, and about the potential

of a case studies
15

file as basis for future theory and guiding principle.

Each.of these attempts to bring about order out of diversity suggests

another challenging route to new synthes'es.
.\\

.(

Fliotnotes

I

1. Our major source of information for thesis review h een the

collection of titles collated by Pickens,(1975, 1976a, 1976b,

1979). We have limited ourselves to M.A. and Ph.D research only,

recognising that there Ife an increasing number of diploma investi-

gations worth further review at a future date.

2. There have been over 200 articles published in the New Zealand

Journal of Educational Studies, of-which only 15 were classroom

studies.

3. See Chanan and Delamont (1975) for an excellent review of the.

historical development of classroom research.

4. Among the few outstanding exceptions to this generalization are

Smith (1 68), Jackson (1968), Kounin (1970)4and Barker (1963).

Only rel tively recently have participant-observation and similar

approach s received positive support from the-community of class-

room researchers, most of whom were trained in the conventions

of sy: is observation.

5. Even though'Flanders' use of 'indirect' appears,to echo the Fe-

flellive technique and the indirect counselling advocated by

Rogers (1969), the notions of initiate and respond, solicit,

structure and react have clear S-R affiliations. Taba (1966),

using a Piagetian cognitive development framework, could not avoid

using the learning Constructs of generalization and.discrtmination.
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0 6. Flanders1S1964) had a particularly strong influence initially since

he developed much of his interaction analysis in.New Zealand class-
.

rooms while he was on a Fulbright fellowship.

7. An indication of this interdisciplinary approach is the fac't that '

-New Zealandgrs tend to refer to themselves as 'educationalists',

allegedly more interested in education than in any single discipline.

8. Other reviews of classroom research incldde the w ork by Campbell

(1968), Nuthall (1968), Archer (1975) and Freyberg, 'Haigh and

Katterns (1975).

9. The classification into six topic areas is one that emerged as appro-

priate to the maitemphases in-the wide range of New Zealand reports

which were read over several,months. -Other groupings (e.g.,

Egglestone, Galton and Jones, 1975; 'Doyle, 1977) have been used in

reviews of liritish and American studies. Each is, no doubt, legi-

timate in its context, and appropriate for the reviewers' purposes.

10. For three groups the 'regular' classroom setting was a special class

(Thomas and Adams, 1971; Ellery, Blampiedand Black, 1975; Fiy and

Thomas, 197&).

11. Munro's work has been influenced by the Ford Teaching Project at the

University of East Anglia (Elliott and Adelman, 1975).

12. The report on the Hillary College Whanau unit (1971a) is an excellent

example of his §tyle. He has also written a large number of case

stud4.es of individual classrooms during the Enquiry-Based Teaching

project.

13. Theory may be, used to help guide the researcher toward particular as-

pects of interaction for further focussing or theoretical insights may

emerge from the observtion. This latter view, often known as

grounded theory, has recently been advocated for New Zealand classrooms

by. Battersby (1979).
4

14. The Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study undertaken by staff pf the Far

West Laboratory for Educational ,Research and"development has used

academic learning time as an important variable. Timing is seen as

a factor in determining the effects on learning o f such other variabljt

as praise. (e.g., Resnick, 1971). .

4
() P. ,
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15. See, for example, the work of scholars at the Centre for Applied

Research in Education, University of East'Anglia.

1
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Behaviour Al)alysis in Educational Settings
in New Zealand:. Current Research Trends

Ted Glynn .

Stuart Mc Naughton
Department of Education
University of'AuckAand

4

State of'the art papers can be an important exercise for behaviour

analysts. They provide a special opportunity to undertake a'funda-

mental activity, the observation and analysis of repeated measures.

With repeated research activities and their outcomes considered as

samples of data a rewarding level of induction is possible. For

exampleiesults can be obtained such as establishing the, generality

of concepts, and identification of potentially sig4icant areas for

future research.

Thi-s paper is divided into three sections. Firstly research

areas identified in ah earlier review (Glynn, 19Th) are updated, with

those studies which add significant information to the data base and .

raise important issdes receiving close attention. A second section

outlines current directions in research activities which establish

new concepts (thereby, in 'some instanced, defining the limits of

previous ones). Finallyirbre g(neral prog-rammei,.including in-0

novative special educatioho'facilieies and remedial programmes are

reviewed.
LA

We have adopted Baer, Wolf and Risley's (1968) classic state-

ment am the, dimensions of applied behavibur-analysis as a basis; for

selecting research to review. . The major concern is not to make a

A paper presented at Research'en Education in nw ZealOP: A

Balance Sheet, First National Cpnference of the New Zeal id Asso-

ciation fbr Research in Education (NZARE), Victoria University of

Welliigton, 7-10 December 1979.
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critical methodological evaluation of'New Zealand research. Rather, we re-
,

view the procedures and concepts used in, andthe outcomes of, available

published and unpublished research reports which have adopted a behaviour

analytic framework. In so doing Methodological issues are noted and where

°appropriate commented on.

. The paper, is unashamedly parocKial; This position is justified on two

counts. There is enough uality research in New Zealand to justify limiting

4ithe review to local studi g. In addition there are characteristics Of the

New Zealand educational scene which mean local researcTI may have greater re-

lev'ance (e.g., approaches'to teaching reading).

Replication.and Extension of Previous Research

In an earlier paper five years of applied-behavioural research in NeW Zealand

schools were reviewed (IJlynn, 1976). Studies were grouped into research on

teacher management, peer management and self management. ffhe majority of

there studies were concerned with the management of problem behaviour in nor-

mal primaryand secondary schoolLclassrooms using direct intervention pro-

Cures-.

Research has 'continued to be productiV'e in these areas. Many of the

studies come, frpm special projects and theses required for graduate and prt)-

fessional training courses. The work of Church at the University of

Canterbury must be...recognised as a significant contribution, not only ie

training but in editing and publishing through the Eriucatz:-)nal Researc',,,

Studies of classroom contracts, teacher attention to on and

off,---task behaviour 'selfself management and other procedures are contained in
.

the Newsletter.

Research has also extended the established principles and procedures

into different subject and behaviouromanagement populations, across a greater

range of educational settings, and to different behavioural forms. These

are important activities when collectively seen in terms of the tactics of

scientlfiE research described by Sidman (1960) as establishing the relia-

bility and generality of the,data.

9
Teacher management

Functiona relationships between levels ot inappropriate classrpom behaviour,

and amount of teacher attention to appropriate behaviour were demonstrated

iat early studies (e.g., cyl,nn_tind Quinnell, 1971; Glynn, 1972)'. It is

4
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the4fore important to note recent descriptive data on 'natural' rates'

of teacher verbal attention toon and off-task behaviour have been pub-
.

lished. These were abstracted from baseline observatiieiis of 10 teachers

in three South Auckland Intermediate schools (Thomas, Presland, Grant and

Glynn, 1978). The data shgw rates of attention were higher tye off-task
, -

behaviour than on-task behaviour for 9 of the teachers. (Overall rate
. 's

means were; attention to on-task= 0.20 per minute; attention to off-task= .

0.58 per minute.\ The overall mean of intervals scored on-task was
. .

66 ercent.) Thesevrates are similar to those obtained by White (1975)

.1

,

for similar (Grade 7)^classrooms in America. r .

The overall finding of low rates of attention to 'appropriate be-
r

haviour in situations where th%te is a relatively high rate of problem

.behaviour has been recently extended to academic tasks. In a pilot

study McNaughton, Glynn ,and Robinson (1980) describe five teachers'

interactions with low progress 8 to 12 year old readers during one-to-one

oral reading. Over ten sessions the average number of approval comments

directed to correct reading responses was four per session. compared with

close to 75 percent of all errors being attended to (a majority of them
i

immediately).
I

As qhomas et al. (1978) suggest there is a need for research .to

identify sources of,control over teacher behaviour (e.g., disapproval

comments). Fof example, it is pOssIble that the reinforcement avail- '

able in short term behaviour change (e.g., corrections of an error follow-

ing immediate teacher help), even though having possible inapprop,Kiate

long term outcomes is very Powerful. This maybe especially so for
ti

children wieh long histories of difficulties and/or making slow progress

(c.f. Patterson's 1977 'coercion' hypothesis ' and Wahler's 1976 'negative

trap' model).

The procedures developed in earlier research,on teacher management

of classroom behaviour have been extended to othe'r settings and managers

Litter monitors have been trained to_relove litter in an intermediate

school playground tinder a group contingency, where a-whole class gained

acless to free time depending on how much litter remained (Presland,

1978). Johnson (1978) successfully trained part-time end full2time
f

staff at a preschool and special care centre for intellectuall.handi-
*

capped chil*ento effectively change their patterns of attention to

appropriate and inappropriate social and play behaviour.

0

2S
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. A more ambitious study by Starkey and Perkins (1912) involved the

street
.

entire roll of a Rrima'ry school in a programme to change e cross-_ ii,
5'

ing behaviour at intersections. Procedures included,an extensive task 'Procedures

analyst's, modelliqg of Appropriate behaviour and in-class instruction ,7, /1"...-
,,-

.
.

.

in basic concepts, .training of peer supervisors and mastery/Naining of.PI,

all children (N = NO) on intersections. Special badges were used as; . ,..,
, ,...

consequences for reaching a criterion level of performance. ''Ufortu-
'

.*-k

,

.
7 :

nately the data indicate a minimal change,in the children's apptopriate-
,, J.,.. r

street crossin behaviour. The authors claim, this wg'§ not due to pro- f,,t

.
blems i4 the.basic procedures, but due to insufficient.programmirig for 4

. t
,maintenance and generalizations ,A

. -,

.

Fry, and
4

Thomas (1976), however, did programme for generalization. 1
,-

They Implemented a token economy system (with time but) in an adjust-

ment class to increase the on-task behaviour of behayiourally dis-
r .

cz,k

ordered six -year -olds. Following successful treatment the prdgramme

was stopped and the children were placed back in regular classes. The

data show successful. reintegration occurred for at least eix of the

seven children. The programming for generalization was not extensive,

involving withdrawal of the token programme in the adjustment classroom

prior to full placement, approximation of praise and attention for appro-

priate behaviour to regular classroom levels, and gradual introduction

to the normal classrooms.

The trend noted in the earlier (1976) review towards greater use of

contingencies on accuracy, and academic work completed is now firmly esta-

blished. Moreover,-not only teachers,are involved. F6r example,, Fry

, (1977) used parents at home as tutors for low progress
1m

7 -to -11 -gear -old

readers. Parent§ used praise tokens and tangible reinforcers as conse-
t

cl6nces, and made and seqUenced cards for. word recognition training.

All 30 children made progress, gaining an average of'8 months in reading

age (Burt Word Reading Test) for two months of tutoring.

ry's data agree with other research using parents as home tutors

(Robinson, Glynn, McNaughton and Quinn, 1979). She notes that parents

from a lower middle class suburban area both showed strong interest and

coOperation, and demoostratedlability to tutor their own child.ren. Parents
v.

represent a highly motivated group and a potentially significant resource

for remedial tutoring.

Two studies (M.A. theses) show why research has moved further toward

concerns for variables directly infldencing academic performance. In an

ex post111acto analysis following an unsuccessful attempt to gain Control

r

0.
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off-task/behaviour, Wernham (1978) kilird little (correlational)
.

'p' .relkt. onshib between 19W noise levels and on tigk behaviour or

.

4114., academi output. Grendinning (1978) _introduced a teen procedure

1. for oh=task ehaviour and then academic-performance in an adjustment
0,

.272.

.
441

class f,ot emotionally disturbed ehildreq,. The multiple baseline

across bat- leg.gons,and behaviours indicates that contingencies for

on,taskbehaviour "Pad liale'effect on academic output,, whereas con-
t.

ta'

'tingencies laced directly on academic output produced greater output
0

and increased attending ,behaviour (c.f. Marholln'andSteiothan, 1977).
d.

BothS.Oudiet a6 that the relationship between.attending behaviour

and academic behaviour ii-not simply that high levels of the former are

.needed aeaz.pirerCondiLon 'before changes in the latter occur. Given
6,

,..
4 .

that-iearning in -classrooms is necessary therifolleng instructions

4. ,
\,,

i,s.defensibotles,only tc. the extent that other learning (including academic
.1/4 -...(.

....,learning) iskilade possible (e.g., Peters, 1973) .

,,,, il. (, k
-

If academe gains: are not determined by prior change in on-task'

...*,
lo-ehallrour in sate classtooms,and, if contingencies placed on academic

-N.

.

behaviour chahge on -talc behaviour anyway, there is an obvious concluSion.

Our resekch efforts'shorild be towards anal47ses of variables directly

related'to acquisition of academic skills. Bringing classroOm behakdour

under the control of academic materials may be both more defensible and

be'tter behavioural prtctice (e.g., Matholin and Steinman, 1977), Thus

in some classrooms off-task behaviour might be better viewed as an adaptat-
1

ion entirery'appropriate to a poor programme or curriculum. In which

ease the ccYncern of the behaviour analyst should be curriculum management.

-Peer inAlnagemeni

Several studies already reviewed involved peers as behaviour managers.

Presland's (1978) procedpres for increasing litter removal from an inter-,

. -mediate school playground included the use of .high school. students as

'supervisors and data collectors. They carried out these activities as

part of a community studies course. Presland reports anec orally that

having functioned as supervisors the high school students displayed

greater awareness of the litter problem. Peer tutoring and management

A represent, an important area for further research in New Zealand given

general findings on effective use and mutual educational benefits for
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tutor and tutee (e.g., Dineen, Clark and Risley, 1977; Sanders and Glynn,

19,77) .

. While Starkey and Perkins (1978) had not designed effective pro-

cedures far producing large scale changes in street cr sing behaviour

they do suggest that use of peers may provide the basis or more effective

procedures.
!

They anticipate using peer tutors to cue apd provide feed-

back for the appropriate behaviours. Thus they see the solution to their

problem of programming form.fintenAhce and generalisation as lying with 4

peers.

Self Management

In the area of self management Coleman and Blampied (1977) extended the

use of standard procedures to a senior special class for nine 9-to-14-year-
.

old retarded boys (IQ range 51 to 76, Wechsler Intelligence Scale). Self-

monitoring, self-recording and self-administering check marks exchangeable

for back up reinforcers were associated with increased on-task behaviour.

While some trends in the data confuse interpretation (e.g., an ascending
.

baseline) the reversal design strongly supports the authors' conclusion that

a mild to moderate degree of intellectu@l handicap is no impediment to the

use of standard self management procedures.

Self management procedures successfully produced high levels of on-task

behavioudr even though an earlier phase4of externally determined reinforcement

was not used, thus replicating Jackson and Glynn's (1974) findings. As noted

in 1976 (Glynn, 1976) there-is-still a need to examine the variables within

classroom and individual interaction,,histor'iesyhich might determine the need

for externally imposed contingencies prior to a self management procedure.

Another observation from this study concerns the accuracy of self-

monitoring and self-recording. During .a phase where the monetary value of

back -up reinforcers {pas subdtantially increased, mean accuracy of self-

recording declined (the mean difference between observers' and children's

assessments of amount of on-task behaviour was close to 20 percent). The

authorg then changed the backup contingency from consumption (i.e., possession)

of play materials to access to them in free play. The difference in assess-
-.

ment of on-task behaviour by the class and thslobserver was reduced while high

olevels of on-task behaviour were maintained. This suggests the selection and'

prograrilaing of back-up consequences may be a critical component for this

paradigm.
1

t )
0
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A feature of the research into teacher management and self

management has been the analysis of components of treatment

'packages' or comparison betweench 'packages' or variables.

Chiew, Parsonson and Priest (1979) analysed the differential

effects of components of the 'good behaviour game' on disruptive

behaviour of a third form class during English and 'Mathematics.:

Rules, rules plus feedback, and rules Pius feedback plus conse-

quences were introduced successively in a multiple baseline

Across lessons. This design, describable as an .

A B - B + C B + C + D design, or sequential pmponents designt

has been used in other component analysis research (e.g.,

Johnson, 1978)..

The data indicate that rules alone (B), and rules plus

feedback (B + C - marks on the blackboard) exerted little control

over disruptive behaviour. As a corollary, with all components

introduced successivelAand-in the particular order noted above,

disruptiv ehaviour was dramatically reduced in both lessQnSI.

The roblems of sequence or interaction afects in reversal

designs ersen and Bhrlow, 1976; Ulman and Sulzer-Azaroff, .1975)

are particularly compelling in companem analysis research.) Hersen

and Barlow (1976) claim thpre is a design requirement that only one

variable should be changed when proceeding from one phase to the

next and components need to he directly compared with other com-

ponents in adjacent phases (as in anA.-B-A-B-C-Bcom-
parisbn wherel3 is compared directly with A, and However,

when three or more components need'direct compariSon in balanced

sequence; excessively long and.unwieldy single subject designs

eventuate. if N = 1 designs are retained then there appear to be

at least three alternative strategies. Two of these are either a

succession of studies each making only one 9r two direct comparisons

(thereby necessitating comparability across studies), or, groups of

subjects run in diperent combinations thin one study (thereby

necessitating comparability across subje ts; e.g., Sanders, 1978).

The third altern- ive is to adopt a specialised variant of the re-

versal design where omponents alternate within phases (see

discussion below).
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vs-
Coleman and Blampied's (1977) self management study used ticks on paper

with (B + C), and without (B), back-up reinforcers. Rather than the

sequential design of the previous study, this study introduced phases in the

pattern A B B + C1 + B + C
2
-A-B=B+ C

3
(C

1
= consumption

reinforcement, C2 = enhanced consumption reinforcement, C3 = access rein-

forcement). Because no two conditions share adjacent phases (e.g.,

B B + C it is difficult to make strong comparisons. Nevertheless

the data do suggest the increased effectiveness of the procedure when back-up

reinforcers are available and the superiority of an 'access' contingency.to
! ,----,_

-la 'consumption' contingency.

0 These analyses raise an applied issue. In its simplest form it is the

perennial debate of the distinctions between basic and applied research.

Azrin (1977) has argued for a low priority to be given to analytic studies,
\

claiming applied efforts should be outcome o''''riented. ...But the coneentration1., .

on outcomes and 4.e construction of 'treatment' packages from known and effect-

ive procedures has recently been criticized as limiting (Deitz, 1978). Deitt's
1

claim is that the complete transition to a technology is premature, kt is pre-

sumptuous to assume that the most useful information about behavioural inter-

actions in applied settings has already been gained. This argument caft'be

extended. The technology for practltddners ultimately may be weakened because

analytic, investigative research was not carried ,;qt and further significant

i variables identified. 'The issue does not have to be resolved in an either/or

fashion (c.f., Baer, 1978). That applied research can be both analytic and
4, ,

outcome oriented ha's been adequately demonstrated Ity several researchers, in-,

cluding for example Risley (Risley, 1977) and LdVitt (Loyitt, 19767.

Another issue arises from direct comparisons between different variables
.

or treatment packages. While such comparative researcfiis often requested,

,
caution is requirWd. 2T6 obtaid unambiguous results it is usually necessary r,

to have extensive knowledge of the operating characteristics of variables or
t..,

treatment packages (Sidhan, 1960). This means data are needed on their

operation under different conditions and for different value§ of the dimensions
.-

.

I .
involve".., Without this information. comparisons ar2 uninterpretable because

they may not adequately'represent the power of either.or both 'packages'/

*variables. ,.

a

)

1
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Given this caution it is interesting to note a comparison that Brown,
WW6110

Parsonson, Priest and Glynn (1979) made between two differential rein-

forcement of low rate schedules (spacedresponding,DRL and Interval DRL).

These's'chedules were applied to.the disruptive classroom behaviour'of two

8-year-old boys. Response patterns characteristic of those obtained in

laboratory opeiant studies did not occur. However the multiple baseline

did suggest that the schedules controlled the disruptive behaviour.

McNaughton'and Delquadri (1978) compared modelling procedures (e.g,

the woreis...') With a prompting procedure (erg., 'What is the first

sound?') for teacher correction of,errors during oral reading. The com-e

parison was designed so that a more proficient learning disablek

'11-year-Old,received the two procedures in the opposite order from a less

proficient peer. 'ConclUsions concerning differential effects as a

'function of inter-individual difference are representative statements and

need group (actuarial) "data. Nevertheless the, difference between the two

subjects, namely that modelling was more effective for the less proficient

and prompting was more effective for the more proficient reader, warrants

further research:

A feature,of this, study was the use of short term reversals between

longer phases of the 6,1p procedures in order to reduce carry over effects

or contrast eff4c. The design could be represented as

S
1
: A-6-A-4C -A-B °S

2
: A-C-A-B- A=-C (whereA= no

oral reading tutoring, B = prompting and C = modelling), The design

contravenes Hetsen and Barlow!,s (1976) strict reauirement for diredt

comparisons from adjacent phases, but may represent a useful defedsible

exception where phases placed in adjadent positions are likely to be

interactive. , .1

II Research trends and emergent concepts

Further delineation of concepts, and shifts in research emphases are

apparent inAe literature.' The studies `which stiow these developments

exemplify the strength of behaviour analy'S-is. ,The methodological and

c9nceptuallapproach of,behaviour analysis emphasizes"i4iophenomena in

applied settings and,induction frow.replications of the patterns found in

repeated measures. This produces a particularly sensitive ftaMework

for4conducting researsh: It involves a process'of scientific development

;117
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analogous to the Piagqian concepts of assimilation and accommodation; (see

Piaget, 1978 for his description of these processes at work in. scientific

endeavours).

The development of the framework can be seen in the four areas of

(1) research into'. learning processes; (2) elaboration-ol_concepts of complex

behaviour and curriculum programming; (3) research into.the training of pro-

fessional and para-profesSional educators; and, K4) technological advances

in observational and analysis procedures.

Research into processes of behavioural change
.444

Further identification an&conceptualization of variables influencing be-

havibural change fn educational settings continues. Contributing to shifts

inourunderstandingis search which has examined (1) ecological iriables

and setting events, (2) error correction learning, and, (3) `generalization.

The ne'4 for applied behaviour analysis to actively research ecological.

variables has been succinctly stated by Risley (e.g., Risley, a977; Krantz and

Risley, 1977). He claims applied problems can be extended to involve be-
.

havioural 'ecosystems' (such as whole schools, institutions etc,). Risley is

confident that behaviour analysts can discover general principles of the or-
.

ganization of liying environments for dependent populations.

work in preschool settingS also demonstrates tat manipulation of

ecological variables such ns seating artangements, sequencing of activities, and,

n4turally occurring adult-child interactions (incidental teaching settings) pro-
:

duce behaviour change wh'ich is effective and as efficient as standard behaviour

modification procedures. But in addition, such manipulations do not require

large expenditures of resources:(e.g., teacher training) or the extra response

cost to teachers that may occur when individual-contingency management procedures

are used. A particularly powerful example is'the incidental teaching setting

where significant andageneralised oral language gains have occurred.

In New Zealand O'Rourke and Glynn (1978)have studied ecological variables

in an intermediate school playground. Extensive data were gathered on the effects

of types of playground equipment and adult participation with equipment on appro-

priate and inappropriate playground behaviour.t Provision of equipment and

periodic changes in equipment increased and'maintained children's appropriate

participation. But adult presence and participdtion with equipment produced high

stable rates of participation irrespective of equipment changes and type of

t
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equipment. In conclusion the authors again note the effectiveness
, u /,

of indirect modification of environments. The Manipulation of

ecological variables reduced, undesirable playground behaviour by

generating high rates of incompatible (i.e.; appropriate) behaviour.

Classroom or instructional setting events are specific examples

*of effective ecological variables. A setting event:

influences an interactional sequence by altering the strengths
and characteristics of the particular stimulus and response

/functions involved in an interaction

(Bijou and Baer, 1978, 26)

As defined, the concept emphasises the influences exerted b7 an in-

dividual's history of interactions ag well as physical, biological

and social factors in the general context. Setting event's are

therefore variables that function to increase the effectiveness of

'naturally' occurring (i.e.; currently established) interactions.

They also include variables tahich could influence the probability of

a behaviour occurring without directly modifying specific stimulus

and response functions. Thus.,,given appropriate interactions occurr-

ing with some minimal frequency, and that.a (functional) setting event_

can be identified, then direct intervention may not be necessary to

increase the frequency of a targeted behaviour. This reduces the
1

programming necessary"for generalization, maintenance and instructional

independence These needs often arise fromi'direct intervention pro-

cedures.

Much of Risley's work in the management of environments (e.g.,

Krantz and Risley, 1977) is understandable in these terms. The

utilityof identifying such events is further illustrated in reading

instruction research by McNaughton and Glynn,(1979), and,-McNaughton

and"Delquadh (1978).

In the former study a simple manipulation of the timing of a,

tutor's attention to oral. reading errors provided opportunities for self

correction to occur (by delaying error correction until, the end of a

(..sentence)., All 6 of the six - year -old normal readers increa ed fre-

quencies of.self correction. The increased opportunity enha ced the

power of,variables contained tithih the text to cue behaviours of

self correction. Similarly, in the latter study, an extra 10 minutes.

2 9
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of practi.ve alone produced increases in oral readinOehaviours for two'learn-

ing disabled 11-year-olds.

Not all events which might logically,be setting events necessarily have

&fat function (e.g. noise level, Wernham,..1978; 'attending behaviour', Glen-

denning, 1978). Setting events are sselLas acting on stimulus-response

inte ctions. When funtional stimuli associated with the setting events are

not present, or when behavioural _competencies are restricted, the pbtential

, setting event has no function. Thus noise.level'or 'attending' behaviodr

as candidates for setting events for academic behaviour depend on other

antecedent and consequent stimuli such as appropriate instructional material

and teacher behaviour.

Further research is needed which identifies'strong and generally func-

tional sitting events, the conditions which lead to an event having such a

function, and the way setting events can be utilized in classroom programmes.,

Conditions conducive to indirect forms of behavioural change need to be

distinguished from settings where direct intervention (e.g., Direct Instruc-

tion, Becker and Engelmann, 1978) is necessary.

There may be some settingswhere direct forms of instruction may inter-

fere in the long term acquisition of proficiency. 'aelt regulatibn of

academic tasks (see discussion beldw) or incidental learning of oral language

(e.g., Risley, 1977) may be two such areas. With some subjects in some
1

settings close specification and training 1,0 component.skills may reduce the

flexibility and generativeness of the learning. Stokes and Baer's- (1977)

technique of training for generalization termed 'train loosely' provides a
N1

parallel. And, as Ryan (1970) notes, there are data-to show similar pro-
.

,a

cesses at work when behaviour modification is used in the regular classroom

Ina,5propriate consequences of restriction in the range of behaviour emitted

and the undermining of 'intrinsic' reinforcement occur.

Aspects of curricula could be analysed as setting events., Comments in
,

some research on classroom on-task or academic behavioUr devrive high or low

data points which ar at variance with trends ,These are often attributable

to a new. feature o the teacher's programme. Rather than treating these as
t

error variance perhaps these sources of variability should become cruiial

areas for analysis. .There'are examples of this sort of research on academic
--z

learning in research outside New Zeland (e.g., Whitehurst; 'Domash and Di-,'

Gennaro, 1976; Lovtii,--1-176; Hanson and 'Eaton, 1978).

Another area of research concerns error correction'in'complex tasks

such as oral reading. There has been a tendency in the Wgearch literature

to consider'attention to inappropriate behaViour"(via error correction)

2 9
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4

as something to be avoided. While teacher social attention to off-task

behaviour has often.been shown to have reinforcing properties such may

not be the case with complex tasks like reading.

1. Unintended reinforcing outcomes of error correction have been shown

on complex tasks (e.g., Sajwaj and Knight, 1971). But there are both

compelling conceptual arguments and some data to suggest error correction

(a more general term commensurate with other research areas might be

negative'feedback) may have an important instructional role. Many

academic tasks involve learning to selectively attend to'several cues.

In more complex tasks these cues provide different'sorts of information

depending on the combinations of cues present. For example, graphic,

syntattic and semantic cues in a reading text.

With these tasks error correction may provide information which

enables the student to acquire the skills ef4Ciently and economically.

More so perhaps than simply concentrating on scheduling component tasks

so that errors are reduced to a minimum and positive consequences are

the dominant instructional 'strategy.

Certainly, considerable academic learning can come from error correct-

ion even when there are minimal positive consequences (McNaughton and

Delquadri, 1978). This area promises to be an :important one for class-

room instruction on academic tasks. In the wider literature researchers

are beginning to analyse parameters of error correction (e.g., Hanson and

Eaton, 1978).

Questions of generalization across settings, tasks (responses) and time

have been raised in several studies. Defining criteria.for generalization

is itself an issue (Robinson and Swanton, 1978) but a working description
. -

for our purposes here would be, change-in behaviour primarily as a functiod

of behavioural' change in A different. setting, task or at an earlier time.

At least two questions are identifiabld.in the research,. What are the in-

teractional.processes associated with all/three types of generalization,

and, what are the features of tasks and repertoires which 'determine res-

-

ponse classes (i.e., responses that covary, such that contingencies applied
L

to one, effect the others)? r
These questions have considerable educational importance. For

example, generalization is a central issue fating'research on parent train-

ing (Glynn, McNaughton, .Robinson and Quinn, 1980):, teacher training

4
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(Robinson and Swanton, 14)78); academic learning (McNaughton, Glynn, Robinson

and Quinn, 1979) and problem solving (Parsonson, 19784.

In a series of studies Parsonson has been analyzing generalization across

e academic-related skills. In 1978 Parsonson (1978) reported that studies to

date on problem solving and other creative behaviour (e.g., writing) repre-

sents beginnings of a research enterprise, but much remains to be done. He

emphasised generalization across topographically similar and dissimilar tasks

as.an area needing further research.

In further generalization research'modeTately retarded adolescents have

been trained to discriminate and label the numbers 0 to 99 (Young And

Parsonson, 1979). 'Modelling and token reinforcement procedures used with'

exemplars produced generalization to un ained numerals. However, there

were marked differences across subjects in the- number of.trainihg sessions

necessary ,and the'raej..dity of the, emergence of generative labelling.'

Similarly, Dawson-Wheeler and Parsonson (1979) taught several.eading

skills to a10-year-old, 'aphasfc' child. They used discrimination training

with correction procedu,--s involving modelling, prompting And imitation and

descriptive praise. Generalization to untrained ding and writing responses

was continually probed within a multiple baseline d gn. Generalization was

obtai ed ft-pm trained reading words, phonemes/digraptisk,:and, sentences, to their

written 'form. But generalization within reading responses to untrained blends

and untrained words occurred only after the'boy was taught a related set of
ipbbnemes and digraphs and not when a sat of sight words were trained. This

result highlights the questions introduced above, in this case about component. ,

skill.in reading (sight vocabulary) Which are generative and the most apprq-

priale training sequerice to produce them.
...

This question was present in.the Mangere Home and School Project where

parents were trained
...

to tutor their low progress normal 8-to-12-year-old

readers in oral reading at home (McNaughton, Glynn, Robinson-and,Quinn, 1979).

Reading behaviours were tutored at home and generalization to independent
..

reading at school was "continually measured. Home tutoring emphasised pro-
,

ficiency in reading meaningful texts (rather than, for example, word recogni-

tion c.f.q , Fry, 1977). Profic included correction
,

y ncluded accuracy and self corection

measures:

iI
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While considerable progress across book levels was made at home

during'putoring only 2 of the 8 children showed similar changes in

,,reading at school. It gyms that generalization was limited to

thildreh who were receiving some individualized programmes in their .;
, .

.

classroom and who had' sh6wn the most proficiency (especially in
. ,

, . ,
u

maintenance of self correction) at home.'

Concepts of complex-behaviour andCurriculum developmel

Studies have added further dimensions to the self management prci-

ceduies established in research reviewed earlier. One area of

concern has been the direct training of skills involved in'self

management (or more cqmprehensi4y self regulation) on academic

tasks. Previous research has primarily been concerned-with the

maintenance and increase of simple easily discriminable)

appropriate behaviours. Procedures for self monitoring_and self

administering /reinforcement have been relatively obvious, 14th ex-

-ternal support such as intermittent cues and,cards for tokens being

used. Procedures have tended to emphasize' motivational functions of

self management.

When self regulation of academic tasks is considered it becomes

obvious'that procedures for motivation aye only one (perhaps

secondary) concern. Firstly, on all but the simplest of academic

tasks self regulation is dependent on mare extensive discrimination

ledrning. That is, as tasks become more complex (as in academic

learning), distinctions between,, appropriate and inappropriate be-

haviour become more relative and determined by several cues. Apprb-
.

priate,hehaviour does not stand in an easy recip ocal relationship

with inappropriate behaviour nor is it a clear y circuthscribed class

of readily identgied responses. Solving a ma hematics problem or

observing:and correcting an oral reading error show these complexities.

'Simtlarly, simple maintenance of levels of output as a goal is

overshadowed by the possibility of self instruction. It is 14,kely

thdt skills sal be,identified whicch not only maintain current levels

of proficiency under appropriate conditions but also contribute to the

acquisition of new skills. TAus the components of self monitoring,

and further components of problem solving become critical. Skills for
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identifying errors, difficulties or potential problems, strategies for

searching and trying out Solutions, andskills for recognising best
/

,

solo ions are needed (e.g., Resnick and Ford, 1978).

These difficulties were confronted by Wilson (1978) in attempting

'to increase independeAt''sentence writing behaViour by.eight mildly re=

tarded children in a special class. Within an ongoing token Trogramme,

procedures to increase self-selecting and elf-locating words were intro-

duced in a sequential components design. Only when all the components

of rules and word lists, praise for self-selectipn and location, and a

response cost for teacher-dependent responding were present, did high

rates of target self regulatory behaviour occurs Iche data indicate

that externally mediated procedures which included motivational corn-
s

ponents were necessary to reduce teacher dependenCy.

A feature of Cameron and Robinson's (1978) treatment of three 7-and-
.

8-year-old-hyperactive children involved training self 'instruction ''skills

(gaining control Over motor movement via verbalizationlabout planning and

checking) and self magement (self monitoring and self reiXorcing) for

maths problems. Accuracy increased for all subjects as a consequence of

the training and there were indications of possible generalization to un-

traineA.1,3ehaviours of self correction in oral reading:

Both these studies assumed a direct training paradigm fox /inquisition

of self monitoring and proble;1 solving skills. The4remedial research

which has concentrated oil descriptive praise for self corrections in oral
*

reading can also be seen from this perspedive (e.g., Glynn, McNaughton,

Robinson and Quinn, 1979). However conditions may be able to be identi-

fied which support indirect fAms'of instruction. For 'example, children

normal reading progress in New Zealand clabsrooms dtvelop self

ion skills and -show ch anges in the topography of these skills over

time, without direct instruction (t.g., Clay, 1979). Given the opportunity

and meaningful texts at a suitable level of difficHlty,self correction be-

I

haviours are high probability behaviours for average progress childred with

no external cueing or consequences (McNaughton and Glynn, 1979). But as

suggested previously, direct instruction may be a.necessity when incidenlal

learning does not occur.
4

An implicit question in much of the discussion thus far concerns how

complex behaviours such as oral language and academic skills are

`t.
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conceptualized;' both as fully acquired response systems and during accti-
i

, sition. The issues within this formidable question revolve around they

relationship between logical task analyses and empirically determined ac-

quisition sequences under yarious'in'structionai milieux. A dominant

.influence in behavioural research has been models of complex skill learn-
--.. .

ing which, concentrate On the successive and orderly acquisition of units

of skills (e:g., Becker and Engelmann's (1978) analysis of language and
.

reading)., Other models which are entirely amenable to a behavioral

analysts are
.

vssible, including concurrent and mutually interactive .

learning OLle's.Tieral s ills. this appears to be a charpyieristic of how,

New Zealand children: earn to read (e.g., Clay, 1979), (Tt.is interesting

to note Panyar.and Hall, 1978, recenety produced favourable Comp:4sons of
%

concurrent skill learning with serial sequencing of academic tasks.)
.0'''

.
.

Continding thus l ine.or argument furthet; there is a ease to be made-

for descriptive research of the types of learning possible, and strategies

different children use in learnin-different tasks under different ins-

tructional systems. Resnick and rd (1978) term t'h'is research empirical

analyses of specific
t
tasks, andrgue that it adds considerable infoimat-

ion, qualifies logical task analyses, and enables the construction of more
At

effective instruction. Risley (e.g, Risley, 1977) has made a similar

argument for developing ecological_proced.nresTfrom_descriptions of

'naturally"occurring adult child ipteractions. %

As e final point, we reiterate comments -made in the earlier (1936)

.review:

The technology of behaviour analysis has a special contribution to
make in the field of curriculum development and evaluation... It

is important .that persons with skills in the analysis and modificat-
ion ofihuman b-ehaviouy and those with skills in the development of
curriculum methods arld materials should begin to collaborate instead
of woriing in splendid isolation.

(Glynn, 1976, p.92 ff.)-

fthaviour analysis has both a peOriological and analytic contributidn to

make to research in this area:
4
as well as a data base on teacher

behaviour management for the construction of effective curricula.

Or; --,
4%."
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Research into the tratfting of professional' and paraprofessional educators

Procedures for training teachers, patents and other resource personnel in

behavipur modification and behaviour analysis techniques have blti examined

in a number of studies. In a'standard sequential components design

Johnson (19'78) cApared thdoretical'lessons, theotetical lessOns plus

practice in analysig and contingency management, and' theoretical lessons

plus practice plus feedback about staff and child behaviOur. The greatest

c1aLh .0. in teacher behaviour occurred with the eombinion of all three

components (introduced in the particular sequence described,pbove).

Robinson and Swanton (1978) note that there are few follow-up studies

on the generalization of teacher training that fulfil basic methodological
Ls

requirements (e.g., several, data pointg and-4ibliability measures for the

follow qp.data). In a follow-up one to two years afterlirainfi7Tin class-

room management procedures Robinson, Swanton and Raethel'(1979) observed

that two of four intermediate schooj teachers show generalization across

students, lessons and.time. Clear differences between the two groups of-

teachers'attitudes wee revealed by interview And questionnaire data.' The

authors tentatively'conclude that selected attitudinal variables may- dis-
.

criminate between, teachers who adhieve generalized'behaviolit ch4nge and

those who do not. If this finding holds up with replication then th4e

are important implfcations,, both for the assessment of generalization and

for the training of teachers.

Procedures for producing thort term generalization were used Tn the

Mangere Home and School Project in training parents in the use of tutoring

tethniques for,oral reading with low progress 8-tyear-olds (Glynn,

McNaughton, Robinson,and Quinn, 1980). Instructions were provided in

the form of "should' statements (e.g., 'I should pause before co,rrepting an

error'). Tutors were trained individually by trainers in a tutoring

session. The trainers cried recall of statements before tutoring, recall

of tutoring performance after tutoring had occurred, and, provided feedback

on the match between statements and performance. With additional early

modelling of techniques and weekly feedback sessions prents learned the

tutoring skills and successfully produced them on occasions when trainers

were not present.

,

N.

;
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Many of the iss* which.have contributed to advances in designing re- i

search have been outlined in previous sect4ons. The two major areas of

development are in 'designs which handle measures of generalization, and .

designs which allow for analyses and comparisons of comnonents of

'packages', curricula etc.

In the formerAcase multiple baseline designs with different types

of probe measures are emerging as useful designs.(e.g., Dawson, Wheeler

and Parsons, 1979; Parsonson and Baer, 1979). Recently a systematic

descripti-Qn and evaluatiqn bf one ,variant, the multiple'probe-terlinique

has been published (Horner and Baer,'1978). These designs are needed,

giveh shifts towards analyses of more tompleX behaviour where response

Class bounddries and precurrent behaviours need to be identified.

Possible approaches in Jhe second area, that of component analysis,

have been discussed earlier. A group of designs which seem particularly

useful for ClassrooM settings are-those variously labelled, multi-'

element baseline design (Ulman and Sulzer-AZarbff, 1975), MultipA

schedule and concurrent schedule design JHersen and Barlow, 1976),

simultaneous treatment-design (Kazdin, 1978), and, alternating condi-

tions design (Oliurcho 1976). The common el ment in these designs is

1
the systematic-ana-bounterbalanced variation a1 procedures or timulus___ _

4
conditions within-A-pi-lase. The differences between these designs are

basically in the timing of the alternation of conditions (e.g., within__

or across days) and the.patterning and consistency over time of stimulus

a

conditions.

Observation and analysis procedures are also showing further

development. The complexities of defining and observing play behaviour

in preschool children have been discussed by Ballard (1979): The'need

to record the content of verbal interactions in some settings will neces-

sitate the vise of procedures for taking verbatim samples, continuous

recording, or use of sophisticated recording apparalus such As. trans-
_

.
mitter microphones and time set tape recordexs. The whole area of

anaWsis of interactional data poses considerable problems for the be-

haviour analyst although there are some beginnings (e.g., Gewirtz and

Boyd, 1976; Patterson, 1977).

-r"
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The analysis of tame series' data generally, and the use of statistical

procedures is a'topic of considerable debate (e.g., Jones, Vaught and
, .

WeinroL, 1977), In a local unpublished -p-apeY. Arvidson (1277) examined
.

approaches to time series analysis, specifically discussing the issues of

serial dependency and other problems facing researchers using ANOVA tech-"

niques, lie suggests where aPpropriate the.use of regression lilies to

determine trend and,.lor statistical coTiparisons with t tests between

phases, using a mean projected from the regression line rather than the

obtained mean. These suggestions have been used in two theses (Cameron,

1978; Mcraughton, 1978).

III General Research and Treatment Programmes

There are several examples of larger scale intervention programmes whiCh

have'specifically been Tg'I-g.ned with-research as well as treatment com-

ponent4:- The feature of direct aod continuing participation in educational,

settings pr uces problems of guarding both research and treatment/service

responsIbilitie ancl vulnerability to variables that are outside the con-
,

trol of the researcers, Because of this tey.'are varuable-sources 'of

information on processes in applied settings. Such. programmes should
.

generate more useful behavioural, data than the piecemeal approach which bas.

d-flen been restricted to a few university based researchers (Church, 1975).

This possibility arises'oot of the continuing dialogue between research anEk
f

treatment issues within the setting:

The Marigere Guiddnce Unit '(Thomas ah& Glynn, 1976) was set up as a/.

systemattc integrated behaviour analysis approach 'to handTIng behaviour and

karning prot&ms. It operates with Cooperation between trained teachers,

Education Department Psychologists, University ReseXhers and .three Inter-

mediate schdols in Mangere. 'Children are refe.rred by Psychological Ser-

vices. The Unit carries out treatments in clagsrooms or .settirigs where.

the problem behavidur occurs, carries out teacher .training, and involves,

parents in treatment procedures where possible.' -ik

The UnitUnit has produced several research reports (Thomas, Pohl,- Presland

and Glynn, 1977; Thomas, Presland: Grant and Glynn, 1978; Glynn, TE9mas

and Wotherspoon, 1978), as well as a comprehensti.ie evaluation report to the

Director-General df Education (Thomas and'Glynn, 1976). The procedures

which have been de4loped at the Unit represent an importhnt ongoing resource.
Of

I t)
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For example, other psychological services offic0 and schools have moved

towards the concept of a guidance or learning,unit (e.g., X4len Eden

Psychological Services Learning Unit).

However, experiences with the Unit have`highlighted the difficulties

in implementing behavioural technology at a school level, rather than at

an individual class level. As one of us wrote in 1978; -

There remains a large range of political, administratiye and cm-
municavion problems to be solved before behavioural research in
New Zealand could claim to be successful at the school level."
These problems, include the maintenance of regular commitment by
Principals and Administrators, (rather than simply initial approval
of a research project), coping with the continued and unpredicted
staff changes including principals and deputy pfincipals throughout
a longer term research, with the resulting vacillation in support

for the project, If we are to meet Risley'"S challenge for behaviour
intervention in wider ecological systems (Risley, 1977) then clearly

two approaches are possible. The first involves intervention in
settings where political support is optimal, So that implementation

of behavioural procedures is under the direct control of the re-

searchers. The second approach, that adopted by thseS Mangere
Guidance Unit, involves intervention in settings where political

support is more difficult, where implementation of behavioural pro-

cedures requires successful enlisting of support from principals and

senior staff, hopefully as a result of demonstrated effectiveness of

some .procedures. The second approach, while potentially more con-
. vincing to other teachers and administrators presents a major.

challenge to behavioural researchers. We have found this situation

to be severely punishing for psychologists, subjected to frequent

criticism and from senior and junior staff not directly involved
with specific programmes in a scg ol. This situation may be

overcome only by a heavy commitments to public relations and com-

munication with a school, thr)ugh .participation'in regular staff

meetings, and being available in the school for individual staff

contact. `Access to such channels of communication demand the
continued goodwill and support of principals and senior staff
difficult,in situations where staff turnover is'rapid.

My belief is that in,the long run there may be a better returh from

adopting the first approach that of the behavioural researcher a
demonstrating what can be achieved in a school setting with optimum

political support, with the tal support%pecified as a eces-

sary component of the intervention procedure.

(Glynn, 1978, pp. Q61 -162)

Another, mare exploratory project arose out of recommendations in

Thomas and Glynn's (1976) evaluation of the Mangere Guidance Unit for

greater use of parents. The-Mangere Home and School Project was set

up to investjigate whether parents of low progress 8-to-12-year-old

%,
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readers could he trained to successfully tutor their children at.

home.

It was a project funded as a piece of research 'for a limited time

period, Nevertheless, it has lead to a series of training films,

shown on National Tflevision, which have become publicly available as

an edited training film (NZCER, 1979) and an accompanying instructional

booklet (Glynn, McNaughton,,' Robinson and Quin 079).

These dissemination outcomes.are baSed n behavioural analysis

research carried put during 1978: A research monograph is currently

in preparation followng the analyses of follow-up measures taken after

a year. Several working papers have been presented in the intervening
t

period (Glynn, McNaughton, Robinson and Quinn, 1980'; McNaughton, Glynn,

Robinson and Quinn, 1979? plps a brief outcome article oriented to

teaching personnel (Robinson, Glynp, McNaughton and Quinn, 1979).

The project has produced impoO ant data on training parents, ef-

fectivehess of parent'tutoring at home, generalization of academic be-

haviour gains across .ettings,ed, the design and refineMent of pro-
.

cedures for both tutoring and the observation and analysis of tutored

reading.

The purpose of identifying and describing the projecl is to (somewhat

personally) illustrate a claim made by Risley (1978) that significant re-

search is no longer done by individuals and collaboration is needed if the

full extent of an applied problem is going ,to be tackled. There are

three dimensions to this need fox eam research. Applied problems are

complex and unwieldy needing considerable input of research expeitise

over time. Full solution or at least movement towards firm conclusions

demand analysis at several levels. For example Clark, Green, Macrae,

McNees, Davis and Risley (1977) describe a research programme. starting

with descultptive data on the extent of problem and degree of interest in

problem solution, through programme and component analyses, to marketing
0

research to determine and evaluate the dissemination resultant

effectiveness and consumer satisfaction. A les,s comprehensive but

similar approach was made possible by the team of four researchers working

on the Mangere Home and School Project.

.0
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Applied-problemk4lso make multifacetedoconceptual and methOdological -

demands.onresearchers. The cross fertilization, 'and testing and re-

vision of approaches available in a team approach proved invalqable in

Conducting the parent tutoring research.

Finally, a team approach to.research increases'the probability of an

ongoing generative programme of research being produced. The comment

that Church (1925) has made, which was reiterated byRisley (1978), is

that reSeatck identificationtended to be piecemeal and isolated. The identifcation

and definition of issues, extension' and elaboratiOnof concepts, and im- '

provement and advances in methodology are very difficult to achieve out-

side of an in.egrated programme of research. Agdin, the Mangere Home

and School Project is a very limited-example o thealternative, arising

as it did out of previous behavioural research-r It has provided a basis

and impetus for further research such, that each rkmber of that team

conducting further research as a consequence of experience and data from

the project.

Summary and Concluding Comments a

The cumulative effects of close to ten years of applied behaviour analysis

research on educational practice is impressive. Contributions have been"

made to classroom management; and instruction in normal and special educat-

ion settings across a\large range of ages and skills. The effectiveness

of pr6cedures continues to be researched and extended to different behaviour.

modifiers, different target populations, different behaviours and different

settings.

Thus the title of this paper which refers to educational settingo

reflects part of the growth and demonstrated significance of applied be-

havj.our analysis. Bit the framework of behaviour analysis is also ad-,

vanCing. Issues and concepts in diverse areas such as behaviour change

variables, complex behaviour'and curriculum programming, professional

training and methodology show the field continues to grow and undergo

changes.

This review has only covered a small area within the !Purview of

behaviour analysis and hes been selective and restrictie`irithe research

reviewed. For example, research in the Psychology Departments at die

University of Canterbury and University of Auckland is producing informa-

tion on a range of special education training procedures (e.g., oral.
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Reading Research in New Zealand

Tom Nicholson
Department of Educatioh
University of Waikato

0
There were only about 40 research studies in reading, carried out in New

Zealand during the last, decade. Many of them were limited:in scope,

either because they were constrained by dissertation requirements, had

limiting funding, or because too much was required in too little time.

Some. of the research, however, has gained international recognition.

Marie Clay, for example4 4t the University of Auckland, has received two

major inter national awards for her work on early reading.

Yet although New Zealanerea41.ng research is 'omewhat uneven, there

are some important ideas represented Wlithin it which should be reviewed.

I propose to do this by dividing the various research efforts into six

categoriei: Children and Texts; Teachers, Children and TeXts; Language,

Culture and Reading; Intervention; Field Research and Evaluation; and

Survey Testing/Test Development. (I will not discuss all the researc

studies carried out during the 197Qs but they. are all listed in Table 1

and included in the references). Having covered the research in this

way, I would then like to discuss what seem to me to be the gaps in our Ns,/

research knowledge, and the questions that still,need to be answered.

Children and Texts

A lot of reading research in the 1970's was focussed on the issue of how

children learn from texts. The impetus for much of the activity came

from the research of Marie Clay. In terms of research and theory, her

results suggested that children can and do teach themselves to read

that they Xhtually learn from their mistakes:

If we could train children to learn from their dieflculties, then

they would improve in skill every time that reading took place.

(Williams and.Clay, 1973). .

A paper presented.at Research in Education in Ne) 'Zealand : A Balano-

Aeet, First National Conference of the New Zaland Association for,
Research in Education (NZARE), Victoria University of Wellington, 7-10

December, 1979.
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4

Fields of'
Research

4 years
(preschool)

Thble 1: -A Profile of Reading iesearch in the 1970's in New Zealand

5-6 years
(junior)

Age range

7-8 years
(middle)

10 Years

upper)

11-12 years

(intermediate)

1. Children,
and Texts

2. Teachers,

Children and
Texts

b3. Language,,

Culture and
Reading

4. Intvvention

Field

Research and
Ev4luation

6. Survey
Testing/Test
Development

3 "

Barney 1976

Ritchie 1978

Clay 19f2a, 1979a
'Ng 1979

Robinsipn 1973

Pine 1q77
William's and Clay 19,73'

Clay and Imlach 1971 ' ,

Nicholson 1977
Ellev 1976
Carter 19.76

Hill 1079
Hoare 1980

Murphy 1975

1 Kitchen' 1976 j Beardsley and >
"Ng 1979 Nattall (in progress)

Harper & Graham 1974

tClay 1970

Hughes 1972
Clay 19726, 19796 f

Slane 1976
Ward 1976
Nicholson 1979

Fortuneet al.
.1979

1?

./-,

Hill 1979

Fry 1973
MacKay 1976
Wheeler 1479

NZCER, 1971

Reid & Hughes 1974'
Hughes and Reid 1979 ""4

Hattie 1979
Nenwick 1978

13 + years
(secondary)

Boyd 1970
Watson 1973
Hoare 1980

McNaughton 1978
Robinson et al.
1979

\..

Walsh (in
progress)

Harrison 1979

Reid, Croft
and Jackson
1979

(adult)
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In her earlier research, she had found that children often corrected

e,
their errors while reading, and that their corrections made sense that is,

the children were,trying to learn to read by using their own background

'knowledge, as well as the predictability of the sentence patterns the

stories, to make informed guesses about words. Once children knew }the

likely meaning of a word, they Often only needed to process the first'one

or twd letters of the print in order' to identify it. What this meant for

teaching was that children could be-given texts right from the beginning

of their school experience, as long as'tney mere reading text material

which was familial-to them '(Clay 1972a, revised 1979a) .

Clay was also inte 'eted in -the early detection of reading difficult

ies. As part of her research, she developed a number of diagn6,stic check-
1 i

points, and corresponding normative data, so that teachers/mild monitor

children's progress. In this way, if it was found that some children were

not teaching themselves to read, then the teacher could intervene to help./

In 1976, Clay began a study called Readinii Re.overii Proj,:ot which was

tiesigned to give thishelp. It was aimed at assisting children who had

-not made adequate progress in reading after having had one year at school.

I will discuss his proAct in more detail later in the paper.

There were a number of studies, mainly by Clay's students, which con-

tinued and extended the research she had begun .(Robinon, 1973; Williams,
)

1973; Watson, 1973; , Imlach, 1976; Pine, 1977; Ng, 1979). In general,

these studies tended to support the notion that reading'was a matter of

making sense of texts that children anticipated words while reading and

sampled letters in words'in order to confirm their predictions.

Phonics was dealt quite a blow by this research, espewially the notion
o

of teaching phonics in isolation from the text itself, Unfortunately, no
4.Py d_

researcherctook up the challenge on be l ph4nics and - other word attack

techniques. No one even followed up on Simpson's 1962 suggeSeion, in the

Departmental handbook on reading for infant clases, that phonics could' be
,

taught incidentally, so t children would hat/e a back-up word attack

Another' of C14Y's students, Ng (1979) found that'proicient'readers,

their second, year of school, did indeed-, .have some kind of'back-up

-strategy or.working out wgrds, which they used when story ccintext-was

;
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insufficiently helpful. Ng found that the best of the six year old

readers were flexible in their approach that they couidswitch

from 'reading for sense' to 'reading the words',, depending on the

difficulty of the text.

Hill'(1979), in a different kind of study, with older children

(8 year olds), tried to find out what(the limits were in t of

word recognition when children had just th overall story sgauxt or

else just the initial letters of worcXto he p them. He found that

content words (such as nouns) were easier for children to, determine

when all the letterciles were available,to them. He found that this

wad especially the case when texts were difficult. He argued that

children do not need to use all the letters in words all the time,

but that they do need to use alle letters some of the time.

Hill also found that oral reading ability was not a very useful

indicator, of reading comprehension for older children. He found that

these children were often able, to answei questions about stories which

were difficult toread orally.

Text difficult); is clearly an important factor in learning to read.

fit. is It, then that makes texts difficult for children to understand?

Elley (1969, 1976) argued that vocabulary knowledge was a key
2 r
factor in determining text difficulty. His own research had shown

that a readability formula based on 'noun frequency' (that Is, the

frequency of occurrence of nouns in texts), was a powerful predictor

of text difficulty. He used this formula to grade the passages used

in the Progressive Achievement Tests, (New Zealand Council for Educational

Research, 1971).

What Elley did not explain, however,. was the fact that chirdien

often find texts difficult,(6en when the vocabulary is well known to
4

them. Rob Imlach atira I (Nicholson, 1977, Nicholson and Imlach, 1979)

studied'the difficulties that 8 year old children had An answering'

questions about narrative sebries. We found that some stories were

more difficui than others, even though the vocabulary used was well

known to the children.
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What we found interesting in our study was that children often paid

more attention to text information when the stories were diffiC'ult. When

the stories were familiar to them, they paid less attention to text de-
,

tails and'relied on their prior knowledge instead.

We argued that text difficulty depends partly on what children are

asked to do. Sometimes children can get the 'gist' of a story, but are

unable to recall, or d4 not understand, the text, details. Text difficulty

also seems to depend on the structure of the text, especially the?way in

which complex ideas and concepts are explicated within the text itself.

Hoare (1980) took a close look at this issue of text structure. She

found that, when she made texts more explicit, they were rated as more

difficult according to readability formulas. They were more difficult

partly because she linked up ideas in the text with a logical connective

('because') and part,l.y because she included difficult concepts rather than

replacing them with easier synonyms. The difference was that she ex-

plained the concepts in the text. The addition of the explanation made

the readability-estimates jump even higher. What she found, though, was

that children found the supposedly more difficult ,text in fact easier to

understand. The more unfamiliar the topic, the tore they relied on and

benefited from the explication within the text.

These results fit in with the research we did on question-answering.

The point is that children can only answer their own que ions or the

teacher's questions by using the following strategie,s: either they use

their own background knowledge fir they use text information, or they use

both. It seems to us that they get the best answers when'they use b'oth

strategies, using the rule that the text information usually gets priority

over our own assumptions about why things happen or what concepts really

mean. 3sie

Overall, die research on reading Comprehension fit rather nicely into

the knowledge bap that we have established on early reading development.

It stems that children also can teach themselves how to comprehend, but

that this involves having sufficient information in texts for them to be

able to make sense of the material they are given.

Whenput in perspective, the New Zealand research on children and

texts suggests strongly that children can and do teach themselves to read

1
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r

but their ability to help themselves will depend on the reading materials

we design for them: The Ready to Read
1
series was originally designed

by the Department of Education to make this kind of learning happen.

Now that the series is under revision, it mi'be wise to check to see

if this objective can still be achieved. Perhaps a similar exercise

is necessary for expository texts, particularly in the intermediate and

secondary schools. I doubt whether we will help ortler children if we

write texts for them in simple language. What they really want are texts

which will help them to confront complexity - not avoid it.

The research on children and texts also Earns us that we need to be

able to monitor and analyse children's progreSs in self-teaching. Global

4 scores such as provided by Progressive Achievement.' Tests and teacher rat-

ing scales are totally inappropriate for such a purpose. I would argue

that we need to make much more systematic use of such techniques as

'running records' (Clay, 1979a5 and question-answer analysis (Nicholson,

1979).

Teacher, Children and Texts

This category needs some explanation. It seemed to me that it would be

useful to distinguish between what happens between a child and a text,

and what happens when the teacher is involved. From ths, teacher's point

of view, the problem is not simply a,child and a text it is more likely

to be 35 children and many more texts. Teaching involves pfanning for

The Ready to Read series was first issued by the Department of Education
in the early 1960's. It was a series of beginning reading texts, con-
sisting of 12 '!little' books, and 6 'big' books. The series was graded
in difficulty and included both 'basic' (very frequently occurring) voca-
bulary, such as the, Ind, was, as well as 'interest' vocabulary, such as
Viscount, airport, eta. There was no emphasis on phonically regular
words of the 'fat cat sat on the mat' type - instead, the emphasis was
on 'natuLa.i.' sentence patterns, which would enable children to 'predict'
the wordS in the text. N's a result, children would make errors of the
kind 'Peter said' when the text read 'said Peter' - such errors were the
result not of crossed-wires behind the eyeballs, but of-trying to take
advantage of these predictable sentence patterns.

AP
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large numbers of children so that they can all learn effectively. From the

child's point of view, learning is partly determined by the teacher and

partly self-determined. In other words, this category encompasses the class-

room learning environment, and it can be summed up in a single word -

complexity.

There have been some attempts to analyse this complexity in New Zealand.

Kitchen (1976) observed one teacher's reading programme for a number of weeks

in a junior classroot. He found that the teacher and the children acted

differently, depending op whether there was a group situation or one-to-one

teaching. He argued that the group situations were more stressful and less

helpful from.the child's point of view. Children rarely asked questions or
,c

requested help. They also feared ridicule from other children. The Leach-
.

er also tended to be more directive in the group situation. The teacher

tended to interrupt more,and'to ask fewer questions of the children.

Ng (1979) observed a lot more junior classrooms than Kitchen (she visited,

38 in all) but could only make one visit to each. She found that 25 per cent

of the reading instructiOnal-time was spent on non-reading.activities, such

as keeping discipline and'organising group activities. She also found,'as

did Kitchen, that there was very little one-to-one teachingeof reading. Nor

did children spend much timereading on their own. In many of the classrooms,

the best readers got to do most of the silent reading because they usually

finished their other reading tasks first. She also noted that teachers were

very directive in group situations they did not allow much time for children

to work out words for themseiVes; nor did they ask many questions about con -

text clues which could help the children to work out words for themselves.
1V

Harper and Graham (1974) focussed in on just one aspect of the classroom

learning environpent - children's on-task behaviour. They found that the

less skilled'readers also spent less time on task than the more skilled

readers..

What conclusions can we draw from these studies? Probably very little

at this stage. The data are still too thin. Some teaching and learning

behaviours may appear inappropriate to the researcher, yet still be effective.

-Stress, in a learning situation may he a good thing. Immediate feedback,

rather than asking questions'about text clues, may be very helpful in some

learning situations. The research darling with on-task behaviour is diffi-

,
cult to interpret is it mare important that children be onthe right task

31
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or just on-task? At the moment, the research data raise more questions

than answers. Yet the research is interesting. The potential is
9 .

t.

there for considerable insight into classroom processes.

Language, Culture and Learning to Read

About 13 per cent of our students are either Maori or Pacific Islanders

in some schools, the flgure is over 90 per cent. Many of these children

have difficulty in learning to rest according to a recent report prepared

by the Department of Education: %,'

A high proportion of the students in standard 4 and form 2 who were
reading at or below. the year leVel were non-Europeans, almost half
of whom were having'difficulties with the English language
generally.

(Renwick, 1978, p.26)

The report did not, unfortunately, present any data to clarify what was

meant by the term 'language difficulties'. The research that we do have

suggests that the problem is complex. This was one of the conclusions

reached by Clay (1970) when she compared the peadidg progress of Maori,

Pakeha and Samoan childre6 in the 5 to 7 year age range. She found that

the Maori children scored lower on reading tests than the Samoan children

an her sample, evensthOugh the Maori children had a higher level of

language competence. Clay argued that. these results showed the con-
.

siderable influence of home background oearly reading achievement. She

felt that the superiority of the Samoan children in reading may have been

due to the high status given to reading ana to literacY by their parents.

Clay did suggest, however, that,language and reading were more

closely related in later years of schooling, when the language used in,.

text was more complex. This argument was supported by Hill (1979), who

4111114 .

,...

fo d that PaCific island children in his study, who were about 8 .years

of age, had more difficulty wittieldry comprehension than did Maori and
8

Pakeha children. Heargued that the comprehension difficulties may

have been due to differences in concept understanding.
to

ft may be that the problems EaCed by Maori and Pacific.Island

children ate related to language and culture, but in different ways

many Maori children may lack sufficient experience with iexts:, many

Pacific Island children may, because they come from bilingual (or non

English speaking) homes, lack cross-cultural understanding, of concepts
, .
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well known to Maori and Pakeha.children. But these suggestions are
1

speculative. The seminal study of theoreading problems faced by Maori

and Pacific Island children in 'schools has yet to be undertaken.

Reading Intervention Research

Some reading programmes are deliberately designed to intervene in the

learning process of some children in order to 'make learning happen':

) To be ,successful, however, an intervelifon programme not only must

r% make learning happen, but must make it continue to happen after the
e

intervention has been completed - otherwise, the children concerned

will drop behind'as their classmateS3continue to make progress.

Fry (1973) found that, by using tokens\as rewards for progress,

children with reading difficulties were able to make considerable pro-

gress on a word recognition task. She also found that these...bildren

had maintained their gains 3 months after the experiment had ended.

The problem was, though, that they had not improved on their gains.

A number of other intervention studies .(Mackay, 1976; Harrison,

1979; Wheeler, ;1979) had similar problems. These programmes pro
@

duced important short term progress, but their long term effects were
r

not clearly established:

An intervention study, of the Head Start type, was conducted by

Ritchie (1978) at the preschool level for Maori children from loW

income backgrounds. In the thiid sear of the study, the teaching

,e
programme focussed primarily on providing mas ve book' experience for

the children. This'involved reading lots of books to the children

and asking them questionS about basic print concepts. The prOgramme

also incorporated language, experience activities. 1011Wellow up testingexperience

Of the children showed that the children had made considerable progress

xTliin understanding of book concepts. Again, ho ver, the long term

effects are not yet blear.

A different problem occurred, in a stud by Robinson, Glynn,

McNaughton and Quinn (1979). They trained parents to help their

children, whose ages ranged,from 8.to 12 years, in reading., The main
..

focus of training was on what to do if the child made an error. The

parents were also taughtito usE praise for correct reading and for
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self correction of errors. The tutoring programme was done at home, for

15-m4nutes at a time, 3 times a week. The programme continued for about

4 months. The children made considerable gains in oral reading accuracy

and self- correction. The problem was.that they did not make similar
1

progress in the school setting.

' The researchers found that it was only when training was/ rovided
o+

at school as well as at home that comparable progress was made. These

results suggest that intervention training, to hp N,t effective, needs

to be strongly tied.Ao the rea
ling

instruction given in the classroom.

The long term effectiveness o the programme has also still to be esta-

blished.

Clay (1979, 1979b) has completed a study known as the Reading

Recovery Project. It seems to be our most promising intervention pro

grammegramme ) to date. The aim of the project was to acCelerate the reading

progress of children who were in their second year of school and still

not benefitting from their classroom reading programme. The children

received tutoring for 45 minutes daily by a trained teacher-tutor. The

training lasted 3 months. -Follow up testing showed that the children

had made dramatic progress - and that, in some aspects of readitg, these

gains were continuing to increase some 2 months after the tutoring had

been stopped. The gradient of improvement had dropped Cdnsiderably,_

however, and it may be that the ra4. of improvement tailed ;off alto-
.

v.
gett;r at-a'later period. Clay is continuing to TDontor the progress

of these c>ildren in order to gather data on the long term effects of

4e intervention.

,Field Research and Evaluation

It seemsseems to me that field research and evaluition is an important re-
k

search category. Schools need information on the effectiveness of

specialist help (such as inservice courses) and innovative ideas about

the teaching of reading. Much useful information,can be gained through

,.field research and evaluation. Yet very,llttle of this type of research

has been done.

3°.
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Slane (1976) 'repor ted the results of a field trial of a locally

developed approach known as 'book experience'. The basic idea of,the

approach *was for teachers to read and re -head interesting books by

enlarging the print so that all children could read along with the

teacher. The teacher encouraird the children to attend to the print

by using a pointer, by pausing, and by incorporating reading instruct-

ion as part of the book reading.process. . Details of the approach

were incorporated in an inservice course for teachers known as ERIC

(Department of Education, 1976). This -approach was,compared with

two other programmes foli-junlr-schobl children but it was found that

no one programme was clearly superior to any of the others.

Another reading idea, known as 'Book Flood' (Staiger, 1979)

was also field tested in-Tchools. The 'flood' involved over 100,000

books - about 500 for each classroom studied. Again, however, the

results did not show clear gains in reading progress, even though the

children ansl teachers enjoyed the experience.

Looking back, I think that our field research on reading approaches'

has been of the 'shotgun' type. The focus of the research efforts has

been too imprecise. It may have been more profitable to focus on

specific design features in these programmes (such as the emphasis on

attention to print in the book experience approach) rather than the pro-

gramme itself, Which is a composite of many different teaching ideas and

processes.

I prefer the kind of approach used by McNaughton (1979). He focused

on one specific strategy which teachers could use in one -to -one reading

situations. The strategy was 'wait Clime' - that is, allowing sufficient

time -for children to work out words for themselves. I think that we will

make more progress by carrying out this kind of p ecise research-analysing

important features of teaching situations, one by one, to find out what

pay-off we can expect from them.

'My experience in evaluating the impact of an educational programme

for parents suggest that we should also evaluate inservice courses in a

similar way. My ,study (Nicholson, 1979) looked at the impact of a radio

series and booklet ca lled On the Way to Reading, which was designed to help

parents learn-more about the ways children learn to read. Indirectly, the

If
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radio series,was aimed at helping teachers by enabling parents to provide

appropriate help'at home. In general,"the evaluation aate showed that

parents 'got the 'message' of the radio series and booklet, but di 'not

remember specific details. In other words, parentOeemed to pick up

the general.pringiples which the series tried to get across to enjoy

the process, to praise for effort, to read with the children rather then

',at them, and to avoid 'growling' at them for makings errors. 'Yet yhe

long term pgY-off of such an educational effort still needs to b1 eta-

blished, It may be that the initial enthusiasm and basic pri/hciples

will not be maintained without follow-up programmes on specific aspects

of the radio series.

Survey Testing i °

There has been considerable effort in this area, but there have allto been,

a-lot of problems. In 1970, New Zealand participated in an international

reading survey which involved fifteen different countries ( Thorndike,

19.73).4 The reading comprehension results for New Zealand wereslightly,

higher than all other countries at the 14 year old level, and considerably

higher for the sample group of children in the final year of school: The

results for the 17 year old children were not really comparable because

only 13 per cent of children reach the final year of school-in New Zealand,

compared with, say, 20 per cent in Scotland and 75 per cent in the United

States. (-

The data for the 14 year olds were more comparable. The, New

Zealand >rsults for_plis group were highest, followed by Italy, Scotland

and the United States. Yet, as Thorndike, the project director, pointed

out, the differences among these countries were small.

Perhaps the fairest conclusion that can be drawn from these
4

data is

that New Zealand reading achievement ranks highly among developed coun-

tries.Whether this is cause for complacency or concern depends on

how we view the reading levels of the comparison countries. It is in-
.....

terestiv to note, for instance, that community groups such as the Con-

cerned Parents' Associationlre riot convied,by these data. As Viney,

(1980) put it

O

,
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There is little*comfort in being told that New Zealand children rank,
say, third in the world in reading skills, if the rest of theworld
is semi-literate.

A second survey, known as Project CHYLD (Walsh, 1979), was conducted by the

Department of Education and the New Zealand Council for Educational Research

to find out,what proportion of students, at the 11 yealt-old dge level, were

having difficulty in leAning to read, even though they Were not handicapped

by problems of general ability2 sensory impairment or poor school attendance.

The results of the survey indicated that about 5 to 10 per cent ofstudents

could be classified in this way.

Yet these data do not give u5 a clear idea of whether readin evels

are as they should be for other 90 to 95 per cent of children. A

further study was conducted in 1978, called Educational Standards in_State

Schools (Renwick, 1978). It was based'on data collected from 77 primary

and 12 secondary schools throughout New Zealand. In regard to general

reading progress, the report concluded that 'standards rn reading are at

least as good as they ever Were' (1f,25). In regard to children who were

having difficulties with reading, however, the report stated ttpt 'too many

students ar still not making satisfactory progress' (p.27). 4.

.The 'standards' report could 14, easily Criticised as a political docu-

ment, produced.in an election year Certainly the report laCked the usual

criteria characteristic of survey research - stratified random sampling was

not carried out; -only a few of the. secondary schools were sampled; different

teams of inspectors with different views were use ; observations were in-

formal rather than ystematic. Indeed, the repor has had its fair share

of criticism (St. Ge rge, 1978).

Looking back over all this survey testing, can we Say that these data

have clarified, the state of reading for us? 1y feeling is that much of the

' research effort was addressed to the wrong question. Pressure groups such

as the Employers Associatica...uuLthe Concerned Parents Association doret

seem to Want a 'return to the basics' in the sense of going back. What

they seem to want is enough ' sics' so that their children can get forward.

At least, this is how read remarks such as those by Viney (198(12 p.304).

D
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4
I believe that teaching children to read, write and calculate well
must bdcome the over- concern of primary schools. Once the
realm of literature is open to children; they will be much more
able to tackle the proble s of life d society than they will be
if they have to rely on ie s mple ha uts and comic strips given
to theM in social studies to enable them to'usolve" society's
problems.

I suspect that the kinds of survey testi

will never adequately answer this kind of

ful if we place a moratorium on the kind

we have done in the past

ern. It may be more use-

sychometric analysis (Reid

and/Hughes, 1974; Hughd-s and Reid, 1979; Hattie, 1979) and criterion-

based, normative testing (Reid, Croft and Jackson, 1979) that we have

been doing, and take a close look at alternative approaches. To be

frank, I think it is time for a radical reasse4ment of assessment.

Conclusion

In this paper I have argued that some very good research has been done'

in New Zealand. Yet there are huge gaps, particularly at secondary

and preschool levels and virtually nothing has been done in the field

of adult reading.

Overall, the 'state of the art' in reading research in New Zealand
,

can best be described as patchy. There is a clear need for a compre-

hensiplan of development. To my mind, the need is urgent, because

the state of reading depends on the state of reading research.

qs.
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Science Education Research in New Zealand
3
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.

To review any area of endeavour it is first necessary to define the

boundaries of the study. This difficult to do for most

define

°

and research in science education is no exception. Whitfield (1979)

considers it involves 'improving the quality and output of science

heducation'. Kempa (1976) considerd it is just 'research into the
.

learning and teaching of science'. Renwia (1978) suggests simply

that all educational research is concerned with finding answers to

educational problems. But what are the problems of science education,

specifically?
ti

4 One of the difficulties with attempting to delimit science educat-:'

ion research in New Zealand is that many of those working in.this area

are also involved with curriculum development work and/or are actively.

teaching science. Also, while many teachers would hesitate to say

that they were undertaking science edUcation research, the activities

of some of them are virtually indistinguishable from the work done by

education research students working in the field of science education.

FOr the purpose of this review, apd with the above points in mif '

scdeace education research has been taken to be 'what people do w en
)

. they are primarily concerned with systematicany'identifying and. e-

solving problems in the teaching and learning of scien(e'. This is

A paper presented at Research in Education in New Zealand : AEdlance

Sheet, Fir4 National Conference of the New Zealaile Associati for

Research in Education (NZARE), Victoria University ,of wellington,

7-10 December, 1979.
A

,
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perhaps a rather broad and generous definition but it is a view of science

education research which needs'to be ,taken if in fact such work is to be

encouraged and developed, and is to b' identifiable by science teachers as

relevant to their concerns.

In terms of the above definition :scISICe educational research is di-

verse. It includes:

1. .Systematic effort aimed at the accumulation of valid knowledge about

science education aims, procedures, and outcomes.
0

2. Inquiry into teaching conditions and other \actors which may influence

the attainment of educational aims'in science.

3. The study of human learning as it is manifest in the context of .

science and in the institutional setting of science classrooms.

4. The study of the nature and place of science in the total curriculum

from, for example, a philosophical or historical perspective.

In New Zealand work in this field is limited. Nevertheless, in the

last 10 years almost 20 theses have been produced in New Zealand universir

ties, in education and science departments, which could-be considered tQ be

in the !geld of science'ucation res arch. Currently there are at least

three doctoral students, as well as a tuber of masters students, involved

in sciejice education research. Numerous papers have appeared in the New

Zealand Science Teacher which could be broadly classified in the field _of

science education research as well as occasional papers in other New

Zealand educational journals (New Zealand Journal of Educational Studies,

Education, set and so on).

Internationally, activities in 'the field of science education research

are reported in journals such as Science Education and the Journal of

Research in Science Teaching in the United States; Studies in Science

Eduation and the European Journal of Science Education in the United

Kingdom; and Resar(11 in Spience Education in Australia. Contributions

can also often be found in science teaching journals such as School Science

Review, Physics Education, Biological Education, Education in Chemistry an

the one hand, and in educational journals on the other, for example,

British Journal of Educational Psychology. As evidenced by the papers

cited in this review, contributions from New Zealand have appeared in a

very large proportion of the above journals.
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Science Education Research in New Zealand 1970 1979

In New Zealand universities there. has been a slowly' increasing awareness

in science faculties of the legitimate place of science educatitn research

within science departments. For example the chemistry departments at

Auckland, Massey-, Victoria and Canterbury are active to some extent in

chemical education research and the New Zealand Institute of Chemistry

-has had a regular Chemical Education Symposium as part of their yearly

conference. Physics departments at Auckland, Waikato and also Otago

have been active in the field of physicS education research and the Ins-

titute of RhysiCs in New Zealand holds regular symposia on Physics
.

Education. Moreover, a feW M.Sc. students working in university science

departments have been involved in science education theses in recent years.

Education departments in New Zealand universities have produced the

majority of theses in science education. In this regard Massey has been

rticularly productive. The, theses cover diverse aspects of science

teaching and learning. However, the number of, published papers resulting

from science education work in education departments seems to be limited.

Sometimes the work is published in journals where,it is less identifiable

as science education research as such.
n 0

In recent years the appointment of people with backgrounds in science
.7(

.

and education to the Higher. Education Units at Auckland, Canterbury, Otago

and Victoria has encouraged an interest in science education amongst

science teaching staff at these universities (e.g'., Peddie et al. 1977).

Many other science teachers, science advisers, teachers college lec-

turers and departmental officers have carried out all scale studies.

In the main, these have been attempts, to find ways of assessing pipits,

to gauge teacher opinion on syllabuses, to ascertain what units of work

teachers teach where choice is allowed, and so on. Often those who have

done 'this' work IT gained solutions to the particular problem df interest

to them and have tended not to publish their work or alternatively have,

given brief details in the New Zealand Science Teacher or National Educat-

ion.

A new development in science education research in New Zealand has

been the sponsoring of science education research projects in universities

by the New Zealand Department of Education. The Interface Project at
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Auckland (Jones, 1979) and,/i6e Learning in Science Project at Waikato

(Tacker, 1979) are two such projects which have brought together

urikversity people from education and science departments as well as

departmental officers and teachers seconded Altom secoda y schools.

Other projects of this type:. are being planned.

To consider the work that has been done in the last 10 years in

more detail, the four types of research activities detailed earlier in

this paper will 4e used as a basig for categorization.

Systematic Effort to Accumulate Valid Knowledge About

Science Education Aims, Procedures and Outcomes

It must be. statzd at the outset that a great deal of the work in this

area has been 'somewhat less than systematic. Many of the references

which will be cited are simply reports of pew teaching methods which

have been adopted with little more than subjective comment on their

pOtential and their limitations. Nevertheless collectively these rt7 )

ports do provide-accumulated knowledge about teaching and learning and

for this reason they have a legitimate place in this review.

With respect to aims, the work of Duncan et al. (1971) is an example

of a systematic attempt to gain views from a wide variety of people as

to the desirable objectives of sixth form chemistry. Duncan al..

suggested that the relative important of various chemistry objectives

in the' examination papers did not ref ect the views of scientists and

teachers. Teachers' views on the ai and content of various syllibuses

have also been sought using questionnai es'by Peddie (1976) who looked at

chemistry at the secondary school level, Packer (1976) who investigated

modular science proposals, and Petchell,(1976) who sought informa 'on

from Auckland schools on their views of the Form III and IV science

syllabus. Although these studies are Often very small scale, the

influential position of those makfhg such studies gray mean hat they do

significantly influence future syllabuses. Petchellls udy for the

Auctland Science Teachers Association concluded 'that ere would be very

little evidence to support a major dismantling and rebuilding' of the

Form III and IV science syllabus. Subsequent modification of the sylla -'

4s (Form I-IV draft syllabus, 1278). reflected that view)
.
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With' regard .to procedures there are many reports of new methods

of teaching. The education symposia held at regular interyals by

the Institute of Phyi s in New Zealand, and the New Zealand Institute

of Chemistry are primarily concerne with communication of ideas about

- what is taught and how it being taught - between Institute

embers teachine'at the same level and at different levels of the

educational system. These symposia reflect a general interest amongst

teachers to learn what others are doing and thiS interest is reflected

in the number of papers published in a variety of journals reporting on

4periences with new syllabuses (Cpsgrove, 1975;- McGibbon, 1976;

-..:-

Hewson; 1978); new methods of laboratory teaching (Liley et al. 1976;

(
- ,turns et al. 1979),; and new methods introduced because of new educational

,.2.chnolo,y (Penfold, 1976; Penfold, 1979; Osborne. and Potter, 1979;

Osborne, 1180; Pettigrew, 1979). Reports on the teaching of new'con-

ten'_ introduced because of new science (e.g., Earnshaw, 1974;

Ho-_,gkins n, 1978) or.new societal trend (e.g., Callaghan and Jones, 1979)
. . .

-_.,n also be found. Reports of the novel use of various methods of teach-_

i.-,,.g at.a Particular age'level are also common: project work (Lockett,

1974; Shaw, 106; Lockett., 1977); contracting (McGrath, 1975; Francis.

1975) and tea1teaching (Jowett, 1.976). Reports can also be found of at-

tempts
..-

to teach objectives not normally taught (Norris, 1976).

While the above reports collectively give some indtcations of methods
%,

)

.
.

being used in classrooms to teac) science, there appears to be a lack of

repdrts which give some overall pers ve of the teaching and lea"rning

practices in schools. McMurray (1971) used a questionnaire
.

to show
;

teachers 144-e facing difficulties in implementing the then new Form I

science syllabus. Julian et al. (1979), using a questionnaire, investi-

gated class size,.the proportion of teaching time spent in laboratories,

the qualification of technicians, and finance in secondary school science
7

departments. Earlier Osborne (1973)iad investigated the number of

graduates in hemistry,physics biology and mathematics in New Zealand

60condary sch ols. Hitchings (1975a) and Peddie (1976) have both in-

vestigated chemistr teacilerstviews on in-service training. While all

these'reports are bas 1d-on the premile that effective teaching depends
. .

on good resources and well qualified,teachers, the typ icalteaching

') 4
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methods and learning procedures used in schools remain largely undocumented.

However, the recent work of Jones (1979) with respect to Form VII and first

year university physics and Tasker (19_79,) with respect to Form I-IV science
,'are examples of attempts to rectify thisdeficiency. 2
Munro's work (Munro,

1976) in ,sensitizing teachers to what is going on in their own classrooms ,

should also be mentioned here.

. With regal:00 outcomes, the simplest outcome to measure is the number

of students taking the subject at arious age ]evels. .0sborne (1973),

Neilson (1974) and Strachan (1974) have detailed some aspects of enrolments,

in science. The Department of Education moviitor enrolment trends but their

actual figures are rarely published in a way/that trends can be easily dis-b

cerned. Examinations achievement can also be documented. Mitchell. (1971)

investitated the pass-fail criterion as it operated in the end-of-year

examinations of the Uhiversity of Otago over nineteen years. `His results

include science and raise questions of validity and reliability ofuniversit

examinations. Comber and Keeves (1973) compared aspects' of achievement in

secondary school science in 19 countries including New Zealand. Butt (1978)

has compared the grades in first 'year physics at AucklandJUniversity,

Melbourne University and some universities in the USA us4g,,,commonlexaminat7

ion questions. Peddie and White (1975) investigated the reliability of

first year chemistry examinations at the University of Aucklarid, their results

suggesting one reason why university Success is so difficult to predict.
e t

Putt (1979.) has investigated the effect of time restrictions on students'

exam performance.
,

Outcomes otl.fe7than overall achievement in a subject have also 'been

studied. Osborne (1979) investigated the ability in basic mathematics of

matriculating physics students using a criteria-based test. Thp a4otainMent

of particular course objectives has beeln investigated by Gibbs (078) with

respect to sixth form chemistry and Osborne (1978) with respect to first

year physics. Novel techniques for the-measurement of various objectives

)-have a so been developed'. McGrath (1973) developed a test to investigate' I..

skills and processes in Form'III and IV Science. Osborne (1977) investi-,
. - .r

gated the subjective assessment of student profiles in physics. '
. ...

Inreviewing this work op 'aims, procedures and outcomes' over the Last

ten 'rears .what overall comment can be made?
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1. With respect to aims, Duncan's study (Duncan et al., 1971) is\

unique in seeking comment about curricular objectives from

several sections of the community. The authors stated: 'one

hopes that the conclusions drawn and methods used are suffi-

ciently interesting for others to undertake similar,work in

'4 the areas with which they are specifically concerned'. In

my view it is a pity that this challenge has not bebn taken
(

up, not least because the dtcidIvIg of' as for .our currictild

is an important and central issue. ;

2. With respect to procedure, this is an area of great. interest

to teachers and many papers have been published. However almost

allitof the papers on innovations have been authored by someone

involved in the innovation. What is desper tely needed, I be-

lieve, is independent appraisals which careffilly document what is

,happening and give a detailed.anllysis of t perceived potential and
.

limitations of the innovative procedures. C documentation

is also needed about what is going pn in typical science class-,

rooms. Such work, I-''k'qould suggest, would .engender worthwhile

soul-starchingamongst teachers and curriculum developers and

provide a firM base on which to build more contrived research
oy

studies.

3. With regard to outcomes, the development of valid and reliable

assessment procedures to measure pupil attainment with respect

to the brieadth of. the objectives of today's science courses is

of major importance. 'Despite the work done much more needs to
°

be done in thins area. Ass'essment is the tail that w s the dog ,*

at all levels of science teaching.
\\'\

Inquiry into Teaching Conditions and Learner Factors

Influencing Attainment in Science 'bs

With respect to investigating the teaching conditions influencing ;attain-
, -

ment of eduoational aims in science, Flynn and Munro,(1970) .compared

Nuffield science teaching with more traditional methods. With respect

to the objectives they measured, 1Chiah.were indeed objectives Of the

1'
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Nuffield course, those children who had.beenetaught Nuffield did show sign-T

ificantly more growth on the objectives measured than the control group..'

However they are, cautious in their conclusions commenting on possible

H wthorne effect and the teamwork of the teachers in the experimental
---

sch ols 'could h e been more important than course materials'. More

rece tly, Putt (1977) and Longbottom (1979) have investigated the effective-

ness of individualised instruction, in university physics and Form IV

science, respectively In addition the Interface Project (Jones, 1979) and

theLearning in Science oject (Tasker, 1979) although not comparative- ,

studies and less formal than the above studies, areAentrally concerned with

the teaching and learning conditions influencing attainment of educational

aims in science.

A large number of psychometric studie have been concerned with learner

factors and influence of theme, various aspects of attainment.

With regard to cognitive attainment, MarA (1970) investigated the degree
0

to which pre-entry factors were associated with the outcome of their first.

year examinations. The students studied COrmed almost half of the 1968

intake to Victoria University and included science students. Osborne (1976)

and Peddie et al. (1977) have carried out similar studies for first year

physics and chemistry respectively. At the secondary school level the TEA

Study (Comber'and Keeves, 1975) investigated science in New Zealand schools

along With science education in 18 other countries. Other small scale

' psychometric studies have attempted to establish factors influencing the

folloWing: applsication of knowledge (Okech, 1971); vocabulary in science

(Connors, 1972); aptitudes (Co okson;, '1975-); attitudes (Thomas, 1976); and

interests in science (Lai, 1977). Many Of these studies are limited in

that the learning experiences of the children are largely undocumented or

even unknown, and the validity of the tests developed as part of these

studies is often unstated.

In reviewing this aspect_of science education research over the last 10

yeirs I personally consider that the psychometric,studies have not had the

impact on teaching that was oped for. It is difficult for the statistical

models to represent the complekity of thet teaching and learning situation,

it is difficult to identify and measure all important variables, and the

findings are not easily related to how teaching and learning should be modi-.

fied. As suggested earlier,what seems to be lacking, at least in part, is a

firm, base on which to build these studies. The careful, documentation of

what goes on in classrooms and what goes on in the home (e.g., Davis, 1979))

33-7
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4
may lead to the development of significant hypotheses about teaching and

learning and the identification of significant variables. To_my mind

what we have learnt with regard td this aspect of science education re-

search in the last 10 years is that we must first learn to walk before

we can run.

Study of Human Learning in the Context of Science

McAlpine's study of open-ended thinking with pupils .of high ability in

science (McAlpine, 1971) is an example of a study of.human learnemg in

the context of science. Aspects of the work in the Learning pi Science

Project concerned with children'S meanings for words Used in nce and

children's views of the world (Stead. and Osborne, 1979) might , so he

classified in this category.

While there are few New Zealand studies which are most appropriately

categorized under this heading, overseas research would suggest that

science is a fruitful area in which to study cognitive development.

Many,overseas researchers in this afea have a background in science
r.

edu tion and recent work, for example, papers from the Cognitive Develop-
,

ment Research Seminar,,Leeds, September, 1979, suggests that ideographic

studies,*based 'on exploeingtWe learner's world, will be a,major area of

la
study in the 198b's.

Study of the Nature and Place if Science in the CurricoAum

The study of the nature and place'of science in the curricultim, from

ives, provides a further essential'

component to-science education rekearc . Such analyses can give new

insig4.ts into what should be' taught and learnt, and what logical diffi-

culties are associated with what teachers are attempting. Such studies

also" provide opportunities to learn frpm the past. 4

philosophical and historical perspeC

With regarg to the philosophical perspective, Neilson (1974)

sidered biological education iri New Zealand.sch9ols. He analyzed'

trends in teaching and questioned what he perceived as a move by curri-

culum developers and textbook writers toward quantifiction, reductionism

and factualism4 In the light of this analysis he proposed some alter -

native goals? Burkin (1976) has considered the relationship between/\

new syllabus goals, what is appropriatedfor most children; and what is

3 (..1
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actually taught in schools: Bagnall (1979) has considered the nature of

science and the needs of adults with respbct to education in the sciences.

Earlier, Peddle (1973) Made a,criO.cal examination of the objectives of the

school science syllabus, while Greening (1976) considered the various teach-

ing methods applicable to microbiology teadhing.

A number of short papers in the New Zealand Science Teacher could also

be included here. For example, Walker (1973) has considered the problems

of the lower ability pupil doing science. Vi,ncent (1978) provided an

analysis of laboratory activities, while Fletcher (1979) considered whether

or not the present teaching is nurturing scientists or conformists.

From an,.historical perspective Barton (1974) IT compared science and

chemistry teaching in New Zealand since 1940, with trends in the USSR, UK

and USA. Hitchings (1975) has considered chemistry in New Zealand and also

(Hitchings, 1978) reviewed science teaching iii New Zealand from 1958-1977.

Malcolm (1979) has explored the trends in-science education over the last

three decades as well as considered the relationship between views on the

nature of science and science teaching. There has not been a large number

of studies in this field in the last 10 years and possibly science teachers,

in particular; undervalue such studies. However so long as objectives, and

teaching continue to undergo change, teachers and curriculum developers need

to see what they are doingin a broad philosophical and historical perspective.

,'For this reason, therefore, I believe further. studies in this area are im-

portant. Consider, for example, how many teachers were able to judge the

innovative Keller Plan (PSI) more rationally on learning it was very similar

to the Dalton Plan of the 1920s?
Y.

O

ConcluSion

This review shows that a number of research papers and theses on science

education-have been written during the last decade. However what impact

has this work had on the teaching and learning of science in New Zealltid?

1

I would consider the impact is very small indeed and any that has occurred

,-/ is possibly dependent as much on-ifter factors as on the quality of the

research; for example acceptability of findings, status of the researcher,

dissemination of the findings, and so on. Much of the research has un-

fortunately been small scale, short term and done by individuals working

in isolation for a specific purpose, for example to gain evidence to support

a viewpoint or to gain a degrQe.

33J
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In terms of overseas experience what is required if science

education research in NeW Zealand is to produce worthwhile results,

and positively influence science teaching and learning, i '

1. Sustained team effort where expertise and experienc is built

up'over a period of time. - The backgrounds of those in the

team must be diverse, byt as Fensham (1976) implies an essen-

tial requirement' for the majority of team members is a good

background in science, preferably with at least thesis research

experience, as well as considerable teaching experience and

expertise. The development of such team work requires a

commitment by all sectors of education (e.g., New Zealand

--Department of Education, the universities) to science education

research.

2. Increased identification with, and involvement in, science

education research by teachers-of science at all levels, but,

particularly by university Science teachers who have, as

Hestenes (1979) suggests, considerable influence on science

teaching at all devels, for example, through the training of

future science teachers, influence on syllabuses, textbook .

writing and so on. Hestenes makes the comment that at least

in the USA:

ti

Science'education specialists are located in schools of
education so that they are cut off from the well-spring
of their discipline, the various scientific disciplines
themselves. Consequently their research suffers in
quality and is limited primarily to the teaching of
science to young children. Science education will not

come of age until it is recognized and actively supported
in the universities by departments of physics,,chemistrIT

and biology and mathematics. ( Hestenes; 1979, p.240)

3. A firm link co the various disciplines of education to ensure

that the learner and teacher, rather than the science, is of

central concern.

What then of the future of science education research in New

Zealand? There are signs that are promising:

1. The collaborative ventures of universities and the New Zeal :n

Department of Education through the sponsoring of science

education research (for example the Interface and Learni g in
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!'icicncc projects) and the sustained team work that this is en-

couraging.

2. The increasing interest by science teachers in science education

research as evidenced by pape in the New Zealand Science Teachers

ournal and the proposed sdcie ce education research section in the

New Zealand Science Teachers ociation Conference in 1980. 0

3. The number of people in New Z land univer ty science departments

who are interested in scien e education research (20 such people

are refer s authors in this review).'

4. The posSibilities ffered by( conferences such as this 'one 11b esta-

blish links_with othe s interested in the field and thereby en-

courage a community of people involved in science education research

who can feel they cad openly share ideas and problems through corres-

pondence, sharing of working papers and conferences.

The Australian Science Education Research Association has grown from

tentative beginnings ten years ago to a healthy community of researchers in

1979. What Australia could do in the 70s, surely we can do in the 80s.

Footnotes

1. The draft syllabus specifically refers to Petchell's survey.

2. Fensham (1976)-has point d out the need for such work:

:Much-contemporary res arch in chemistry and physics is'ttill the
'careful systematic reporting of the properties of substances and
phenomena. A very large amount of this must occur before,
hypotheses of significance can ape formulated and put to empirical
test. Many worlsers in educat final research seem to feel that
such a phase is not enough and rush into hypothesis construction
and testing. This leads to 'a,ta which are consistent with
trivial hypotheses'... or non 4gnificant results - the inter-
pretation of which is again ften confused. (p.108)

.0/
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Commentary

Roger Osborne .

Department of Physics
University of Waikato

1 wish to comment on the three papers and the symposium which followed

the state of the art in science.education paper. Those of us who have

been involved in the science education stream today can say 'we had a

good day' However I suppose I am expected to say more than just that.

The papers in the science education stream; I believg, focussed on

some very basic questions for science education research if it is to con-

tribute to the improvement of teaching and learning, namely:

What is ea//y going on in our classrooms with regard to learning

)S1/4

sciPnce.

Ross Tasker
1

, in describing some aspects of the work of the Learning in

Science Project, really addressed himself to this question and his mes-

sage was clear: to find out you first have to get into the classroom.

2. . that is really going on in children's minds in terms of their view
of the4world?

Beverley Stead
2
in her paper on aspects olf light, made it clear that to

find out you have to first talk to children.

3. How can we improve teaching and learning?

John Longbottom
3
in his paper explored the potential and limitations of

self-paced instruction. In the symposium
4
,:organized by Bruce Penfold,

the potential and limitations of computer-assisted-learning were con-

sidered.

1. Ross Tasker: The'Le.4rning in Science Project : Considerations Re-
lating to ApproaOh and Methods.

2. Beverley Stead and Ropes r Osborne, Exploring Science Students'
Concepts of Light.

3. John Longbottom, Student-Pace Lessons: An Experiment in IV Form
Science.

4. Bruce Penfold, Computer Based Teaching in Tertiary Science;
K.W. Duncan, Batch Processing Simulations in Large Classes.

3
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While I would like to comment in detail on each of the three papers

and the a,Ymposium, the liMited ,time.available precludes this. Instead I

will merely indicate something of the flavour of the work described in the

first two papers.

Ross Tasker in his paper emphasized the importance, for research on

teaching and learning, of getting into classrooms. For example, the more

the Learning'in Science Project explores science classrooms the more the

limitations of questiOnnaire type work become apparent. Let me give an

example of a real situation'.

George was a quiet boxy sitting in the back of a Form IV classroom.
The interviewer had been in the cuss all period and sat down along-
side George who was working by himself.

Interviewer: What is the best thing you do in science?

George: Chemistry and dissections.

Interviewer: What have you dissected this year - anythingF

' George': No, not yet... we have been doing a hit on the body

and digestion and we are going to dissect a hare in

a rek or two.

Interviewer: You are doing, some,in a week or so?

George: Yes.
r.

Interviewer:' Sort of interesting is it?

George: Yeh, quite good....:
/

Interviewer: Did you dissect ardthing last year?.

George: No we didn't get onto that.

Interviewer: Did you do any at primary school?
ptr

George: NO.

Interviewer: So you reckon dissection.is pretty good although you
haven't done any yet?

eorge: Oh I've read a lot about it.
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T1 questions to be answered are these: what would George have

said in a questionnaire asking 'what is the best thing you do in

science?' and what assumptions would the,re.searcher who administered

the questionnaire be likely to make on receiving the,answer 'dissection'?

I must now comment on Beverley Steads paper, particularly as some

of you fourid the Dominion headline (7/12/79) 'Children in the Dark about

Light' rather myst6rious. Beverley interviewed children individually

about their concept of light by usino a set of car s, each one showiiig a

line drawing depicting a simple everyday situation volving light. For

example, the following diagram shows her first card.

She then -asked pupils: 'Does the candle make light ?' followed by

'Why do you say that?" What happens to the light the candle makes?'

followed where appropriate by 'Does it stay around the candle or

move out?', 'Abou how fail from the candle would the lightlr',

'Would it go as far the person?' 'How is it that the person is

mile to see the cana7e7-1

+t
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Other cards and similar questions were used to explore student's

views about light,from the sun, the moon, a torch, an electric heater,

a television set, a bright red painting, a mirror,a movie screen and

a rainbow. In this way Beverley was able to gain insight into children's

thinking about light.

Typical answers, which wre'ascertained as typical by subseluent

broader based testing, are exemplified by the children's answers, to the

question, 'How far does light from a candle go?' f

Type A answers:" ' 'It goes as far as it can go.'
'It goes out in,rays.- ricohets Off objects.'

Type B answers: _'One metre at the most.'
;Itgoes up to a certqin dis'tance. '

Type C answers: 'Just stays there... just lights up.'
'Stays there.'

These pairs of answers, given in each case by a Form V pupil and a

Standard 3 pupil respectively, give, us food forAhought about the teaching

of, and the learning about, light. Students must have the basic ideas

before they can meaningfully appreciate more complex tideas like angles of
4

incidence, refraction, and so on.

In conclusion.,,,,I, believe that in science education research we are

starting to identify some basic and important questions which need to be

'answered if-teaching and 'earning is to be improved. Moreover, we have
14,

started; I believe, to look in the right places for these answers. Hope

fully the 1980's will provide the opportunities to continue the search.

<

)1 )
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Mathematics Education Research in New Zealand

Gordon Knight
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Massey University

Before the ninefeen'sixties the4teaching of mathematics received little
v

criticairevaluation or scientific study anywhere in the world. There
,

t

have, of course, always been critics of the teaching of mA'hematics, but

they have rarely, until recently, offered evidence to support their sub-
.

jective judgements. Now, mathematics education research is developing

into a discipline in its own right. An extensieve ,international litera-

ture has emerged Journals such as The InternaftoVaZ Jourvl of

Mathematics Education in Science and Technology, The Journal for Research

in Mathematics Education, Educational Studies in Mathematics, The
,

'journal of ChiZd,%.,........rens Mathematical Behaviour, and Problem Solving, have

all commenced publication in the last decade or so and carry a con-
,.

siderable volume ot,research-oriented material..
,

International organisatilanS have been formed. The International

Commission on Mathematis Instruction has- held three Congresses, the

fourth is to take place during 1980. Other groups such as The Inter-

national Group for the Psychology of Mathematics Education and the Inter-

--'s.......S%

..

ational Study Group for Mathem tics' Learning have been established.

Postgraduate programmes in Mathematics Education have become commonplace

in universities around the world.

There can be little doubt that the stimulus for this activity has

been.the curriculum reform movement of the 'new" mathematics'. While

the movement was initially based on somewhat subjective jutgemkts

A paper presented at Research in Education in New Zealand: 'A Balance
Sheet, First'National Conference of the New Zealand Association for
Research in Education (NZARE), Victoria University of Wellington,
7-10 December 1979.
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about content, reformers have been asked to demonstrate that their changes

produced improvements in the classroom. In addition, the controversy

which the changes produced has drawn new scholars to the field and_Eade

educators realise that research in mathematics education is an essential

adjunct to curriculum refofm in the area.

New Zealand was relatively cautious in its reactions to the curriculum

changes and has also been slow in making positive movements in the research

area. There are, however, signs of increasing activity and this piper

will seek to summarise the character cfthis,activity and to suggest future

directions.

The Nature of Research

There is no obvious set of criteria by which work may be judged to qualify

for the title of 'research' and so might be included in a 'state of the art'

paper._ We could insist that the research has an appropriate theoretical

ba kground, that experimental controls are employed, that every possible

tes *is made to validate the procedures employed, the data collected and

tie conclusions reached, and that the researcher is very well prepared in

the fieldsin which the research is undertaken. If we did this-then this

paper would be a very short one. It seems,more appropriate,..in a develop

ing area, to -be liberal in our interpretation and to include, and hence
A

encourage, activities which may lack.the sophistication,of a true research

project but which are genuine attempts at what in UNESCO (1972, p.129) is
AIIP

described as 'disciplined inquiry'..

-Many such activities have the potential to be developed to a stage

where they might suggest generalisations, principles, or theories and so fit

into a more formal definition of research.

A Review of Recent Research Activity

In order to collect information on activities, over the last five years,

, -

within this broad interpretation of the term 'research', requests were

sent to each District Senior Inspector of Primary Schools, to each of the

Mathematical Associations and to each Teachers' College. In addition the

New Zealand Mathematl,cs MagazIm an II,/ 0.

Mathematical Society were asked to carry requests for information. A

survey of New Zealand educational and mathematical publications over the

period was also undertaken.

352
sar
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As a result, 82 papers.or projects were identified and these are

listed at the end of this paper in the 2bliography 1975 - 1979 and

in the table of other reported acts ties. ,--.

.,

Classification of this information presents s9me difficulties)

since no matter what classification is chosen there will be studies
--....

which cross the boundaries. After some experimentation, it was de-

cided to classify first by institutional setting, using a category

of 'General' for studies which failed to fall into any oth single

category, and then by area of research, using the UNESCO 1972) cate-

gories of (a) curricula, methodS and materials, (b) teaching and

the teacher, and (c) learning and the learner. Since these cate-

gories are not mutually exclusive, subjective judgements had to be

made in a mber of instances as to the major emphasis of.the study.

The resultof the classification are shown in Table 1.(1

Table 1: An Analysis of the Number of Papers and Projects
on Mathematics Education in New Zealand, 1975-1979--ts

/\\*

Preschool

Curricula, Methods
and Materials

Teaching ahil

the Teacher
Learning and
the Learner Total

Primary .
8 y .4 12

Secondary 41 1 3 45

Tertiary 11 1 5 17

General 4 2 2' ,... 8

Total 64 4 14 82

Clearly, the most poplar area of research is that of curricula,

methods and materials. Of the 64 studies in this area, 27 were con- .

cerned with various-aspects Of individualised instruction, 14 with

lipassessment procedures, 8 with studies of the curriculum,itself, and

the remaining 15 with a variety of organisational procedures and

material for the classroom.

The lack of activity in the tea section is, perhaps, a re-
,

flection of the difficultiese which have been experienced by New Zealand

schools in recruiting= well qualified mashamatics teachers. This has

rS
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led to attempts to design 'reacher proof' programmes and to an attitude

which regards the teacher as an 'intervening variable' in studies of

mathematical learning. The concentration of effort on developing

structured mastery learning programmes is further evidence fqr this

view

vThe most significant feature of the studies concerned with 'the

learner is the level of sophistication of the projects which is notice-

ably higher than in the other areas. To some extent this reflects the

difficulties associated with research in the area, but it is interesting

to note that the majority of thesis work is included in this section.

The distribution by,4nstitutional setting shows considerable acti-

vity in the secondary field. There can be little doubt that a con-

siderable proportion of this work is a result ot the stimulus provided

by the Mathematical'Associations around the country. That there is so

much effort in the tertiary field is also encouraging, this would cer-

tainly not have been the case ten years ago. The lack of preschool

' projects is disappointing, but the area of mathematics eduCation is not

well defined at this stage of development, and this may, in part, accgCint

for the complete absence of identifiable material.

A further classification oLthe 82 projects was made according
o

the occupations pf the researchers. This information'is presented

Table 2: The category 'Student' was used if the study was part of a

formal coarse requireMent, regardless of the occupation of the student

Table 2: An Analysis of the Number of Studies Under-

taken by Researchers in Different
Occupational Groups

ts

Student S
,

8

Primary school siatf 7

Secondary school staff 36

Teachers' College staff 6

1 University staff 19
. n

i
.

Departmental offic,ers

35

6

82
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There are two major features which emerge from this analysis.

Firstly, it is clear that there is a significant body of teachers, part-

icularly in the secondary service, who are willing to be involved in

mathematics education res*ch. Secondly, it is worth noting that all

but one of the studies undertaken byuaiversity staff Were by members

of Mathematics, rather, than Education, Departments. This indicates

a significant swing, by the uriiverp.reies, towards the acceptance of

subject education research by staff as a valid'academic pursuit, equal

in status to research into the discipline itself.
.

The1-E.A. Second Study in Mathematics

In trying to identify particularly significant individual projects, the

first obvious contender is the New Zealand.involvement\in the Second

Study Of Mathematics by the International' Association for the Evaluation ,

of Educational Achievement (Carden, 197.9). The scope of the study is

extremely wide covering surveys of attitude and achievement of pupils,

of factors assumed to affect achievement, of background and attitudes

of teachers and of the methods they employ, and of school and community

characterisEics. All of thes will be analysed against a detailed analy-

sis of, the curriculum, . O

Survey research of this kind always poses at least as many questions

as it-anywers and-there are - already many possibilities for research sug-

-gested by the progresS reports. We may be proud that New Zealand is'

playing the key role in this international project and should' be pre-
11.

pared to'make,the most of the information and stimulus Nilich'it.rzwill

provide.

The Evaluation of Instructional Programmes
1104

The other recent work which may tur out to be of particular significance

is that of Dr Murray Coppers (197 on the evaluation of individualised

mathematics programmes. In view of the number of studies in this area,

Dr Coppen's discussion of the conceptual and methodological problems

associated with the evaluation of innovative instructional techniques

-altar-1y important and -"his suggested alternativetr. I.

research paradigm using a general systems theory analysis, approach has

exciting possibilities.

kd 5 5

A
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Mdthematics Education Research and the Teacher

The most important overall feature which emerges from the analysis is,

perhaps°, the involvement of teachers. This!may well hold the key to

the future direotion of research in the country. In his summary of

the discussion which took place during the session on research' related
4

to the mathematical learning process at the-Third International Congress

on Mathematical Edification, Skowronek writes: N
,.. t

In the manner of a realistic utopia, we could nagine the teacher

as a classroom researcher examining in concrete teaceing situations

the specific problems raised by the integration

- of the content-structure,

of the cognitive structure of the learner,
0

- of the structure and organisation of teaching..

(1977, p.245)

New Zealand is, of course, fai from this 'realistic utopia', but

has perhaps made the firststeps towards it. We need, however; to be

quite sure that these steps are in the right direction. Looking at the

character of the studies underjaken by prima6 and secondary teachers we

see that all except one of thee are in the area of curricula, methods

and materials. There is nothing wrong with this, of course, but
.
it must

---1,..,

be recognised tHdt anything other than subjective judgement on the effective-
)

t5'

_ ness of instructional methods or materials is extremely.difficult to ac-
f--..

hieve. Reading most of the contributions in this area, one receives the

distinct impression that teachers are seeking programmes which are not

only 'teacher proof' but also proof' and in some completely general

sense 9pettq.I than existing practice. The premise that one programme may

be'said to be 'better' than another, and hence that there is-a 'besemethod'

of teaChiling /g-at least debatable if not patently false in that it ignores

the viTiability orthe students. In this context Skowronek writes:

Numerous studies of mathematics learning are mostly statistic4 in

charaCtdt and accorditgly focus on average achievements and learn-
41'11,

ing results, not on learning processes, thus tending to con ceal the

decisive recognition that mathematical 'insight' or mathematical

understanding may be achieved in individually highly*lifferent-

learning processes..

(1977, p.243)

3i;
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It is an understanding of th

the major requirement of the discipline of mathematics education.,

individual learning processes which is

Skowronek again writes:

Not until a comprehensive description of the individual ac-

quisition processes operating in teaching has been provided,

will it be possible to-make the first attempts at a formulation

of a comprehensive theory of mathematical learning.

(1977, p.244)

Certainly the teacher should be encouraged to develop new ap-
"

ptoa es, materials and methods in the classroom, but there is a

need for a greater awareness, and disciplined study, of the very

different effects these methods and materials will have on individuals.

Successful research into individual learning processes is not easy -

certainly much more difficult than statistical research, which comes

relatively easily to matbematicians. It requires skilled observa-

tional and interviewing techniques which can be developed as a,result

of 9 combination of training and experience. But given this ex-

perience and training, teachers are in a much better position to under-

take this kind of research than any professional researcher or graduate

student, simply because they are constantly in touch with the learning

situation. Teachers can respond immediaely, in a disciplined way,

to cues from individual pupils that significant changes in learning

behaviour have taken place. ,A planned, formal research project is

" much less likely to,identify these important discontinuities in be-

haviour.

If teachers are to take this key role in research, then opportu-
..

nitieg must be made for them to acquire the necessary skills, ,both by

pre-service and in- service training. 'Teachers Refresher Courses,

for example, have traditionally concentrated on.curriculum matters.

There seems to be a good case for courses in research techdiques of

all kinds. It may seem foolish, at a time when, we are told, teachers,

are leaving the profession in droves, to suggest yet another task to

be undertaken in the classroom, But the evidence of this survey is

that there are teachers who would welcome the opportunity for pro-

fessional and personal growth through research and this kind of growth
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could only benefit both the self image and the public image'of the pro-

fession.
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Research on COhtinuing Education in New Zealand.

Denny Garrett
Alistair Pateron
Department of Education

Graham Wagner
Adult Learning Unit
New Zealand Council for Educational Research

Any survey of research in continuing education requires that there be

an initial definition, of the terms used. In the present circum-,

stances we have tried to keep this to the minimum commensurate it the

task and the enforced brevity of a conference paper. Not every ne will

agree with our definitions but*they are needed, if only to avoid

fusions which might otherwise arise.

Continuing educe define in the hroadest_way as that edu-

cation which is pursued by people who have left school and who are no

longer required to attend it. This definition includes formal as well

as informal kinds of education, as well as any that is specifically

vocational, but it exclUdes, for the most part, that large field of post

secondary formal educationqespecially Olik kind that takes place in

universities) which is usually called 'higher education'. - We recognise

that this is an arbitrary decision.

We have also side-stepped the_everi_larger_area_which_is_often call-'

ed 'adult learning'. There are ttio reasons for his. First, 'adult

learning' is a term of somewhat ambiguous,usage, eferring either to all

forms of adult learning, whether in institutions or otherwise (for

example, 'self directed' adult learning) or, mdre specifically, to the

A paper presented at Research in Education in New Zedland : A Balanoc

;beet,. First National Conference of the New Zealand AssOciation for
Research in Education (NZARE), Victoria University of Wellington,
7-10 December, 1979.
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field of dult teaching (methodology) and adult learn.ing (psych logy). The

second reason,is that it would be impossible to deal.with ladult"learning'

adequately within a paper:of this,length.

The term 'continuing education' has been used, instead of the perhaps

more traditional 'adult education', in order to avoid those unfortunate over-
.

tones of the past that have implied the latter to be the playground of 'hobbiests'

or cultural 'dabblers'.

Terms such as 'lifelong'education' or 'recurrent education' have been

avoided as well, partly because of the difficulties of definition, partly be-

cause they appear to identify philpsophies or approaches to continuing edutat-
4

ion rather than a category or sub-category of educational experience.

As for 'research', we have defined this as any study of practice or

policy, past or present, of a descriptive or evaluative nature.

We have assumed that these is no great purpose Ito be attained in arguing

what does or does not constitute 'education' although, as a number of writers

have pointed out, this is an especially confusing and important.problem in

some areas of continuing education; nor has any. attention been giv\in to that'.

long-dtanding_bone of contention thq education ersus training issue. 1

fact, when education becomes involved in communi action, it becomes quite

arbitrary and often depends'on what agency is involved, as to whether this

activity is categorised as 'education', 'recreation', 'community deyelopment', 4

'social welfare' or under any one of a number of other labels.

Our approach has been to lopk for information about research carried out.,

,by people working in or with organisations and agencies' usually classified as

educational or for research related to those agencies., For,this reason we

have not included (ase,might have done) such studies as thoe of leisure

patterns and their use undertaken for the Min4 istry of Recreation,and Sport,
,

even rhough-these-may-fre-a-mine-of in-formatign-foa-people Working in Some

fields of continuing education; nor have we included such statistical qt-
.*

formation as might be obtained from the Department of Labour on occupations
Iand employment% .,

Information Sources
, : .

The pri cipal printed source is undoubtedly Roger Aoshier's Adult and Con-'

inuing Education in New Zraland:, 1882-1 78: A 13ibliography. The serious
i

'-.....)

student w41.1..discover, however, that excellent as this Work is, iCprovides,
*

r

l
r.
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no More than a sketch map of the territory -hand one that can be subs=1

tantially expanded with-only a modicum of effort. Tfiis, o urse,
.

is probably, what Boshier intended. But even if one leaves aside work

in prdgress at the time of the compilatiOfi and now completed, and other

work too recent to have been picked up, there are enough worthwhile

items. unrecorded to swell any second editiOn to twice the size of the

'present volume.

Continuing Education-in New Zedland, the journal of the National

Council of Adult Education, Wellington, is'publishedgwict yearly vicl'-
e

is the-othe major source of.current,material: But, as a useful arti-'

cle by D.M. Guy published in theLpctober 1976 issue suggested, research

(articles appear much.less frequvatly in.continuing Ediiati,,n than they do

incomparable AMerican and British journals. Fewer than ,4 percent of

the, New 'Zealand articles appeing over a 4 year period couldjle clas*i-

fied,as.research while over a similar period about 80-percent of the

artiCleg appearing in,a comparable American jOurnal, and nearly 30 per-

cent
.

in .a British equivalent, could be so classified.
i

,), ,
Another essehtial source consists :of the invalu'able bibliography of -----

.?

unpublished studies compiled by Keith "Pickens
.

anb published In, the,Nrw /
...

Zeal:Pt1 Journal of Educational Studies, Vol. AO, No.
-

2; 41. 11; Vol. 14,
4

4o, 1. We also consulted In- progress Degree and Dip71);a'Studi

- NZ,,AR, 1979.

"Trends in Research .

We next. set ourselves the task of finding out what kind e research
,

has
. .. .

been carried out over the past few year (Or is till in 'progress) to

..,

,.identify the directions.it is taking ant d (if Obs Alf) to iudicate-the
nrt

- mos,t profitable. of those directions. There -was no intntion of asses's.-',,'
t

.iqg the quality of the research, but rather ahhope that ies-might be possi- '

bleto decide where the terra i,neognilia (the largely uncharted- aspects o

contihtling educatiot't research) might lie. 0 "

.. 4

A

°O.o.
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Appendix U lists the research projects we located. If the data had

been available, it would have very likely been useful to carry out a long-

--- itudinalstudy of theresearch patterns themselves. Certainly there is po
4

d(Lbt that thepattern of continuing education, as of post-school education
1:, .."

ikd. training as .a whOle, has altered radically in the last decade. In this
,..

respect, Appendix*C presents information indicating tife changes in emphases,
. 4 .. ,,-

. S.
st and expenditere that have occurred in_the,various post-school sectors during

t eilattet half *this period. The most significant trend; of course, has

been the rapid, growth in-the technical institute/complunity College sector.

Itother4highly significant change has been the equally grath of the
. .

.

-dtsealtice *education agenCies (Correspqndence SchOol, Technical Correspondence
-,_

4 currently little relationship between the shape of:post-school education and

Institwte, and Massey University's Center for Extramural Studies) which bet-
4

ween them currently serve Grose to 50',000 people. In fact, an interesting

project for a researcher, or assiduous student, would be to list the research

studies chrOnologieilly, in order to determine the extent to which they re-

fleft the changeS that have'occurredin the patterns of provision.
a

Oq the evidence available, however, it is already clear that there is

..,the pattern of research concerning such.education. Put simply, no one merely.

r -*---,1

looking, at a compiler' list of research topics (or for.,that matter even pt pub -
w

.

* -,
liShed descriptive material) could deduce the relative el-gAings of the '

various provisions. for continuing education. the pattern is quite arbitrary,

spasmodic and patchy. V
. Even if we exclude fiom 'continuing education' the field of parent'eau-.,

cation (as failing typically within, the early Ch.ildhood'field, where it has
1

bpenconcentratedtheresearchwariSlreinaiI.ning is plainly opportunist,_
. ,

, .

and theresult of the particular interests of particul/r4eople.or groups, at
-.-

,

... .

.particular timeS. ,,. '. if
A.. , .*

The .es fshment of an Adult Learning Unit as a section of the New.

Zealand-Cg for Educational 'Research is another significant development.

even thaigh Z &lit has not been in existence long' enough to have made any

particular contribution. It should, however, become a major link In,the

research,systeth as a,whofe, and eventually serve as an instigator and source

of studieS not able to-be readily Or conveniently carried out elsewhere. .*

+
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Major Studi,ps With Brpad Implications

Fey research studies of a rigctrous and statistical kind have been produced

' as yet. But of those available four are particularly noteworthy:

1. RogerBoshitr's clientele study of three Mellington.agencies.

2. The UNES,Pa/Canterbury University Extension Studies survey of

Christchurch.

3. The study of continuing education by the Departments of Vucation

and Statistics.

The Massey University study of dropout in extramural students.

The principal outcome of these studies is that some kind of data

Lase is beginning to eme from them,
,

and that this provides a starting

point from which'other evelopments in research can be launched. The

Boshier study is the most, sophisticated in terms of methodology, but the

.-Massey University extramural study approximates it, and bears some relationi-

ship to the same issues. Similarly, the two survey studies also fqrm a

matching pairpair and preliminary data 'from the. national survey broadly, con-

firm's the patternseptind in the Canterbdry study. Of greater interest,

however, is the extent to which the categories used in the national purvey

wild prove of value in further analysis and in follow-up research. It

has 'categorised various forms of 'agency directed learning activities:,. -

that is, identified a Wide range of learning activities organised to the

extent that the learner has been enrolled with, or has been dependent -on,

a teacher either in a formal agency or otherwise. The preliminary analy-

sis seems to be-demonstrating both. the virtues and the defects of such a

broad survey. One major defect seems to be that even with a statis-

tically signifiaptnational sample, some categories into which the data

have been ass11144Laye *Oved so'gross that the conclusions drawn from

them are too generalised to be useful.- The narrower base of the UNESCO/

Canterbury study, on the other hand; permits more precise conclusions to

be reached.

There'are, however, changes taking place.' The fact that the De-
,

partment of Education has been able to engage'in research programming and

has begun to sponsor. or undertake organised evaluative studies has been

significantly linked to some 'recent developments in the continuing educa-

tion field. We note for example the studies of extended trade training,

of adult students in secondary .schools, of nursing education in technical
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institutes, of the Hawkes Bay Community College, the Wairarapa Co unity

Action Programme and the survey of school leavers in the Rotorua aa. It

cannot yet be said that these (and other similar studies) ipns,titute_eany-

thing like a systematic means of evaluating developments, but they do permit

a significantly broader perspective than was possible a decade ago. Assess-
A

meat of important developments has been undertaken by.oiher ggencies as well,.

We note in particular the Vocational Training Council's field study ()rex-n

tended trade training, and the recent and-excellent Massey University study

of dropouts from extramural studies. Useful work has also been carried out

by the Armed Services and the Police.

Gaps in the Research

Appendix U lists the information we obtained from the various institutions

we canvassed. The-44st is not exhaustive and should be regarded as giving

only a broad indication of the kinds of studies presently in progress.

Appendix E is an L.I.alysis of the continuing education studies identified

11in the lists of unpublished degree and diploma studies compiled by Keith

Pickens.

The dominance 01,X studies in the areas of teacher education and the uni-

versity is obvious. A large number'of studies have also been conducted in

the industrial training area, but these -studies are diverse and it is

difficult to tie them together.

The research gaps indicated by Appendix E seem obvious.

Although technical institutes and community colleges collectively provide for

the iJitrgest number of post-school students (see Table 2 of Appendix C), re-
.

--latively few'degree or diploma studies have been carried out in this area.

Secondary school evening Class programmes cater for almost 100,,QQO adult

learners, yet only one study in this field is on record: Although state

departments other than Education make a large contribution to the field, only

agricultural extension has received any real attention as a postgraduate

study topic.

There appears also to be a singular lack of research directed towards

the key issues of continuing education methodology dnd curricula. In fact,

only the teachers' colleges and universities have paid any serious attention

to the former, but there has been an increasing tendency for methodological

papers of a-fairly straightforward kind (and .which might not be called

'research' in any strict sense of the wordto appear in Continuing Education
Orr

in New Zealand. The most significant piece of curriculum research is pro-

bably Hunt's recent study of trade mathematics. It may be fair, however,

36J
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to classify some ongoing research in readability 4 correspondence

material (both at Massey and at the Techni4al Correspondence Institute)

s-met-hododogicd1. Nevertheless, experimental work in this field has

been almost non-existent.

0O course, some kinds of material are difficult to classify. . The4

Correspondence School, for example, has completed studies of its adult -

students wo have been working towards school -level examinations, and

has produced iDmparative figures for the examination pass, rates of

adult students studying through face-to-face evening classes. Such

studies, however, fall far short of the detail and sophistication

characteristic of the classic Pai-kyn study of success and failure in

the universities; and sodoes the material prepared and published by

the Vice Chancellor's Committee on current university students. Again,

statistical reporting of this kind is perhaps better regarded as base

line data, rather than research itself.

Regrettably, there has been insufficient time for an analysis of

the material which'ims been compiled by New Zealand students in the

educational administration programme of1de University of New England,

nor for an analysis of similar studies which have been undertaken by

educatidnal administration students in New Zealand universities.

On the wholes research studies of the historical kind have oc-

cupied a larger and stronger part of the continuing education research

field than have studies of any other kind; and while we have referred

only to Williams' more recent work, there has been historical investi-

gation carried from as far back as the>'earlier,studies of A.B. Thompson,
-

E. Campbell, D.O.W. Han., and up to the more recent and specialist
.

monograph by .7.A. Dakin on community centres.

Finally, the New Zealand Council for Educational Research has a

long-established interest in vocational and professional research-l-

in particular in regard to the study of school leavers and the, place-

.

mentmof graduates in the work force. Offenberger's study of ,,techni-

cians, recently published by,NZCER, is likely to,constitute a'major

contribution while the esvblishment
et
of the Adult Education Unit

(noted
.p

eviously) is sure to permit the Council to develop its con-

I,
tribution o continuing education research,'in a co-ordinated,and

A

systematic fashion,.

1 ;

C
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Conclusions

The comments offered, here present only a slender and casual overview of

research concerned -with continuing education and, therefore, the drawing

of conclusions may seem a little premature perhaps even impertinent.

Be that as it may, we would like to.think that those interested in the

field will give as much attention to the appendices as they do to the

ents offered and perhaps, with whatever additional information tO()

may have available, arrive at their own conclusions.

From our point of'view; however, the chief conclusion to be drawn

is that the'research available looks at best like a pattern of islands

scattered in unknown seas. In the field of continuing education we have

merely begun to scratch the surface and to establish parameters within

which future research can be carried
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Appendix, B: Agencies Providing Continuing Education

In,NeW Zealand', the providers of continuing education fall into two.

groups: (1) national organisations, and*(2) regional and local

organisations. Each ofi these two groups can be further divided.
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National Organisations

Organisations engaged in facilitating, co-ordinating, administe-

ring and proViding continuing education resources. (e.g., The

Education Department, The National Council, of Adult Education,

The Maoyi Education Foundation). .

II Organisations engaged directly in continuing education.

The Correspondence School, The Extramural Studies Department of

Massey Uniyersity).

III Other organisations which direct some of their ener ies towards

continuing education. (e.g., The Churches Educatio COmmission,

The New Zealand Industrial Design Council, The New Zealand

Theatre Federation Inc.).

IV Organisations whose continuing education programmes are directed

to special groups and,'as such, not generally open ey the public.

,(e.g., The New Zealand Polie.p Department, The New Zealand Society

Vf Accountants, The Tutor Training Unit).

2 ,Regional and Local Organisations

1..

O

Organisations not (generally) engaged'in Continuing education as
.

such, but involved in facilitating co- ordinating or administering.

(e.g., Art Galleries, Citizens' Advice Bureau):

c

Educational organisations engaged directly in continuing education.

(e.g., Teachers' Colleges, Technibal Institutes, Counselling

Centres,, Sports Bodies),.

I

f

:P3

J

4

f
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_ Appendix C: Statistics

Table 1: Recent Expenditure on'Tertiary Education
'(Rounded to nearest half million)

Institution 1976 1978 1979

Universities

Teachers Jolleges

Technical Collegesj

Community Colleges

.

93m

45m

36m

1.5m

110.5m

48m

43m )

2m )
)

e

122.5m

47 5m.-
52.5m

k

138m
4

53m

62.5m

Source: Estimates

Note: Not adjusted for inflati'on.

Tahie 2: Numbers of Students Attending Tertiary 'Ir
Sectors or'Education,System
(Both full and part-time)

Institution 1976 1977 1978

.Universities (including
extramural) 46,421 47,178 48,511

Teachers Colleges (in-
cluding kindergarten) 7,521 6,837 6,234

Technical Colleges and
ComMurdty Colleges
(Also Technical Con,
respondence Institute) 123,873 123,457 141,770

Source: E-1

4

o

4.

4
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Table 3: Annual Research Grants
r.

(1000s of $)

Institution 1976 1977 1978 1979

Universities 2.50 500 750 750

RZCER 379 456 493 544

Education Department 215 205 223

Source: Estimates

O

Table 4: Geowth.in Numbers of Adult Students Learning
by Correspondence

Institution 1976 1977 1978

Technical Correspondence P
School . 21,712. 22,022. 26,404

Correspondence'School 5,437 6,558 : 9,212

Massey University
.

,

,.,
k.

(Extramural) , ' 6014 6,099 , 6,4%8

- 375

<21

I
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Appendix D: Recent Research in Continuing Education

In order to obtain information about research currently in progress, we

circulated a questionnaire to appropriate institutions. The list below

is based on the replies received.

1 Continuing Education Research in the Universities

_Auckland University

Higher Education Research Office: Research into University
14

Teaching'amd Learning. ti

Careers Advisory Service: Destination of Graduates.

Centre fbr Continuing Education and the Education Department

of Auckland University: Disadvantaged Readers, New Start

for Mature Students, Adult Assessment: Survey of Clients'

Needs, Growth Knowledge and Inequality
VP
in New Zealand.

II University of Waikato

EducationDepartment: Changing Teacher Behaviour, Continuing

Education of Parents via Radio.

rii Massey University

Education Department: 'Hawkes Bay Community College (New

Zealand Department of Education contract); Trade Mathematics
, 4

*(New Zealand Department of Education Contract).

Extension Studies: Adult Education 1945-75.

IV Vict- oria University, ,ss. 4

University Teaching and Resource Cente: Teaching 4nd

Learning, Keller Principles and Mathematids 0 rS&S.

Extension Studies: Survey of Present:Education Resources

in }England.
A

1P.

Canterbury. University

Education Wv4ttment:. RNZAF'University cheme, Adult

Students at Hagley, l4ursing Studies and N sing EdUcation,

A
ge Differendes in the memory of StudentS.

/Extensidn Studies: Adult Students at Hagley Jgh.

Education Research amid Advisory Unit: Internal Publicationi

on Non-Graduates and,A:ssessment.

t

' r



VI Lincoln College

Careers Advisory Office: Destination of Ex-Students.

.363.

VII Otago University

Department of Education: Evening Classes for Adults, Adults

at Thre9 Institutions.

Higher Education Development ,Centre: Educational Technology

in Industry in New Zealand, Tutor Student'Interaction in

Distance Education.

2 Continuing Education Research in the Technical Institutes
-

I 'Christchurch Technital Institute ;

Lathe Measurement Exercise/Study.

II Technical Correspondence Institute

Readability of ICI Assignments, English for Polynesians.

III Central Institute of Technology

Readability of TextbOoks.

IV , Hawkes Bay Community s2;4ege

Study of Hawkes Bay students.

V Auckland Technical Institute

Evaluationof DECAL.

3 Gontinuing Education Research in the Teachers Colleges

I Auckland Secondary

Curriculum Research Project in Music Education

II Palmerston Nbrth

Evaluation of AST unit courses.

III

- ,

."Wellington

The Impact ollPtheigew Unit Policy on WTC Programmes, Micro

teaching in Student Teacher 'Training, Self Instructional

Audio-visual Modbles.°

IV' Christchurch'

Eni-4on and ConcuFrent,Teac411Training.
.

111

a

3 7.7
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V Dunedin

The Effects of the New B.Ed. Programmes.

4 Continuing Education Research in Statutory Bodies

I Education Department

Hawkes Day Community College Survey, Continuing Education

Survey, Adult Learning Activities in Christchurch, Re-

it training courses for women in Technical Institutes,

Evaluation of Technical In,ptitute Nurse Training, Trade

. Mathematics. ,

II Vocational Training Council

Effectiveness of VTC Supervisory Training, Nature a

Extent of Clerical Training, Career Opportunfti for

Women in the Apparel Industry, Study of.Feme e Apprentices

in Electronics Industry, Case 4tudies in the Multicultural

Work Force, Work Outcome Preferences in Three Cultures,

The Hiring Process in the Multicultural Workforce, A Study

of Labour Stability Cross Culturally.

New Zealand CoUncil for Educational Research

Parkyn Follow-Up, Evaluation of Apprenticeship Courses,

Teachers on Fiji Scheme of Cooperation, Survey of. Tech=

nician Training, Vocational Guidance, of School Leavers,

Readability of Long Distance Learning Study Materials,

Development and Evaluation of a Civil Flight Instructors

IT Course, Vocational Language Training for Migrants, Fire
o

P ServiCe Selection, Study Habits for Tertiary Students.

5 Continuing Educatilon Research in Voluntary Associations,'

I New Zealand Education Institute

II

Research into Rural. Community'Attitudes to, Education.

Uriiversity Students Association
%

Income and Expenditure on Tertiary Education.

4
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AupendixE: Analysis of Topics of Degree apd I5iploma'Studies
of Continuing Education 1970779

Institutions Studied Number of Studies

1 I Secondary School Etension ProgramAs I'

II Adults Returning to Second4ry Schooli 1

- University -, Fyll Time or Part Time

IV University Extension Programmes , 3

0V University Extramural Enrolments 2

VI Teachers-College, Teacher Research,

In-seryice Training 79

VII Tecical'Institute and Community Colleges 6

VIII 'Correspondence Organisations

IX Radio New Zealand Continuing Education

Unit

X Public Libraries, NZCER, Statutory Bodies
'44

2 Voluntary Organization Studied

I WEA

II Country Women's Co-ordinat ig ommittee.

III Playcentre Movement
.

IV Marriage Guidance Council

V Wairarapa Community ActiOn Programme

VI Nelson Community Education Service

'VII Learping Exchanges

VIII' Community, SerVices

3 Training Studied

I Industrial Training'Service

4' II Industry 'Tvaining Batrds

III State Service4Commission

IV Government Departments

V NZ .Institute of Management,

VI NZ Ballet School

VII NZ Drama School

VIII Professional Associations

-V

25

19

7

2

19

5
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7

7

Notq: This is, of course, not a comPlete analysis as anumbex of

studies were no doubt unidentified --Irhich probably sugglip

that more care is required in the S'electibn of deseripti

titles, for university theses.
O

Source: Derived from Pickens, KtA.

'Studies in-Education,

Studies, 10, 2; 11; 14,

7'
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Commentary

John
University Teaching and search Centre

,Victoria, University of Wellington

* . e

(

**
a y4

In-their 74e'r Denny Garrett, Alistair Paterson and Graham Wagner fbuny

N4 it necessary first totonsider the meanings of the terms 'continuing
0

educatiork: and 'researth'. 'Th`ey'defAined% continuing education' in its

1 Widest'sense as 'that education, which is pursued by people who have

, left 4chod1. and are no longer recituired to attend it, This definition

m 4.111,Cla,gS formal as well as informal kinds of education, as w
to.

T1
that is is specifically vocational.'.

. Their paper went on to consider mainly research carrie
.0

.

or about the tertiary - institutions: universPties, teachers collets,,

niCal institutes, community centres, etc., and this emphasig+on

tertiary level was reflected in the other papers presented fat the

;,Conference. For example, there were two-papers dealing with student

any

`,611" '

out within

matters,
1
'a group of papers dealing with teacher education2,ane, of

course, a symposium given over to research carried out in teachers

* colleges3 - the only paper outside this general framework was Graham

Hunt's paper on Determining Mathematical Competencies in Needs-Based

Carrentry Training.

While research of this kind tend§ to illuminate the area, providing

recommendations and directions' for future investigation, it is a very

tenuous platform upon which to draw conclusions for development of

future policies. For example, Marianne Tremaine's study on extramural

student withdrawal highlighted the need to explore-the phrase 'lack of

1. Marianne Tremaine, Why Students Withdr
:;urvey ()J1 Data Processing Students,,1967-19 8.

John Offenbergek.,'

2. David and K.M. Battersby, The Supervised and the Superviso4
David Battersby, Bogimning Teachers: Modern Day Robinson Crusoes.

3. W.J. Harper and G.H. Robinson, Research Interests in Teachers
Collpgep; Ian Stewart, Directions for Research in Teachers Colleges.

°

381



time.' before any real and concrete conclusi9ns could" be. reached. More-

over, the paper tended toignor ody of vocationally oriented re-

search related to staff training and technical raining carried outin
e

organisations such as those with a specific responsibility for training,

such as the Armed Forces and Industry. ,I personally felt this was a

serious limitation, as was the very conservative approach to the gather-

* ing of information from journals, such as Continuing Education, which,

while one might automatically turn to them, one would not, see them as

%.

poissibly the main source of information. Other journals, South Pa,'ific

Journal of Teacher Education, British Journal of Educational Tcchnology,

Highrir, EducationaJournaL..of B-lo-communication and many others are a

large source of studies related to this general definition of :continuing

education'. ct,

Having called attention to the difficulties o! definition, I conclude

by noting that the general themes that seemed to come out of this paper,

and the other papers on 'continuing education' were:

00

1. The need for more specific training of those engaged in research.

2. The need for more support of those engaged in research.

3. The need for more communication between researchers.

4. The need for a more comprehensive definition of what constitutes

research.

5. The problem of dissemination.

a
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